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FOREWORD

As a core component of its operations and mis-
sion, the Myanmar Institute for Peace and Security 
(MIPS) has implemented the Conflict Monitoring 
& Analysis initiative since the organization’s in-
ception in September 2017. At the heart of this 
enterprise is an ongoing effort to thoroughly mon-
itor and record conflict and peace-related events in 
Myanmar. Although other organizations have made 
valuable contributions in documenting Myanmar’s 
internal armed conflicts, the Township-based Con-
flict Monitoring System (TCMS) is pioneering in 
both its sophistication and scope. 

While documenting armed conflict is an import-
ant endeavor in and of itself, MIPS strives to utilize 
data produced by TCMS in a way that will help 
stakeholders end armed violence and move Myan-
mar toward a peaceful and democratic future. To 
achieve this goal, MIPS is committed to identify-
ing key trends in peace and conflict as they emerge, 
and informing stakeholders of not only impending 
risk, but also prospective opportunities for engage-
ment and dialogue.  

As one way to accomplish this task, MIPS publishes 
the “Monthly Peace & Security Brief ”, an in-depth 
analysis featuring select data from TCMS that is 
made available to members of the government, 
Tatmadaw, political parties, ethnic armed organi-
zations (EAO), humanitarian and development 
agencies, and the diplomatic community. MIPS 
strives to provide fair and impartial assessments 
that consider and reflect the multitude of perspec-

tives and experiences that exist within Myanmar’s 
complex security environment. Our motto in anal-
ysis is “let the data speak”.

Around the globe, researchers and practitioners in 
the peace and security field operate under a dual 
reality. Since all armed conflict is sensitive by na-
ture, analysts are tasked with maintaining conflict 
sensitivity without compromising the integrity and 
nuance of their assessments. From here emerges 
the first reality, that some work is best suited to 
make an impact among a select audience of stake-
holders. In any case, this first actuality cannot belie 
the second, which is that the general public has an 
important role to play in peace and reconciliation, 
and in this regard deserves access to informative 
data and analysis. This annual report represents 
MIPS’s dedication to this second, albeit equally 
critical obligation. 

Here, readers will find an all-in-one resource for 
understanding the key developments and trends 
of 2019 and early 2020, succinctly summarized 
and elucidated for those who are interested in 
Myanmar but may lack a background in security. 
For researchers and practitioners seeking a deeper 
account of developments in 2019, all 12 editions 
of the Monthly Peace & Security Brief from that 
year are offered in the annex. From all of our team 
at MIPS, we sincerely hope this report will prove 
valuable to stakeholders, academics, and the gener-
al public, and move the ball on Myanmar’s security 
field one step closer to the goal of peace.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report provides a comprehensive overview of 
the major trends that defined Myanmar’s peace pro-
cess and security landscape in 2019. It offers insid-
er information together with in-depth analysis to 
expound the year’s most significant developments, 
and to provide readers with a nuanced understand-
ing of the history, perspectives, and realities that 
defined the behavior of more than two dozen key 
actors in 2019 and the beginning of 2020. 

The baseline for this report is data from the Town-
ship-based Conflict Monitoring System (TCMS), 
which tracks and records conflict and peace-relat-
ed events in Myanmar. The data allows MIPS to 
identify significant patterns and trends, such as the 
acceleration or deceleration of armed conflict. This 
report is further made possible by information col-
lected from MIPS’s expansive network of sources, 
and by the various research projects MIPS under-
takes. 

Myanmar saw a major rise in the incidence of 
armed conflict in 2019, but this trend was primar-
ily driven by two conflicts involving three actors: 
the Tatmadaw, the Arakan Army (AA), and the 
Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA). The 
conflict between the Tatmadaw and AA was most-
ly confined to northern Rakhine State and Paletwa 
Township in southern Chin State, while the con-
flict between the Tatmadaw and TNLA took place 
almost exclusively in northern Shan State. 

Both of these conflicts escalated as the year pro-
gressed. In Rakhine State, severe fighting began af-
ter the AA launched coordinated attacks on police 
posts on January 4, prompting an angry response 
from both the government and Tatmadaw. The AA 
went on to launch multiple rounds of large-scale 
attacks on Tatmadaw positions and units, while the 
Tatmadaw moved to dislodge AA bases and dug-in 
positions across the theater. By year’s end, the AA 

had largely succeeded in dismantling civil adminis-
tration in Rakhine, and a new era of Tatmadaw ca-
pability characterized by sustained air and artillery 
power had emerged. 

Although 2019 began with fresh hopes for stability 
in northern Shan State, bilateral ceasefire talks be-
tween the Tatmadaw and TNLA slowly soured. As 
tensions rose, the TNLA, together with the AA and 
the Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army 
(MNDAA), launched a large-scale offensive up and 
down the main transportation route linking Myan-
mar to China in August. The alliance managed 
to disrupt the economic corridor for nearly two 
weeks, after which the Tatmadaw pushed the fight-
ers back off the highway and pursued them deeper 
into the remote Shan hills. Residual fighting would 
continue into early 2020. 

Despite leading the TNLA, AA, and MNDAA in 
the Northern Alliance, the Kachin Independence 
Army (KIA) played no role in the August offen-
sive in northern Shan State. Since June 2018, the 
KIA and Tatmadaw have maintained a tacit cease-
fire across Kachin State. Despite periodic clashes 
in northern Shan State, both sides demonstrated 
a clear willingness to further deescalate tensions in 
Kachin, engage in bilateral negotiations, and co-
operate in areas like internally displaced persons 
(IDP) resettlement. Kachin State comparatively re-
mains stable today, a trend that will likely continue 
into 2021. 

Near the southeastern border with Thailand, con-
tinued armed conflict neither died down like it 
had in Kachin, nor escalated into the severe strife 
witnessed in Rakhine and northern Shan. Instead, 
tensions between the Tatmadaw and Karen Nation-
al Liberation Army (KNLA) continued to simmer 
over the former’s efforts to improve its network of 
jungle roads in two townships—Kyaukkyi Town-
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ship in Bago Region, and neighboring Hpapun 
Township in Kayin State. Bouts of limited clash-
es in early 2019 were followed by a long pause in 
fighting, but by year’s end had reignited and con-
tinued into mid-2020. 

The year also witnessed new dynamics within 
Myanmar’s notorious drug trade, which plays an 
important role in financing a multitude of armed 
actors throughout the country. One key trend 
demonstrated by drug seizures was a pronounced 
shift in producer preference from Yaba, a tablet 
form of methamphetamine, to ice, the more profit-
able crystalline form. Coastal areas like Tanintharyi 
Region became increasingly important trafficking 
hubs for international-bound narcotic shipments 
produced in Shan State. Although it remained a 
major transport hub for smugglers, fewer drugs 
were funneled through Rakhine State after the Tat-
madaw imposed a sweeping land and naval block-
ade against the Arakan Army (AA).  

The majority of armed conflict in 2019 took place 
in or near populated areas, rather than the remote 
and rugged hills atop which some of Myanmar’s 
other conflicts have transpired. In Rakhine State, 
where AA fighters operated out of ethnic Rakh-
ine villages, civilians frequently found themselves 
caught in the crossfire of armed clashes. Civilians 
also found themselves in harm’s way in northern 
Shan State when fighting spilled onto the highway 
that bisects dozens of villages and towns on its way 
to the border. Although the fighting in Kayin State 
did occur in remote areas, civilians faced the risk of 
injury and displacement because they live near the 
trails and roads fought over by the Tatmadaw and 
Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA). 

Civilians also faced risk of injury and death from 
other dangers, especially land mines and impro-
vised explosive devices (IED). Many of the town-
ships most affected by frequent armed clashes in 
2019 were not heavily affected, or in some cases 
not affected at all, in 2018. When soldiers or fight-

ers move into new areas, they often plant mines for 
force protection, leading to more frequent harm to 
civilians. Beyond these dangers, civilians continued 
to face killings, arbitrary detention, abductions, ex-
tortion, and forced recruitment in 2019. 

The peace process remained frozen throughout 
the entirety of 2019. Despite its efforts, the gov-
ernment was unable to restart formal peace talks 
after both the Karen National Union (KNU) and 
Restoration Council of Shan State (RCSS) sus-
pended their participation in October 2018. With 
the peace process halted, the government could 
not convene the Union Peace Conference—21st 
Century Panglong (UPC), where it hoped to reach 
an agreement on a new set of federal principles. It 
also continued to struggle with structural problems 
and technical shortfalls, as well as with strained civ-
il-military relations. 

The KNU’s and RCSS’s suspension of formal par-
ticipation in the peace process threw the Peace 
Process Steering Team (PPST), the governing body 
of the ten signatories to the Nationwide Ceasefire 
Agreement (NCA), into disarray. Despite its lead-
ing role in the body, the KNU proposed dissolving 
the PPST in favor of a non-binding coordination 
meeting. An intervention by the RCSS, which as-
sumed the lead role after the KNU’s abdication, 
managed to save the PPST, but the formal pro-
ceedings nonetheless remained on hold for the ma-
jority of the year. After resolving internal discord, 
the KNU rejoined the peace process in August 
2019, but plans to convene the Joint Implementa-
tion Coordination Meeting (JICM) together with 
the government did not materialize until January 
2020. 

The relationship between the government and 
ethnic armed organizations (EAO) with which it 
maintains bilateral ceasefire agreements improved in 
2019. Despite its original opposition, the powerful 
United Wa State Army (UWSA) softened its stance 
toward the NCA and signaled to fellow members of 
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the Federal Political Negotiation and Consultative 
Committee (FPNCC) to move forward with bilat-
eral negotiations or sign the NCA when ready. The 
UWSA’s two closest partners, the National Demo-
cratic Alliance Army (NDAA) and the Shan State 
Progress Party (SSPP), demonstrated a willingness 
to improve their relationship with the government 
and possibly sign the NCA in the future. 

The progress of negotiations between the govern-
ment and EAOs that maintain no ceasefires were 
mixed in 2019. With relative stability returning 
to Kachin State, the KIA demonstrated a notable 
intent to reach bilateral ceasefire with the Tatmad-
aw. Despite initial interest, by mid-year the TNLA, 
AA, and MNDAA informed the KIA that they 
would no longer pursue bilateral ceasefire. After 

escalations in both northern Shan and Rakhine 
states, bilateral talks did resume, but by 2020 faced 
a new, external challenge.

In mid-March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic 
put a firm halt to talks among the government, 
Tatmadaw, NCA signatories, and non-ceasefire 
groups. Already challenged by a slow pace of ne-
gotiations, the 4th UPC, originally slated for April 
2020, will likely face delay until at least early 2021. 
Plans for a subsequent meeting between the gov-
ernment and Northern Alliance members, agreed 
to at the last meeting in December 2019, were also 
indefinitely suspended. Political dialogue and bilat-
eral ceasefire negotiations will likely see little to no 
progress for the remainder of 2020 as a result of the 
ongoing pandemic. 
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METHODOLOGY

The Township-based Conflict Monitoring System 
(TCMS) is operated under the Conflict Monitor-
ing and Analysis initiative at MIPS and forms the 
backbone of the organization’s research and anal-
ysis capacity. In essence, TCMS is an advanced 
monitoring system and database that tracks and 
stores exhaustive data related to peace and conflict 
in Myanmar. TCMS currently holds comprehen-
sive data for the period between January 2015 and 
the present, with ongoing efforts to retrospectively 
record events as early as 2011. 

MIPS employs a team of specialized ‘coders’ re-
sponsible for tracking and recording more than 
300 peace and conflict variables, with workload di-
vided by region, timeframe, and event type. Cod-
ers collect information primarily from open sourc-
es, including traditional media and social media, 
but are aided by input and verification from field 
monitors operating in conflict-affected states and 
regions. After passing a rigorous verification pro-
cess, events are carefully coded into the database 
through a custom-built data entry portal. A senior 
data manager reviews the entries on a weekly and 
monthly basis.

Of the more than 300 variables tracked by TMCS, 
75 indicate the acceleration or deceleration of con-
flict dynamics nationwide. Additional inputs in-
clude primary/secondary actors and targets, time, 
geo-coordinates, casualty estimates, and narrative 
descriptions of an event. ‘Armed clashes’, ‘IED/
mine-related incidents’, and ‘armed incidents’ are 
the most frequently referenced variables through-
out this report.

According to the TCMS codebook, an armed clash 
is a violent engagement wherein two or more or-
ganized groups use lethal weapons against other 
organized actors or civilians at a specific time and 
location. If mines or improvised explosive devices 

(IED) are used in an armed clash, the event will 
still be coded as armed clash. Verifying the types of 
weapons used in an armed clash is often difficult 
or impossible. In 2018, TCMS recorded only three 
incidents involving the verified used of mines or 
IEDs in an armed clash. In 2019, it recorded 22 of 
such cases. 

A mine/IED is defined as a violent engagement 
wherein parties to conflict use IEDs, remotely con-
trolled explosive devices, and/or landmines to in-
flict casualties among an opponent. Mine/IED is 
coded when combatants use or deploy only these 
instruments without engaging in an armed clash as 
defined above. Throughout this report, such events 
are referred to as “mine or IED-related incidents”. 
For brevity, “armed incidents” is used to describe 
incidents coded as either armed clashes, or mine- 
or IED-related incidents. 

In the TCMS coding standard, both armed clashes 
and mine- or IED-related incidents are considered 
events. An event is a behavior or action of a party in 
conflict at a specific time and geographical location 
with an aim to cause a desired impact on another 
party. An event, which may escalate or deescalate 
conflict dynamics, may be composed of multiple 
actions where the break between any two consec-
utive actions is no more than 24 hours and occurs 
at a specific location with the same actors and tar-
gets. This time parameter affects the total count of 
armed incidents during any given period. For ex-
ample, if armed group A attacks armed group B’s 
base at 6 AM and again at 11 AM in an attempt to 
overrun the position, the incident is coded as one 
event.

Although TCMS may not identify every single 
conflict-related event in a given month, it enables 
MIPS to map out conflict dynamics and identify 
major trends, such as acceleration or deceleration. 
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It also provides hard evidence for the data-driven 
assessment MIPS produces each month, and for 
the advice provided to stakeholders during regular 
consultations and workshops.  

The Monthly Peace & Security Brief is provid-
ed to stakeholders, members of the internation-
al community, and fellow researchers and offers 
critical analysis of current trends in peace and 
conflict. The brief includes a narrative analysis 
made possible by data from TCMS, information 
gathered from MIPS’s extensive network, and ad-
ditional inputs from other MIPS projects. Each 
edition also includes select data from TCMS, 
such as the number of armed incidents, affected 
townships, and significant meetings that occurred 
in a given month. All 12 editions of the monthly 
brief published in 2019 are available in the annex 
of this report.

The Annual Peace & Security Review is the year-
long rendition of the monthly brief produced with 
the benefit of hindsight and a larger data pool. The 

methodology used in the annual report is much 
the same as that used in the monthly brief, with 
the primary input being data from TCMS, infor-
mation from MIPS sources, and quantitative and 
qualitative data collected during the implementa-
tion of the various research projects MIPS under-
takes. 

Although the data provided in this report mostly 
covers events in 2019, MIPS’s regular engagement 
with key stakeholders enables us to review and as-
sess developments in the peace process in real time. 
Therefore, our analysis in this report captures not 
only the major trends of 2019, but also the current 
status of the peace process in 2020. 

Another particularly relevant activity is an ongo-
ing study on the impact of social media in armed 
conflict. In summary, MIPS closely monitors social 
media content related to armed conflict in Myan-
mar to understand how it is used by armed actors 
and how it changes individual perceptions toward 
armed conflict. 
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INTRODUCTION
Myanmar’s internal armed conflict is defined by 
several distinct features. For one, it is the longest 
running domestic armed conflict in the world, 
tracing its origins to the advent of independence 
from British colonial rule in 1948. Myanmar is 
also home to the world’s longest lasting ceasefire 
between a government and non-state armed group.

Another distinguishing feature of Myanmar’s con-
flict is its numerous armed actors who, at any given 
moment, are engaged or disengaged in varying de-
grees of hostilities or negotiations with the govern-
ment and each other. Myanmar’s peace and conflict 
landscape in 2019 was no different, with the year 
witnessing both the acceleration and deceleration 
of several conflicts, as well as new overtures for 

peace and persisting political deadlock. This report 
sets out to examine the principal features of peace 
and conflict that shaped Myanmar in 2019.

This report primarily deals with the Armed Forc-
es of Myanmar, or Tatmadaw, and the 19 ethnic 
armed organizations (EAO) it currently engages 
with politically, militarily or both. Among these 
EAOs, ten have signed the Nationwide Cease-
fire Agreement (NCA), a comprehensive ceasefire 
agreement that outlines the peace process, while 
five others maintain bilateral ceasefire agreements 
with the government. The remaining four groups 
do not have ceasefire agreements with the govern-
ment, and therefore are comparatively more in-
volved in active hostilities.
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There are also, of course, a myriad of other armed 
actors that play a role in Myanmar, including mi-
litias, the Border Guard Force (BGF), and splinter 
groups formerly tied to particular EAOs. On their 
own, these groups were involved in only a handful 
of the armed incidents recorded in 2019. Actions 
by militias or BGF units were almost always defen-
sive in nature or under the directive of the Tatmad-
aw. In any case, the defining feature of Myanmar’s 
conflict landscape in 2019 was fighting between 

the Tatmadaw and EAOs. The year also saw a sig-
nificant decline in inter-EAO fighting, a trend that 
comprised a sizeable portion of armed conflict in 
2018. 

Within this context, the relatively new conflict be-
tween the Tatmadaw and Arakan Army (AA) proved 
most salient. Formed in 2009, the AA seeks greater 
autonomy for Rakhine State and has been building 
its presence there since at least 2015. Significant 

Table 1. Significant non-state armed actors involved in at least one clash with the Tatmadaw in 2019 based on ceasefire status

Actor
At Least One Armed 

Clash with State  
Security Forces in 2019

Ceasefire Ceasefire Category

AA/ULA Yes No No ceasefire
DKBA-Splinter Yes No No ceasefire
KIA/KIO Yes No No ceasefire
MNDAA/MNTJP Yes No No ceasefire
TNLA/PSLF Yes No No ceasefire
ARSA Yes No No ceasefire
KNPP No Yes Bilateral ceasefire agreement
NSCN-K Yes Yes Bilateral ceasefire agreement
SSPP Yes Yes Bilateral ceasefire agreement
NDAA No Yes Bilateral ceasefire agreement
UWSA No Yes Bilateral ceasefire agreement
ABSDF No Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
ALP No Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
CNF No Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
DKBA-5 (KKO) No Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
KNU (Peace Council) No Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
PNLO No Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
LDU No Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
KNU Yes Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
NMSP Yes Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
RCSS Yes Yes Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement
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clashes between the Tatmadaw and AA first began 
near the border with Bangladesh in southern Chin 
State in 2017, but a full-fledged conflict between 
the two sides did not erupt until January 2019.

The next big highlight of 2019 was the conflict in 
northern Shan State, which borders China’s Yun-
nan Province. There, simmering tensions between 
the Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA) and 
the Tatmadaw cooled in the opening of 2019 af-
ter the latter announced a unilateral cessation of 
military activities in the north. Subsequent talks 
between the Tatmadaw and TNLA, however, were 
quickly challenged by a disagreement over the ex-
tent of the TNLA’s territorial claims. To address 
this issue, the Tatmadaw began forcefully removing 
TNLA positions in certain areas as it simultane-
ously pursued a ceasefire with the group, leading to 
renewed tensions. The TNLA ultimately respond-
ed by launching a large-scale offensive along the 
economic corridor linking Myanmar and China in 
August. Clashes between the two sides continued 
into 2020.

The escalating conflicts involving the AA and 
TNLA coincided with the de-escalation of conflicts 
in different areas with different actors. In Kachin 
State, for example, the Kachin Independence Army 
(KIA), one of the four groups that does not main-
tain a ceasefire, and Tatmadaw were largely able to 
avoid clashes throughout the year, although the two 
sides did periodically clash in northern Shan State. 
The KIA, among the oldest and most well-estab-
lished EAOs in Myanmar, signed a ceasefire with 
the government in 1994, but fighting in Kachin 
State resumed in 2011. The most recent Tatmadaw 
offensive against the KIA ended in May 2018, ush-
ering in a new period of relative stability after seven 
years of sustained fighting. 

Although the conflict between the TNLA and Tat-
madaw escalated in northern Shan State, the con-
flict between the TNLA and Restoration Council 
of Shan State (RCSS), one of the signatories of 
the NCA, largely subsided after the latter reached 
an agreement with the Shan State Progress Party 
(SSPP), another Shan armed group closely allied 
with the TNLA. In July 2018, the TNLA and SSPP 
banded together in an attempt to oust the RCSS 
from northern Shan State, leading to nine months 
of sustained conflict. An intervention by Shan civil 
society and several prominent monks helped end 
the fighting, although the underlying causes of the 
conflict remain. 

In March 2018, a major episode of fighting be-
tween the Tatmadaw and Karen National Union 
(KNU), an NCA signatory, erupted in Hpapun 
Township, Kayin State. The fighting was sparked 
over the Tatmadaw’s efforts to clear and upgrade an 
old network of roads that link its numerous bases 
in the area. Although the two sides were able to 
avoid a wider confrontation like the one in 2018, 
sporadic clashes in Hpapun and neighbouring 
Kyaukkyi townships persisted throughout 2019 
and into 2020. The incidents overshadowed the 
KNU’s participation in the peace process and its 
factional dynamics within.

While salient, the actors involved in the aforemen-
tioned conflicts represent only a fraction of the 
pieces that make up Myanmar’s peace and security 
puzzle. Of the 19 relevant EAOs, it is important 
to note that ten did not have any armed clashes 
with the Tatmadaw in 2019, while another three 
did not engage in any significant military confron-
tation with the Tatmadaw. Among the latter are the 
RCSS and SSPP who, despite periodic clashes with 
the Tatmadaw, maintain relatively stable ceasefires. 
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In fact, nearly 95% of all clashes recorded between 
state security forces and non-state armed actors 
were between the Tatmadaw and the four EAOs 
that did not have ceasefire agreements with the 
government. Among those, almost all clashes were 
between the Tatmadaw and the TNLA or AA.

These latter two conflicts also accounted for the 
majority of combatant and civilian deaths. In 

2019, between 934 and 1,711 combatants were 
killed during armed incidents across the nation. 
Between 800 and 1,500 combatants died during 
fighting between the AA and state security forces, 
while 80 to 120 died during fighting between the 
TNLA and state security forces. Of the 151 civil-
ians who lost their lives as a direct result of armed 
conflict in 2019, the majority were killed in these 
two conflicts.

Table 2. Conflict dyads among major armed actors in Myanmar in 2019

Actor 1 Actor 2 Ceasefire Category Ceasefire 
(Yes/No/NA)

Number of 
Clashes in 

2019
Tatmadaw AA No ceasefire No 654

Tatmadaw TNLA No ceasefire No 254

Tatmadaw KIA No ceasefire No 35

Tatmadaw MNDAA No ceasefire No 24

RCSS SSPP Not applicable N/A 24

Other Other Not applicable N/A 24

Tatmadaw KNU Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement Yes 12

RCSS TNLA Not applicable N/A 11

Tatmadaw RCSS Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement Yes 10

Tatmadaw Unknown Not applicable N/A 10

Tatmadaw SSPP Bilateral ceasefire agreement Yes 8

KNU NMSP Not applicable N/A 5

Tatmadaw NMSP Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement Yes 3

Tatmadaw DKBA-Splinter No ceasefire N/A 3

NMSP DKBA-Splinter Not applicable N/A 2

RCSS PNLO Not applicable N/A 2

Tatmadaw NSCN-K Bilateral ceasefire agreement Yes 1

SSPP SSPP Not applicable N/A 1
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OVERALL ARMED INCIDENTS 

In 2019, the Township-based Conflict Monitor-
ing System (TCMS) recorded 1,083 armed clash-
es and 185 incidents involving mines or impro-
vised explosive devices (IED), for a total of 1,268 
armed incidents nationwide. In comparison, 
TCMS recorded only 492 armed clashes and 158 
mine or IED-related incidents for a total of 650 
armed incidents nationwide in 2018. The armed 
conflicts involving the Arakan Army (AA) and 
the Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA), 

which together involved 81% of all armed clashes 
in 2019, contributed to a significant increase in 
armed incidents from 2018 to 2019. 

Throughout all of Myanmar’s conflicts in 2019, 
MIPS estimates that between 934 and 1,711 com-
batants were killed during active hostilities. At least 
151 civilians died as a direct result of armed con-
flict in Myanmar the same year.

Fighting Pairs Low Estimate High Estimate

AA vs State Security Forces 800 1500

PSLF/TNLA vs State Security Forces 80 120

RCSS/SSA vs State Security Forces 8 15

KIA vs State Security Forces 7 12

Unknown vs State Security Forces 11 11

MNDAA vs State Security Forces 6 10

SSPP/SSA vs State Security Forces 5 10

KNU vs State Security Forces 3 8

RCSS/SSA vs PSLF/TNLA 4 8

ARSA vs State Security Forces 3 6

DKBA-Splinter vs State Security Forces 1 5

KNU VS NMSP/MNLA 5 5

NMSP/MNLA vs State Security Forces 1 1

Total Estimate of  Combatants Killed in 2019 934 1711

Table 3.  High-low estimates of combatants killed during dyadic conflict in Myanmar in 2019

Overall Armed Incidents    |    13
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Figure 1. Distribution of armed clashes across Myanmar in 2018.
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Figure 2. Distribution of armed clashes across Myanmar in 2019
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Although the overall incidence of armed conflict 
in Myanmar drastically increased in 2019, this 
trend was largely bound by geography and driven 
only by a few actors. For example, clashes between 
the Tatmadaw and AA in both northern Rakhine 

and southern Chin states accounted for 58% of all 
armed clashes recorded nationwide in 2019. Mean-
while, clashes between the Tatmadaw and TNLA 
in northern Shan State accounted for another 23% 
of all armed clashes recorded throughout the year.

ALTHOUGH THE OVERALL INCIDENCE OF ARMED 
CONFLICT IN MYANMAR DRASTICALLY INCREASED IN 
2019, THIS TREND WAS LARGELY BOUND BY GEOGRAPHY 
AND DRIVEN ONLY BY A FEW ACTORS.
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Figure 3. Nationwide armed clashes in 2019 by month

The incidence of nationwide clashes increased 
toward the year’s end; a trend which, as shown in 
Figure 4, was mainly influenced by the incidence of 
clashes between the AA and Tatmadaw in Rakhine 
and Chin states, and between the TNLA and 
Tatmadaw in northern Shan State. In March 2019, 
for example, the AA launched a major offensive 
against Tatmadaw and police positions in Mrauk 

U Township, contributing to a nearly two-fold 
increase in the monthly number of nationwide 
armed clashes. After taking about one month to 
regroup, the AA again staged large-scale attacks 
on the Tatmadaw in northern Rakhine in May. 
Similar patterns of armed clashes were observed 
in Rakhine State throughout 2019.
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Figure 4. Incidence of armed clashes in Rakhine Theater versus nationwide

After repelling the AA’s major attacks in October, 
the Tatmadaw liberalized its use of air and artillery 
strikes in November in what came to mark the be-
ginning of a sustained offensive against AA fixed 
positions throughout northern Rakhine and south-
ern Chin states. By late January 2020, the Tatmad-
aw was targeting AA units and dug-in positions 
with artillery and airstrikes on a near-daily basis. 
The ebb and flow of the Rakhine conflict is reflect-
ed in the dips and spikes in the monthly totals of 
armed clashes nationwide.

The major spike in armed clashes recorded in August, 
however, is largely attributable to the conflict be-
tween the Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA) 
and Tatmadaw. In December 2018, the Tatmadaw 
declared a unilateral cessation of military activities, 
leading to a pause in fighting with the TNLA in Jan-
uary. By February, however, regular clashes between 
the two sides resumed. Then, in June, the Tatmad-
aw launched a limited offensive to dislodge certain 
TNLA positions. The likely aim of this offensive was 
to deny the TNLA the ability to claim additional ter-
ritory during expected ceasefire talks.

With tensions on the rise, the TNLA announced 
the formation of the Brotherhood Alliance togeth-
er with the AA and the Myanmar National Demo-
cratic Alliance Army (MNDAA) before launching 
a major offensive against government positions up 
and down the economic corridor linking Myanmar 
and China on August 15. The Kachin Indepen-
dence Army’s (KIA) conspicuous absence from the 
new alliance reflected its ongoing efforts to reduce 
hostile tensions with the Tatmadaw, even as it con-
tinued to lead the Northern Alliance together with 
the TNLA, AA, and MNDAA.

In the month of August alone, TCMS recorded 
113 clashes in northern Shan State, equivalent to 
nearly one third of all clashes recorded between 
state security forces and EAOs in all of 2018.  Al-
though major offensive operations subsided in just 
two weeks, residual fighting between the TNLA 
and Tatmadaw continued into 2020.  

In contrast to the escalation in northern Shan State, 
armed conflict was largely absent from Kachin 
State in 2019, as both the KIA and Tatmadaw 
maintained an unspoken truce. In Kayin State, on-
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IN THE MONTH OF AUGUST ALONE, TCMS RECORDED 113 
CLASHES IN NORTHERN SHAN STATE, EQUIVALENT TO 
NEARLY ONE THIRD OF ALL CLASHES RECORDED BETWEEN 
STATE SECURITY FORCES AND EAOS IN ALL OF 2018.

going tensions between the Karen National Union 
(KNU) and Tatmadaw led to sporadic clashes in 
2019, but the two sides also avoided a wider con-

frontation like the one sparked over the Tatmad-
aw’s road projects in March 2018. 

Figure 5. Comparison of nationwide armed clashes in 2018 and 2019 by month

The trend lines of armed clashes in 2018 and 2019 
went in two different directions. In 2019, more 
clashes were observed by the end of the year, while 
the opposite was true in 2018. In both years, there 
were significant clashes during the rainy season 
from June to September. In fact, there was a spike 
in clashes in August at the height of the monsoon. 
Several factors may explain why the rainy season 
did not dampen fighting.

In Rakhine State, for example, the continuation of 
fighting despite the rains might be explained by the 
Tatmadaw’s increasing reliance on artillery and air-
strikes, which are less affected by inclement weath-
er than ground soldiers. In Shan State, continued 
fighting during the rainy season could be explained 
by the nature of the TNLA’s August offensive. 
That operation was primarily concentrated along 
the highway, rather than in the rugged jungles and 
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mountains that are annually muddied by the onset 
of the rainy season.

As Figure 6 indicates, there was a steady increase in 
mine- or improvised explosive device (IED) related 
incidents in 2019, a trend that closely coincided 
with the increase in armed clashes. As in the pre-
vious year, a higher number of armed clashes typi-
cally drew a high number of mine- or IED-related 
incidents. In northern Shan State, for example, the 
increase in incidents in August and September was 
likely related to the Brotherhood Alliance’s offen-
sive that began on August 15. When armed actors 

move into new areas, they often plant mines for 
force protection. In 2019, 76% of IED or mine-re-
lated incidents involved civilians. 

It is important to note that mine or IED-related 
incidents involving combatants from both sides are 
likely underreported, and that the number record-
ed by TCMS therefore tends to underrepresent the 
actual count. MIPS is confident, however, that the 
trend of mine- or IED-related incidents demon-
strated by TCMS is similar to the rising trend on 
the ground. 

Figure 6.  Nationwide mine- or IED-related incidents in 2019 by month
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Figure 7.  Comparison of nationwide mine- or IED-related incidents in 2018 and 2019 by month

Figure 8.  IED- and mine-related incidents by region and month in 2019
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Mine- or IED-related incidents occurred mostly 
in areas affected by the conflicts involving the AA 
and TNLA. While IED-related incidents in both 
cases gradually increased throughout 2019, the AA 
appeared to become increasingly reliant on IED-
based ambushes throughout 2019. MIPS observed 
the heavy use of mine and IED attacks against the 
Tatmadaw in early 2020 as well. Even if the fre-
quency and intensity of head-to-head armed clash-
es reduce in Rakhine State, mines and IEDs will 
likely continue to pose a risk throughout 2020 un-
less an explicit ceasefire is agreed to by the AA and 
Tatmadaw. 

Of the 1,083 total armed clashes recorded in 2019, 
1,014 occurred between state security forces and 
non-state actors, the latter usually being the ethnic 
armed organizations (EAO). A total of 45 armed 
clashes took place between non-state actors, while 

the remaining 24 were violent incidents involving 
organized groups such as state security forces, mi-
litias, EAOs, gangs or organized civilians. Groups 
involved in inter-EAO fighting in 2019 included 
the Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA), 
Restoration Council of Shan State (RCSS), Shan 
State Progress Party (SSPP), Karen National Union 
(KNU), and New Mon State Party (NMSP).

On the whole, 2019 witnessed a 176% rise in armed 
clashes between state security forces and non-state 
actors but, as previously shown, this increase was 
linked primarily to fighting between two pairs: the 
Tatmadaw and AA, and the Tatmadaw and TNLA. 
Meanwhile, there was a 52% reduction in armed 
clashes between non-state actors, largely because 
the TNLA-SSPP coalition and the RCSS mostly 
avoided confrontation following an agreement be-
tween the SSPP and RCSS in April. 

Figure 9.  Nationwide armed clashes in 2019 by category
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Figure 10. Nationwide armed clashes between state security forces and non-state armed groups in 2019 by month

Figure 11. Nationwide armed clashes between non-state armed groups in 2019 by month
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In 2019, there was also a 37% rise in armed clashes 
between state security forces and EAOs that have 
not signed the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement 
(NCA), compared with a 51% reduction in armed 
clashes between state security forces and EAOs 
that have signed it. This latter dynamic was large-

ly because, in 2019, the Tatmadaw and the Karen 
National Union (KNU) were able to avoid a wid-
er confrontation like the one sparked in Hpapun 
Township in March 2018. In general, the NCA 
and bilateral ceasefires were effective in preventing 
frequent clashes among signatories in 2019. 

Figure 12.  Total nationwide clashes between state security forces and NCA-signatories versus total nationwide clashes between 
state security forces and non-NCA armed groups in 2018 and 2019
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CONFLICT-AFFECTED TOWNSHIPS

As in 2018, the Township-Based Conflict Mon-
itoring System (TCMS) indentified 50 town-
ships in 2019 that experienced one or more 
armed incidents, meaning either armed clashes 
or incidents involving mines or improvised ex-
plosive devices (IED). More specifically, such 
incidents include armed clashes between state 
security forces and non-state actors, clashes be-

tween two or more non-state actors, or incidents 
in which civilians were targetted or inadver-
tendly affected by the actions of state security 
forces or non-state armed actors. This figure 
does not include other conflict-related costs 
that may have been borne by civilians in other  
townships, but is instead indicative of violent  
actions carried out by organized armed actors.
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Figure 13. Conflict-affected townships in 2019
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Figure 14. Townships where at least ten clashes occurred in 2019

Overall, the number of affected townships remained 
the same in 2019, but more townships were affect-
ed by a higher number of armed incidents compared 
with 2018. In total, 19 townships experienced at least 
ten or more armed incidents in 2019, compared with 
only 14 townships that reached the same threshold in 

2018. Only 29 out of 50 townships experienced four 
or fewer armed incidents in 2019, compared with 34 
out of 50 townships that experienced only four or 
fewer armed incidents in 2018. Among the top most 
affected townships, the total number of armed inci-
dents was substantially higher in 2019 than in 2018. 
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A closer look shows these trends were largely driven 
by regional shifts in conflict dynamics, and should 
be considered in light of four general patterns. 
First, townships in Kachin State that were among 
the most affected in 2018 dropped off the list in 
2019. Second, the highest concentration of clashes 
shifted from northern Shan State in 2018 to north-
ern Rakhine State in 2019. Third, the composi-
tion of conflict-affected townships in Shan State 
changed in 2019 as one conflict subsided and an-
other escalated. Finally, although no major episode 
of fighting took place in Kayin State, sporadic and 
limited clashes there became the norm. 

Tanai and Hpakant townships in Kachin State 
were among the most conflict-affected townships 
in 2018 because they were the focal point of two 
Tatmadaw offensives against the Kachin Indepen-
dence Army (KIA). After the Tatmadaw wrapped 

up its offensives in May 2018, however, clashes be-
tween the two sides largely subsided. Since then, the 
Tatmadaw and KIA have maintaned an unspoken 
truce throughout all of Kachin State, and in 2019 
no clashes were recorded in Tanai Township while 
only one clash was recorded in Hpakant Township. 

The highest concentration of armed clashes in 2019 
was recorded in northern Rakhine and southern 
Chin states, where the conflict between the Arakan 
Army (AA) and Tatmadaw placed seven townships 
among the top ten most affected. The rise in con-
flict there began when the AA launched its bid to 
oust the Tatmadaw and establish control of the re-
gion in January 2019. As a result, townships like 
Mrauk U and Minbya, which did not have clashes 
in 2018, in addition to townships like Kyauktaw 
and Ponnagyun, which only had a few, were cata-
pulted to the top of the list.
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Among all the conflict-affected townships in 
northern Rakhine State, Buthidaung Township ex-
perienced the highest frequency of clashes in 2019, 
largely because of its strategic importance for the 
AA. Like Paletwa Township in Chin State, Buthid-
aung Township’s proximity to the border offers the 
AA strategic depth by serving as a bridge between 
Bangladesh, where the AA is known to seek re-
prieve, and the wider Rakhine Theater. Major bat-
tles, however, were comparatively less common in 
Buthidaung Township, where the relatively small 
ethnic Rakhine population offers less support for 
AA fighters. 

Meanwhile, Mrauk U Township earned its top 
spot largely because it is the focal point of the AA’s 
“Arakan Dream 2020”, a slogan that highlights the 
group’s ambition to establish a headquarter in the 
township by 2020. Located at the center of north-
ern Rakhine, Mrauk U township is the stronghold 
of the AA and offers the broadest support from the 
local population. Mrauk U’s terrain, however, is 
not ideally suited for guerrilla warfare, and the AA 
did not engage in major battles there after attempt-
ing to overrun a police battalion in March 2019. 
Instead, the epicenter of major fighitng shifted to 
Minbya and Kyauktaw townships in Rakhine State. 

Although the center of gravity shifted firmly to 
Rakhine State, northern Shan State was still sig-
nifcantly affected, albeit by a new set of emerging 
conflict dynamics. Kutkai Township, for example, 
experienced 157 armed incidents in 2019, a fig-
ure higher than the total number of armed inci-
dents recorded in the top three townships from 
2018 combined. The primary reason for this large 
number is that the township was the focal point of 
the Brotherhood Alliance’s offensive in August in 
which the alliance tried to cut off the Lashio-Muse 
highway, the most critical link between mainland 
Myanmar and China. In that month alone, TCMS 
recorded 71 clashes in the township, 45% of its an-
nual total. 

Still, clashes recorded in Kutkai throughout the re-
mainder of the year were also high because of its 
status as an important juncture. Located on the 
doorstep of the Palaung heartland, Kutkai offers 
access to the border at Muse to the north as well as 
the border at Chinshwehaw to the east. Almost all 
of the major armed groups that operate in north-
ern Shan State maintain a presence in Kutkai, a dy-
namic that invariably leads to more clashes. 

Number 9 on the list, Kyaukme Township in Shan 
State experienced a higher number of armed clash-
es in 2019 than in 2018, but clashes there were pri-
marily of a different nature. In 2018, two thirds of 
the clashes in Kyaukme were linked to the inter-eth-
nic armed organization (EAO) conflict among the 
Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA), Shan 
State Progress Party (SSPP), and the Restoration 
Council of Shan State (RCSS). Because that con-
flict largely subsided in April 2019, however, less 
than one fifth of the armed clashes that year were 
attributable to the inter-EAO conflict. Instead, 
Kyaukme saw a rise in clashes between the Tatmad-
aw and TNLA, especially after the August offensive 
when the Tatmadaw tried to push the TNLA out 
of the area.

Although it still landed among the top affected 
townships, Namtu township in northern Shan 
State saw a drop in armed conflicts in 2019 as 
the inter-EAO conflict decelerated. Meanwhile, 
the neighboring township of Namhsan experi-
enced a 147% rise in armed clashes from 2018 to 
2019 because the Tatmadaw abandoned its poli-
cy to contain the TNLA to the Palaung Self-Ad-
ministered Zone (SAZ). Throughout 2018, the 
Tatmadaw largely refrained from targetting the 
TNLA within Namhsan and Manton townships, 
which together make up the SAZ, but in late 
November 2019 inserted a light infantry divison 
(LID) to attack TNLA fixed positions there after 
the Brotherhood Alliance lanched an offensive in 
August 2019. 
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The final noteable township-based trend of 2019 
was not necessarily categorized by escalation or 
de-escalation, but rather by a simmering normal-
ization of sporadic clashes in both Hpapun Town-
ship, Kayin State, and in neighboring Kyaukkyi 
Township, Bago Region. In March 2018, a major 
episode of clashes was sparked by a disagreement 
over the Tatmadaw’s road construction, putting 
Hpapun Township among the top three most af-

fected townships that year. The Tatmadaw contin-
ued these road building efforts in 2019, provok-
ing sustained opposition from the Karen National 
Liberation Army (KNLA). Both sides, however, 
appeared reluctant to allow an escalation similar to 
what transpired in 2018, leading instead to sporad-
ic clashes that continued into 2020. MIPS projects 
a similar makeup of conflict-affected townships 
throughout 2020. 
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CLASHES NEAR MAJOR ROADS
Conflict near major roads was a significant trend in 
2019, with 725 (67%) of the 1,083 armed clash-
es occurring within 2.5 miles of a major road seg-
ment. The vast majority of these clashes occurred 
in northern Rakhine and northern Shan states, and 
were linked to the conflicts involving the Arakan 
Army (AA) and Ta’ang National Liberation Army 
(TNLA), respectively. Although far fewer clashes 
occurred in Kayin State, disagreement over the Tat-
madaw’s upgrade of unpaved tracks in the jungle 
drove conflict there between the Tatmadaw and the 
Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA).

In Rakhine State, 379 (68%) of the 557 armed 
clashes reported in 2019 occurred within 2.5 miles 
of a major road segment, but this trend did not ap-
pear to be driven by logistics. The AA likely stored 
weapons and ammunition in hidden caches across 
the state before the war began, using the road from 
Magway Town to Ann Town and onwards, and 
possibly the road between Pyay Town and Taung 
Gok Town, as its primary logistics entryway into 
the operating theater. Following the onset of fight-
ing, the AA’s use of major roads appeared to be 
insignificant except in areas where the Tatmadaw 
did not operate frequently. Instead, Rakhine State’s 
rivers, especially the Kaladan, proved vital for AA 
resupply. 

The large number of clashes near roads in Rakhine 
State had much to do with where and how ethnic 
Rakhine people live. Unlike in Kachin and Shan 
states, where significant portions of the population 
live in remote mountain villages, the majority of 
Rakhine State’s population, especially ethnic Rakh-
ine, resides in lowland areas connected by roads, 
even if poorly constructed. 

In 2019, 97% of armed clashes in Rakhine State 
occurred within 2.5 miles of a village. The AA’s re-
liance on the local population for logistical support 
meant that its fighters frequented the many villag-

es dotted across the state. Soldiers from both sides 
used the available roads to move about. Clashes 
often occurred when patrolling Tatmadaw units 
encountered AA fighters moving between villag-
es, or when the AA ambushed Tatmadaw columns 
and vehicles traveling along the roads. The AA’s at-
tempt to control positions close to Yangon-Sittwe 
Highway, and the Tatmadaw’s attempts to remove 
these bases, also contributed to the frequent clashes 
near major roads in Rakhine.

Historically, the conflict between the TNLA and 
Tatmadaw has played out in the remote moun-
tainous areas where ethnic Palaung people reside. 
But in 2019, it flowed out of the mountains and 
spilled onto the Mandalay-Muse Highway below. 
The year before, only short-lived clashes between 
the two groups happened on the highway when the 
TNLA attempted to stop traffic and collect unof-
ficial tolls. 

In August 2019, however, this dynamic shifted sig-
nificantly after the Brotherhood Alliance, led by 
the TNLA, directly attempted to cut off a segment 
of the Mandalay-Muse Highway to the north and 
south of Kutkai Town during a major offensive. 

In total, 274 of the 377 armed clashes recorded 
in northern Shan State in 2019 occurred within 
2.5 miles of a major road segment. Many of these 
clashes took place when the TNLA and its part-
ners attacked Tatmadaw bases guarding the main 
highway, and in the subsequent struggle for con-
trol over the economic corridor. As the August 
offensive’s heaviest fighting subsided in early Sep-
tember 2019, the TNLA once again sent in small 
teams to halt traffic, prompting the Tatmadaw to 
respond. 

In Kayin State, fighting between the Tatmadaw 
and KNLA was directly linked to the former’s ef-
forts to upgrade and expand an existing road net-
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work. These roads, which are often more akin to 
dirt trails, connect the Tatmadaw’s bases on the 
border with Thailand to its bases in the Bago Re-
gion. Although of mixed control, the land in be-
tween comprises the heart of the KNLA’s Brigade 
3 and 5 operational areas. The KNLA has strongly 

opposed the expansion of these roads, but the Tat-
madaw has so far insisted on continuing its work. 
The dynamic led to the repeated occurrence of spo-
radic clashes by the end of 2019, and is discussed in 
detail in the subsection about the Karen National 
Union (KNU). 

Figure 18.   Percent of major road segments that fell within 2.5 miles of an armed incident in 2019 by state or region
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DRUG SEIZURES

The Township-based Conflict Monitoring System 
(TCMS) collects data related to the seizure of il-
licit narcotics and precursor materials needed for 
their manufacture. The production and trafficking 
of illegal drugs, as well as the trafficking of precur-
sor chemicals, provide a large and highly profitable 
source of revenue for a multitude of armed actors 
on all sides of the conflict in Myanmar. 

As per collection standards, TCMS records drug 
seizures with a reported amount of 1,000 or more 
tablets for methamphetamine and an equivalent 
amount for other drugs. This enables MIPS to un-
derstand the pattern of medium and large drug sei-
zures and trafficking routes.  

In 2018 and 2019, drug seizures were centered 
around four types of substances: methamphet-
amine tablets called “yaba”, crystal methamphet-
amine or “ice”, heroin, and opium. In 2018, 
Myanmar authorities reported at least 817 seizures 
involving one or more of these substances, com-
pared with 805 seizures in 2019. The two forms of 
methamphetamine comprised the large majority of 
drug seizures by weight. 

Compared to 2018, ice seizures in 2019 increased 
1,465% while methamphetamine tablet and hero-

in seizures dropped by 41% and 69%, respectively. 
The trend indicates that drug smugglers and pro-
ducers have shifted focus toward the more lucrative 
crystalline form of methamphetamine marked for 
international markets and consumption. While the 
government’s two mobile x-ray machines in Pyin 
Oo Lwin and Thazi townships in Mandalay Re-
gion captured large amounts of methamphetamine 
tablets, these gates did not seize a significant quan-
tity of ice. Large ice seizures in 2019 were mostly 
made in coastal areas, but also in one incident in 
Kayah State, during transit to international desti-
nations. The ice seizure trend in 2019 indicated 
that law enforcement could not intercept signifi-
cant amounts of ice smuggled between production 
sites in Shan State and inland terminal points. 

Drug seizures in 2018 and 2019 demonstrated that 
coastal areas, especially Rakhine State and Tanin-
tharyi Region, were the critical transportation 
routes to international destinations. Yangon was 
likely also a terminal transit point before interna-
tional shipment. Some smugglers might have even 
used DHL to send drugs to international destina-
tions: 17 kilograms of ice were seized after smug-
glers attempted to post a DHL parcel to New Zea-
land in 2019.

Year
Total 

number of 
seizures

Stimulant  
tablets seized 

(number)

Ice seized 
(kilogram)

Heroin  
seized  

(kilogram)

Opium  
seized  

(kilogram)

Year 2018 817 97800000 592.25 1777.19 1239.02

Year 2019 805 57600000 9269.68 548.87 1746.90

Increase/decrease (%) -1% -41% 1465% -69% 41%

Table 4. Drug seizures by substance category in 2018 and 2019
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Figure 19. Drug seizures by substance category in 2018 and 2019
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Figure 21. Drug seizures by location and density along major routes in 2019
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As the center of drug production and manufactur-
ing in Myanmar, Shan State experienced the high-
est number of seizures of any state or region in both 
2018 and 2019. The highest concentration of drug 
seizures within the state occurred in the north, an 
area inhabited by numerous armed actors and dis-
proportionately affected by armed conflict. North-
ern Shan State experienced a near 40% increase in 
drug seizures from 2018 to 2019. The seizures were 
made either when drugs produced in Shan State 
were intercepted by authorities along transit routes, 
or during raids on production facilities.   

In Sagaing Region, the number of drug seizures 
increased by 127%, from 48 seizures in 2018 to 
109 in 2019. The increase in the frequency of drug 
seizures in Sagaing was possibly due to efforts by 
authorities to enhance drug screening at check-
points along major roads and thoroughfares, and 
by the possibility that India might have emerged as 
a new route of transit. The drugs seized in Sagaing 
were likely intended for the border with India since 
trafficking routes in Rakhine State became more 
restricted in 2019.

The number of drug seizures dropped in two states 
in 2019. In Rakhine State, the frequency of drug sei-
zures decreased by 56%, from 64 seizures in 2018 to 
28 in 2019. This decrease was likely due to the im-
position of the Tatmadaw’s blockade against the Ara-
kan Army’s (AA) supply route, which made traffick-
ing through Bangladesh increasingly nonviable for 
drug smugglers. In Kachin State, seizures decreased 
by 31%, from 124 in 2018 to only 86 in 2019. The 
decrease coincided with a significant reduction in 
armed conflict between the Tatmadaw and Kachin 
Independence Army (KIA) from 2018 to 2019. 

Although the number of seizures in Tanitharyi Re-
gion remained virtually unchanged from 2018 to 
2019, by mid-2020 the region had emerged as a new 
trafficking hub in Myanmar. This trend was likely 
influenced by renewed crackdowns on trafficking in 
Thailand, and the growing inability of smugglers to 
utilize Rakhine State as a major trafficking corridor. 

MIPS found some evidence that drug smugglers in 
Rakhine State redirected their maritime transport to 
Tanintharyi in 2019 and 2020. 

Drug production and smuggling in Myanmar has 
become increasingly complex and sophisticated. 
Until the mid-2000’s, one organization usually op-
erated the entire supply chain from production to 
smuggling. At present, the supply chain involves 
different entities including investors, security pro-
viders, producers, foreign technicians, and bands of 
smugglers. China remains the major source of pre-
cursor materials that are channeled to Myanmar, 
sometimes via Laos, while some precursor chem-
icals are sourced from India, Vietnam, and Thai-
land. Some ethnic armed organizations (EAO) and 
militia serve as the primary security providers by 
allowing production facilities run by transnational 
organized criminal groups to operate in their con-
trolled area or vicinity. Some EAOs also provide 
safe passage during smugglers’ journeys. 

In 2020, the Tatmadaw stiffened its crackdown 
on major drug producers in Shan State. In April 
2020, it disarmed the Kawnghka Militia, a govern-
ment-backed militia notorious for drug produc-
tion. Formerly the Kachin Defense Army (KDA), 
the Kawnghka Militia maintained amiable relations 
with several EAOs that operate in northern Shan 
State. The demise of the militia cut a valuable in-
come source for the numerous groups it dealt with. 
In May 2020, Myanmar authorities landed the 
largest ever drug bust in Asia after seizing 18 tons 
of narcotics in Kutkai Township, Shan State. The 
haul included the largest amount of tablet meth-
amphetamine ever seized during a single operation 
in both Myanmar and the region. It also includ-
ed crystal methamphetamine, heroin, ketamine, 
Myanmar’s first significant suspected seizure of a 
variation of fentanyl (a synthetic opioid), very large 
volumes of pre-precursor and precursor chemicals, 
and sophisticated laboratory equipment. The Tat-
madaw and government will likely sustain their ef-
forts to suppress drug production and trafficking 
throughout 2020.
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Figure 22. Comparison of the frequency of medium and large drug seizures in 2018 and 2019 by region
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THE ARAKAN ARMY

In the early hours of January 4, 2019, fighters 
from the Arakan Army (AA) launched coordinat-
ed attacks on four police outposts in Buthidaung 
Township, northern Rakhine State. Despite ongo-
ing clashes, the targeted attacks were the first major 
offensive actions by the AA and marked the begin-
ning of a sustained campaign to achieve its “Ara-
kan Dream”, or takeover of Rakhine State. Backed 
by extensive public support, the AA’s attacks on 
government security posts continued, provoking a 
strong Tatmadaw response and fierce conflict that 
continues today. 

The AA was formed in 2009 when its current lead-
er, Major General Twan Mrat Naing, recruited the 
first fighters from the jade mines of Kachin State. 
Under the guardianship of the Kachin Indepen-
dence Army (KIA), the AA established its “tempo-
rary” headquarters in Lai Zar, Kachin State, where 
it continued to recruit and train migrant Rakhine 
men. Efforts to establish a foothold and drum up 

public support in Rakhine State began as early as 
2013.

The AA and its supporters are motivated by a vari-
ety of economic, political, and historical grievanc-
es. Among the poorest and least developed regions 
in Myanmar, Rakhine State has faced decades of 
imposed rule by successive, ethnic Bamar-domi-
nated and centralized governments. As a core com-
ponent of its propaganda messaging, the AA seeks 
to re-establish the Kingdom of Mrauk U, an inde-
pendent Rakhine kingdom lost to Burmese con-
quest in 1785. With this goal in mind, AA leader 
Twan Mrat Naing has repeatedly vocalized plans to 
re-assert Rakhine autonomy by ousting “the Bur-
man” and establishing headquarters in Mrauk U 
by 2020. 

The first reported clash between the AA and Tat-
madaw in northern Rakhine State took place in 
Buthidaung Township in March 2015. Despite 
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several subsequent bouts of fighting, however, the 
AA maintained a low profile in the region until late 
August 2017, when it ambushed a boat carrying 
Tatmadaw soldiers along the Kaladan River in Pal-
etwa Township, Chin State. Consequently, the Tat-
madaw mobilized a division in November to deny 
the AA a foothold in Paletwa Township. By De-
cember’s end, the Tatmadaw had pushed the fight-
ers out of their positions in Paletwa and over the 
border into Bangladesh and India. The Tatmadaw’s 
response to the AA throughout the western theater 
at this time, however, remained relatively minimal 
until 2019, especially when compared to similar se-

curity threats handled by the Tatmadaw in the past.  

The next round of fighting took place in May 
2018, but once again ended with the AA disappear-
ing into the thick jungle after a few weeks. Then, 
in August 2018, a single clash between the AA 
and Tatmadaw was reported in Paletwa Township, 
marking the beginning of what is now nearly two 
years of sustained fighting. By November 2018, 
light clashes had spread from Paletwa Township to 
the northernmost edges of Buthidaung Township 
in Rakhine State. During 2018, most of the fight-
ing was concentrated in Paletwa Township. 

Figure 23. Monthly clashes between the Arakan Army (AA) and Tatmadaw in Chin and Rakhine States in 2018 and 2019
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Figure 24.  Comparison of clashes between state security forces and the Arakan Army (AA) in Chin and Rakhine States in 2018 
and 2019

Around this same time, MIPS sources identified 
the existence of multiple AA bases as far south as 
Kyauktaw Township, with one as near as 11 miles 
from the Tatmadaw’s Regional Operations Com-
mand (ROC) headquarters. Yet, despite likely 
knowing of these positions, the Tatmadaw refrained 
from inserting additional divisions to attack them. 
There are several possible explanations for this ap-
parent restraint.

First, the Tatmadaw might have wished to avoid the 
additional public scrutiny in Rakhine that mount-
ing a new major operation would bring. Second, 
the Tatmadaw may have considered the AA as a 
potential buffer force against the Arakan Rohingya 
Salvation Army (ARSA), or simply miscalculated 
the magnitude of the AA’s threat. The Tatmadaw’s 
eventual insertion of five divisions, which were kept 
as part of its reserves and not deployed elsewhere, 
suggests it was unlikely that a manpower shortage 

was behind its hesitation to insert additional troops 
into Rakhine prior to 2019. For its part, the AA 
also appeared to be avoiding any major confron-
tation with the Tatmadaw prior to January 2019, 
perhaps to provide itself with more time to prepare 
for the operations to come.

By December 2018, however, the Tatmadaw began 
to adjust its approach by launching sustained ar-
tillery strikes on known AA bases in Buthidaung, 
Rathedaung, Ponnagyun, and Kyauktaw town-
ships. Using local units, the Tatmadaw established 
firebases, sometimes in or near police encamp-
ments, from where it pounded AA positions in the 
jungle. The stage was set, and on January 4, 2019, 
the AA responded by launching an offensive with 
the initial attacks on police stations in Buthidaung. 

The attacks would serve to justify a Tatmadaw 
counteroffensive with support from the govern-
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ment. Speaking at a press conference following 
an emergency convening of the National Defence 
and Security Council in Nay Pyi Taw, government 
spokesperson U Zaw Htay said that “the president’s 
office had instructed the military to launch an op-
eration to crush the terrorists.”1 In the following 
days, the Tatmadaw inserted three light infantry 
divisions (LID) in northern Rakhine, beginning its 
efforts to seek and destroy AA training camps and 
bases hidden in the jungle close to villages.

The AA’s offensive in northern Rakhine State begin-
ning in January 2019 was characterized by numer-
ous attempts, involving hundreds of AA fighters, to 
overrun Tatmadaw bases and police headquarters. 
The intent was likely twofold. First, to establish a 
headquarters in northern Rakhine State, the AA 
would need to control territory and thus dislodge 
Tatmadaw positions. Second, by overrunning po-
lice or Tatmadaw positions, the AA could acquire 
valuable weapons and supplies, as well as boost mo-
rale among fighters and supporters.

According to MIPS sources, 25% to 50% of the 
AA fighters involved in major assaults went into 
battle unarmed. When a comrade was killed or 
wounded, unarmed fighters would drag the body 

1 Thu, M. (2019). Govt stirs Rakhine anger with warning about Arakan Army. Retrieved from https://frontiermyanmar.net/en/govt-
stirs-rakhine-anger-with-warning-about-arakan-army

TO SUPPORT ITS 
OFFENSIVE, THE AA 
BUILT AND OPERATED 
A NETWORK OF 
HIDEOUTS AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE POSTS 
IN THE FORESTED 
MOUNTAINS OF 
NORTHERN RAKHINE, 
BUT NOT FAR FROM 
THE ETHNIC RAKHINE 
VILLAGES THAT 
PROVIDED CRITICAL 
RESOURCES AND 
SERVED AS LOGISTICAL 
HUBS.

Figure 25.  Combatant deaths during the conflict between the Arakan Army (AA) and State Security Forces in 2019
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away and take his weapon, a tactic that allowed the 
AA to sustain firepower during an attack. In the 
first half of 2019, the AA rarely left the bodies of 
fallen fighters behind, demonstrating good morale 
among its ranks. Converging on Tatmadaw bases 
and police headquarters in large numbers, however, 
left the AA fighters vulnerable to Tatmadaw artil-
lery and airstrikes.  

To support its offensive, the AA built and operat-
ed a network of hideouts and administrative posts 
in the forested mountains of northern Rakhine, 
but not far from the ethnic Rakhine villages that 
provided critical resources and served as logistical 
hubs. By placing bases or camps on the edge of the 
jungle, AA fighters enjoyed easy access to the bat-
tlefield and villages, but could also retreat deeper 
into the jungle to avoid Tatmadaw pressure if need-
ed. In 2019, 97% of the armed clashes between the 
AA and state security forces in northern Rakhine 
State took place within 2.5 miles of a village.

One key pattern from 2019 was the ebb and flow of 
major AA attacks. First, AA fighters would launch 
multiple large-scale attacks on Tatmadaw fixed po-
sitions in an attempt to overrun them. When these 
attacks were repelled, as they often were, the AA 
fighters would return to their hideouts to regroup, 
tend to the wounded, and resupply. Typically, the 
AA took about four to six weeks before attempting 
another round of large-scale attacks on Tatmad-
aw positions. In the interim, however, AA fighters 
maintained constant engagement with the Tatmad-
aw by conducting regular small-scale ambushes 
and targeted roadside bombings against military 
columns. 

The best example of this dynamic was seen in 
March 2019, when the AA launched numerous 
large-scale attacks on police and Tatmadaw posi-
tions on the edge of Mrauk U town. In February, 
the Tatmadaw anticipated a looming offensive, and 
pulled back its 55th LID from Paletwa Township 
to guard major towns and strategic positions, like 

Mrauk U. The decision to reposition troops likely 
allowed the Tatmadaw to repel the March offen-
sive. 

After a six-week lull, the AA resumed major attacks 
in mid-May. Then, in early June, it launched a ma-
jor ambush on a Tatmadaw column maneuvering 
along the river in an area known as Pan Myaung, 
Minbya Township. Trapped against the river by the 
attacking AA fighters, the Tatmadaw column was 
narrowly saved by air support, precision artillery 
strikes, and a column of reinforcements. Battered 
but intact, the prevailing Tatmadaw unit then pur-
sued the retreating AA fighters into the mountains 
nearby. The incident would mark a new phase in 
the conflict, with the momentum shifting in favor 
of the Tatmadaw for the time being. 

In the following months, the Tatmadaw began to  
build on the momentum won at Pan Myaung by  
conducting heavy artillery strikes against AA units 
and bases wherever they were spotted. With the  
Tatmadaw counteroffensive building, the AA  
attempted to relieve pressure on its most embattled  
units by conducting numerous diversionary attacks,  
including a standoff rocket attack on Tatmadaw 
naval vessels near Sittwe in July. Around this same 
time, MIPS recorded a significant uptick in clashes 
further south in Myebon and Ann townships. The 
clashes there marked the beginning of a sustained 
AA effort to open a new front further south.

Opening a southern front in Myebon and Ann 
townships was likely designed to serve two pur-
poses. First, it would relieve pressure on embattled 
AA fighters by diverting Tatmadaw attention away 
from the heaviest fighting in Minbya Township. 
Second, the AA’s expansion of the conflict zone 
would demonstrate to supporters that it was con-
tinuing to take the fight to the Tatmadaw after a 
series of setbacks in June and July. 

The AA’s attempt to fight the Tatmadaw further 
south, however, would prove more challenging 
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than in the north. It was unlikely that the AA 
had conducted the same amount of preparation 
in Myebon and Ann townships prior to the com-
mencement of hostilities as it had further north. In 
townships like Buthidaung, Mrauk U, Ponnagyun, 
and Kyauktaw, the AA likely spent at least three 
years mobilizing support and stockpiling supplies. 
Also, having learned its lesson from late 2018, the 
Tatmadaw responded promptly to the AA’s expan-
sionary ambitions further south by inserting more 
than one infantry division into Myebon, Ann, and 
Taung Gok townships, rather than repositioning 
troops from the north. Combined with units al-
ready in place, the newly inserted divisions would 
greatly restrict the AA’s capability in the area. More-
over, both Myebon and Ann townships lie wedged 
between the sea and mountains, providing a natu-
ral cut-off point for the Tatmadaw. 

Despite setbacks in the rainy season, the AA was 
back on its feet by early September and moving to 
retake positions in Pan Myaung that it had lost to 
the Tatmadaw in July and August. To the south in 
Myebon Township, the AA stepped up operations 
by carrying out more ambushes against Tatmadaw 
columns, especially along the Yangon-Sittwe High-
way. This renewed AA offensive, however, would 
come against a changing backdrop in Rakhine 
State. With the end of the rainy season approach-
ing, the Tatmadaw now controlled the majority of 
key positions in Rakhine and had established a net-
work of firebases throughout the state. It had also 
begun to squeeze AA supply lines, with a full land 
and naval blockade now in place. 

In October, the Tatmadaw launched a renewed 
offensive by inserting an additional division into 
Myebon and Ann townships to dislodge AA posi-
tions located on the edge of the jungle abutting the 
Yangon-Sittwe Highway. In 2019, the Tatmadaw 

liberalized the use of airpower by authorizing the 
regional commander to conduct airstrikes with-
out permission from headquarters in Nay Pyi Taw. 
Throughout the month, the Tatmadaw conducted 
frequent air and artillery strikes against AA units 
and positions, aided by unmanned reconnaissance 
drones capable of spotting AA units in real-time. 
Yet, despite this increasing pressure, the AA still 
managed to carry out multiple coordinated attacks 
in October, although such attacks did not succeed 
in achieving their objectives. 

By November, fighting across northern Rakhine 
State was raging as the Tatmadaw continued to 
hammer AA positions with heavy firepower. After 
another short pause, the AA once again managed 
to coordinate its next round of large-scale attacks 
in December, but again failed to overrun any Tat-
madaw positions. The Tatmadaw would continue 
to pummel AA positions with frequent and heavy 
airstrikes and artillery into the New Year. 

THE RAKHINE 
CONFLICT HAS ALSO 
USHERED IN A NEW 
ERA OF TATMADAW 
WAR-FIGHTING 
CAPABILITIES AND 
MILITARY THINKING, 
ESPECIALLY IN REGARD 
TO AIRPOWER.
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There are several key takeaways regarding the AA’s 
operations throughout 2019. Beginning with its 
strengths, the AA has proved more than capable of 
maintaining robust support from the local popu-
lation in northern Rakhine. It enjoys good morale 
among its fighters and a strong ability to recruit 
young men into its ranks. Its ability to establish 
and connect supply depots to key villages and out-
posts in the mountains is also impressive. The AA’s 
logistical abilities enabled it to continue fighting 
throughout the year despite a Tatmadaw blockade 
and government-imposed mobile internet shut-
down.

Another key area where the AA made significant 
progress in 2019 was the dismantling of the gov-
ernment’s civil administrative structure in northern 
Rakhine State. As a critical part of its plan to assert 
its own authority, the AA has worked to system-
atically undermine and disrupt government opera-
tions and jurisdiction. In towns like Mrauk U and 
Kyauktaw, the civilian government has effectively 
ceased operating. Regular targeted killings of sus-
pected government collaborators by unknown ac-
tors has also helped to prevent civil servants from 
carrying out their duties, as well as cultivated a 
widespread aversion to dealing with the govern-
ment or government-linked entities in northern 
Rakhine. 

Despite its strengths, the AA continues to face a 
number of significant challenges, both on the bat-
tlefield and off. In the first half of 2019, the AA 
largely set the conflict’s tempo by launching nu-
merous rounds of large-scale coordinated attacks 
on Tatmadaw positions. Faced with mounting 
Tatmadaw artillery and airpower, however, such at-
tacks became increasingly infrequent and unlikely 
to succeed. By the end of the year, the AA had also 
lost many of its jungle hideouts, training camps, 
and supply depots to Tatmadaw assaults. 

Another major challenge the AA will need to con-
tend with is its supply line. Unlike most of Myan-

mar’s ethnic armed organizations (EAO), the AA’s 
primary area of operation is not on the doorstep 
of a major weapons’ market like those that exist in 
the borderlands of China and Thailand. There are 
no indications so far that Bangladesh is providing 
or will provide a weapons channel for the AA. Ab-
sent of this route, the AA will need to overcome the 
Tatmadaw’s ever-tightening blockade. Any hidden 
weapons and ammunition stockpiles across north-
ern Rakhine will only become further depleted as 
fighting wears on. 

The AA has also faced increasing opposition from 
non-Rakhine ethnic groups in places where it op-
erates. In mountainous areas they inhabit across 
northern Rakhine State, ethnic Mro people are less 
than enthusiastic about the advent of conflict be-
tween the Rakhine and Bamar. In Paletwa Town-
ship, Chin State, conflict-related hardships have 
stirred opposition from ethnic Chin communities, 
especially among the sub-sect of Khumi people, 
who now find themselves squeezed between the AA 
and Tatmadaw. 

Simmering tensions were further enflamed by 
the AA’s insistence that Paletwa belongs to Rakh-
ine, and that the Khumi people are a sub-sect of 
the Rakhine ethnic group. The abduction of an 
ethnic Khumi lawmaker in late 2019 also signifi-
cantly escalated the tension between the AA and 
Khumi. Such ill feeling will likely push influential 
Chin entities toward the side of the government 
and Tatmadaw, and may lead to the formation of a 
pro-government Khumi militia in the Paletwa area.

The Rakhine Conflict has also ushered in a new 
era of Tatmadaw war-fighting capabilities and mil-
itary thinking, especially in regard to airpower. The 
Tatmadaw’s air force, which continues to acquire 
advanced fighters from Russia and China, flew 
its first night-time sorties against AA positions in 
2019 and demonstrated its all-weather capabilities 
during the monsoon season. Sources also indicate 
that the Tatmadaw is developing guided munitions 
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and may be testing them in Rakhine State. More-
over, the Tatmadaw no longer faces ammunition 
supply issues as it did in the past, since it is now 
able to produce most munitions domestically. 

The Tatmadaw’s improved capabilities have en-
abled its growing reliance on airpower. In the past, 
the Tatmadaw viewed airpower primarily as a tool 
to support ground soldiers. By mid-2019, however, 
the Tatmadaw was using frequent airstrikes to at-
tack AA units in the absence of ground operations. 
This general liberalization of airpower is reflected 
by the numerous gunships that now wait on stand-
by at helipads across northern Rakhine, ready to 
take off in a moment’s notice at the instruction of 
the regional commander. In 2019, TCMS recorded 
the use of airstrikes during 55 clashes with the AA 
in Rakhine and southern Chin states. Almost every 
medium and large clash that lasted more than one 
hour in 2019 involved airstrikes. 

The Tatmadaw’s sweeping blockade, which was 
the centerpiece of its first joint operations involv-
ing the army, navy, and air force since the 1990s, 
has also worked to significantly cut AA supply lines 
spanning both land and sea. By late 2019, some 
sources suggested a reduction in the volume of fire-
power brought forth by the AA during clashes. The 
Tatmadaw’s ability to squeeze AA supplies was also 
aided by its hold on the majority of strategic po-
sitions throughout Rakhine State and its compre-
hensive network of artillery firebases that threaten 
AA positions.

Despite these strengths, the Tatmadaw also con-
tinues to face an assortment of challenges and ob-
stacles, both operationally and politically. For ex-
ample, more than half of its current fighting units 
in Rakhine State are over the age of 30. Due to on-
going problems with recruitment, the Tatmadaw 
faces difficulties in reinforcing its battalions with 
fresh troops. Collecting intelligence is another 
challenge, although by late 2019 it was receiving 
more help from the local non-Rakhine popula-

tion. An even bigger challenge to the Tatmadaw’s 
counterinsurgency operations is the current gap 
in civil-military relations. With the civil admin-
istration nearly non-existent in northern Rakhine 
State, the Tatmadaw has sought to institute mar-
tial law, but attempts to do so were blocked by the 
civilian government in 2019. Moreover, the link 
between the Tatmadaw’s counterinsurgency cam-
paign and the judiciary system is weak. Increas-
ingly, judges are acting independently in cases 
involving suspected AA members by dropping ev-
idence and dismissing cases. Unconfirmed reports 
suggest that some of these judges have received 
threats from the AA.

Beyond these operational constraints are the wider 
political issues that will continue to drive conflict 
in Rakhine State. Principally, both the government 
and Tatmadaw have shown little to no willingness 
to address the Rakhine people’s aspirations for 
greater autonomy. For its part, the government has 
not made a serious effort to engage with important 
Rakhine stakeholders, including Rakhine political 
parties, while the Tatmadaw’s counterinsurgency 
operations remain largely disconnected from the 
political process in Rakhine State. So long as these 
issues are not addressed, the Rakhine population 
may continue to see armed struggle as their best 
hope for greater autonomy.

Overall, the prospects for peace and security in Ra-
khine State in 2020 remain dim. It is likely that the 
Tatmadaw will continue to build its momentum 
with the relentless use of heavy firepower to target 
AA units and positions. Although the AA’s proven 
resilience and doggedness make it likely to attempt 
more large-scale attacks, such attacks are increas-
ingly unlikely to succeed in overrunning Tatmadaw 
positions. By early 2020, the AA was beginning to 
leave dozens of bodies behind after failed attacks. 

It is also likely that the Tatmadaw will attempt to 
implement a more robust version of its ‘four cuts’ 
strategy, a counterinsurgency doctrine designed to 
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deny the enemy food, financial resources, recruits, 
and information. As the conflict deepens, ethnic 
tensions between the Rakhine and Bamar, as well 
as between the AA and local non-Rakhine popula-
tions, are also likely to increase. 

Another likely scenario is that the Tatmadaw could 
take a long-term approach to counterinsurgency in 
Rakhine State, since the AA will most likely face 
future issues with supply. There are already indica-
tions that this is the case. Rather than pursuing the 

AA into the jungle as it did in 2019, the Tatmadaw 
now appears to be drawing the AA fighters out by 
allowing them to attack its positions. It is possible 
that the Tatmadaw now envisions a war of attrition 
in which it can take its time to slowly degrade the 
capacity and morale of the Rakhine fighters. Al-
though enduring hardships could feasibly lead ci-
vilians to reconsider their support for the AA, such 
a scenario remains far off. With entrenched posi-
tions on both sides, war in Rakhine State is likely 
to endure well into the foreseeable future. 
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Figure 27. Clashes between state security forces and the Arakan Army (AA) in Rakhine and Chin states in 
2019
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THE TA’ANG NATIONAL LIBERATION 
ARMY AND BROTHERHOOD ALLIANCE

Under the gleam of a full August moon, a small 
team of ethnic Palaung fighters emerged from the 
tree line on a hill overlooking Pyin Oo Lwin, a 
charming resort town just 40 miles to the east of 
Mandalay. Dressed in plain clothes, the fighters 
unloaded a small cache of 107mm rockets before 
carefully connecting them to used car batteries. At 
exactly 5:30 am, just as the sun began to illuminate 
the town below, the rockets lit off, cascading down 
on the Tatmadaw’s prestigious Defense Services 
Technological Academy below.

At exactly the same time, fellow fighters from the 
Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA) were 
striking targets along the road stretching north-
east from Pyin Oo Lwin. A traffic gate, a narcotics 
checkpoint, and a bridge guarded by a small police 
post located beneath the famous Gotheik Viaduct 
all fell victim to assault. The attacks that day would 
make international headlines, not least for their bra-
zen nature and impressive reach into government 

territory. But the most significant fighting was yet 
to come. In the following days, a widespread of-
fensive by the newly formed Brotherhood Alliance 
would unfold up and down the main highway link-
ing Myanmar and mainland China.

At the head of the offensive was the TNLA, an eth-
nic armed organization (EAO) that recruits among 
the ethnic Palaung, or Ta’ang, population indig-
enous to Shan State. Formed in 2009, the TNLA 
is the reincarnation of the Palaung State Liberation 
Army (PSLA), which reached a ceasefire agreement 
with the government in 1991 before disarming in 
2005. The TNLA’s rise was initially supported by 
the Kachin Independence Army (KIA), but the 
group would later receive assistance from the power-
ful United Wa State Army (UWSA) as well. 

A primarily mobile force, the TNLA maintains few 
fixed positions and operates in or near the majori-
ty of ethnic Palaung villages throughout northern 
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Shan State. Although it does maintain standing 
forces, the bulk of its fighters live among civilians 
and take up arms when called upon. The TNLA 
is largely motivated by what it says is a history of 
abuse against ethnic Palaung people at the hands of 
the Tatmadaw, militias, and numerous EAOs that 

operate in northern Shan State. Prior to 2013, its 
forces numbered less than 1,000, but since 2016 its 
size has grown to about 4,000 active fighters. It is 
strongest within Namhsan and Manton townships, 
which together form the Palaung Self-Adminis-
tered Zone (SAZ).

Figure 28. Monthly clashes between state security forces and the TNLA or the TNLA and its alliance partners in 2018 and 2019.
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Figure 29. Townships where clashes occurred in 2019 between state security forces and the TNLA
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Figure 30. Comparison of townships where clashes occurred between state security forces and the TNLA in 2018 and 2019

Although the TNLA ended 2019 embroiled in an 
ongoing conflict with the Tatmadaw, it had begun 
the year fighting a different enemy. Historical-
ly based in the south, the Restoration Council of 
Shan State (RCSS), a powerful EAO and signatory 
of the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA), 

began to build a presence in northern Shan State as 
early as 2011. After signing the NCA in 2015, the 
RCSS became more visible in the north, a dynamic 
that would culminate in a confrontation with the 
TNLA and another prominent Shan EAO, the 
Shan State Progress Party (SSPP).
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Alarmed by what they saw as encroachment by the 
RCSS into their areas of operation, the TNLA and 
SSPP banded together in July 2018 in an attempt 
to expel the RCSS from the north. The inter-EAO 
conflict that followed was characterized by fierce 
fighting, often near or in large villages and towns, 
and continued unabated until April 2019, when 
influential Shan monks brokered a truce between 
the SSPP and RCSS. The conflict remains frozen 
today, with the underlying causes unaddressed de-
spite an end to the fighting.

As the TNLA’s conflict with the RCSS was winding 
down, hopes for ceasefire with the Tatmadaw also be-
gan to grow. In December 2018, the Tatmadaw an-
nounced a unilateral cessation of military activities in 
the north of Myanmar, which included the TNLA’s 
operational areas. As a result of the unilateral ‘cease-
fire’, no clashes were reported between the TNLA 
and Tatmadaw in January while only two light clashes 
were reported in February. Although small and spo-
radic clashes did resume by March, tensions on the 
ground would remain relatively low until June 2019.

The Tatmadaw’s decision to announce a suspension 
of military activities was likely designed to provide an 
opening for bilateral ceasefire talks with the North-
ern Alliance groups, which includes the Kachin In-
dependence Army (KIA), the Myanmar National 
Democratic Alliance Army (MNDAA), the Arakan 
Army (AA), and the TNLA. During a meeting in 
Mongla, Shan State, in June 2019, the government’s 
Peace Commission presented the groups with in-
dividual ceasefire proposals. Leaked details of the 
proposals showed that the Tatmadaw demanded the 
TNLA, AA, and MNDAA to return to their ‘points 
of origin’ as a condition to ceasefire. For the TNLA, 
this meant confining its operational zone to the Pa-
laung SAZ. The groups rejected this demand.

For the AA, the Tatmadaw’s insistence that it re-
turns to Lai Zar in Kachin State was fundamen-
tally at odds with its aim to establish a foothold in 
Rakhine State. Knowing this, the Tatmadaw had 

excluded Rakhine State from its unilateral cease-
fire and continued to mount an offensive against 
the AA there. In April 2019, the AA, MNDAA, 
and TNLA threatened to take joint action if the 
Tatmadaw did not end its assault on the AA. None-
theless, both the MNDAA and TNLA appeared re-
luctant to carry through with their threat so long 
as the Tatmadaw maintained its ceasefire in their 
operational areas.

As the bilateral ceasefire talks moved forward in 
June, however, the Tatmadaw decided to tackle 
the issue of territory by force. That same month, it 
launched a limited offensive to dislodge TNLA po-
sitions outside of the Palaung SAZ so as to prevent 
the group from attempting to claim additional ter-

LEAKED DETAILS OF THE 
PROPOSALS SHOWED 
THAT THE TATMADAW 
DEMANDED THE TNLA, 
AA, AND MNDAA TO 
RETURN TO THEIR 
‘POINTS OF ORIGIN’ 
AS A CONDITION TO 
CEASEFIRE. FOR THE 
TNLA, THIS MEANT 
CONFINING ITS 
OPERATIONAL ZONE TO 
THE PALAUNG SAZ. THE 
GROUPS REJECTED THIS 
DEMAND.
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ritory during negotiations. The Tatmadaw contin-
ued attacking TNLA outposts through July, while 
initially avoiding attacks against the MNDAA. 
Nonetheless, the two groups began to rethink their 
reluctance to retaliate in solidarity with the AA.

As July turned to August, clashes between the Tat-
madaw and both the TNLA and MNDAA were 
escalating. Then, on August 12, the TNLA, MND-
AA, and AA announced the formation of the Broth-

erhood Alliance. Despite leading these three groups 
in the Northern Alliance, the KIA maintained its 
distance from the military confrontation brewing 
in Shan State in order to maintain tranquility in 
Kachin State. The newly minted Brotherhood Alli-
ance warned the Tatmadaw to suspend its offensives, 
but once again to no avail. On August 15, 2019, the 
alliance finally retaliated against Tatmadaw opera-
tions in Rakhine and Shan states by launching its of-
fensive, beginning with the attacks in Pyin Oo Lwin.

THE NEWLY MINTED BROTHERHOOD ALLIANCE 
WARNED THE TATMADAW TO SUSPEND ITS 
OFFENSIVES, BUT ONCE AGAIN TO NO AVAIL. 
ON AUGUST 15, 2019, THE ALLIANCE FINALLY 
RETALIATED AGAINST TATMADAW OPERATIONS 
IN RAKHINE AND SHAN STATES BY LAUNCHING 
ITS OFFENSIVE, BEGINNING WITH THE ATTACKS IN 
PYIN OO LWIN.
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The attacks carried out on the opening day of 
the offensive were largely against soft targets. The 
Tatmadaw’s Defense Services Technological Acad-
emy, for example, is not heavily guarded because 
the town of Pyin Oo Lwin is considered a ‘white 
zone’, or low risk area. Although the alliance man-
aged to destroy several bridges within the opening 
days of the offensive, these bridges were relatively 
small and also unguarded. The attacks on soft tar-
gets were likely designed as a diversion from the 
primary aim of the operation: the disruption of the 
main highway and trade route linking Myanmar 
and China.

To do this, the alliance deployed hundreds of fight-
ers in an attempt to capture numerous Tatmadaw 
bases that guard segments of road to the north and 
south of Kutkai, a major town along the Man-
dalay-Muse Highway. The bulk of the alliance’s 
contingent was comprised of TNLA fighters, who 
launched large-scale, coordinated attacks on the 
Tatmadaw’s bases for days at a time. Despite bring-
ing commerce and traffic along the route to a halt 
for nearly two weeks, however, the alliance was un-
able to overrun or capture any of the bases, bridges, 
or critical segments of road after the first day of the 
offensive. It had also lost the element of surprise 
by concentrating its efforts on the largely symbolic 
and diversionary attacks on day one.

Figure 32. Townships affected by fighting during the Brotherhood Alliance’s August 2019 offensive in northern Shan State
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The Tatmadaw’s response was relatively limit-
ed and came in three phases. The first phase was 
simply to repel the offensive and reopen the high-
way to trade and commerce. By the beginning of 
September, traffic was once again flowing through 
the corridor, disrupted only periodically by small 
teams of TNLA fighters who managed to estab-
lish roadblocks for short periods of time. With the 
heaviest fighting subsiding, the Tatmadaw initiat-
ed its second phase of response by branching away 

from the highway to dislodge alliance positions 
and units to the east and west. Although residual 
fighting for control of positions overseeing the road 
would continue for several months, the Tatmadaw 
did not launch a full-on counter-offensive against 
the TNLA or its partners in Shan State during that 
time.

In September 2019, the Brotherhood Alliance 
declared a unilateral ceasefire, partly because of 

mounting pressure from China, but also in an-
ticipation of renewed efforts to negotiate bilater-
al ceasefire agreements. The declaration, however, 
had little effect on the Tatmadaw’s behavior in both 
northern Shan State and northern Rakhine State. 
In November, the Tatmadaw initiated its third and 
final phase of operations in response to the August 
offensive.

The Tatmadaw’s third phase began with a limited 
offensive against TNLA positions on the edge of 
the Palaung SAZ. Then, in December, the Tatmad-
aw sent its 88th Light Infantry Division (LID) into 
the SAZ to carry out targeted raids on TNLA out-
posts and weapons’ caches. The move represented 
a departure from the Tatmadaw’s previous policy 
to contain the TNLA to the SAZ and thus avoid 
fighting there. Attacking the TNLA’s positions 
within its stronghold was likely meant to deter the 
group from carrying out future offensives like the 

one in August. The Tatmadaw has historically ex-
acted territorial losses on opponents in response 
to offensive actions as a form of future deterrence. 
By February 2020, however, fighting between the 
TNLA and Tatmadaw was decelerating. 

The TNLA benefits from a strong network of 
support from the Palaung population, especially 
among youths. Its leaders are also young and savvy, 
and have built a strong network among Palaung 
civil society organizations (CSO) and political par-
ties. It is also capable of building important rela-
tionships and alliances, as shown by its leading role 
in the Brotherhood Alliance and its strategic part-
nership with the SSPP. It additionally benefits from 
the simple fact that the areas it seeks to protect are 
rugged, remote, and difficult for the Tatmadaw to 
operate in.  

Yet the remoteness of the Palaung villages also poses 

Figure 34. Combatant deaths during the conflict between the Ta'ang National Liberation Army (TNLA) and State Security Forces 
in 2019
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a problem for the TNLA, since its primary source 
of support is spread thinly from Mandalay Region 
to the border with China in northern Shan State. 
Its chain of command is not particularly strong 
and the group has been accused of various human 
rights abuses. Its practice of forced recruitment has 
driven large numbers of ethnic Palaung out of Shan 
State to seek refuge in major cities like Mandalay 
and Yangon. 

The TNLA also has several fierce rivalries, most 
notably with the RCSS, which can cause it prob-
lems during operations against the Tatmadaw. 
After staging the attacks in Pyin Oo Lwin on Au-
gust 15, for example, the TNLA suffered signif-
icant losses when it ran into an RCSS column as 
it withdrew north. Conversely, the TNLA often 
ran into the Tatmadaw as it maneuvered against 
the RCSS during the height of inter-EAO fight-
ing in 2018. 

Another simmering rivalry is that between the 
TNLA and Pan Say Militia. In May 2018, the 
TNLA staged an attack on Pan Say posts in Muse 
Township, prompting an angry response from the 
militia’s leadership. In 2019, the TNLA was accused 
of abducting Kholon-Lishaw civilians, the ethnic 
subgroup the Pan Say Militia claims to represent. 

Despite the challenges it faces, the TNLA-led offen-
sive in August firmly demonstrated the group’s ability 
to cause widespread disruption along the most im-
portant trade route between Myanmar and mainland 
China, if only for a limited time. The Tatmadaw also 
likely understands that it cannot fully remove the 
TNLA from the entirety of its operational areas be-
yond the Palaung SAZ. These dynamics have likely 
played a role in shaping the Tatmadaw’s willingness 
to achieve ceasefire with the TNLA. For its part, the 
TNLA remains heavily reliant on the Kachin Inde-
pendence Army (KIA) and the United Wa State Army 
(UWSA), two groups that saw significant improve-
ments in relations with the Tatmadaw in 2019.
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THE KACHIN INDEPENDENCE ARMY 
AND NORTHERN ALLIANCE

Throughout 2019, the Kachin Independence 
Army (KIA), together with its political wing, the 
Kachin Independence Organization (KIO), main-
tained a de facto ceasefire with the Tatmadaw in 
Kachin State. Although periodic clashes continued 
in northern Shan State, relations between the two 
sides continued to improve and the security situa-
tion in Kachin State remains stable today. 

Among 40 ceasefire deals reached between the 
military junta and various armed organizations, 
the KIA signed the only written ceasefire in 1994, 
which lasted until June 2011. The renewed conflict 
in Kachin escalated in late 2012 and early 2013, 
when the Tatmadaw advanced to the doorstep of 
Lai Zar, the KIA’s headquarters on the border with 
China. Although it took up multiple strategic po-
sitions in the surrounding hills, the Tatmadaw re-
frained from attacking the city throughout the of-

fensive. Nonetheless, frequent clashes between the 
two sides continued until May 2018. 

The KIO played a leading role in the negotiation 
of the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA), 
right up until the final draft was agreed by the gov-
ernment and ethnic armed organizations (EAO). 
However, in response to the government’s refusal 
to include the Arakan Army (AA), Ta’ang National 
Liberation Army (TNLA), and Myanmar Demo-
cratic Alliance Army (MNDAA) in the draft, the 
KIO ultimately refused to participate in the sign-
ing of the NCA on October 15, 2015. It was also 
likely that the KIO and other members of the 
United Nationalities Federal Council (UNFC) ex-
pected the National League for Democracy (NLD) 
to win the general elections scheduled for Novem-
ber 2015, and hoped that the NLD might offer a 
better deal.
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Figure 35. Comparison of clashes between the Tatmadaw and KIA in 2018 and 2019 by month in Kachin and Shan states

The Tatmadaw launched its last offensive against 
the KIA in late 2017 with attacks against KIA po-
sitions in the resource-rich townships of Hpakant 
and Tanai. After achieving its objectives, the Tat-
madaw wound down the offensive in late January 
2018, leading to a two-month period of relative 
calm in Kachin State. In early April 2018, how-
ever, the KIA overran a Tatmadaw post, prompt-
ing a renewed offensive. The sharp escalation that 

followed led to several major battles and saw the 
Tatmadaw dislodge at least seven KIA bases. 

By early June 2018, clashes between the Tatmadaw 
and KIA largely subsided, leading to a period of de 
facto ceasefire in Kachin State that lasts today. In all 
of 2019, TCMS recorded only seven minor clashes 
between the Tatmadaw and KIA in Kachin State, 
demonstrating a clear trend in conflict deceleration.
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Figure 36. Timeline of clashes between the Tatmadaw and KIA from January 2018 to December 2019 in Kachin and Shan states

Although 28 clashes were recorded in northern 
Shan State that year, those clashes were generally 
light and did not escalate or spill over into Kachin 
State. Moreover, both sides frequently kept quiet 
about clashes, even when casualties occurred. Re-
ports of clashes between the KIA and Tatmadaw in 
northern Shan State in 2019 were often provided 
by third parties. 

There are two reasons the clashes between the Tat-
madaw and KIA continued in Shan State. First, the 
Tatmadaw does not recognize the KIA’s presence in 
northern Shan State and often attacked known KIA 
bases in an attempt to remove them. Second, some 
KIA units might have continued to operate with 
fighters from the TNLA and MNDAA, and in cer-
tain circumstances were engaged by the Tatmadaw. 
Since early 2019, however, the KIA largely kept its 
distance from the TNLA, MNDAA, and AA. 
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Figure 37. Townships where clashes between the Tatmadaw and KIA occurred in 2019.

The KIA assumed a leadership position within the 
Northern Alliance when the group was established 
to enhance military cooperation in November 
2016. Immediately after its formation, the alliance 
launched a failed offensive with an aim to retake 
Mongkoe, a border town to the east of Muse, the 
main trading port between Myanmar and China. 
The Mongkoe Offensive was the only major oper-
ation the Northern Alliance ever launched with the 
participation of the KIA. 

The KIA maintained its leadership position within 
the Northern Alliance throughout 2019 and pub-
licly advocated a policy of collective negotiation 
vis-à-vis the government. Behind the scenes, how-
ever, the KIA met with the representatives of the 
government bilaterally in Chiang Mai, Thailand 
and Kunming, China as early as January 2019. Al-
together, the government met with the Northern 
Alliance as a group ten times in 2019. 
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Differences between the KIA and its alliance part-
ners grew increasingly apparent during the negotia-
tions with the government in the first half of 2019. 
In April, for example, the TNLA, MNDAA, and 
AA issued a joint statement threatening collective 
action if the Tatmadaw did not halt its offensive 
against the AA in Rakhine State. The KIA did not 
sign the statement, a telling sign given the alliance’s 
history of military solidarity. Just one year earlier 
in May 2018, the TNLA, MNDAA, and AA had 
staged coordinated operations against the Tatmad-
aw to relieve pressure on KIA units under attack in 
Kachin State. 

One week after issuing their warning, the TNLA, 
MNDAA, and AA joined the KIA at a meeting 
with the government in Muse, Shan State. There, 
the KIA presented a draft bilateral agreement to the 
government, but sources told MIPS at the time that 
the drafts from the TNLA, MNDAA, and AA were 
hastily prepared. The KIA appeared much keener 
to reach a bilateral ceasefire with the government 
than its partners.

As talks with the Northern Alliance continued, 
the Tatmadaw began targeting some TNLA and 
MNDAA posts in northern Shan State in June 
2019. With tensions rising, the TNLA, MND-
AA, and AA once again warned the Tatmadaw to 
halt its offensives in both Rakhine and Shan states. 
The three groups then announced the formation 
of the Brotherhood Alliance without the KIA, and 
launched a major offensive along the economic 
corridor in northern Shan State on August 15. The 
KIA took no part in the offensive. 

Despite the major escalation in Shan State, the 
Brotherhood Alliance joined the KIA for ceasefire 
talks with the government in Keng Tung, Shan State 
on August 31, 2019. Aware of the unlikelihood of a 
multilateral agreement, the KIA proposed a multi-
lateral preliminary agreement as a way to open the 

door for subsequent bilateral talks. By doing so, the 
KIA could demonstrate solidarity with the TNLA, 
MNDAA, and AA before moving on to negotiate 
individually with the government. 

In September, the government and alliance mem-
bers reached a seven-point agreement on the prin-
ciples of future bilateral negotiations. Both the 
KIA and government then prepared draft “Deed 
of Commitment” statements and appeared ready 
to move forward. After an internal meeting on 
October 20, however, the Brotherhood Alliance 
informed the KIA that it remained committed to 
multilateral ceasefire, and would not pursue bilat-
eral ceasefire with the government. 

The KIO’s relationship with the United Wa State 
Army (UWSA) and its ties to the Federal Politi-
cal Negotiation and Consultative Committee 
(FPNCC) also began to sour in early 2019. The 
FPNCC is a seven-member organization that in-
cludes all four members of the Northern Alliance 
plus the UWSA, National Democratic Alliance 
Army (NDAA), and the Shan State Progress Par-
ty (SSPP). As the leader of this ‘political’ alliance, 
the UWSA appeared unhappy that the KIO had 
taken a leadership position over the TNLA, MND-
AA, and AA during negotiations with the govern-
ment. The UWSA sent only a junior officer to 
observe the Northern Alliance’s negotiations with 
the government in early 2019. By June, the UWSA 
stopped sending observers to those negotiation ses-
sions altogether. 

As these inter-EAO dynamics played out in 2019, the 
KIA worked to maintain stability in Kachin State and 
avoided military confrontation with the Tatmadaw. 
Meanwhile, the KIO informally cooperated with the 
government in areas like internally displaced persons 
(IDP) resettlement, demining, and the reopening of 
schools in formerly conflict-affected areas. 
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It is likely that the KIA will maintain the current 
status of de facto ceasefire throughout 2020. It 
may likely pursue official bilateral ceasefire with 
the government while maintaining its distance 

from the TNLA, MNDAA, and AA. The KIO’s 
role in the FPNCC will remain obscure in the fu-
ture as well. 

Figure 38. Combatant deaths during the conflict between the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) and State 
Security Forces in 2019
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Figure 39. Clashes between the Tatmadaw and KIA in 2019
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THE KAREN NATIONAL UNION

In 2019, the Township-based Conflict Monitoring 
System (TCMS) recorded only 12 clashes between 
the Tatmadaw and the Karen National Liberation 
Army (KNLA), all of which occurred either in 
Hpapun or Kyaukkyi townships in Kayin State and 
Bago Region, respectively. This seemingly low fig-
ure, however, belied tensions that erupted in 2018 
and, by 2020, came to define a new normal in parts 
of Kayin State. 

At the root of these tensions lay a disagreement be-
tween the Tatmadaw and KNLA over a network of 
old roads and paths that crisscross areas of mixed 

control. In March 2018, a significant bout of fight-
ing began when the Tatmadaw attempted to clear 
and upgrade a dilapidated stretch of road between 
two of its bases in Hpapun Township, where the 
KNLA’s Brigade 5 operates. The fighting exacer-
bated the Karen National Union’s (KNU) internal 
disagreement over how to respond to the govern-
ment’s peace process, especially the fiasco that re-
sulted from a top-level meeting between the gov-
ernment and ethnic armed organizations (EAO) in 
October 2018. The KNU temporarily suspended 
formal participation in the peace process following 
that meeting.
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Figure 40. Comparison of clashes between the Tatmadaw and KNLA in 2018 and 2019 by month

Military tensions were partly diffused during a 
meeting between the chairperson of the KNU and 
the Tatmadaw’s commander in chief, where the 
Tatmadaw agreed to suspend its road works. A sec-
ond round of less intense fighting took place be-
tween July and September, but by October 2018 
clashes had once again subsided.

Fighting then reignited in January 2019, but this 
time over different segments of road that the Tat-
madaw attempted to repair or rebuild to link what 
it claimed was a network of ten bases. A spokes-
person for the KNLA Brigade 5 warned that the 
KNLA had established local boundaries and that 
there would be conflict if the Tatmadaw crossed 
them while repairing roads. 

LIGHT CLASHES AND 
VIOLENT INCIDENTS 
CONTINUED INTO 
MARCH 2019 AS THE 
CONTESTED AREAS OF 
HPAPUN TOWNSHIP 
GREW AND EXPANDED 
INTO NEIGHBORING 
KYAUKKYI TOWNSHIP.
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Light clashes and violent incidents continued into 
March 2019 as the contested areas of Hpapun 
Township grew and expanded into neighboring 
Kyaukkyi Township. Behind closed doors, the Tat-
madaw complained that KNLA troops were firing at 
its soldiers unprovoked. Online, Karen rights groups 
and activists accused the Tatmadaw of firing mortar 
shells near or at villages and making life untenable 
for civilians. At least three Tatmadaw soldiers were 

killed in clashes with the KNLA in 2019. 

Despite these accusations, both sides appeared 
reluctant to allow for escalation similar to that of 
March 2018, and no armed clashes were reported 
in Hpapun or Kyaukkyi between April and No-
vember 2019. Nonetheless, the underlying causes 
of the tensions not only persisted, but began to 
morph as the conflict progressed.

Figure 42. Timeline of clashes between the Tatmadaw and KNLA from January 2018 to December 2019

Figure 41. Combatant deaths during the conflict between the Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA) and 
State Security Forces in 2019
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Figure 43. Townships where clashes between the Tatmadaw and KNLA occurred in 2018 and 2019

The Tatmadaw has maintained a series of out-
posts along the Thailand-Myanmar border since 
dislodging a number of KNLA bases there in the 
mid-1990s. Since then, the KNLA has gradually 
moved its posts further inland, and the Tatmad-
aw supplied its border bases via the inland areas 
where the KNLA operated. 

The original explanation given by the Tatmad-
aw in March 2018 for needing to improve the 
road between its bases at Ler Mu Plaw and Kay 
Pu was to ease resupply. Old and overgrown, the 
road was no longer motorable by four-wheeled 
vehicles. Although the KNLA accepted resupply 
by pack mule, it feared that road construction 
could later facilitate military reinforcements and 
government-backed resource extraction. 

By 2019, the Tatmadaw began claiming that it 
needed to clear or reconstruct a host of other 
roads that connect its bases on the Thai border 
with bases up and down the Bago-Kayin state 

border. Publicly, the Tatmadaw claimed these 
bases were an integral part of its national defense 
posture, but likely also saw them as a necessary 
defense against insurgency. The heart of the KN-
LA’s Brigade 5 and 3 area is sandwiched between 
these bases. 

As monthly clashes in Hpapun and Kyaukkyi be-
came regular in early 2020, the Tatmadaw began 
explaining that the roads it was improving would 
benefit local livelihoods and serve development 
purposes. By this time, the Tatmadaw had made 
clear plans to connect the over-mountain road 
from Kyaukkyi to Hpapun, thereby creating a 
link between the Yangon-Naypyidaw corridor 
and the heart of central Kayin State. 

The KNLA viewed expansion of the road network 
and construction of motorable roads linking Bago 
and Kayin as unacceptable. For one, such a road 
system could conceivably facilitate the type of mil-
itary and government incursions it warned against 
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A NEW DYNAMIC BEGAN TO EMERGE, IN WHICH THE 
TATMADAW PUSHED AHEAD WITH ROADWORK IN 
AREAS OF MIXED CONTROL, AND THE KNLA RESPONDED 
BY DESTROYING TATMADAW EQUIPMENT OR LAUNCHING 
LIMITED ATTACKS AGAINST TATMADAW UNITS 
DEFENDING THE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT.

in early 2018. Moreover, the KNLA argued that 
the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) re-
quires approval by both sides before road building 
or other development projects can be implement-
ed, and felt that the Tatmadaw was not honoring 
its commitments. 

Another important factor in the conflict is the 
consistent opposition from Karen civil society 
organizations (CSO) against the Tatmadaw’s ef-
forts and plans to upgrade and expand the road 
network in Hpapun. Like the KNLA, some 
Karen civilians fear the further militarization 
and environmental degradation of ethnic Karen 
lands, although some locals want better trans-
portation routes connecting their villages to the 
mainland. Many Karen communities in Hpap-
un retain not-so-distant memories of abuses and 
hardships suffered during the conflict between 
the Tatmadaw and KNLA. 

After one armed clash and the destruction of a Tat-
madaw bulldozer in December 2019, the KNLA 
and Tatmadaw reached an agreement over road 
building at a ground commander meeting in 
Kayukkyi on January 10, 2020. The agreement 
outlined the extent to which the Tatmadaw could 
widen the road, established the rules for civilian 
use, and prohibited military patrols along the road. 
Within weeks of the agreement, the two sides were 
fighting again nearby. 

A new dynamic began to emerge, in which the 
Tatmadaw pushed ahead with roadwork in areas 
of mixed control, and the KNLA responded by 
destroying Tatmadaw equipment or launching 
limited attacks against Tatmadaw units defending 
the construction project. The Tatmadaw would re-
spond, sometimes by firing shells nearby civilian 
populated areas. Tit-for-tat engagements in Hpap-
un and Kyaukkyi townships became the norm and 
continue until today.
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INTER-EAO CONFLICT

In the early summer of 2018, leaders from the 
Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA) and the 
Shan State Progress Party (SSPP) came to an agree-
ment. Despite recent clashes between them, they 
vowed to join forces to fight a common enemy: the 
Restoration Council of Shan State (RCSS). The 
inter-ethnic armed organization (EAO) conflict 
that followed produced frequent and fierce clashes 
through the remainder of 2018, but by early 2019 
the conflict began to wind down in a trend that 
continued well into 2020. 

The RCSS is a powerful and influential Shan 
EAO and is signatory to the Nationwide Cease-
fire Agreement (NCA). It was founded in 1996 
by its current leader, General Yawd Serk, and has 
long operated in southern Shan State where it 
maintains a headquarters on the Thai border at 
Loi Tai Leng. In 2011, the RCSS began building 

a wider presence in northern Shan State and be-
came visibly active there after signing the NCA 
in 2015.

The TNLA is a relatively new armed group that 
recruits from the ethnic Palaung, or Ta’ang, pop-
ulation scattered throughout the hills of Shan 
State. Its primary motivation is the protection 
of ethnic Palaung people who, it claims, suffer 
abuse at the hands of the more dominant groups 
in the region, such as the RCSS. The RCSS 
posed an additional threat to the TNLA and its 
supporters, a dynamic that came against the his-
torical backdrop of ethnic animosity between the 
ethnic Shan and ethnic Palaung. The TNLA and 
other groups, like the Pa-Oh National Libera-
tion Organization (PNLO), have often accused 
the RCSS of forced recruiting among Palaung 
and Pa-Oh ethnic villages. 
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Tensions between the SSPP and RCSS, both ethnic 
Shan groups, were based more on influence, terri-
tory, and perhaps ideology. As the historically dom-
inant political and military force in the north of the 
state, the SSPP brands itself a more socialist-ori-
ented entity and enjoys close ties to the United Wa 
State Army (UWSA), a powerful offshoot of the 
Communist Party of Burma (CPB). The rise of the 
RCSS in the north, with its more ethno-nationalist 
orientation, presented a challenge to the SSPP’s po-
sition as the premier Shan leader in the area. 

After months of simmering tensions, the inter-EAO 
conflict between the TNLA-SSPP coalition and the 
RCSS ignited in July 2018. The fighting was char-
acterized by long, drawn out battles over strategic 

villages and small towns across the north of Shan 
State. After what were often multi-day clashes, the 
two sides would withdraw, only to later return and 
fight over the same hills and valleys. The heavy 
fighting near or even directly in population centers 
led to high levels of displacement and carried on 
unabated into 2019.

The highest concentration of clashes among 
the TNLA, SSPP, and RCSS in 2019 occurred 
in Namtu, Kyaukme and Hsipaw townships in 
northern Shan State. These were the focal point 
of the inter-EAO conflict because they are large-
ly multi-ethnic areas with both large Palaung and 
Shan populations. 
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Figure 46. Townships with inter-EAO clashes in 2019

The conflict also brought serious implications for 
Shan politics, since both the RCSS and SSPP were 
members of the Committee for Shan State Unity 
(CSSU), a political organization comprised of Shan 
political parties, civil society organizations (CSO), 
and armed organizations. The fighting between the 
two dominant Shan EAOs roiled the Shan com-
munity and flung ethnic politicians, constituents, 
and religious leaders to its midst. 

The growing cry for unity among the Shan com-
munity ultimately led the two sides to a verbal 
truce. After signaling a willingness to deescalate in 

March, the SSPP and RCSS agreed to a ceasefire 
at the behest of influential Shan monks in April 
2019. Although not party to the agreement, the 
TNLA largely followed the SSPP’s lead, and the 
inter-EAO conflict effectively subsided, with the 
exception of periodic but generally small clashes 
between the TNLA and RCSS later in the year.

Other inter-EAO confrontations in 2019 were 
generally small and isolated events. Among them 
were several episodes in Kyaikseikgyi Township, 
home to the strategically important border cross-
ing with Thailand at Three Pagoda Pass. The pass is 
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home to a number of actors, including the Tatmad-
aw, New Mon State Party (NMSP), Karen Nation-
al Union (KNU), and Democratic Karen Buddhist 
Army (DKBA), a dynamic that leads to occasional 
run-ins and clashes. 

In September 2019, for example, the NMSP at-
tacked a splinter cell of the DKBA after the lat-
ter tried to establish a new post near Three Pagoda 
Pass. The next month, clashes broke out after the 
NMSP removed a KNU flag post near the pass, 
prompting the KNU to attack two NMSP posts. 
Despite five clashes and several causalities, the 

two sides met promptly and were able to reach an  
agreement and deescalate the situation within days. 

Overall, 2019 witnessed the deceleration of in-
ter-EAO conflict in Myanmar, a trend that is likely 
to continue throughout 2020. Nevertheless, the 
underlying causes and conditions that led to con-
frontations in 2019 remain unresolved throughout 
the country. Periodic clashes will likely occur in 
areas where numerous actors operate and vie for 
territory, control of resources, and influence, a risk 
that may escalate before or during the election pe-
riod in late 2020.

Table 5. Inter-EAO clashes in 2019 by pair

Inter-EAO Clashes in 2019 Number of Clashes % of  Total  
Inter-EAO Clashes

RCSS vs SSPP 24 53%

RCSS vs TNLA 11 24%

KNU vs NMSP 5 11%

NMSP vs DKBA-Splinter 2 4%

RCSS vs PNLO 2 4%

SSPP vs SSPP 1 2%

Total 45 100%
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THE NATIONAL SOCIALIST COUNCIL 
OF NAGALAND-KHAPLANG 

The National Socialist Council of Naga-
land-Khaplang (NSCN-K) is a relatively small 
ethnic armed organization (EAO) that operates 
in the remote borderlands of Sagaing Region and 
Northeast India. It claims to represent the inter-
ests of ethnic Naga people from both India and 
Myanmar and seeks the establishment of a contig-
uous cross-border Naga homeland. The NSCN-K 
signed a bilateral ceasefire agreement with the 
Sagaing regional government in April 2012. Al-
though the government invited the NSCN-K to 
join the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA), 
the NSCN-K refused to participate in political di-
alogue to any extent unless it addressed the welfare 
of Naga people in both countries. This demand, 
however, contradicted the government’s baseline 
premise of sovereignty. 

The Tatmadaw’s indifference toward the NSCN-K 
abruptly subsided in January 2019 after the Ara-
kan Army (AA) staged coordinated attacks on 
police in northern Rakhine State. The AA’s main 
operational area includes Paletwa Township, Chin 

State, which is bordered by Bangladesh to the 
west and India to the north. Amidst a backdrop 
of improving Indian-Myanmar relations, the Tat-
madaw sought cooperation from Indian security 
forces to prevent AA infiltration into Indian ter-
ritory.

By February 2019, the Indian military had sealed 
off the Paletwa border with hundreds of soldiers, 
but the move did not come for free. In exchange, 
India requested the Tatmadaw to take action 
against a number of Northeast insurgent groups 
hosted by the NSCN-K in Sagaing Region. The 
Tatmadaw seized the NSCN-K’s headquarters at 
Taga without violent incident on January 29 be-
fore raiding camps belonging to an assortment of 
Northeast groups nearby. 

The NSCN-K was formed in 1988 when Shang-
wang Shanyang Khaplang, a Myanmar-born 
Naga, split from the original NSCN. Following 
Khaplang’s death in 2017, leadership was taken 
over by Khango Konyak, an India-born Naga. In 
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August 2017, the NSCN-K ousted Khango Kon-
yak and elected a new chairperson named Yung 
Aung, a Myanmar-born Naga. Khango Konyak 
and his faction later returned to India to join talks 
with the central government there. 

On March 9, 2019, the Tatmadaw raided the 
NSCN-K’s liaison office in Khamti, Sagaing Re-
gion and arrested five of the group’s leaders. The 
Tatmadaw accused the NSCN-K of violating the 
2012 agreement by hosting the Northeast groups 
from India and charged the five leaders with un-
lawful association. 

The Tatmadaw continued to apply pressure on 
the NSCN-K and its affiliates by conducting raids 
on camps throughout the remote borderlands 
of Sagaing Region. Although many of the inci-
dents ended without violence, the Tatmadaw and 
NSCN-K clashed once in Lahe Township on May 
16. The clash appeared to anger the group, leading 
spokesperson Joseph Lam Kan to assert that they 
would not sign the NCA. In November 2019, the 
NSCN-K released a statement announcing the 
expulsion of the five leaders that had been arrest-
ed in March. The statement accused the leaders of 

conspiring to promote the NCA. 

Prior to 2019, the NSCN-K did not outright 
reject the NCA, but wanted an agreement that 
included all Naga people, including those across 
the border in India. The Myanmar government 
stated that it could not negotiate over the status 
of people outside its borders. As the split between 
Yung Aung and Khango Konyak suggested, the 
Yung Aung faction may be more firmly commit-
ted to the idea of a cross-border Naga homeland, 
a demand that precludes the possibility of signing 
the NCA. The Tatmadaw’s raids and operations 
throughout 2019 weakened the NSCN-K, which 
now finds itself squeezed between two countries. 

Whether the NSCN-K is willing to sign the NCA 
is likely not a concern for the Tatmadaw. The 
NSCN-K, which has historically suffered from a 
lack of resources and factionalism, now poses lit-
tle to no military threat. The Tatmadaw is instead 
primarily concerned with the AA and therefore 
seemingly willing to appease India in exchange 
for security cooperation at the border. The gov-
ernment no longer talks with the NSCN-K as a 
dialogue partner in the peace process either. 
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IMPACT ON CIVILIANS

Every year, Myanmar’s internal armed conflicts im-
pact the lives of civilians who reside in conflict-af-
fected areas, especially when armed clashes occur in 
or near populated areas. In this way, civilian casu-
alties are directly related to the proximity of armed 

clashes and civilian residency. In 2019, the Town-
ship-based Conflict Monitoring System (TCMS) 
recorded 151 conflict-related civilian deaths and 
384wounded civilians as a result of conflict-related 
incidents nationwide.
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Figure 47. Nationwide civilian casualties in 2019 by state and region
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Civilian casualties are mainly caused by crossfire, 
mines or improvised explosive devices (IED), tar-
geted killings, and injury or death under detention. 
MIPS was unable to independently verify the au-
thenticity of each individual report about civilian 
casualties. Instead it recorded civilian casualties as 
reported by media outlets or other sources. 

On the whole, TCMS recorded51 civilians who 
were killed by armed clashes, 40killed by mines 
or IEDs, 52 who were victims of targeted killings, 
and three who died during detention in 2019. Five 
more civilians were killed in other conflict-related 
events, such as the intentional destruction of pri-
vate property. Another171civilians were wound-
ed by armed clashes,152 by mines or IEDs, and 
22 during attempted targeted killings. One civil-
ian was injured during detention, and another 28 

were tortured. Ten more civilians were injured or 
wounded during other conflict-related events.

Figure 48. Nationwide conflict-related civilian fatalities in 2019 by category
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Figure 49. Civilians wounded by conflict-related events nationwide in 2019 by category 

The highest proportion of civilianfatalities record-
ed in 2019 (86/151)happened during the conflict 
between the Arakan Army (AA) and Tatmadaw in 
northern Rakhine and southern Chin states.An-
other 176 civilians out of a total 384 were injured 
duringthis conflict. Most of these victims were hit 

by small arms or artillery fire.The Rakhine Ethnic 
Congress (REC) reported 116 civilian deaths in 
2019 as a result of the conflict,2 but MIPS was 
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Figure 50. Conflict-related civilian fatalities in Rakhine and Chin states in 2019 by category

Figure 51. Civilians wounded by conflict-related events in Rakhine and Chin states in 2019 by category
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Figure 52.  Civilians killed and wounded in 2019 as a result of fighting between the Arakan Army and Tatmadaw in Rakhine State 
and Paletwa Township, Chin State

The nature of Myanmar’s internal warfare often 
makes it difficult for armed actors to distinguish 
between combatants and civilians, especially in cer-
tain areas. In northern Rakhine State, for example, 
many AA fighters wore civilian clothing and took 
refuge in villages before and after armed clashes. 
TCMS data shows that, in 2019, 540 out of the 
557armed clashes between the AA and state securi-
ty forces in Rakhine State were within 2.5 miles of 
a village. Armed clashes that occur near populated 
areas inevitably lead to higher rates of civilian ca-
sualties. A high number of civilian casualties was 
also recorded during the Brotherhood Alliance’s 
August offensive in northern Shan State. Most of 
that fighting took place along the main highway 
that bisects numerous villages and large towns. 

MIPS records the number of civilians displaced by 
each armed clash, but this data is very difficult to 
obtain for several reasons. Many field reports re-
fer to an aggregate number of civilians displaced 
during wider episodes instead of providing infor-

mation about the number of civilians displaced 
during a single clash. When specific numbers are 
mentioned, they are difficult to verify.

Also, once displacement figures are reported, there 
is seldom a follow-up report that tracks how many 
of the displaced returned to their villages or reset-
tled elsewhere. If a village experienced two episodes 
of displacement in one year, for example, the num-
ber of civilians from that village is typically count-
ed twice in the annual displacement figures. For 
these reasons, it is difficult to accurately track the 
displacement caused by a particular armed clash.

The Rakhine State government’s Disaster Man-
agement Department and the Rakhine Ethnic 
Congress (REC) respectively reported 49,221 and 
37,202 civilians living ininternally displaced per-
sons (IDP) camps by the end of January 2020.3 
Due to differences in counting methodology, as 
discussed above, REC estimates that a total of 
106,614 civilians were displaced by the conflict.4 
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The number of civilians in IDP camps is signifi-
cantly smaller than the actual number of displaced 
because some displaced persons returned to their 
villages, went to stay with relatives in other villages 
or towns, or found other accommodations. 

MIPS also examined the impact of the mobile in-
ternet shutdown on the reporting of civilian fatal-
ities and injuries in northern Rakhine State and 
Paletwa Township, Chin State in 2019.TCMS re-
corded 187reports involving civilians in the nine 
townships affected by the mobile internet ban in 
2019.Eighty-six of these reports were recorded be-
fore the internet shutdown, while the remaining 
99were recorded after. Two other reports were re-
corded without details about when they occurred. 
Prior to the internet ban, 73 (85%)reports in these 
townships were recorded within 24 hours. Follow-
ing the ban, 77 (78%)reports were recorded within 
24 hours. This suggests that the mobile internet 
ban had little impact on the reporting of civil-
ian-involved incidents in Rakhine and southern 
Chin States. There are several important reasons 
that may explain this.

4 Rakhine IDPs Struggle to Get Assistance. (2020). Retrieved from https://www.bnionline.net/en/news/rakhine-idps-strug-
gle-get-assistance
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Figure 53. Interval comparison of civilian casualty reports before and after the mobile internet ban

First, the suspension was for mobile internet ser-
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to areas where mobile internet connection was 
still available, like in Sittwe Township. Also, wired 
broadband internet remained available in major 
towns like Mrauk U and Kyauktaw. In some cases, 
journalists and activists would collect physical evi-
dence from the field, such as photos, and drive it to 
places where internet was available for uploading. 
In some of the townships where the ban was insti-
tuted, mobile internet connection remained avail-
able atop elevated structures, bridges, and hilltops. 
In Maungdaw Township, mobile services from one 
particular provider remained operational for some 
time, driving the cost of a SIM card to 10,000 
MMK, nearly ten times the regular price. 

Another significant impact of the Rakhine Conflict 

was the Tatmadaw’s strategy to block the channel-
ing ofAA supplies through supporting villages. To 
do so, the Tatmadaw severely restricted the amount 
of provisions, especially rice, that could be trans-
ported by civilians into AAareas of operation. It also 
worked to block the use of land and water routes 
critical to the AA’s logistics, an effort that inevitably 
affected civilians reliant on the same routes.

Civilian transportation was significantly affected 
by the conflict in Rakhine. The AA, for example, 
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authorization along the waterways bisecting its op-
erational areas, such as a cargo ship carrying bridge 
spans near Paletwa Township in March 2019. It 
also seized a passenger ferry in October that was 
carrying numerous members of state security forces 
returning from leave among its civilian passengers. 
Frequent fighting along the major roads in Rakh-
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ine State, the Tatmadaw’s use of civilian vehicles, 
and the AA’s targeting of any vehicles carrying se-
curity forces also had an adverse impact on the lo-
cal population.

Fighting affected rice production in Rakhine State 
in 2019. One member of the Rakhine Farmer’s As-
sociation explained to MIPS that although there 
was no official measure, many farmers were unable 
to sow their fields due to conflict. Some reports 
also accused the Tatmadaw of burning down rice 
paddies in vacant villages after the residents fled. 
Despite this, the state still managed to produce a 
rice surplus of over 6,200 metric tons in 2019, ac-
cording to an official from the Rakhine Consumer 
Department. Since exports were halted, the gov-
ernment is considering buying the surplus for its 
national rice reserve.

The perpetuation of these trends in 2020 could con-
tinue to reduce the yearly surplus of rice in Rakhine 
State, where farmers rely on income from exports 

to Bangladesh.Although residents of rice produc-
tion areas in northern Rakhine likely have sufficient 
rice for their consumption in 2020, people living in 
mountainous areas, like Paletwa, will continue to 
face rice shortages if clashes continue close to Pal-
etwa and transportation routes leading there. 

Inter-ethnic tensions rose in 2019. In Rakhine 
State, anti-Bamar sentiment was boiling, with nu-
merous cases of Bamar vendors disappearing or be-
ing killed after returning with goods from places 
like Magway. In some cases, the family members 
of retired or active police and soldiers were also 
targeted. Online, MIPS’s social media monitor-
ing initiative witnessed an all-time high in hate 
speech between ethnic Rakhine and ethnic Bamar 
users,especially on Facebook. Similar sentiments 
between the ethnic Rakhine and Chin were also 
stoked by the conflict in Paletwa Township and the 
AA’s kidnapping of an ethnic Khumi lawmaker. 
These tensions will continue to play out and possi-
bly escalate throughout 2020.
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THE JOINT CEASEFIRE MONITORING 
COMMITTEE 

Similar to the political dialogue, the ceasefire 
monitoring mechanism remained largely on hold 
throughout 2019 after two large ethnic armed or-
ganizations (EAO) boycotted participation in for-
mal negotiations, including within the Joint Cease-
fire Monitoring Committee (JMC). 

The JMC was established in November 2015 after 
the government and eight EAOs signed the Na-
tionwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA), which re-
quired both sides to jointly establish a mechanism 
to monitor and implement ceasefire provisions as 
outlined in Chapter 3 and 4. By design, the JMC 
and its counterpart, the Union Peace Dialogue 
Joint Committee (UPDJC), which is responsible 
for coordinating and implementing political nego-
tiation, were set up as two separate institutions un-

der the NCA. This was to not only distinguish the 
division of labor but also to maintain the continu-
ity of implementation even if political negotiations 
or the ceasefire encountered impasse. 

In late October 2018, however, the Karen Na-
tional Union (KNU) and Restoration Council of 
Shan State (RCSS) suspended their participation 
in the JMC after the KNU’s fallout from the po-
litical dialogue. Already grappling with internal 
disagreement, the KNU withdrew from formal 
meetings following the outcome of a special 10+10 
meeting among top leaders from the EAOs, gov-
ernment, and military held in mid-October 2018. 
The JMC–Union Level (JMC–U), the highest de-
cision-making body in the JMC, had held its 18th 
meeting in September 2018. Despite plans to hold 
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the 19th meeting in early 2020, by mid-2020 the 
meeting had not taken place. 

The KNU and even more so the RCSS were not 
satisfied with the functioning of the JMC. Both 
EAOs felt that the JMC lacked a conflict resolu-
tion mechanism and that military issues outlined 
in Chapter 3 and 4 of the NCA required addition-
al clarification. For example, the KNU and RCSS 
pointed out that demarcation, troop positioning, 
and the identification of contested areas were not 
clearly defined in the NCA. Such territorial issues, 
therefore, required thorough discussions with the 
Tatmadaw.

The Tatmadaw’s perspective is that territorial con-
trol is defined by the existence of fixed bases. The 
Tatmadaw therefore did not want to acknowledge 
a wide area of EAO control in places where its sol-
diers were stationed or operating. In hindsight, the 
Tatmadaw developed a negative view of previous 
ceasefire deals made under the military junta be-
tween 1988 and 2011 for allowing wide, dedicated 
areas of EAO control. 

Under the NCA, both sides are required to inform 
one another when they maneuver troops in con-
tested areas. On the ground, however, this practice 
largely depends on the relationship between local 
commanders from both sides. In areas where op-
posing commanders maintain good relationships, 
both sides tend to inform the other before under-
taking troop movement. 

The issue became particularly problematic in both 
Kyaukkyi Township, Bago Region, and Hpapun 
Township, Kayin State as tensions between the Tat-

madaw and Brigade 3 and 5 of the Karen National 
Liberation Army (KNLA) continued to grow over 
the former’s efforts to rebuild and expand its road 
network. With meetings suspended, the problem 
could not be resolved at the JMC, although bilat-
eral discussions eventually took place.

Despite the KNU’s boycott in 2019, some KNU 
leaders and commanders attended informal 
state-level JMC meetings to resolve complaints 
made by both sides. Commanders within the 
RCSS, however, remained unhappy with the Tat-
madaw’s constant complaints over their alleged 
violations of the NCA, especially regarding the 
issues of illegal taxation and forced recruitment. 
As a result, no informal meetings between RCSS 
commanders and the Tatmadaw took place in Shan 
State throughout 2019.

In January 2020, the government and EAOs held 
the Joint Implementation Coordination Meeting 
(JICM) where they decided to hold the JMC and 
UPDJC within two months. The RCSS and Tat-
madaw also met in February 2020, and both sides 
were reportedly happy with the discussion. The 
RCSS, which in mid-2019 became the leader of 
the Peace Process Steering Team (PPST), the de-
cision-making body of the ten EAOs party to the 
NCA, agreed to reconvene the JMC in accordance 
with the JICM’s decision. 

The KNU, on the other hand, insisted that both 
sides needed to settle outstanding issues relat-
ed to Chapter 3 and 4 before proceeding with 
the JMC–U meeting. In response, the Tatmadaw 
agreed to discuss those issues, but insisted that the 
union-level meeting be held first or in parallel to 
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5 The JMC’s structure includes representatives from the government and EAOs in addition to civilians at the union, state, and local 
levels. 

6 Government in this sense refers to the military and elected civilian government, which together negotiate vis-à-vis the EAOs.

the discussion. Although the modality of the meet-
ing was not completely settled, both sides moved 
forward to commence the 19th JMC–U meeting. 
The outbreak of COVID-19, however, has pre-
vented the meeting from taking place as of mid-
2020. 

Despite the deadlocks between the Tatmadaw 
and EAOs, civilian representatives nominat-
ed by both sides were quite active in 2019 and 
proved capable of bridging differences and ex-
tending the viability of the JMC.5 Civilian rep-
resentatives held at least 57 meetings to facilitate 
conflict resolution and capacity building for the 
JMC at state levels in 2019. Civilian represen-
tatives played a crucial role in reducing tensions 
between both sides at times when parties to con-
flict could not meet face to face. 

Under the current government led by the National 
League for Democracy (NLD), military represen-
tatives dominated the government’s6 representation 
within the JMC. The NLD government did not 
send its representatives to the JMC. Perhaps the 
NLD government believes that the proceedings of 
the JMC are related only to military affairs. 

The government and EAOs are now moving closer 
to the commencement of the 19th JMC–U meet-
ing, slated for July 2019, should the fallout from 
the COVID-19 pandemic prove manageable. Both 
sides have also agreed in principle that unclear is-
sues within Chapter 3 and 4 of the NCA should 
be discussed. If the JMC–U meeting is held in 
2020, the body may be able to revive its potential 
to maintain and monitor ceasefire. 

Figure 54. JMC-related events in 2018 and 2019
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THE GOVERNMENT, PARLIAMENT, AND 
TATMADAW

The government failed to meet its key objectives 
for the peace process and convene the Union Peace 
Conference—21st Century Panglong (UPC) in 
2019. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic will 
likely further stall the peace process until the end 
of 2020.  

The first objective pursued by the government in 
2019 was to resume the peace process that stalled 
after the Karen National Union (KNU) and Res-
toration Council of Shan State (RCSS) suspended 
their participation in formal negotiations in late 
October 2018. 

Amid looming deadlock, the government and eth-
nic armed organizations (EAO) had organized a 
special 10+10 meeting among top leaders in Nay 
Pyi Taw on October 15, 2018. The lead up to the 
meeting was fraught with uncertainty and compet-
ing views among the EAOs as to whether to attend. 
The KNU chairperson, Saw Mutu Say Poe, made a 
last-minute decision for the EAOs to go. 

Although the meeting’s outcome seemingly allowed 
for talks to move forward, ongoing internal discord 
within the KNU led it to suspend formal participa-
tion in the peace process less than two weeks later. 
The RCSS followed the KNU’s decision and pulled 
out from the Joint Ceasefire Monitoring Commit-
tee (JMC), where the Tatmadaw had frequently 
made complaints against the group. 

The government attempted to jumpstart peace 
talks by sending a delegation to meet with KNU 
representatives in Chiang Mai, Thailand in March 
2019. The KNU suggested a continuation of in-
formal meetings as necessary preparation for future 

formal negotiations. Both sides agreed to meet in-
formally to iron out their differences and misun-
derstandings.

A total of eight informal meetings, both bilateral 
and multilateral, took place between the govern-
ment and Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement Sig-
natories (NCA-S) in 2019. These meetings slowly 
helped restore confidence and, by the end of the 
year, the EAOs, including the KNU, began demon-
strating a willingness to resume formal negotia-
tions. To do so, both sides agreed to hold the Joint 
Implementation Coordination Meeting (JICM), a 
high-level meeting designed to resolve impasse in 
the peace process. 

The JICM was convened on January 8, 2020 and 
produced a decision to convene the Union Peace 
Dialogue Joint Committee (UPDJC), a political 
negotiation body, as well as the JMC, a ceasefire 
monitoring mechanism, within two months. Al-
though the UPDJC was held on March 12, the 
JMC has not convened as of mid-2020 because of 
limited willingness from both the KNU and RCSS. 
Although the government’s preparations through-
out 2019 led to the resumption of formal talks in 
2020, the outbreak of COVID-19 derailed formal 
negotiations and the peace process indefinitely.  

The government’s second objective was to con-
vene the fourth UPC with the aim of reaching 
agreement on a set of federal principles. In 2019, 
high-level representatives from the government 
and Tatmadaw agreed on a set of federal principles 
to negotiate vis-à-vis the EAOs. It remains unclear, 
however, how closely aligned this set of principles 
is to that proposed by the EAOs. 
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The government informed the NCA-S that it had 
reached a common position on federal principles 
with the Tatmadaw and said it was ready to ne-
gotiate. State Counselor Aung San Suu Kyi also 
reiterated that the National League for Democra-
cy-led (NLD) government was committed to the 
formation of a federal union on October 15, 2019, 
the anniversary of the NCA signing. Despite the 
progress between the government and Tatmadaw, 
however, the government and EAOs have not be-
gun actual negotiations over federal principles as of 
mid-2020.

The government’s third objective was to pursue 
ceasefire with non-signatories of the NCA. Al-
though the government’s initial strategy was to con-
vince non-signatories to join the NCA, it changed 
its approach in 2019 by pursuing bilateral ceasefire 
agreements with the Kachin Independence Army 
(KIA), Ta’ang National Liberation Army (TNLA), 
Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army 
(MNDAA), and Arakan Army (AA), who together 
formed the Northern Alliance.

Both sides exchanged bilateral ceasefire propos-
als in April 2019, but the TNLA, MNDAA, and 
AA appeared less interested in reaching deals than 
the KIA, which had essentially stopped fighting 
with the Tatmadaw in Kachin State since June 
2018. Ceasefire talks were later challenged after 
the Brotherhood Alliance, a newly formed mili-
tary pact among the TNLA, MNDAA, and AA, 
launched an offensive in August 2019. 

Led by the TNLA, the alliance’s August offensive 
obstructed the primary economic corridor linking 
Myanmar and China in northern Shan State for 
more than two weeks. Despite this, the govern-

ment and Tatmadaw did not reference ‘terrorism’ 
nor declare the TNLA as a terrorist organization 
like they later would with the AA. The government 
met with the Northern Alliance groups on August 
31, after which the Tatmadaw extended a unilateral 
ceasefire to provide room for another meeting in 
September 2019.

A government delegation again met with the 
Northern Alliance groups at the United Wa State 
Army’s (UWSA) headquarters on December 15, 
2019. The alliance’s proposal had changed sever-
al times during the course of negotiation and now 
called for three preconditions7 to bilateral ceasefire. 
The discussions did not manage to further advance 
all sides toward bilateral ceasefire, while hopes for 
a subsequent meeting were soon dashed by the 
advent of the COVID-19 pandemic. The govern-
ment may likely accept the inclusion of the AA, 
despite its label as a terrorist organization, if and 
when the next round of negotiations is held. 

Since its inauguration in 2016, the government’s 
peace architecture has suffered from structural and 
technical defects. First, strained civil-military rela-
tions have continued to pose a major challenge for 
peace-related coordination between the NLD-led 
government and military. Tensions between the 
military and the NLD-led government were exac-
erbated after the NLD pushed for a failed attempt 
to amend the constitution in the parliament. The 
campaign served to portray the military as a hard-
line institution that obstructs reform in the coun-
try. 

Notably, the attempt to amend the constitution 
came after a military spokesperson revealed that, 
during a high-level meeting convened by the presi-

7 First, the government must not arrest individuals in contact with the Northern Alliance members. Second, the government must 
release current detainees, a move that the Northern Alliance groups would reciprocate. Third, there must be a conflict resolution 
mechanism that involves the members of the Federal Political Negotiation and Consultative Committee (FPNCC).
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dent, State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi or-
dered military action in response to the AA’s attack 
on police stations on January 4, 2019. The govern-
ment’s spokesperson U Zaw Htay retorted to media 
the following day that information relating to the 
high-level meeting was classified and the Tatmad-
aw’s disclosure was inappropriate. Civil-military re-
lations between the government and Tatmadaw did 
not improve over the course of 2019. 

Next, the government’s peace architecture lacks an 
efficient decision-making platform between the 
government and Tatmadaw. The National Recon-
ciliation and Peace Center (NRPC), led by State 
Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, remains the 
highest decision-making body in the peace pro-
cess. However, the NRPC does not include the 
commander in chief or his deputy, meaning that it 
lacks the ability to produce a policy platform with 
input from top decision-makers in the military. 
This dynamic is further complicated by the fact 
that, unlike the preceding U Thein Sein adminis-
tration, the NLD-led government has abdicated its 
lead role in the peace process and positioned itself 
more as a facilitator.

Third, the Peace Commission (PC), which is 
tasked with implementing the NRPC’s policies, 
was not properly empowered or provided with pol-
icy guidance. The PC, assigned to spearhead the 
peace process with constant engagement with the 
EAOs, is staffed by only a small number of civ-
il servants with experience in the peace process. 
When compared with the Union Peace-making 
Working Committee (UPWC) that existed under 
the previous administration, the PC is smaller in 
size and less mandated. 

Fourth, the government’s current peace architec-
ture lacks a proper technical support body. Previ-
ously, the Myanmar Peace Center (MPC), run by 
technocrats and 120 staffers, assisted the UPWC 
with technical support in different sectors. In con-
trast, seven staff members support the current PC. 

The NRPC has recently recognized the shortfall 
and attempted to establish a technical secretariat, 
but the new department has yet to materialize. 

The Tatmadaw has maintained its veto wielding 
power within the government’s side of the peace 
negotiation. Without consent from the Tatmad-
aw, no agreement could be made at the UPC.  Al-
though both institutions largely shared a common 
position in regard to the handling of the AA in 
Rakhine State, the government remained reluctant 
throughout 2019 to allow the military to impose 
martial law like it did during stability operations in 
Laukkai in 2014. 

The Tatmadaw has made major adjustments to its 
communication strategy since the beginning of 
2019. Prior to the formation of the “True News 
Information Team”, the Tatmadaw rarely spoke 
with journalists or released information about reg-
ular operations and events. It now frequently holds 
press briefings and periodically releases limited 
data concerning armed clashes and casualty figures 
based on the number of bodies captured from the 
battlefield. 

Another significant development in 2019 was the 
commander in chief ’s explicit endorsement of fed-
eralism. On the anniversary of the NCA signing in 
October 2019, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing 
stated that the Tatmadaw supported a federal union 
while noting the existence of different federal mod-
els. He alluded that the Tatmadaw was interested 
in India’s model of federalism and sent a Tatmadaw 
delegation to study federalism there. 

Civil-military relations will continue to play a ma-
jor role in shaping the coordination between and 
behavior of the Tatmadaw and government in the 
peace process. The structural defects of the current 
peace architecture will likely endure until the next 
government comes to power in 2021. Additionally, 
the COVID-19 pandemic has hindered the gov-
ernment’s endeavor to hold the UPC and reach 
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a set of agreements on federal principles with the 
EAOs in 2020. The Tatmadaw, some EAOs, and 
some political parties appear hesitant to hold the 
UPC during the election campaign period since 
the conference became delayed by the pandemic. 

Even if the UPC is held before the election, the ex-
tent of any agreement will likely prove too general 
to represent a game-changing moment in the peace 
process.
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THE NATIONWIDE CEASEFIRE 
AGREEMENT SIGNATORIES

As the New Year holiday came to an end in early 
January 2019, delegates from both the Karen Na-
tional Union (KNU) and Restoration Council of 
Shan State (RCSS) headed to their hotel rooms in 
Chiang Mai, a main stop on the Thailand tour-
ist circuit. But unlike the throngs of holiday goers 
there to see the shimmering temples and towering 
elephants, the KNU and RCSS officials had work 
to do. The two organizations had decided to sus-
pend formal participation in the peace process just 
two months prior. Government representatives 
were waiting in the hotel conference room, hoping 
to kickstart talks.

The KNU’s decision to suspend formal partici-
pation in the peace process can be traced to the 
top-level meeting between the government and 
ethnic armed organizations (EAO) held in October 
2018. Although the 10+10 meeting produced sev-
eral modest outcomes, some KNU leaders were not 
happy that the meeting took place and even more 
alarmed by the subsequent decisions it produced. A 
bout of fighting between the Karen National Liber-
ation Army (KNLA), the KNU’s armed wing, and 
the Tatmadaw that began in March 2018 also con-
tributed to the KNU’s decision to suspend formal 
talks. 

A dichotomy among the Nationwide Ceasefire 
Agreement Signatories (NCA-S) emerged in the 
lead up to their summit with the government and 
Tatmadaw in October 2018. This division among 
the EAOs became more obvious in early 2019 af-
ter the KNU and RCSS suspended participation. 
Although the smaller EAOs wished to quicken the 
pace of the negotiations, the larger EAOs feared 
that the incumbent National League for Democra-
cy (NLD) administration had limited capability to 
reach a deal in the peace process. 

The KNU confirmed that it would be suspend-
ing formal participation in the peace process just 
two weeks after the October 2018 summit, citing 
a need to reach internal consensus on certain mat-
ters. Upset by reoccurring accusations from the 
Tatmadaw, the RCSS followed suit by suspending 
participation at the Joint Ceasefire Monitoring 
Committee (JMC). The peace process had ground 
to a complete halt by November 2018. 

The NCA-S spent the majority of 2019 exploring 
ways to restart the peace process and restructure 
their approach in search of better results. For the 
KNU, this first meant resolving internal divisions 
among its leadership. In February, the KNU in-
formed the Peace Process Steering Team (PPST), 
which sets policies for the NCA-S, that it was swap-
ping Chairperson Saw Mutu Say Poe as its delegate 
to the body in favor of General Secretary Padoh 
Saw Tadoh Moo. The RCSS chairperson, Gener-
al Yawd Serk, also announced his resignation as 
the RCSS’s delegate to the PPST. The PPST then 
decided to restructure its leadership at an internal 
summit slated for May 2019. The PPST would re-
main frozen until then. 

The KNU’s decision to swap Saw Mutu Say Poe for 
Padoh Saw Tadoh Moo stemmed from the former’s 
unilateral decision to attend the 10+10 summit 
in October 2018. Some members of the KNU’s 
Standing Committee felt that the proceedings of 
the PPST were superseding those of the commit-
tee, and that the KNU had effectively lost its au-
tonomy. Elements within the RCSS also shared this 
feeling, leading to the changes in representation at 
the PPST from both EAOs. 

The issue was far from resolved. Within the PPST, 
some delegates from other EAOs saw Padoh Kwe 
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Htoo Win, who as vice-chairperson of the KNU 
was closely aligned with Saw Mutu Say Poe, as a 
valuable negotiator. The PPST passed a new rule 
permitting each EAO to invite a special guest to 
meetings, thereby allowing the KNU vice chairper-
son to attend PPST meetings.

On May 14, 2019, delegates to the PPST once 
again convened in Chiang Mai where they planned 
to restructure their leadership and hash out a fresh 
approach to the peace process. The meeting would 
not go as planned. Citing the PPST’s shortcomings 
and inability to restructure thus far, KNU General 
Secretary Padoh Saw Tadoh Moo announced the 
KNU’s intention to quit the PPST. He then pro-
posed the Peace Process Consultative Committee 
Meeting (PPCM) as an alternative to the PPST.

According to Padoh Saw Tadoh Moo, the PPCM 
would serve as a coordination body responsible for 
finding common ground among the NCA-S and 
could include non-signatories as well. Replacing 
the PPST with the PPCM was presumably meant 
as a way for the KNU to regain its autonomy and 
independence from the decisions made by the 
other EAOs. The proposal, however, was met by 
opposition from delegates of the smaller EAOs 
who doubted the practicality of an all-inclusive yet 
non-binding approach to the peace process. The 
PPST appeared on the verge of collapse amidst the 
contention between the PPST and PPCM propos-
als.

To prevent a breakdown, RCSS chairperson Gen-
eral Yawd Serk proposed a last-minute compro-
mise by supporting further exploration of the 
option of the PPCM while asking the KNU to 
continue participation in PPST proceedings. The 
KNU saw the proposal as fair and agreed to post-
pone its resignation. The meeting concluded with 
plans to study the KNU’s PPCM proposal while 
continuing regular PPST work. More drama was 
still to come. 

The NCA-S planned a working meeting to discuss 
the PPCM in Chiang Mai on June 9 and 10, but 
were prevented from doing so after Tatmadaw mil-
itary attaché, Brigadier General Khin Zaw, made 
a mysterious request to the Thai military to block 
the meeting. The issue was soon resolved and the 
meeting went forward on June 20, 2019. In yet 
another twist, the KNU representative scheduled 
to provide a presentation did not show up. It was 
soon revealed that, despite Padoh Saw Tadoh Moo’s 
proposal at the PPST’s May summit, the KNU had 
not actually reached an internal agreement over 
leaving the PPST in favor of the PPCM.

Upset over the Tatmadaw’s sudden intervention 
in Thailand, the KNU refused to attend an infor-
mal meeting among Union Peace Dialogue Joint 
Committee (UPDJC) secretaries on June 13 and 
14, 2019. The UPDJC is a body comprised of 
representatives from the EAOs, government, and 
military tasked with convening the Union Peace 
Conference—21st Century Panglong (UPC). After 
months of alignment, the RCSS broke ranks with 
the KNU and attended the meeting, where all sides 
expressed a desire to jumpstart the peace process 
and hold the next UPC. 

By July, the KNU appeared to be in a state of 
self-imposed isolation, once again refusing to at-
tend a subsequent UPDJC working meeting. At 
the same time, relations between the RCSS and 
Tatmadaw began to improve, paving the way for 
an agreement allowing the RCSS to hold the Shan 
State sub-national dialogue in Langhko. Disagree-
ment over the location of the dialogue had caused 
a major deadlock in 2018. With the RCSS’s lead-
ership in the PPST, other EAOs appeared ready to 
move forward, with or without the KNU.

After holding its two-week long Central Commit-
tee meeting, the KNU emerged from its hiberna-
tion to attend the next PPST meeting in mid-Au-
gust 2019. The tone was more optimistic: the KNU 
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had mostly sorted its internal divisions and would 
be rejoining the formal peace process. 

Making good on plans to formulate a new ap-
proach, the PPST then created both a political and 
military working team assigned to negotiate with 
the government and Tatmadaw, respectively. The 
formation of the two groups reflected the PPST’s 
new strategy, which was to establish an overall 
roadmap for the peace process in lieu of negotiat-
ing point by point. 

Although formal talks were slated to resume, over-
all progress remained slow. The government and 
EAOs had initially aimed to hold the next UPC by 
the end of 2019, but in September pushed the tar-
get back to ‘early 2020’. Despite multiple oppor-
tunities for informal dialogue, all sides struggled 
to set an agenda for negotiations at the upcoming 
UPC.

In November, an idea was proposed to convene 
the Joint Implementation Coordination Meeting 
(JICM), which is designed as a deadlock-breaking 
mechanism, before Christmas. The government 
and EAOs hoped to use the JICM as a venue to 
set a firm date for the UPC and to officially mark 
the resumption of formal talks. Once again, ten-
sions between the KNLA and Tatmadaw in Hpap-
un Township would lead to delay. After a clash in 
early December, the KNU held a meeting with the 
Tatmadaw to discuss the latter’s road building, but 
the meeting did not go well. 

Finally, after more than 14 months, the JICM con-
vened on January 8, 2020, marking the resumption 
of formal talks. Both sides agreed to resume JMC 
meetings by the end of February and hold the next 
UPC by the end of April. By mid-March, with a 
global pandemic in full swing, the peace process 
once again came to a halt. 
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BILATERAL CEASEFIRE SIGNATORIES

Four ethnic armed organizations (EAO) demon-
strated interest in signing the Nationwide Ceasefire 
Agreement (NCA) in 2019, all of which already 
maintain bilateral ceasefire agreements with the 
government. Chief among them is the United Wa 
State Army (UWSA), which wields control over 
a virtually autonomous area in Shan State known 
as Special Region 2 from its headquarters at Pang-
hsang. A close ally to the UWSA is the National 
Democratic Alliance Army (NDAA), headquar-
tered in Mong La in Shan State’s Special Region 4. 
Both the Shan State Progress Party (SSPP) and the 
Karenni National Progressive Party (KNPP) also 
engaged with the government over the possibility 
of signing the NCA in 2019.

Until at least mid-2018, the UWSA took the po-
sition that the NCA was both flawed and unfair, 
and claimed that it would design and initiate an 
alternative path toward national peace and recon-
ciliation. So strong was the UWSA’s aversion to the 
NCA that, in September 2016, it sent its forces to 
seize territory from the NDAA after the latter sig-
naled interest in signing the agreement. Although 
the move against the NDAA might have partial-
ly stemmed from conflicting economic interests 
among elites, the UWSA appeared to keep a tight 
lid on any expression of enthusiasm for the NCA 
by other Federal Political Negotiation and Consul-
tative Committee (FPNCC) members. 

Yet by early 2019, new signs of willingness among 
the FPNCC members to engage with the gov-
ernment and consider the NCA were emerging. 
New discussions with the Northern Alliance, led 
by the Kachin Independence Army (KIA), intend-
ed to reach bilateral ceasefire agreements with the 
government. These discussions, initially at least, 
involved efforts to map a future path toward the 
NCA for the Northern Alliance groups.

In late February 2019, the SSPP met bilaterally with 
a government delegation from the National Recon-
ciliation and Peace Center (NRPC), and later with 
the Tatmadaw. The SSPP expressed its desire to dees-
calate all outstanding tensions with the Tatmadaw, 
and privately told government representatives that it 
wanted to sign the NCA. Due to its close relationship 
with the UWSA, however, the SSPP is likely to seek a 
green light from the UWSA before signing the NCA.  

In June, the NDAA invited government represen-
tatives to attend ceremonies marking its 30th an-
niversary of ceasefire with the Tatmadaw in Mong 
La. The elaborate celebrations included careful-
ly choregraphed displays symbolizing both the 
NDAA’s autonomy and integration within Myan-
mar. On the final day of the ceremony, NDAA in-
formation and communications officer, U Khum 
Maung, told the media that the group was ready to 
sign the NCA. The statement suggested the exis-
tence of tacit consent from the UWSA.

Indeed, the UWSA’s position toward the NCA had 
shifted. Within weeks of the ceremony in Mong 
La, the UWSA sent a proposal to the government 
outlining its terms for signing the NCA, and made 
preparations for informal negotiations. Sources 
confirmed to MIPS at the time that the UWSA 
had told other FPNCC members to pursue bilat-
eral negotiations with the government, and that 
those groups who were ready could sign the NCA. 

Although talks moved slowly, the UWSA was said 
to be in ‘serious’ negotiations with the government 
by late 2019, requiring two key demands. First, the 
UWSA asked for the creation of a formal dispute 
resolution procedure within the framework of the 
NCA. Second, it requested the right to leave the 
NCA if a disagreement cannot be solved via the 
resolution procedure. 
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At their core, the UWSA’s stipulations for signing 
the NCA are likely meant as a way to demonstrate 
goodwill and unity while effectively maintaining 
the status quo. For both the UWSA and NDAA, 
who operate autonomously and have had no mili-
tary conflict with the Tatmadaw for 30 years, there 
may be little incentive to forego their enclaves in 
favor of joining the long and arduous path toward 
federal union. At the same time, signing the NCA 
could cement warm relations with the government 
and facilitate future opportunities for cooperation, 
especially regarding planned infrastructure projects 

backed by China. Nevertheless, the UWSA appears 
to favor negotiating bilaterally with the govern-
ment for a political settlement.   

The KNPP’s future as an NCA signatory also re-
mains obscure. While the group has not said it will 
refrain from signing the NCA, it has produced 
many reasons for delaying signing. Although the 
government stopped talking to the KNPP about 
the NCA in 2018, the Tatmadaw and KNPP have 
managed to maintain their ceasefire relatively well 
in comparison to some other NCA signatories.
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PEACE AND 
SECURITY BRIEF

OVERVIEW
• No fighting was reported in January between the Tatmadaw and any EAO in Shan State, nor be-

tween the Tatmadaw and KIA in Kachin State. The Tatmadaw’s unilateral ceasefire appeared in place 
in January.

• The Tatmadaw accelerated its operations against the AA in January, and fighting began to slow in 
early February as some AA fighters returned to mingle among civilians and hide deeper in the jungle.

• Bangladesh may be allowing the AA and ARSA sanctuary within its borders as a way to gain leverage 
over Myanmar.

• Two attacks on border guard police suggest that ARSA or other Rohingya militants may be using the 
instability in Rakhine as an opportunity to attack security forces.

• Fighting between the RCSS and SSPP-TNLA coalition slowed in January amid mounting pressure 
from the Shan community, and the RCSS and SSPP may meet soon.

• Clashes were sparked between the KNLA Brigade 5 and Tatmadaw in Hpapun when the Tatmadaw 
crossed KNLA-imposed boundaries while repairing different sections of road. The risk for clashes 
remains but an all-out confrontation between the KNLA and Tatmadaw is unlikely.

• The Tatmadaw’s claim that Daw Aung San Suu Kyi ordered a military response to AA attacks on 
police caused tension between the government and military, angering many ethnic Rakhine.

• The Tatmadaw adjusted its communications strategy by responding more often to media inquiries 
about alleged violations and releasing more information about military matters.

• Informal meetings between the Peace Commission, KNU and RCSS moved all parties closer to re-
suming formal talks.

• China expressed its displeasure with the fighting in Rakhine and may exert more pressure on FPNCC 
members to refrain from hostilities as it actively pursues the China Myanmar Economic Corridor
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 1  TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS and consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide.

SECURITY
Fighting Accelerates in Rakhine, but Shan and Kachin Appear Relatively Calm

Fifty-eight armed clashes and 11 incidents in-
volving mines or Improvised Explosive Devic-
es (IED) took place in January for a total of 69 
armed incidents nationwide, up from 64 in De-
cember, according to information logged in the 
Township-based Conflict Monitoring System 
(TCMS).1 Armed incidents took place across 18 
townships in January, the same as in December. 
Buthidaung Township in Rakhine State was most 
affected, experiencing at least 22 armed inci-
dents. Fighting between the Arakan Army/Unit-
ed League of Arakan (AA/ULA) constituted the 
majority of armed incidents as the Tatmadaw in-
serted additional units to clear AA fighters from 
northern Rakhine. Six incidents occurred between 
the Brigade 5 of the Karen National Union/Kar-

en National Liberation Army (KNU/KNLA) and 
Tatmadaw as fighting ignited over different sec-
tions of road in Hpapun Township. Meanwhile, 
the inter-ethnic armed organization (EAO) con-
flict in northern Shan among the Restoration 
Council of Shan State/Shan State Army (RCSS/
SSA), Ta’ang National Liberation Army/Palaung 
State Liberation Front (TNLA/PSLF), Shan State 
Progress Party/ Shan State Army (SSPP/SSA), and 
Pa- Oh National Liberation Organization/Pa-Oh 
National Liberation Army (PNLO/PNLA) de-
celerated. With the exception of Rakhine State, 
January was relatively peaceful, with no reported 
clashes between the Tatmadaw and any EAO in 
Shan State or between the Tatmadaw and Kachin 
Independence Army (KIA) in Kachin State.

Tatmadaw Intensifies Campaign in Northern Rakhine

Fighting in northern Rakhine intensified in Jan-
uary after the AA attacked four police posts, 
prompting the Tatmadaw to insert multiple mo-
bile strike brigades. The intensity of the clashes, 
however, reduced in early February as the Tatmad-
aw made gains in its clearance operations. Under 
heavy pressure, AA fighters began to disguise them-
selves among civilians, compelling security forces 
to conduct more household checks, most of which 
will likely be conducted by the border guard po-
lice. The Tatmadaw inserted soldiers from multi-
ple Light Infantry Divisions (LID) following the 
AA attack on police on January 4. The Tatmadaw 
continued with air and artillery strikes before send-

ing in infantry to assault AA positions. According 
to MIPS sources in the security community, the 
Tatmadaw engaged the AA in all areas where in-
surgents appeared to operate and by early February 
had dislodged some of the known AA bases. The 
AA attempted to deter the Tatmadaw by launching 
several ambushes and IED attacks.

AA fighters in northern Rakhine State mingled 
among civilians before mobilizing across northern 
Rakhine in late 2018. Sources told MIPS that after 
recently being dislodged from their bases in Jan-
uary, 2019, AA troops are again donning civilian 
clothes and mingling among local villagers. In re-
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sponse, the Tatmadaw and police are conducting 
more household checks2  to root out the insur-
gents, and more civilians are likely to be detained 
on suspicion of having ties to the AA3.

Despite its earlier reluctance to insert LIDs into 
Rakhine State, the Tatmadaw has again demon-
strated a willingness to mobilize the necessary 

forces to beat back the AA. It is likely that the Tat-
madaw will maintain a strong presence in north-
ern Rakhine State and Paletwa Township in Chin 
State for a least another year. Fighting may begin 
to slow as the Tatmadaw disperses the AA fighters. 
The AA may attempt to launch a counteroffen-
sive, but is in a substantially more difficult posi-
tion to do so.

Bangladesh Government Possibly Allows Sanctuary for AA and ARSA

According to a source in the diplomatic communi-
ty, Bangladeshi intelligence facilitated the meeting 
between the AA and Arakan Rohingya Salvation 
Army (ARSA) mentioned by government spokes-
person U Zaw Htay on January 7.4  Leaked photos 
allegedly showing AA fighters crossing the border 
fence suggest that the Bangladesh government at 
least tolerates the AA seeking sanctuary within its 
borders. ARSA’s purported cross-border attack on 
a police outpost on January 24 also suggested that 
the group is operating in Bangladesh.

On January 12, a Facebook account by the name 
of Saw Mon Awung published photos claiming to 
show AA fighters on the Bangladesh side of the bor-
der in 2016. In the post, Saw Mon Awung claimed 
to be a former AA fighter who had been treated 

badly by the AA. Awung or Awng is the Kachin 
spelling for the common Burmese name Aung. 
Many Rakhine with the name Aung changed the 
spelling to Awng after AA second-in-command 
Nyo Twan Awng did the same. At a quick glance, it 
appeared that a disgruntled AA soldier had leaked 
the photos.

Interestingly, Saw Mon Awung’s page uses the van-
ity URL /sit.min.9212301.5 Sit Min literally trans-
lates as “war lord” and is a name widely used by 
pro-Tatmadaw Facebook accounts. Moreover, Saw 
Mon Awung claimed to be Bamar in an earlier post, 
and in a later post claimed to be half Rakhine and 
half Bamar. The discrepancies suggest the account 
began as a pro-Tatmadaw page but was later made 
to look like a page belonging to an ex-AA fighter.

2 Moe Myint. (2019, February 01). Household search operations to be carried out in N Rakhine. The Irrawaddy. https://www.ir-
rawaddy.com/news/burma/household-search-operations-carried-n-rakhine.html

3  Aung Theinkha., & Htet Arkar. (2019, February 04). Police arrest 24 villagers displaced by armed conflict in Myanmar’s Chin 
state. RFA. https://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/police-arrest-24-villagers-02042019164757.html

4  Nan Lwin Hin Pwint. (2019, January 07). Gov’t accuses AA of having ties with ARSA. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.
com/news/govt-accuses-aa-ties-arsa.html

5 Content no longer available. Originally accessed at https://www.facebook.com/sit.min.9212301
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At its press conference on January 18, the Tatmad-
aw said that in 2009 the AA pulled its first 26 re-
cruits from a jade mine in Kachin. A PowerPoint 
slide mentioned just two of the 26 recruits by name, 
one of which was Saw Mon Aung. It is likely that 
a source close to the Tatmadaw or its psychologi-
cal warfare unit leaked the photos. The Tatmadaw 
may have found the photos on the phone of a dead 
or captured AA fighter.

The photos themselves, however, appear to be au-
thentic and reveal much about the AA’s operations. 
To begin, some of the AA fighters carry KIA-made 
AK-47’s, presumably manufactured at the KIA’s 
plant in Lai Zar, and a few are without boots. Mul-
tiple photos are taken along a barbed wire fence, 
presumably along the border between Myanmar 
and Bangladesh. In one, an AA fighter scales the 
fence with a bamboo ladder. In two others, trees are 
felled atop the barbed wire fence to make a cross-
ing, and one of the photos clearly shows that the 
tree was cut with a chainsaw. The photos give the 
impression that the AA fighters were able to oper-
ate in the area freely and without much concern.

The post also included a screenshot showing the 
geo-tag of a photo that depicts AA fighters standing 
in a creek. Using the coordinates provided in the 
screenshot, MIPS examined the satellite imagery 
back to 2012. The exact coordinates fall on small 
creek on the Bangladesh side. By 2015, three 30-foot 
structures in cleared fields appear nearby the creek. 
The structures are connected by footpaths and set 
apart from one another. Fighters in the jungle like-
ly distanced the buildings so that security forces 

could not easily raid all at once. By 2016, the area is  
covered in vegetation once more. In 2018, several 
clashes took place in villages less than four miles across  
the border in Myanmar. It is likely the area was or  
still is the site of an AA training ground or barrack.

MIPS also observed that during the latest round 
of fighting, no clashes between the AA and Tat-
madaw have taken place in Maungdaw Township 
with the exception of several on the border with 
Buthidaung. On January 7, U Zaw Htay claimed 
that ARSA and the AA agreed to demarcate their 
territory along the Mayu mountain range, with 
ARSA controlling the area to the west. The Mayu 
mountains roughly separate Maungdaw Town-
ship from Buthidaung Township and the rest of 
northern Rakhine. Sources told MIPS that the 
Myanmar government informed Bangladesh of 
the meeting.

Bangladesh may have instructed the AA and ARSA 
to avoid fighting one another as a condition for 
allowing sanctuary and facilitated the meeting so 
that the two groups could demarcate their terri-
tory. Bangladesh may consider allowing both the 
AA and ARSA to operate in its territory as a way 
to gain diplomatic leverage over Myanmar. At the 
time of writing, MIPS has not seen any evidence 
that the AA or ARSA are procuring significant 
weapons via Bangladesh. If Bangladesh allows 
weapons procurement to either group, the security 
situation in western Myanmar may become further 
destabilized. Such an action could also land weap-
ons in the hands of insurgent groups operating in 
northeast India.
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Two Attacks Suggest Possible ARSA Activity

Two attacks on border guard police in northern 
Rakhine State in January again suggested the pos-
sibility of activity from ARSA, but the group did 
not claim responsibility like it usually does for such 
attacks. The attacks followed a string of killings in 
Maungdaw Township in December 2018. It is like-
ly that either ARSA or another Rohingya militant 
group, such as the Rohingya Solidarity Organiza-
tion (RSO) may be using the intensified conflict 
between the AA and Tatmadaw as an opportunity 
to carry out limited attacks on security forces, pri-
marily in Maungdaw Township.

An ambush on a Border Guard Police truck wound-
ed six policemen in Maungdaw on January 16.6 

The government initially said the AA was respon-
sible, but later accused ARSA after a video filmed 
by the attackers began circulating online three days 
later. The video, which was edited using a free mo-
bile application, was stamped with ARSA’s insignia 
and a flag that resembles one used by the group in 
the past.7 

The attackers were not particularly well-equipped 
or experienced. Wearing combat fatigues, the fight-

ers carried only AK-47’s and what appeared to be 
at least one homemade, remotely detonated IED. 
Despite travelling with their backs to the attackers 
and in an unarmored vehicle, none of the police-
men were killed.

On January 25, state-run newspaper the Global 
New Light of Myanmar reported that Border Post 
41 in Maungdaw Township was attacked by “un-
known terrorists” from within Bangladeshi territo-
ry.8 Photos showed a spent RPG propeller and the 
damage caused by the attack. Tatmadaw spokesper-
son Zaw Min Tun later said he suspected ARSA 
was behind the attack.9 

On February 3, ARSA released a 66-page report 
discussing the history of its movement and justi-
fication for its actions, among other topics.10  The 
January 16 ambush and latest propaganda push 
come amid intense and widespread fighting be-
tween the AA and Tatmadaw in northern Rakhine. 
The AA or other Rohingya militant groups may 
attempt to capitalize on the instability in northern 
Rakhine by targeting police or security forces in 
limited attacks in the coming months.

6 Fresh ARSA attack injured six police officers: Govt. (2019, January 20). The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/
fresh-arsa-attack-injured-six-police-officers-govt.html

7 Winchester, M. (2017, August 28). Birth of an ethnic insurgency in Myanmar. Asia Times. https://asiatimes.com/2017/08/
birth-ethnic-insurgency-myanmar/

 8 Small police outpost station close to BP 41 was attacked from about 200 meters inside Bangladesh territory. (2019, January 25). 
The Global New Light of Myanmar, 6.

 9  The Fifth Wave News. (2019, January 24). ARSA tzGJUvdkYceYfrSef;&wmaygh. [Status Update]. Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/
fifthwavenews/photos/a.155492918514774/365213810876016/?type=3&theater

10  Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army. (2019, February 03). Reviving the courageous hearts. https://www.scribd.com/docu-
ment/398814696/Report-1
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Tatmadaw Bases in Kayah Unlikely to Spark Conflict

The construction of four new Tatmadaw bases in 
Kayah State sparked concern among Karenni Civ-
il Society Organizations (CSO) and within the 
Karenni National Progressive Party (KNPP), but 
is unlikely to lead to armed conflict between the 
KNPP and Tatmadaw.11 The four bases, which 
were completed on January 7, are near but not 
within KNPP territory. The Tatmadaw likely built 
the bases as a temporary precaution following its 
December 21 announcement to pause military ac-
tivities for four months. Tatmadaw leaders likely 

wish to dissuade any EAO from taking advantage 
of the ceasefire.

The KNPP voiced its concerns during an infor-
mal meeting with the government’s Peace Com-
mission (PC) in Chiang Mai, Thailand, on Jan-
uary 14. The meeting was positive, according to 
government spokesperson U Zaw Htay.12 The 
KNPP and Tatmadaw hold a regular monthly 
meeting and will likely resolve the issue through 
dialogue.

Inter-EAO Conflict in Shan North Decelerates

The number of clashes between the RCSS and the 
SSPP-TNLA coalition decreased in January amid 
mounting pressure from the wider Shan communi-
ty calling for an end to the fighting, and the RCSS 
and SSPP are reportedly exploring ways to begin 
talks. Although the prospect of dialogue may lower 
the frequency of clashes, the SSPP is unlikely to 
accept an RCSS presence in northern Shan, and 
the risk for continued fighting remains high. On 
January 11, more than 4,000 ethnic Shan signed 
a petition calling for an end to the fighting.13  The 
Shan Nationalities League for Democracy (SNLD) 

received a second petition with 3,000 signatures 
from Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in Hsi-
paw Township on January 22.14 The Committee 
for Shan State Unity (CSSU) had sent a letter to 
the RCSS and SSPP on December 31, 2018.

The RCSS also faces increasing criticism over its tax 
collections and alleged force recruitment, while the 
SSPP has encountered backlash from some Shan 
ethnics for its alliance with the TNLA.15 Mounting 
pressure from the Shan community likely played a 
role in the reduction of clashes in January.

11  Lawi Weng. (2019, January 23). New army bases spark fears of fresh fighting in Kayah state. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/new-army-bases-spark-fears-fresh-fighting-kayah-state.html

12 Nyein Nyein. (2019, January 15). KNPP raises Tatmadaw troop movements in Karenni state with peace commission. The Irrawad-
dy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/knpp-raises-tatmadaw-troop-movements-karenni-state-peace-commission.html

13 Thousands sign petition urging RCSS, SSPP to end clashes. (2019, January 14). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.
net/en/news/thousands-sign-petition-urging-rcss-sspp-end-clashes

14 Lawi Weng. (2019, January 28). Thousands of IDPs sign petition urging Shan groups to stop fighting. The Irrawaddy. https://
www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/thousands-idps-sign-petition-urging-shan-groups-stop-fighting.html

15 Nan Lwin Hnin Pwint. (2019, January 31). Villagers issue plea for help over huge RCSS tax demand. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/villagers-issue-plea-help-huge-rcss-tax-demand.html
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Neither side appears to have achieved any 
decisive victory since major fighting began in July 
2018. Instead, both the RCSS and TNLA-SSPP 
coalition have engaged in a continuous cycle of 
attack and withdrawal. After months of intensive 
fighting, attrition may have also compelled each 
side to consider talks. According to MIPS sources 
in the Shan community, both the RCSS and SSPP 

have expressed a willingness to talk. Discussions 
will most likely be facilitated by the CSSU. The 
RCSS and SSPP will need to reach an agreement 
on demarcation, but it is unlikely that the SSPP 
will recognize RCSS territory in northern Shan. 
Fighting may continue to slow before potential 
talks but the possibility of reescalation remains 
high.

Clashes Renew in Kayin Over Different Sections of Road

Several small clashes between the Tatmadaw and 
the KNLA’s Brigade 5 broke out in Hpapun Town-
ship over a previously uncontested area. The en-
gagements occurred when the Tatmadaw crossed 
local boundaries set by the Brigade 5 in repairing 
two segments of road that are different than the 
one the two sides fought over in 2018. The fighting 
has not escalated to the level it did in 2018, but the 
risk for more clashes remains.

It appears that the clashes began when the Brigade 
5 fired on the Tatmadaw for crossing its self-de-
clared boundaries. On January 25, the Tatmadaw 
released a statement accusing the KNLA of violat-

ing the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) 
by extorting protection money and targeting Tat-
madaw soldiers along the road with sniper fire and 
anti-vehicle mines.16 The KNLA responded by 
saying the statement was “purely an accusation in 
nature”, but did not explicitly deny that its troops 
fired on the Tatmadaw soldiers working along the 
road. In comments to the 7Day Daily on January 
27, Brigade 5 Spokesperson Saw Kleh Doh also did 
not deny that KNLA troops attacked the Tatmad-
aw.17 Earlier in the month Saw Kleh Doh explained 
to the Karen Information Center that the Brigade 
5 has set boundaries, and that if the Tatmadaw 
crosses them, there will be conflict.18 

 16 ypfcwfwdkufcdkufrI&yfpJa&;ESihf xm0&Nidrf;csrf;a&;twGuf xkwfjyefcsuftay: owday;owif; xkwfjyefjcif;? (2019, January 25). Office of the Com-
mander-in-chief of Defence Services. http://www.cincds.gov.mm/node/1581

 17 Aung Zaw Tun. (2019, January 27). wyfydkif;qdkif&maqG;aEG;yGJrsm; rpwifEdkifao;í wyfrawmfESihfxdawGUrIjzpf[k KNU &Sif;vif;? 7 Day News. 
https://7day.news/story/148508?fbclid=IwAR2olfaMSTOWO42vQ66di3GrMx7IS1Nh0tel1klSoxzjpt9ZDL79ac28Gog

18 2019ESpfqef;ydkif;wGif KNU ESihf jrefrmhwyfrawmf ypfcwfrI 2BudrfjzpfyGm;. (2019, January 14). KIC. http://kicnews.org/2019/01/%E1%81%82
%E1%81%80%E1%81%81%E1%81%89%E1%82%8F%E1%80%BD%E1%80%85%E1%80%B9%E1%80%86%E1%80%
94%E1%80%B9%E1%80%B8%E1%80%95%E1%80%AD%E1%80%AF%E1%80%84%E1%80%B9%E1%80%B8%E1%
80%90%E1%80%BC%E1%80%84%E1%80%B9-k/?fbclid=IwAR0lHxjRpNRt-5Al2tjGOcUpjSafNij5CyOQ4KN4Sk_QT-Pfpf-
M0EGtxN80
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The fighting in 2018 took place along the road 
between two Tatmadaw bases— Ler Mu Plaw to 
the south and Kay Pu to the north—but the latest 
fighting took place elsewhere. One clash occurred 
along the same road, but to the south of Ler Mu 
Plaw. Other clashes took place farther south along 
a different east-west road. The east-west road was 

previously uncontested and the Tatmadaw said in 
its statement that it has maintained 10 bases in the 
area. Public statements by the Brigade 5 in the past 
explicitly mentioned the segment of old road be-
tween Ler Mu Plaw and Kay Pu, but not these oth-
er segments of road. It appears that the contested 
areas of Hpapun have now expanded.
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Figure 1. Armed incidents from August 2018 to January 2019
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Number of armed incidents
Figure 2. Townships affected by armed incidents in January 2019
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Figure 3. Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in January 2019

*Incidents involving civilians injured by land mines in which the conflicting parties accused one another of laying the mine. 
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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Figure 5. Armed Incidents between the Tatmadaw and Arakan Army from 2015 to January 16, 2019, according to the 
Tatmadaw

Meetings Number

JMC Meeting 1

Kachin National Congress Party and National League for Democracy 
Meeting 1

KIA Meeting with Kachin Civilians for Peace Process 1

Meeting between Chinese Special Envoy for Asian Affairs Sun Guoxiang and AA/
ULA, TNLA/PSLF, and MNDAA 1

Meeting between Chinese Special Envoy for Asian Affairs Sun Guoxiang and KIA 1

Meeting between Chinese Special Envoy for Asian Affairs Sun Guoxiang and 
NDAA (Mongla) 1

Meeting between Chinese Special Envoy for Asian Affairs Sun Guoxiang and 
SSPP/SSA 1

Meeting between Peace Commission and KNPP 1

Meeting between Peace Commission and KNU 1

Meeting between Peace Commission and RCSS/SSA 1

Northern Alliance Meeting 2

NRPC Meeting with KIA 3

Total Number of Meetings 15

Figure 4. Significant meetings related to the peace process in January 2019

Year Date Range
Number of Armed 

Clashes
Number of Mine 

Attacks
KIA (EAO) KIA (Tatmadaw) WIA (Tatmadaw)

Number of Weapons 
Seized by Tatmadaw

2015 15 1 3 12

2016 26 10 22 43

2017 56 5

2018 61 19 73 45

2019 Jan 1-3 8 3 2

2019 Jan 4 4 13 9

2019 Jan 5-16 8 5 13 3
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Number of Armed Incidents
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Figure 6. Armed incidents in January 2019

Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.

EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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GOVERNMENT
AA Attacks Cause Political Fallout

The President convened a high-level meeting with 
all members of the National Defense and Security 
Council on January 7 in response to the AA attacks 
on police that occurred days earlier. The meeting 
and the government’s response demonstrated that it 
took the attacks seriously, and that the government 
and Tatmadaw both believe that the AA insurgency 
should be dealt with. Despite this agreement, the 
issue resulted in tension between the government 
and Tatmadaw.

During his press briefing the same day, govern-
ment spokesperson U Zaw Htay indicated that 
the government ordered the military to respond 
to the AA, a comment that sparked anger among 
the Rakhine community. Then, on January 18, 
the Tatmadaw stated that it was specifically State 
Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi who gave 
the order, further enraging many ethnic Rakhine 

who lamented that a Nobel laureate had ordered 
military action. The following day, U Zaw Htay 
told the media that the information about the 
meeting was classified, indicating that the Tat-
madaw’s disclosure was inappropriate.19 The is-
sue caused tension between the government and 
military, and sources told MIPS that some gov-
ernment officials saw the Tatmadaw’s move as a 
political trap.

Nonetheless, both the government and Tatmadaw 
were upset that the AA targeted police and agreed 
on the need to send more soldiers into northern 
Rakhine State. The government also appeared con-
cerned that the attacks could hamper Myanmar’s 
handling of the refugee crisis. Following the at-
tacks, Minister of Social Welfare, Relief and Reset-
tlement Dr. Win Myat Aye said the attacks should 
not delay repatriation.

Tatmadaw Adjusts Communications Strategy

The Tatmadaw began releasing more information 
about military matters on the ground following its 
unilateral announcement on December 21, 2018. 
In January, the Tatmadaw held a press conference 
and published clash data, responded to multiple 
media inquiries, and released more statements in 
response to certain allegations. The Tatmadaw may 
now offer more information regarding clashes with 
EAOs and other military matters in order to effec-
tively shape the public narrative.

The Tatmadaw “True News Information Team” 
held a press conference about the AA on January 
18 and released data on incidents with the AA since 
2015, as well as incidents that occurred with other 
EAOs in five regional commands since its unilateral 
announcement on December 21.20 The data about 
the AA included casualty figures on both sides. In 
2015 and 2016, the Tatmadaw published casual-
ty information during fighting with the Myanmar 
National Democratic Alliance Army (MNDAA) 

19  Htet Naing Zaw. (2019, January 19). wyfrawmfajymaom AA ESihf ywfoufonhf a':atmifqef;pkMunf\ ajymqdkcsuf or®w½kH; jyef&Sif;  

The Irrawaddy. https://burma.irrawaddy.com/news/2019/01/19/180768.html?fbclid=IwAR3lPU-EHQaIuKe0OAvCQVxgrjEOdM 
FdwwOXPTN8-Fhqb2crzeXNbTb-iI

20 Tatmadaw holds press conference at defence services museum in Nay Pyi Taw. (2019, January 18). Office of the Command-
er-in-chief of Defence Services. http://cincds.gov.mm/node/1511
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along the Chinese border, likely because it saw the 
conflict as a threat to national sovereignty. Typical-
ly, however, the Tatmadaw refrains from releasing 
information about those killed or wounded from 
either side. According to sources in the security 
community, the Tatmadaw refrained from releas-
ing casualty data because it did not want to unnec-
essarily incite further ethnic animosity.

The recent data release, provided in a table above, 
included the number of captured AA bodies be-
tween January 5 and 16, but the actual number of 
AA killed during the period is likely higher. The 
Tatmadaw likely released this information as a 
counter to AA propaganda that depicts AA fighters 
as winning the fight, a notion that attracts young 
recruits. By releasing casualty information, the Tat-
madaw is warning Rakhine youth that there are fa-
tal consequences to joining the sinsurgency.

According to the Tatmadaw’s data release, the num-
ber of AA killed increased each year since 2015. 

Interestingly, the Tatmadaw omitted the number 
of AA killed in 2017, the same year as the Rakhine 
Crisis began, likely because it does not want such 
data to be used against it. MIPS is not able to verify 
any of the Tatmadaw data.

The Tatmadaw also responded to journalists and 
published more statements on military matters 
in defense of purported violations. For example, 
the TNLA stated 21 that it clashed with the Tat-
madaw on December 24 in Kutkai Township, 
but the Tatmadaw denied the clash in a state-
ment published the next day22. MIPS was unable 
to confirm the alleged clash. On January 4, the 
TNLA again claimed that the Tatmadaw violat-
ed the December 21 unilateral announcement 
by deploying more soldiers to multiple contested 
townships in northern Shan State. 23 Speaking to 
the Myanmar Times, a Tatmadaw spokesperson 
from the North East Command denied the accu-
sation, stating that troops levels had in fact been 
reduced.24

21 Content no longer available. Originally accessed at https://www.facebook.com/PslfTnla/photos/a.229861440471776/1143235 
632467681/?type=3&theater

22 Military operations halted as stated in peace statement; reported clashes near Shwehmaw village in Kutkai township incorrect. 
(2018, December 25). Office of the Commander-in-chief of Defence Services. http://cincds.gov.mm/node/1332

23 Content no longer available. Originally accessed at http://box2191.bluehost.com/suspended.page/disabled.cgi/www.pslftnla.org

24 Naw Betty Han. (2019, January 07). Tatmadaw denies increasing troops in Shan ceasefire. Myanmar Times. https://www.mm-
times.com/news/tatmadaw-denies-increasing-troops-shan-after-ceasefire.html?fbclid=IwAR2JJw32LGycGZFoTo5OsGHaqcd-
VHFsk6ld3WEkRt3i1YC_utIyBvtv5nq4
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NCA-SIGNATORIES
KNU and RCSS Move Closer to Resuming Formal Talks

Representatives from the KNU and RCSS held 
separate informal meetings with the government’s 
PC in Chiang Mai, Thailand on January 13 and 
14, respectively.25 The meetings reportedly went 
well and moved all sides closer to resuming formal 
negotiations.

MIPS spoke with representatives from both the 
KNU and RCSS who commented positively on the 
outcome of the meetings. A tentative agreement 

was reached to hold a meeting between the PC and 
all 10 Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement Signatories 
(NCA-S) in late January or early February with 
the aim of resuming peace talks. Moreover, sources 
told MIPS that officials from the RCSS, Nation-
al Reconciliation and Peace Center (NRPC), and 
Tatmadaw are also planning to meet in February. 
On February 5, KNU central executive committee 
member Padoh Saw Tha Main Htun said the KNU 
will resume formal talks soon.26  

Northern Alliance Plans to Meet with PC

According to the Shan Herald, the KIA met with 
the PC in Chiang Mai on January 14, and later with 
representatives from the NRPC in Kunming, China 
on January 21.27 Sources familiar with both meetings 
said they were positive and the two sides are plan-
ning to meet again. During one of the meetings, the 
KIA insisted that the government meet with all four 

members of the Northern Alliance, and the govern-
ment side agreed to the request. The agenda for ne-
gotiation, however, is still not set and the government 
has not clearly indicated that the negotiation will be 
multilateral. The upcoming meeting will outline the 
agenda and modalities of the negotiation between the 
government and the Northern Alliance members.

25 Shan. (2019, January 15). RCSS spokesperson: ‘Major deadlocks cannot be solved in short time’. Shan Herald Agencies for News. 
https://english.shannews.org/archives/18473

26 KNU on track to ‘resume participation in peace process’. (2019, February 05). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/
en/news/knu-track-resume-participation-peace-process

27 Moe Zaw. (2019, January 21). KIA eJY tpdk;&udk,fpm;vS,frsm; w½kwfEdkifiHwGif; awGUqkH. VOA. https://burmese.voanews.com/a/kia-and-gov-
ernment-delegate-meeting-/4751996.html
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China Meets with FPNCC Members as it Pushes its Economic Interests

Chinese representatives met with members of 
the Federal Political Negotiation and Consulta-
tive Committee (FPNCC) in January as part of 
their effort to facilitate Myanmar’s peace process 
and move forward with China’s economic plans. 
The Chinese government may exert more pres-
sure on EAOs operating in the border areas as it 
focuses attention on completing planned proj-
ects, such as the Kyauk Phyu Special Economic 
Zone (SEZ).

China’s Special Envoy for Asian Affairs Sun Guox-
iang met with the SSPP and United Wa State 
Army (UWSA) in Panghsang, the UWSA’s head-
quarters, on January 9.28 The Chinese delegation 
met with the National Democratic Alliance Army 
(NDAA) at the EAO’s headquarters in Mongla on 
the same day. Mr. Sun Guoxiang then met with 
KIA officials at the group’s headquarters in Lai Zar, 
Kachin State on January 11, and finally with the 
AA, TNLA, and MNDAA in Kunming, China on 
January 31. Sources told MIPS that the Chinese 

delegation expressed displeasure with the fighting 
in Rakhine State, and explicitly warned the groups 
not to launch any attack that may destabilize the 
border area with China. Pressure from China may 
compel the KIA and UWSA to curb their weapons 
supplies and support to EAOs that operate along 
the planned China Myanmar Economic Corridor 
(CMEC).

Achieving stability along the CMEC route from 
Muse to Kyauk Phyu is a major interest for Chi-
na. Shortly after the Tatmadaw’s announcement 
to halt military activities on December 21, 2018, 
engineers began a feasibility survey for the planned 
Mandalay-Muse railway.29 The potential route will 
likely pass through areas where the TNLA operates, 
and in January the group voiced dissatisfaction 
with China’s failure to consult with it over matters 
related to the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).30  The 
TNLA’s reliance on the UWSA and KIA, however, 
may limit its ability to protest Chinese interests in 
Palaung areas.

About MIPS 

Myanmar Institute for Peace and Security (MIPS) is a non-governmental, non-partisan,  independent 
research-based policy “think-and-do-tank” aiming to support the peace process and security transition, 
working closely with principal stakeholders.

info@mips-mm.org www.mips-mm.org +95 9 768 208 700

28 Hom Hurng. (2019, January 15). Chinese diplomats meet northern alliance members. Shan Herald Agencies for News. https://
english.shannews.org/archives/18466

29 Khin Su Wai. (2019, January 09). Mandalay-Muse rail project set to begin in 2020. Myanmar Times. https://www.mmtimes.com/
news/mandalay-muse-rail-project-set-begin-2020.html

30 Lawi Weng. (2019, January 16). Ta’ang armed group wants talks with China in rail project. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawad-
dy.com/news/taang-armed-group-wants-talks-china-rail-project.html
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PEACE AND 
SECURITY BRIEF

OVERVIEW
• The conflict in Rakhine State continued to escalate and more fighting is expected in the coming 

months.

• Fighting between the RCSS and TNLA-SSPP coalition intensified in February, reaching the highest 
number of clashes of any month since the three began fighting in July 2018.

• The Tatmadaw shelled near the RCSS headquarters after the latter took equipment from a Tatmadaw 
vehicle. The incident caused discomfort between the two sides but did not escalate further.

• The Tatmadaw cleared camps belonging to armed groups from India’s northeast stationed in Sagaing 
Region. The move was likely in exchange for India’s cooperation to deny the AA access across the 
border.

• The TNLA’s abductions of ethnic Kholon Lishaw in northern Shan State are escalating tensions be-
tween the TNLA and Pan Say Militia.

• The government and NCA-S EAOs will continue informal meetings, but the government wants any 
top-leader meeting to be formal.

• The Northern Alliance is seeking bilateral ceasefire with the Tatmadaw, but the government insists 
that any agreement include a commitment to the NCA.
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1 TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS and consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide.

2 Min Thein Aung., & Wai Mar Tun. (2019, March 11). Weekend assault in Myanmar’s Rakhine state kills 9 police, prompts new mo-
bilization. RFA. https://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/weekend-assault-in-myanmars-rakhine-state-03112019171610.
html

SECURITY
Frequent Armed Incidents Continue in Rakhine and Shan States

Sixty armed clashes and nine incidents involving 
mines or Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) 
took place in February for a total of 69 armed 
incidents nationwide, the same as in January, ac-
cording to the Township-based Conflict Monitor-
ing System (TCMS).1 Armed incidents took place 
across 21 townships in February, compared with 
18 in January, although 11 townships experienced 
only one armed incident. Rathedaung and Mrauk 
U townships in Rakhine State, and Paletwa Town-
ship in Chin State were most affected by fight-
ing between the Arakan Army/United League of 
Arakan (AA/ULA) and Tatmadaw. Meanwhile, 

Kyaukme and Namtu townships in northern 
Shan State were also significantly affected by the 
conflict between the Restoration Council of Shan 
State/Shan State Army (RCSS/SSA) and the Shan 
State Progress Party/Shan State Army (SSPP/SSA) 
and Ta’ang National Liberation Army/Palaung 
State Liberation Front (TNLA/PSLF) coalition. 
In January, no fighting was recorded between 
the Tatmadaw and any Ethnic Armed Organiza-
tion (EAO) in the north, but February saw sev-
eral clashes between the Tatmadaw and multiple 
EAOs in northern Shan State. This trend contin-
ued into March as well.

Frequent Clashes Continue in Rakhine, but with Less Intensity in February

At least 31 armed incidents took place between the 
AA and Tatmadaw in February, compared with 43 
armed incidents between the two in January. Al-
though frequent fighting continued, engagements 
were generally short in duration since the Tatmad-
aw has already dislodged the AA from many of its 
fixed positions throughout northern Rakhine. In 
response, the AA is launching more ambushes and 
attacks, especially against Tatmadaw vehicles and 
soft targets. Clashes are also happening closer to 
local villages where the AA draws support. Up to 
12,000 have been displaced, although that figure 
is relatively light in proportion to the extent of the 
fighting.2 The conflict in Rakhine is bringing more 

targeted killings, stoking new ethnic tensions, and 
reshaping administrative and political dynamics in 
the state.

The Tatmadaw acted against AA bases beginning 
in December 2018 by shelling AA positions, pri-
marily in Kyauktaw Township. After the AA attack 
on border police in January, the Tatmadaw insert-
ed outside units from its Light Infantry Divisions 
(LID) to dislodge the AA from its camps and bases. 
Clashes during these months were often intense, 
sometimes lasting more than one hour. As the Tat-
madaw pushed the AA from its bases, the fight-
ing shifted away from prolonged engagements and 
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3 Moe Myint. (2019, February 21). Woman, 18, killed in her home as army opens fire on village in N. Rakhine. The Irrawaddy. 
https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/woman-18-killed-home-army-opens-fire-village-n-rakhine.html

4 &aohawmif NrdKUe,f? a&bkwfaus;½Gm teD;ü AA tMurf;zuf aomif;usef;ol tzGJUu armfawmf,mOf wpfpD;tm; rdkif;cGJzsufqD;cJh.   (2019. February 3). Of-
fice of the Commander-in-chief of Defence Services. http://cincds.gov.mm/node/1690

5 Moe Myint. (2019, February 19). AA warns private bus companies not to transport gov’t troops. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/burma/aa-warns-private-bus-companies-not-transport-govt-troops.html

6 Min Aung Khaing. (2019, February 22). AA abducts village official, police station chief in Chin State. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/burma/aa-abducts-village-official-police-station-chief-chin-state.html

7 Moe Myint. (2019, March 10). Fresh Arakan army attack kills nine police in Rakhine. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/
news/burma/fresh-arakan-army-attack-kills-nine-police-rakhine.html

8 Nyan Lynn Aung. (2019, March 05). More village officials resign in Rakhine. Myanmar Times. https://www.mmtimes.com/news/
more-village-officials-resign-rakhine.html

toward short, guerrilla-style ambushes and attacks. 
By early March, however, the Tatmadaw was still 
raiding some newly built AA camps and bases.

Another effect of this changing dynamic is that 
many of the clashes in February occurred in or near 
villages, whereas in the previous months, fighting 
primarily took place in the jungle where the AA 
placed its bases and camps. On February 20, a 
young woman was shot dead inside her home when 
Tatmadaw troops fired randomly into the village.3  
The soldiers reportedly moved into the village after 
an IED, presumably planted by the AA, exploded 
nearby. Despite the growing risk to civilians, many 
remain in their villages. So far, civilian causalities 
appear fewer than other similar conflicts between 
the Tatmadaw and EAOs. Nonetheless, the prox-
imity of the fighting to villages will continue to risk 
severe harm to civilians.

In February, the AA primarily targeted Tatmadaw 
logistic and supply operations with ambushes and 
IED attacks on Tatmadaw vehicles. On February 
10, 12, and 17, the AA claimed individual attacks 
on Tatmadaw trucks in Mrauk U, Rathedaung, 
and Ponnagyun townships, respectively. On Feb-
ruary 2, an AA mine destroyed a civilian-owned 
truck that was likely carrying Tatmadaw supplies, 

according to the Tatmadaw itself.4 On February 
18, the AA warned private transport companies 
in Rakhine State not to carry Tatmadaw soldiers, 
suggesting that civilian vehicles used in Tatmadaw 
operations could be targeted.5 

The AA also carried out several attacks on soft tar-
gets, primarily police. On February 22, the AA 
attacked a police post in Than Taung Village, Pal-
etwa Township, and abducted the station chief and 
a village administrator, both of whom were ethnic 
Chin.6 The incident outraged many in the Chin 
community and was painted by some as religiously 
motivated. On February 27, the AA ambushed four 
police vehicles travelling in Ponnagyun Township, 
killing two policemen. And finally, on March 10, 
the AA carried out another high-profile attack on 
police in Ponnagyun Township, killing at least nine.7

On February 28, the Tatmadaw arrested several 
village administrators in Mrauk U on suspicion 
of having ties to the AA. The next day, 89 village 
administrators resigned due to fear for their safe-
ty. All remaining village officials in the township 
had resigned by March 4 due to security concerns.8 
The AA appears to have an aim to dismantle the 
government’s administration in northern Rakhine 
State to assert its power over the population.
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Targeted killings have also continued. On February 
12, a village administration committee member in 
Minbya Township was shot and killed.9 The assas-
sination happened after the victim’s details were 
posted online, indicating a new trend where posts 
on pro-AA accounts serve as target indicators. Sev-
eral days later on February 16, a parcel-bomb killed 
a Tatmadaw major’s wife after the couple arrived 
in Buthidaung Township for the major’s deploy-
ment.10 Similar killings and assassination attempts 
are almost certain to continue.

As the AA continues to wage its guerrilla campaign 
throughout northern Rakhine State, the Tatmad-
aw and local police are entering villages to conduct 
household checks and arrest men suspected of be-
ing AA fighters. Reports from the ground indicate 
that many local Rakhine people are missing, likely 
because they have been arrested by security forces 
or have joined the AA. Local sources also said that 
some non-Rakhine vendors who sell goods from 
central Myanmar in northern Rakhine State had 
also disappeared. Even Rakhine ethnics from the 
south are reportedly avoiding travel to the north for 
fear they may be accused as government informers.

It also appears that the AA is continuing to sustain 
losses. On February 19, the Tatmadaw released in-
formation about a single clash that occurred earlier 

in the day.11 According to the Tatmadaw, its sol-
diers collected nine AA bodies following what was 
likely a prolonged engagement with the AA. The 
Tatmadaw did not release casualty information 
after other clashes in February, possibly to avoid 
stoking unnecessary anger among ethnic Rakhine, 
but likely chose to highlight this one incident as a 
warning to potential AA recruits. Sources also told 
MIPS that as many as 40 AA fighters are currently 
receiving treatment at a hospital in Aizawl, the cap-
ital of Mizoram State, India.

The conflict in Rakhine State is continuing to es-
calate as the AA conducts widespread attacks and 
ambushes throughout multiple townships. On 
March 9, for example, the AA reportedly succeed-
ed in overrunning a tactical Tatmadaw post as-
signed to guard a border fence construction site.12 
At the time of writing, the AA appears capable 
of sustaining these operations with weapons, am-
munition, and fighters. The AA may have stock-
piles of supplies in Rakhine State, but could face 
shortages if its line from Kachin State is squeezed 
and a new weapons route via Bangladesh proves 
impossible to secure. The Tatmadaw also appears 
to be encountering some difficulties in dealing 
with the AA, and may be currently overstretched. 
The low-intensity conflict could be prolonged for 
months.

9 Narinjara. (2019, February 13). rif;jym;NrdKUe,f ausmufckwfaus;½Gmwm0efcH vkyfBuHowfjzwfcH&. [Status Update]. Facebook. https://www.
facebook.com/151742128171206/photos/a.285339938144757/2309435489068515/?type=3&__tn__=-R

10 Myanmar officer’s wife killed by pipe bomb in latest Rakhine violence. (2019, March 01). Frontier Myanmar. https://frontiermyan-
mar.net/en/myanmar-officers-wife-killed-by-pipe-bomb-in-latest-rakhine-violence

11 ausmufawmfNrdKUe,ftwGif;e,fajrvkHNcKHa&;aqmif½Gufaeaom wyfrawmfppfaMumif;rsm; ESihf AA tMurf;zufaomif;usef;oltzGJU xdawGUrIjzpfyGm;. 
(2019, February 19). Office of the Commander-in-chief of Defence Services. http://cincds.gov.mm/node/1862

12 Moe Myint. (2019, March 11). AA occupies tactical base, holds 11 tatmadaw troops in R. Rakhine. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/burma/aa-occupies-tactical-base-holds-11-tatmadaw-troops-n-rakhine.html
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13 Kan Thar. (2019, February 11). wdkufyGJaMumihf ausmufrJNrdKUay:udk xGufajy;vmol 700 ausmf &Sdae[Status Update]. Facebook. https://www.
facebook.com/rfaburmese/posts/10158479457338128?__tn__=-R

14 Kan Thar. (2019, March 04). wdkufyGJjyif;xefcJhwJh refvD½Gm. [Status Update]. Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/pg/rfaburmese/pho-
tos/?tab=album&album_id=10158532432618128

15 Hom Hurng. (2019, February 16). ajrmufydkif;r[mrdwfwyfESihf RCSS wyfwdkY er®wlNrdKUe,ftwGif;wdkufyGJjzpf a'ocH 3 OD;'Pf&m&. Shan 
Herald Agency for News. https://burmese.shannews.org/archives/10349?fbclid=IwAR1s6nJPx4NlkuT6UeKPKKqf5kpFfl-
bQr4IeQSXzisKtJF1Mff55pc8AqAc

16 Content no longer available. Originally accessed at http://taifreedom.com/burmese/index.php/rcss/2014-05-27-08-31-58/1637
-rcss-sspp?fbclid=IwAR0DsNjYeqlaG68rnxAmFO7kKvXk7AUf0IcJdZ7o1blAlY1PzlCiw77DjvQ

Inter-EAO Conflict in Shan State Intensifies Again

The conflict between the RCSS and the TN-
LA-SSPP coalition intensified again in February 
after slowing down in January amid heightened 
outcry from the Shan community. Despite some 
suggestions that the RCSS and SSPP would meet, 
clashes among the three groups reached the highest 
number since the conflict took off in July 2018. 
The fighting was particularly intense in Kyaukme 
and Namtu townships.

The RCSS and SSPP fought a prolonged battle in 
an area called Pawng Lawt, about six miles south 
of Kyaukme. Fighting began on February 8 and 
continued for four consecutive days. A final en-
gagement was reported on February 15. According 
to the RFA, more than 1,000 civilians had fled to 
Kyaukme by February 11, and it is possible that 
hundreds more fled in the following days.13 Fight-
ing in Kyaukme Township usually occurs in the 
mountains north of the town. The major battle 
in February, however, took place on the southern 
side of the Mandalay-Muse highway and about an 
hour’s drive from Gokhteik, the sight of a famous 

viaduct popular among international tourists.  
The battle at Pawng Lawt may be the most 
south-western location of the inter-EAO fighting to 
date.

In Namtu Township, the TNLA and SSPP fought 
the RCSS in multiple battles up and down the 
road between Hsipaw town and Namtu town, 
sometimes directly in towns and villages.14  The 
area, particularly near the town of Man Sam, was 
the site of prolonged fighting between the two 
sides in 2018. The RCSS and TNLA-SSPP coa-
lition often fight extended battles until one side 
withdraws and the two sides meet again later to 
contest new areas. The latest clashes in Namtu 
demonstrate that the EAOs will return to contest 
areas previously fought over, meaning that civil-
ians may be exposed to fighting multiple times. 
The clashes near Man Sam reportedly displaced 
hundreds of civilians15. MIPS assesses that de-
spite calls for talks, the two sides are unlikely 
to reach a settlement in the near future, and the 
fighting will continue.16
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RCSS Troops Stop Tatmadaw Vehicle, Prompting Warning

RCSS troops stopped a Tatmadaw vehicle carry-
ing two officers on their way from Taunggyi to 
Kengteng on February 12. The RCSS troops took 
equipment from the truck, prompting an angry 
Tatmadaw warning to return the items or face con-
sequences.17 At 2:30 PM the next afternoon, the 
Tatmadaw shelled near to the RCSS headquarters 
at Loi Tai Leng, Langkho Township on the Thai 
border.18 No casualties were reported and the shell-
ing was likely intended as a threat or reminder that 
Tatmadaw artillery sits nearby. The RCSS returned 

the equipment five hours later to the Tatmadaw 
cantonment in Mongpyin.19

According to MIPS sources, local RCSS command-
ers were responsible for the incident and the RCSS 
headquarters acted quickly to return the items and 
avoid a larger confrontation. Nonetheless, sources 
told MIPS that the RCSS leadership was dismayed 
by the Tatmadaw shelling near Loi Tai Leng. While 
uncomfortable for both sides, the incident did not 
significantly raise existing tensions.

Tatmadaw Pressures Indian Armed Groups in Sagaing Region

The Tatmadaw took control20  of the National So-
cialist Council of Nagaland-Khaplang (NSCN-K) 
headquarters without a significant violent con-
frontation on January 29 and subsequently raid-
ed several camps that belong to an assortment of 
armed groups 21 from India’s northeast. The Indian 
government regularly asks the Tatmadaw to crack 
down on these groups, and sources said that Indi-
an intelligence might have provided the Tatmadaw 
with coordinates for the various camps.

The Tatmadaw’s action against the northeast 
groups came shortly before an Indian army mobi-
lization along the border with Paletwa Township, 
Chin State.22 The Tatmadaw does not want AA 
fighters in northern Rakhine or Paletwa to enjoy 
sanctuary across the border in India or Bangladesh, 
and likely acted against the groups in Sagaing Re-
gion in exchange for India’s cooperation in dealing 
with the AA.

17 Tatmadaw to take severe action if RCSS/SSA fails to return seized items in prescribed period. (2019, February 13). Office of the 
Commander-in-chief of Defence Services. http://cincds.gov.mm/node/1789?fbclid=IwAR3XzSogP6LRwEwlJkbUnRR1qdYjbep-
fJItMx15cKVR6GMXzd_WlR1JWqa0

18 Content no longer available. Originally accessed at http://taifreedom.com/burmese/index.php/2014-05-27-08-33-44/2014-05-
27-08-35-25/1623-bur

19 MOI Webportal Myanmar. (2019, February 15). RCSS/SSA returns seized items from two Tatmadaw officers. [Status Update]. 
Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/MOIWebportalMyanmar/posts/1932739116853945?__tn__=-R

20 Chit Min Thu. (2019, February 01). Tatmadaw occupies NSCN-K headquarters. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/
news/tatmadaw-occupies-nscn-k-headquarters.html

21 Tightning the screw: Tatmadaw occupation of NSCN-K headquarters. (2019, February 14) BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.
bnionline.net/en/news/tightening-screw-tatmadaw-occupation-nscn-k-headquarters

22 Moe Myint. (2019, February 18). Indian Troops Seal off Indian - Myanmar border. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/
news/burma/indian-troops-seal-off-india-myanmar-border.html
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23 Lawi Weng. (2019, February 20). Naga rebel group warns of ‘problems’ if military keeps up pressure. The Irrawaddy. https://
www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/naga-rebel-group-warns-problems-military-keeps-pressure.html

24 Myat Moe Thu. (2019, March 05). Militia demands release of civilians held by Ta’ang. Myanmar Times. https://www.mmtimes.
com/news/militia-demands-release-civilians-held-taang.html

In response to the raids, NSCN-K Central Execu-
tive Committee member U Kyaw Wan Sein warned 
that clashes could occur if the Tatmadaw contin-
ued its operation in the area.23 The NSCN-K likely 
wishes to avoid fighting with the Tatmadaw since it 

is already under pressure from Indian security forc-
es. It may therefore accommodate the Tatmadaw’s 
efforts to remove the bases or camps belonging to 
other armed groups. A medium risk for clashes re-
mains. 

Pan Say Militia Warns TNLA Over Kidnapping Cases 

The Pan Say Militia made a formal complaint to 
the Myanmar National Human Rights Commis-
sion in Nay Pyi Taw regarding civilians detained 
by the TNLA in Namhkam Township on January 
6.24  The Pan Say Militia accused the TNLA of 
holding ethnic Kholon Lishaw civilians for ran-
som, even after locals paid for their release. A 
TNLA spokesperson said that it detains individ-
uals for drug-related charges regardless of ethnic-
ity and asks for compensation for costs related to 
detainment. The Pan Say Militia is mostly com-
prised of ethnic Kholon Lishaw fighters. Multiple 
incidents of abductions were reported since April 
last year, and a MIPS research team interviewed 

purported victims kidnapped by the TNLA in 
2018.

The Pan Say Militia and TNLA have a tense histo-
ry. In May 2018, for example, the TNLA attacked 
a Pan Say Militia post near the latter’s headquar-
ters on the outskirts of Muse. Sources told MIPS 
that in response to the TNLA’s recent abductions, 
the Pan Say Militia may resort to doing the same 
against Palaung villagers, to exchange them for ci-
vilians held by the TNLA, if the issue is not oth-
erwise resolved. The episode could result in more 
abductions and clashes between the Pan Say Militia 
and TNLA.
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Number of armed incidents

Figure 2: Townships affected by armed incidents in February 2019
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Figure 1: Armed incidents from September 2018 to February 2019
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Figure 3: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in February 2019

*Incidents involving civilians injured by land mines in which the conflicting parties accused one another of laying the mine. 
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.

Meetings Number

NRPC and NCA-S EAOs Meeting 2

JMC Meetings 3

KIO, KHCC, PCG and JST Meeting 1

NRPC and SSPP/SSA Meeting 1

PC and Northern Alliance Meeting 1

Total Number of Meetings 8

Figure 4: Significant meetings related to the peace process in February 2019
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Figure 5: Armed incidents in February 2019

Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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25 Myo Min. (2019, February 13). NCA-S EAOs ESihf NRPC wdkY tvGwfoabmaqG;aEG;. [Status Update]. Facebook. https://www.facebook.
com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2448051005269106&id=1075410072533213&__tn__=-R

26 NCA-Signatory EAOs to hold summit in May. (2019, March 11). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/en/news/nca-
signatory-eaos-hold-summit-may

27 Government, EAOs to negotiate resumption of peace talks. (2019, March 11). Mizzima. http://www.mizzima.com/article/govern-
ment-eaos-negotiate-resumption-peace-talks

NCA-SIGNATORIES
PPST Convenes Internal Meeting and Meets with Government

The ethnic Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement Signa-
tories (NCA-S) met informally with the National 
Reconciliation and Peace Center (NRPC) in Nay 
Pyi Taw on February 13. 25 Later, the Peace Pro-
cess Steering Team (PPST) convened an internal 
meeting for the first time since the Karen National 
Union (KNU) suspended formal participation in 
the peace process last year. 26 The three-day meeting 
took place in Chiang Mai, Thailand, from March 
5 to 7. During the meeting, the PPST decided that 
it will restructure its leadership in a summit tenta-
tively scheduled for May. KNU Chairperson Saw 
Mutu Say Poe and RCSS Chairperson General Yawd 
Serk announced their official resignation as dele-
gates during the meeting. Sources within the ethnic 
NCA-S told MIPS that the PPST is struggling with 

how to move forward and organize its structure. The 
dichotomy between the smaller and larger EAOs 
continues to influence these dynamics.

A government delegation then held separate meet-
ings with the KNU and PPST on March 8 and 
9, respectively.27 According to sources familiar with 
the ongoing negotiations to resume official talks, 
the PPST would like to hold another top-level 
meeting with the government. The government 
prefers, however, for any top-level meeting to be 
official, to ensure that any decisions made are re-
spected. In the meantime, the KNU, RCSS, and 
PPST as a whole will likely continue to meet infor-
mally with government representatives to explore 
solutions to the current impasse. 
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28 Govt peace commission, northern military alliance hold talks in China. (2019, February 27). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.
bnionline.net/en/news/govt-peace-commission-northern-military-alliance-hold-talks-china

29 Lawi Weng. (2019, February 26). Rebel group alliance proposes ceasefire with Myanmar military. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/burma/rebel-group-alliance-proposes-ceasefire-myanmar-military.html

30 Nyein Nyein. (2019, February 5). Informal talks with northern alliance a positive move for peace. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/opinion/analysis/informal-talks-northern-alliance-positive-move-peace.html

NON-SIGNATORIES
Northern Alliance Meets with Government; Differences Appear between KIA 
and UWSA

All four members of the Northern Alliance met 
with the government’s Peace Commission (PC) in 
Kunming, China on February 25. 28 The Kachin 
Independence Army (KIA) had proposed the mul-
tilateral meeting during its previous meeting with 
the government on January 21. 29 The meeting in 
February explored ways to reach ceasefire and was 
more formal than previous meetings with all four 
groups and the government.

According to interviews given by leaders of the 
Northern Alliance, the government brought a draft 
deed of commitment to the meeting that would 
serve as a bridge toward signing the National Cease-
fire Agreement (NCA). Although not a ceasefire, 
the draft contained some language about refraining 
from hostilities while all sides work toward signing 
the NCA. 

Sources said that the Northern Alliance groups 
swapped some of their previous delegates with 
more hardline negotiators. The Northern Alliance 
representatives expressed little interest in the deed 
of commitment and instead proposed signing in-
dividual bilateral ceasefires first. The government 
insisted that, like the deed of commitment, any 
bilateral ceasefire needs to include some commit-
ment to the NCA. 

At this time, the government is unlikely to agree 
to bilateral ceasefires without commitments to the 
NCA, but the Northern Alliance members appear 
unwilling to offer such an agreement. Talks be-
tween the government and Northern Alliance may 
likely return to bilateral meetings between the gov-
ernment and individual groups.

The meeting also indicated growing differences be-
tween the KIA and United Wa State Army (UWSA). 
While the UWSA leads the Federal Political Nego-
tiation and Consultative Committee (FPNCC), to 
which all Northern Alliance members belong, the 
KIA appears to be leading the Northern Alliance. 
Although the Northern Alliance invited represen-
tatives from the UWSA, National Democratic 
Alliance Army (NDAA), and SSPP to attend the 
meeting in China as observers, the UWSA sent 
only a junior delegate. 30 After the Tatmadaw an-
nounced its unilateral cessation of military activi-
ties in December 2018, the Northern Alliance and 
the FPNCC released two separate statements. The 
FPNCC’s statement was noticeably positive, while 
the Northern Alliance’s was more reserved. The 
events indicate the potential for a leadership strug-
gle within the FPNCC, which has been serving as 
the main conduit for NCA-related talks between 
the seven EAOs and government.
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31 SSPP tells Tatmadaw to ‘solve political problems through political means’. (2019, February 27). BNI Multimedia Group. https://
www.bnionline.net/en/news/sspp-tells-tatmadaw-solve-political-problems-through-political-means

32 Myanmar’s northern alliance if ethnic armies says it wants bilateral pacts with army. (2019, February 27). RFA. https://www.rfa.
org/english/news/myanmar/myanmars-northern-alliance-of-ethnic-armies-02272019171225.html

33 Chit Min Tun. (2018, May 03). SSPP likely to sign nationwide ceasefire, peace broker says. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawad-
dy.com/news/burma/sspp-likely-to-sign-nationwide-ceasefire-peace-broker-says.html

SSPP Meets with Government

An SSPP delegation met with representatives31  
from the NRPC on February 22, and with Tat-
madaw representatives 32 on February 25 in Nay 
Pyi Taw. Sources familiar with the meetings told 
MIPS that the SSPP expressed a desire to de-esca-
late tensions and avoid all future clashes with the 
Tatmadaw. In May 2018, a Shan politician close 

to the SSPP suggested that the group would like 
to sign the NCA, a feeling confirmed by MIPS 
sources. 33 The meetings between the SSPP and 
the government and Tatmadaw might have raised 
some concerns within the RCSS, which is current-
ly locked in an ongoing conflict with its northern 
counterpart.

About MIPS 

Myanmar Institute for Peace and Security (MIPS) is a non-governmental, non-partisan,  independent 
research-based policy “think-and-do-tank” aiming to support the peace process and security transition, 
working closely with principal stakeholders.

info@mips-mm.org www.mips-mm.org +95 9 768 208 700
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OVERVIEW
• The conflict in Rakhine State intensified in March as the AA carried out counterattacks and the 

Tatmadaw brought more firepower to the fight. Civilians are increasingly at risk and fighting is set 
to continue.

• Attacks on the SSPP and TNLA suggest the Tatmadaw may be more tolerant of the RCSS taking 
new positions in northern Shan State than the former two, in the context of the inter-EAO conflict.

• Although the Tatmadaw may not renew its ceasefire on April 21, both sides will likely sustain the 
current status of reduced hostilities.

• There was a reduction in fighting several days after both the SSPP and RCSS stated a willingness to 
de-escalate the conflict, but a high risk for more clashes remains.

• Despite hinting that it is inflicting significant costs on the AA, the Tatmadaw is refraining from re-
leasing overall casualty figures about the AA, likely to avoid stoking further ethnic animosity.

• The PPST is exploring ways to restructure as it continues informal meetings in the aim of resuming 
formal talks.

• Some non-signatories may engage in more informal meetings with the government as they consider 
signing bilateral ceasefires.
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1 TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS and consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide.

SECURITY
Nationwide Clashes Spike Amidst Intensifying Conflict in Rakhine State

At least 112 armed clashes and 12 incidents involv-
ing mines or Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) 
took place in March for a total of 124 armed in-
cidents nationwide, a significant increase from 69 
in February, according to information logged in 
the Township-based Conflict Monitoring System 
(TCMS).1 The sharp rise in armed incidents was 
due primarily to a record high frequency and inten-
sity of clashes between the Tatmadaw and the Ara-
kan Army/United League of Arakan (AA/ULA). In 
line with this escalation, Mrauk U Township in Ra-
khine State was most affected, followed by Paletwa 
Township in Chin State where the Tatmadaw and 
AA fought for the seventh month in a row. 

Across the nation, fighting took place in 17 town-
ships, down from 21 in February. Clashes between 
the Restoration Council of Shan State/Shan State 
Army (RCSS/SSA) and the coalition formed by the 
Ta’ang National Liberation Army/Palaung State 
Liberation Front (TNLA/PSLF) and Shan State 
Progress Party/Shan State Army (SSPP/SSA) con-
tinued regularly for most of the month before the 
two Shan groups called for a cessation of hostilities. 
Several clashes between the Tatmadaw and SSPP, 
TNLA, and Kachin Independence Army (KIA) 
also occurred in northern Shan State, adding to the 
monthly total.

Rakhine Fighting Intensifies as AA Launches Counterattacks

The conflict between the AA and Tatmadaw 
reached its highest point of intensity in March since 
the ongoing clashes began in late August 2018. In 
addition to hit-and-run guerrilla style ambushes, 
the AA appeared willing to engage the Tatmadaw 
head-on by launching counterattacks with superior 
numbers to encircle isolated Tatmadaw columns. 
In response, the Tatmadaw began deploying more 
firepower, especially from the air, to pummel AA 
fighters in what often became multi-day engage-
ments. The intensified fighting resulted in more 
civilian casualties as much of the fighting shifted 
away from the jungle and toward populated villag-
es and even towns. Targeted killings, threats, acts of 
sabotage, and potent propaganda all contributed to 
the further destabilization of northern Rakhine and 

southern Chin states. The Tatmadaw has strongly 
rejected the AA’s stated aim to secure a foothold 
in Rakhine State and the contradiction will likely 
prolong the armed conflict there.

In March, the AA demonstrated its capability to 
deploy and maneuver a superior number of fight-
ers to encircle Tatmadaw columns and blockade 
Tatmadaw reinforcements, suggesting that the AA 
possesses intelligence about where the Tatmadaw 
operates. According to the Tatmadaw, soldiers en-
tered the mountainous region north of Ponnagyun 
Town on March 7 in response to a tip-off about AA 
activity in the area. 2 On March 11, the Tatmad-
aw discovered and attacked an AA training ground 
nearby. The next day, the AA launched a counterat-
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2 Major clash broke out between security troops taking security measures in and around Ponnagyun and Kyauktaw and AA insur-
gent group; insurgents suffered heavy losses and flee. (2019, March 15). Office of the Commander-in-chief of Defence Services. 
http://cincds.gov.mm/node/2107

3 Min Aung Khine. (2019, March 15). Entire villages flee as military launches air strikes on AA. The Irrawaddy. https://www.ir-
rawaddy.com/news/burma/entire-villages-flee-military-launches-air-strikes-aa.html

4 Moe Myint. (2019, March 08). Captain, killed in clash with AA in Chin state. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/
burma/dozen-soldiers-including-captain-killed-clash-aa-chin-state.html

5 Moe Myint. (2019, March 11). AA occupies tactical base, holds 11 Tatmadaw troops in N Rakhine. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/burma/aa-occupies-tactical-base-holds-11-tatmadaw-troops-n-rakhine.html

6 AA insurgents lie in wait for Tatmadaw columns near Yaykhaungchaung village, three bodies of enemy seized. (2019, March 13). 
Office of the Commander-in-chief of Defence Services. http://cincds.gov.mm/node/2232

7 Moore, S, C. (Ed.). (2019, March 19). Six wounded in firing as Myanmar soldiers hunt insurgents in temple town. Reuters. https://
news.trust.org/item/20190319101731-kkc07/

8 Eight injured in Mrauk U violence. (2019, March 20). Frontier Myanmar. https://frontiermyanmar.net/en/eight-injured-in-mrauk-
u-violence

tack with a large number of fighters in an attempt 
to encircle the Tatmadaw column. On March 13, 
the AA blocked a contingent of Tatmadaw rein-
forcements that was sent to relieve the surrounded 
column.

In response, the Tatmadaw coordinated heavy ar-
tillery and airstrikes to attack the concentrated 
AA fighters. For likely the first time, the Tatmad-
aw demonstrated its ability to conduct nighttime 
airstrikes against its enemy by flying MI-35 attack 
helicopters and possibly an entire squadron of 
YAK130S against the AA. Speaking to the Irrawad-
dy, AA information officer Khaing Thukha said the 
airstrikes lasted the entire night of March 13 and 
called the event “unprecedented”. 3 The week-long 
clashes in the area reportedly forced entire villages 
to flee.

The AA also continued with ambushes and attacks 
on soft targets. On March 7, the AA reportedly 
killed up to 15 Tatmadaw soldiers, including a cap-
tain, as they travelled in wooden boats on a river in 
Paletwa Township. 4 On March 9, the AA attacked 
and occupied a temporary tactical command post 
tasked with guarding the construction of a border 
post. 5 On March 21 and 22, the AA ambushed 

Tatmadaw columns that were conducting security 
patrols in Rathedaung Township. 6 According to 
the Tatmadaw, the attack killed and injured several 
of its soldiers. The actual number of casualties can-
not be confirmed. In perhaps the most high-profile 
event of the month, the AA reportedly ambushed 
a Tatmadaw column as it entered Mrauk U Town, 
the ancient capital of the Mrauk U empire. 7 Ac-
cording to the Tatmadaw, the AA fired from houses 
nearby, and witnesses reported that the Tatmadaw 
soldiers responded by firing back. Multiple civil-
ians were wounded in the ensuing clash and several 
ancient pagodas damaged, sparking outrage from 
the Rakhine community.8 In the immediate after-
math, social media users shared reports that the pa-
godas were damaged by artillery shells fired during 
the clash on the edge of town, despite photos sug-
gesting that rocket-propelled grenades caused the 
damage. Days later, the narrative among online 
Rakhine became that the Tatmadaw was deliber-
ately destroying Mrauk U’s ancient pagodas. Even 
non-Rakhine social media users shared messages to 
“save Mrauk U”.

In March, India continued its cooperation with 
the Tatmadaw by sending additional units to se-
cure the border between Paletwa Township and 
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9 Bhattacharyya, R. (2019, March 15). India deploys the army to check rebel, refugee influx from Myanmar. The Diplomat. https://
thediplomat.com/2019/03/india-deploys-the-army-to-check-rebel-refugee-influx-from-myanmar/

10 Arakan army camps destroyed in border operation, says Indian media. (2019, March 18). Frontier Myanmar. https://frontiermyan-
mar.net/en/arakan-army-camps-destroyed-in-border-operation-says-indian-media

11 Kaladan multi-model transit transport project. (2018, December). In Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaladan_Multi-Mod-
al_Transit_Transport_Project

12 Nyan Lynn Aung. (2019, March 06). New fighting erupts in Rakhine, hundreds flee. Myanmar Times. https://www.mmtimes.com/
news/new-fighting-erupts-rakhine-hundreds-flee.html

13 Moe Myint. (2019, March 22). 5 civilians killed as Tatmadaw troops open fire on village in N. Rakhine: witnesses. The Irrawaddy. 
https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/5-civilians-killed-tatmadaw-troops-open-fire-village-n-rakhine-witnesses.html

14 Moore, S, C. (Ed.). (2019, April 04). Myanmar villagers, lawmaker say ‘helicopter attack’ kills five Rohingya, wounds 13. Reuters. 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-myanmar-rohingya/myanmar-villagers-lawmaker-say-helicopter-attack-kills-five-rohing-
ya-wounds-13-idUSKCN1RG16C

15 Kyaw Lwin Oo., Thet Su Aung., & Min Thein Aung. (2019, March 06). Myanmar army troop build-up in Rakhine reaches 8000, Ara-
kan Army says. RFA. https://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/myanmar-army-troop-buildup-in-rakhine-03062019164614.
html

16 OCHA. (2019, March 28). Myanmar: New displacement in Rakhine and Chin state (as of 24 Mar 2019). https://reliefweb.int/sites/
reliefweb.int/files/resources/MMR_Rakhine_New_Displacement_28Mar2019.pdf

Mizoram. 9 On March 15, Indian media reported 
that the Tatmadaw and Indian forces conducted 
joint operations to destroy up to 12 AA camps. 
10 In apparent retaliation for India’s coordination 
with the Tatmadaw, the AA sank a boat that was 
carrying construction materials for the Paletwa 
Bridge even though the bridge is not part of India’s 
Kaladan Multi-Modal Transit Transport Project. 11 
On March 30, however, the AA destroyed USD 
300,000 of construction materials and equipment 
and abducted 13 employees from a company work-
ing on a segment of road linked to the Kaladan 
project. The AA may continue to target Indian in-
terests in Chin State.

The intensified fighting has led to more civilian 
causalities and displacement, especially when the 
fighting occurs near villages or towns. On March 
6, a villager was shot during a clash in Mrauk U 
Township that caused hundreds to flee. 12 Five more 

civilians were killed when the Tatmadaw reportedly 
opened fire on a village in Buthidaung on March 
21.  13 On April 3, a Tatmadaw helicopter attack 
killed at least five Rohingya civilians as they collect-
ed bamboo in Buthidaung. 14 Many pro-AA social 
media users and accounts were quick to portray 
the incident as further evidence of the Tatmadaw’s 
brutality and indiscriminate attacks on civilians. 
Some of those same accounts appeared to have 
posted anti-Rohingya material during the height of 
the Rakhine crisis in 2017. According to the RFA, 
there are now more than 39 displacement camps in 
Mrauk U, Rathedaung, Buthidaung, Ponnagyun, 
and Kyauktaw townships. 15 As of March 24, an 
estimated 17,354 people had been displaced in 
southern Chin and northern Rakhine states. 16

At the time of writing, it appears that the inten-
sive, multi-day battles in northern Rakhine that oc-
curred in March may be subsiding. The Tatmadaw, 
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however, will likely continue to deploy heavy fire-
power, including airstrikes, to pound the AA. The 
AA may still attempt to launch counterattacks and 
will most likely continue its ambushes and attacks 
on soft targets. The AA may also attempt to strike 

targets beyond northern Rakhine. The Tatmadaw 
will continue its military pressure on the AA, and 
fighting will likely continue throughout 2019 un-
less the government and AA reach an agreement on 
the status of AA troops in Rakhine State.

Tatmadaw Intervenes in Inter-EAO Conflict, Targets KIA and TNLA for Alleged 
Force Recruiting

The Tatmadaw attacked the SSPP and TNLA in 
what appears to be its first major intervention in 
the inter-ethnic armed organization (EAO) con-
flict since the SSPP and TNLA joined to fight the 
RCSS in July 2018. In Hsipaw Township, the Tat-
madaw launched an assault on the SSPP’s camp 
at Loi Pan Hka Mountain. 17 According to MIPS 
sources, the SSPP and TNLA have placed multiple 
bases or camps adjacent to RCSS positions across 
the contested areas in northern Shan State. The 
Tatmadaw protested these bases in March, accus-
ing the two groups of expanding their territorial 
control. Sources told MIPS that the Tatmadaw 
asked the SSPP to remove its base at Loi Pan Hka, 
but the SSPP refused because the RCSS held a post 
nearby.

The Tatmadaw began its assault on the SSPP at 
Loi Pan Hka on March 7. According to the SSPP, 
its troops managed to repel the first attack, killing 
three Tatamdaw soldiers. The Tatmadaw attacked 
the base again on March 8 and 9 before conduct-
ing airstrikes on March 10, forcing the SSPP to 
withdraw. One civilian was reportedly killed and 

two more injured during the strikes. The SSPP ac-
cused the RCSS of participating in the attack on 
its base at Loi Pan Hka, but the RCSS denied any 
involvement. Sources told MIPS that the Tatmad-
aw troops circumvented the RCSS position during 
their assault on the SSPP’s post.

The RCSS and TNLA-SSPP coalition fought an 
intense battle in the Mong Mu Village Tract in 
Namtu Township from March 22 to 24. Then, 
from March 26 to 28, the Tatmadaw launched 
multiple attacks on SSPP-TNLA coalition posi-
tions in and around Mong Mu, which lies near the 
road between Hsipaw and Namtu towns. The area 
between Hsipaw and Namtu is highly contested 
and in February witnessed intense and drawn out 
battles between the RCSS and the TNLA-SSPP co-
alition. The TNLA accused the Tatmadaw of aid-
ing the RCSS whenever it is about to overrun an 
RCSS position.18

Until March 2019, the Tatmadaw appeared to 
mostly stay out of the inter-EAO conflict in Shan 
State, but sometimes engaged the SSPP and TNLA 

17 Hom Hurng. (2019, March 11). Tatmadaw attacks SSPP camp. Shan Herald Agencies for News. https://english.shannews.org/
archives/18757

18 Lawi Weng. (2019, March 29). TNLA accuses military of helping RCSS gain in N. Shan. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.
com/news/burma/tnla-accuses-military-helping-rcss-gain-bases-n-shan.html
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19 Myat Moe Thu. (2019, March 11). Armed group abducts some 70 field hands. Myanmar Times. https://www.mmtimes.com/news/
armed-group-abducts-some-70-field-hands.html

20 Content no longer available. Originally accessed at https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=840381176317081&
id=450117345343468

21 Htoo Thant. (2019, March 26). Tatmadaw says ceasefire period will not be extended. Myanmar Times. https://www.mmtimes.
com/news/tatmadaw-says-ceasefire-period-will-not-be-extended.html

when their operations against the RCSS led them 
near Tatmadaw bases or major roads. In contrast, 
the Tatmadaw has appeared not to engage the 
RCSS in northern Shan State during the RCSS’ 
confrontation with the SSPP-TNLA alliance. The 
Tatmadaw therefore appears more tolerant of the 
RCSS taking new positions in the north than it is 
of the TNLA and SSPP.

On March 4, the KIA and TNLA rounded up as 
many as 200 people as they headed to work in a 
sugarcane field on the border of Kutkai and Namtu 
townships. 19 The KIA and TNLA quickly released 
all married women and elderly, but continued to 
hold at least 70 people, most of which were eth-
nic Palaung. Two days later, Tatmadaw soldiers 
from Light Infantry Division (LID) 99 attacked 
the KIA’s Battalion 8 nearby in Kutkai Township. 

The Tatmadaw attacked the KIA in Kutkai again 
on March 11 and 12. The Tatmadaw had warned 
EAOs not to cause trouble for civilians as a part 
of its announcement in December 2018 and likely 
attacked the KIA for detaining the civilians. The 
KIA issued a statement and released the civilians 
on March 11.20

During a press conference on March 25, the Tat-
madaw revealed that it will not renew the unilateral 
cessation of military activities in the north that is 
set to expire on April 21. 21 Despite this, both sides 
may be able to prolong the current trend of limited 
clashes so long as neither side engages in any major 
military attack or mobilization. Clashes may occur, 
however, if the EAOs violate the Tatmadaw’s warn-
ings about obstructing trade routes or causing harm 
to civilians in areas where the Tatmadaw operates.
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22 Lawi Weng. (2019, March 22). RCSS invites rival Shan group to join ceasefire, excludes TNLA. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/burma/rcss-invites-rival-shan-group-to-join-ceasefire-excludes-tnla.html

23 Hom Hurng. (2019, March 22). Shan armed groups declare ceasefire. Shan Herald Agencies for News. https://english.shannews.
org/archives/18808

24 SSPP Info. (2019, March 22). typf&yfaMunmcsuftNyD;(SSPP/SSA)wyfpcef;tm; (RCSS)wyf yxrqkH;êifa&mufwdkufcdkuf. [Status Update]. 
Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/ssppinfo/posts/813867908964238

25 Htet Naung Zaw. (2019, March 12). Shan rebel group demands release of detained fighters. The Irrawaddy. https://www.ir-
rawaddy.com/news/burma/shan-rebel-group-demands-release-detained-fighters.html

RCSS Calls for De-Escalation with SSPP

The RCSS issued a statement on March 21 call-
ing for a truce with the SSPP and said its troops 
would remain in their bases in northern Shan State 
and avoid fighting with the SSPP. 22 According to 
the Shan Herald, the fighting ceased on March 19 
and leaders from both sides met to discuss the con-
flict at the RCSS headquarters at Loi Tai Leng on  
March 20.23 

Despite the overtures for a de-escalation, the two 
sides engaged in heavy fighting in Namtu Town-
ship from March 22 to 24. In a post to Facebook, 
the SSPP claimed that the RCSS unit in the area 
attacked its position. 24 The SSPP and RCSS also 
clashed in a separate incident in Hsipaw Township 
on March 25. The clashes between March 22 and 
25 suggest that the order from the top did not im-
mediately impact the behavior of local units. At the 
time of writing in early April, however, clashes be-
tween the SSPP-TNLA coalition and RCSS appear 
to have subsided.

Sources told MIPS that, during a meeting between 
the RCSS and National Reconciliation and Peace 
Center (NRPC) in Nay Pyi Taw on March 11 and 
12, the government proposed a tripartite meeting 
among the SSPP, RCSS, and Tatmadaw. 25 Although 
the RCSS did not reject the meeting in principle, 
it appeared reluctant to allow the government to 
serve as a mediator between the two Shan groups. 
According to MIPS sources, the RCSS would like 
to hold a bilateral meeting with the SSPP to settle 
outstanding issues before it meets with the govern-
ment or TNLA.

Both the SSPP and the RCSS have demonstrat-
ed a willingness to de-escalate tensions, and the 
Shan community, including Buddhist monks, is 
working to facilitate a solution. Therefore, the 
frequency of clashes may decline for now, but a 
risk for re-escalation remains if either side mo-
bilizes additional troops or attacks the other’s 
positions.
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Sporadic Clashes in Kayin in February

Several small clashes were reported between the 
Karen National Union’s (KNU) Brigade 5 and 
the Tatmadaw in Hpapun Township, Kayin State 
in early February. Sources told MIPS that the 
Tatmadaw complained to the KNU of three inci-
dents where Brigade 5 troops allegedly fired on its 
soldiers. According to the Karen Human Rights 

Group (KHRG), the Tatmadaw fired mortar 
rounds near villages in February, killing some live-
stock. MIPS did not receive reports of clashes be-
tween the Tatmadaw and Brigade 5 in March, and 
neither a significant escalation nor a wider conflict 
there with the KNU are likely at this time. Sporad-
ic light clashes, however, may occur.
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Figure 1: Armed incidents from September 2018 to March 2019
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Number of armed incidents

Figure 2: Townships affected by armed incidents in March 2019
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Figure 3: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in March 2019
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Meetings Number

Bago Government and KNU Meeting with Civilians 1

JMC Meeting 5

Meeting between Kachin Baptist Convention and Yunnan Government, China 1

NRPC and KNPP Meeting 1

NRPC and non-NCA-S EAOs Meeting 1

NRPC and RCSS/SSA Meeting 1

Peace Commission and KNPP Informal Meeting 1

Peace Commission and KNU Informal Meeting 1

Peace Commission and PPST Informal Meeting 1

PPST Meeting 1

RCSS CEC Meeting 1

Tatmadaw and KNPP Meeting 1

Tatmadaw and RCSS/SSA Meeting 1

Total Number of Meetings 17

Figure 4: Significant meetings related to the peace process in February 2019
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Incident Type Number

Armed Clashes 103

IED 44

Total  147

Figure 5 : Armed incidents between the Tatmadaw and AA between January 4 and  March 28 2019, according to the gov-
ernment

Year Armed Clash IED

2015 15 1

2016 26 10

2017 56 5

2018 61 19

2019 (Jan 1 - Mar 24) 97 39

Figure 6: Armed incidents between the Tatmadaw and AA according to the Tatmadaw

Target Killed in Action Wounded in Action Arrested Weapon Seized

Police 27 26

AA 58 8 22

Civilian 12 20

Total 97 46 8 22

Figure 7: Casualty data and other data related to the conflict between the AA and state security forces from January 4 to 
March 28 2019, according to the government
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Figure 8: Armed incidents in March 2019

Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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26 Mizzima. (2019, March 25). &cdkifjynfe,ftwGif; jzpfyGm;aeonhf tajctaersm;ESihf Nidrf;csrf;a&;aqmif½Gufcsufrsm;tay: wyfrawmfowif;pm 

&Sif;vif;yGJ. [Video]. Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/MizzimaDaily/videos/576615836159541/

GOVERNMENT
Tatmadaw Avoids Casualty Figures in Rakhine, but Government Releases 
Number

The Tatmadaw has provided monthly reports 
about the number of clashes and various violations 
allegedly carried out by the EAOs since the begin-
ning of 2019. During its latest press conference 
in March, the Tatmadaw discussed the situation 
in Rakhine State and released data about clashes 
with the AA. 26 Notably, the Tatmadaw stated that 
the mines and IEDs used by the AA are becoming 
more powerful. It also said that weapons captured 
from AA fighters were brand new and originated 
from a neighboring country, but did not specify 
which one.

The Tatmadaw, however, once again left out de-
tailed information about overall AA casualties. Al-
though it claimed to have clashed with the AA 97 
times, it only mentioned a total of five AA casual-
ties since it last discussed the issue. In January, the 
Tatmadaw claimed to have captured 13 AA bodies 

in a single engagement, and during the latest press 
conference the Tatmadaw spokespersons hinted 
that the military’s fighting capacity is at an all-time 
high. In other words, the Tatmadaw has suggested 
that it is capable of killing large numbers of AA 
fighters but has refrained from releasing detailed 
information about AA casualties. The Tatmadaw is 
likely withholding this information to avoid trig-
gering additional anger or ethnic animosity among 
the Rakhine population.

In contrast to the Tatmadaw’s approach, the gov-
ernment spokesperson U Zaw Htay released more 
detailed casualty figures for Rakhine State during 
his press conference on March 29. According to 
U Zaw Htay, 58 AA fighters have been killed in 
Rakhine State since January 4, 2018. It is unclear, 
however, if the government’s data is comprehen-
sive.
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27 Min Naing Soe. (2019, March 05). NCA signatories hold PPST meeting in Chiang Mai. Eleven. https://elevenmyanmar.com/news/
nca-signatories-hold-ppst-meeting-in-chiang-mai

28 Hom Hurng. (2019, March 07). RCSS: ‘PPST should be reformed’. Shan Herald Agencies for News. https://english.shannews.org/
archives/18705

29 NCA-signatory EAOs to hold summit in May. (2019, March 11). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/en/news/nca-
signatory-eaos-hold-summit-may

30 KNPP agrees to meet NRPC, Tatmadaw negotiation team. (2019, March 12). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/
en/news/knpp-agrees-meet-nrpc-tatmadaw-negotiation-team

NCA-SIGNATORIES
PPST Continues Informal Engagement in Search of Solution

The Peace Process Steering Team (PPST) held an in-
ternal meeting in Chaing Mai, Thailand on March 
5 and 6. 27 According to RCSS 2nd Secretary Colonel 
Sai Nguen, the meeting covered ways to restructure 
the PPST, move forward with the current impasse in 
the peace process, and engage with the non-signato-
ries of the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA). 
28 The PPST plans to hold a summit in May where 
it will restructure its leadership. 29

The 10 ethnic NCA-Signatories (NCA-S) then 
held an informal meeting with the government’s 
Peace Commission (PC) in Chiang on March 9. 
Both sides reiterated their commitments to finding 
a way to restart the formal peace process. 30 Both 
sides are still exploring ways to reach an agreement 
and will likely continue to meet informally in the 
coming weeks or months.
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31 Nyein Nyein., & Kyaw Kha. (2019, March 15). Gov’t invites 8 armed groups to peace talks next week. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/burma/govt-invites-8-armed-groups-peace-talks-next-week.html

32 Win Ko Ko Latt. (2019, March 21). Myanmar armed groups agree to keep talking with government over cease-fire pact. RFA. 
https://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/myanmar-armed-groups-agree-to-keep-talking-03212019164228.html

33 KNPP agrees to meet NRPC, Tatmadaw negotiation team. (2019, March 12). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/
en/news/knpp-agrees-meet-nrpc-tatmadaw-negotiation-team

34 Win Htut. (Ed.). (2019, March 21). KNPP discuss NCA with Tatmadaw. Eleven. https://elevenmyanmar.com/news/knpp-discuss-
es-nca-signing-with-tatmadaw

NON-SIGNATORIES
Non-Signatories Meet Government; KNPP Considers NCA

The NRPC sent an invitation on March 13 to the 
seven members of the Federal Political Negotia-
tion and Consultative Committee (FPNCC) and 
the Karenni National Progressive Party (KNPP) to 
attend talks in Nay Pyi Taw on March 21. 31 Ac-
cording to MIPS sources, only mid-level delegates 
from both sides attended the meeting. Although 
no substantive agreement was reached, both sides 
demonstrated a willingness to de-escalate tensions 
and agreed to meet frequently in the future.32 

 The KNPP held an informal meeting with the PC 
in Chiang Mai on March 10 where it agreed to dis-
cuss the signing of the NCA at the NRPC.33  It 
then met with the Tatmadaw’s negotiation team on 
March 18 in Nay Pyi Taw, and the two sides report-
edly discussed the possibility of the KNPP signing 
the NCA by June 30. 34 However, the KNPP may 
not sign the NCA in the near future.

About MIPS 

Myanmar Institute for Peace and Security (MIPS) is a non-governmental, non-partisan,  independent 
research-based policy “think-and-do-tank” aiming to support the peace process and security transition, 
working closely with principal stakeholders.

info@mips-mm.org www.mips-mm.org +95 9 768 208 700
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OVERVIEW
• Intensive fighting continued across Rakhine State in April, although at a lower frequency than in 

March. After fending off a major AA attack, the Tatmadaw resumed its offensive activities and con-
flict will continue to escalate even during rainy season. The AA is likely facing a shortage of ammu-
nition amidst the Tatmadaw’s blockade.

• The use of improvised anti-personal mines and anti-vehicle IEDs is on the rise. Civilians are increas-
ingly exposed to mines and unexploded ordinance in northern Rakhine State.

• The Tatmadaw clashed multiple times with both the KIA and TNLA in Shan State, but a major 
escalation remains unlikely given the Tatmadaw’s extension of the ceasefire period.

• No clashes occurred between the RCSS and SSPP-TNLA coalition in April for the first time since 
July 2018, and intermediaries tried to bring the SSPP and RCSS to the negotiating table.

•  A positive meeting with the Northern Alliance led the Tatmadaw to extend its ceasefire period, but 
little progress toward bilateral ceasefire was achieved. In principle, however, both sides appear to 
agree that bilateral ceasefires are possible.

• The extension of the ceasefire in the north may allow the Tatmadaw and Northern Alliance to main-
tain the trend of reduced hostilities, at the expense of the AA.

• A meeting between the KNU and NRPC failed to produce any substantive outcome and the peace 
process will remain frozen until the EAOs make decisions at their upcoming summit scheduled for 
the third week of May.
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1 TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS and consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide.

2 RFA Burmese. (2019, March 23). AA 'kwd,ppfOD;pD;csKyf AdkvfrSL;csKyf a'gufwmndKxGef;atmifeJY awGUqkHar;jref;csuf. [Video]. https://www.you-
tube.com/watch?v=FKekQ2is_7g&fbclid=IwAR2yvUN74f8Met7mRKxmW0QQAuyzUUxlPY_F8RURgzVYCE5Iv9WDvcLLKlY

SECURITY
Nationwide Clashes Decline Due to Fewer Incidents in Rakhine State

At least 51 armed clashes and 13 incidents in-
volving mines or Improvised Explosive Devices 
(IED) took place in April for a total of 64 armed 
incidents nationwide, just over half the total in 
March, according to information logged in the 
Township-based Conflict Monitoring System 
(TCMS).1 The major decrease in overall armed 
incidents was primarily due to less frequent, al-
though still intense, clashes between the Tatmad-
aw and Arakan Army/United League of Arakan 
(AA/ULA) in Rakhine State. For the first time 
since July 2018, no clashes were reported between 
the Restoration Council of Shan State/Shan State 
Army (RCSS/SSA) and coalition forces of the 

Ta’ang National Liberation Army/Palaung State 
Liberation Front (TNLA/PSLF) and Shan State 
Progress Party/Shan State Army (SSPP/SSA). 
Armed incidents took place across 16 townships 
in April, with Mrauk U and Buthidaung town-
ships in Rakhine State experiencing the highest 
number of armed incidents. Fighting also oc-
curred across Shan State, with as many as nine 
clashes recorded between both the Tatmadaw 
and Kachin Independence Army (KIA) and the 
Tatmadaw and TNLA. Despite those clashes, the 
overall situation in Shan State remains relative-
ly stable while the security situation in Kachin 
shows signs of improving.

Heavy Fighting Continues in Rakhine State After Volatile Month

Heavy and intense fighting across northern Rakh-
ine State continued in April but at a lower frequen-
cy than in March due to a change in tactics and 
logistical constraints on both sides. In early April, 
the AA attempted to maintain its counteroffensive 
by mobilizing large numbers of troops to attack 
Tatmadaw columns and bases. In response, the 
Tatmadaw was forced to slow its offensive actions 
and assume a more defensive posture to guard ma-
jor towns and bases. In the interim, the Tatmadaw 
continued with use of heavy firepower to target AA 
positions deep within the jungle before once again 
resuming offensive operations with ground units. 
In early April, the AA’s websites were attacked and 

downed, leading to a period of quiet from the 
information-savvy Ethnic Armed Organization 
(EAO). The AA’s release of information related to 
armed clashes was overall less frequent compared to 
other months.

According to MIPS sources, the AA planned a ma-
jor offensive on April 10, the 10th anniversary of its 
founding. In an interview with RFA published on 
March 23, Nyo Twan Awng, AA’s second in com-
mand, announced that the AA would bring “a big 
present” to the Rakhine people to mark the occa-
sion. 2 In early April, the Tatmadaw hastily drew 
out its Light Infantry Division (LID) 55 from Pal-
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3 Aung Nyein Chan. (2019, April 11). Tatmadaw uses multiple rocket launcher system against Arakan army. Myanmar Now. https://
myanmar-now.org/en/news/tatmadaw-uses-multiple-rocket-launcher-system-against-arakan-army

etwa Township, Chin State, to guard vulnerable 
towns and bases in Mrauk U and the surrounding 
townships. Then, on the night of April 9, the AA 
attacked a police base and a temporary Tatmad-
aw position on the outskirts of Mrauk U Town. 
As many as 500 AA fighters, many from nearby 
villages, took part in the attack. Sources also said 
that many of the AA troops did not have weapons 
but carried large bags to collect materials once the 
government bases were overrun. The Tatmadaw’s 
mobilization of LID 55 is likely what prevented 
the AA from overrunning the Tatmadaw and police 
positions in Mrauk U.

In March, the Tatmadaw responded to the AA’s 
counteroffensive by attacking AA units with heavy 
firepower and by pursuing retreating AA units into 
the jungle. The Tatmadaw, however, was forced to 
curb its offensive actions in April and reposition 
its mobile strike units to guard bases and towns. 
In lieu, the Tatmadaw deployed aerial weapons sys-
tems, such as 122MM Multiple Rocket Launch-
er Systems (MRLS), to target AA positions in the 
jungle. 3 Some sources also suggested that the Tat-
madaw may have deployed guided munitions from 
fighter jets.

After guarding against AA attacks and targeting 
AA troop concentrations with heavy weapons, 
the Tatmadaw again shifted into an offensive 
mode by sending its units into the jungle to root 
out AA positions. In Paletwa Township, the Tat-
madaw deployed LID 77, its oldest assault bri-
gade, likely to seal off the border with Bangladesh 

and India. The Tatmadaw likely deployed three 
new divisions in April and early May to Rakhine 
State to accelerate its offensive. The Tatmadaw, 
however, did not pull out LIDs deployed in its 
operation areas of Kachin and Shan states. Those 
divisions deployed in Rakhine State appear to be 
from the reserve forces.

The Tatmadaw, aided by police units, raided vil-
lages after armed clashes with AA fighters who had 
withdrawn into nearby villages. Sources told MIPS 
that many wounded AA fighters were treated in 
the wooded areas close to villages and were moved 
when the Tatmadaw soldiers advanced. The AA 
still enjoys significant public support and assistance 
to its fighters. Compared to Tatmadaw’s raids in 
Karen State in the 2000s, those conducted in Ra-
khine State appear more measured. There has also 
been frequent use of police forces in cases involving 
the arrests of AA suspects.

The Tatmadaw will likely continue its momen-
tum by deploying heavy firepower and con-
ducting clearance operations in remote areas of 
northern Rakhine State. Fighting will likely con-
tinue to intensify, even as monsoon season ap-
proaches, since many of the Tatmadaw divisions 
there were trained to conduct operations in the 
rainy season.

In early April, the AA’s two websites, Arakan Army 
and ULA Today, were subjected to Distributed De-
nial of Service (DDoS) attacks and taken offline. 
The AA then attempted to set up another website, 
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but the new site was also downed. The AA’s sec-
ond attempt to establish a new website was later 
successful, but much of its previously posted infor-
mation is now missing. Following the incident, the 
AA also did not post on its social media accounts, 
and the information uploaded to its new website 
is less detailed than usual. The AA may have had 
trouble keeping up with its online content in the 
wake of the cyber-attacks. AA leaders who are 
regularly active on social media, however, also re-
leased less information about the clashes through 
their personal social media accounts. In contrast, 
the Tatmadaw released more than 10 news updates 

about the conflict in Rakhine State in April, a high-
er number than usual.

According to MIPS sources, the use of improvised 
land mines and anti-vehicle IEDs is quite frequent 
in northern Rakhine state. Anti-personal IEDs 
planted in the soil also have a similar design to 
those used in Karen State. Sources within the se-
curity forces suggested that some individuals from 
the DKBA-splinter group might be assisting the 
AA with the use of IEDs. Unexploded Ordinance 
(UXO) now pose a major risk to civilians in north-
ern Rakhine State.

Tatmadaw Clashes with KIA and TNLA in Northern Shan State 

The Tatmadaw clashed as many as nine times each 
with both the KIA and TNLA across northern 
Shan State in April. In addition to several minor 
clashes with the KIA, the Tatmadaw attacked and 
occupied multiple KIA positions in both Muse 
and Kutkai Townships, charging that the KIA en-
croached on new territory. Meanwhile, fighting be-
tween the Tatmadaw and TNLA assumed its nor-
mal characteristics, with short engagements near 
population centers, the highway, and in remote 
mountain villages. Despite the clashes in April, the 
overall trend in reduced hostilities throughout the 
north may continue following the Tatmadaw’s ex-
tension of the ceasefire period.

Fighting between the Tatmadaw and KIA resumed on 
April 18 as the Tatmadaw attacked the KIA’s Battalion 
9, Brigade 6 in Muse Township, Shan State. Then, on 
April 20, the Tatmadaw launched an assault on multi-
ple posts belonging to the KIA’s Battalion 36, Brigade 
6 in Muse Township. 4 The Tatmadaw reportedly at-
tacked the Battalion 36 positions with heavy artillery 

and from multiple directions. The battle lasted three 
days and ended after the Tatmadaw occupied as many 
as seven KIA posts. On April 25, the Tatmadaw also 
attacked and occupied a KIA training camp in Kutkai 
Township. The remaining clashes in April were short, 
low-intensity engagements.

Fighting between the Tatmadaw and TNLA re-
sumed its typical nature in April. On April 7 and 8, 
the Tatmadaw and TNLA clashed in Namtu Town-
ship near an area highly contested in the inter-EAO 
conflict between the TNLA-SSPP coalition and 
RCSS. The Tatmadaw has contained spillover from 
the inter-EAO fighting by periodically engaging 
the TNLA and SSPP since the conflict took off 
in mid-2018. In Kutkai Township, the Tatmadaw 
engaged the TNLA near a large population center 
and near the major highway to Muse. Other clashes 
in April in or near remote mountain villages were 
short in duration. Neither side appeared to launch 
any major attack on the other, and at the time of 
writing, no major escalation occurred.

4 tpdk;&wyfrawmfeJY KIA ppfa&;wif;rm. (2019, April 22). RFA. https://www.rfa.org/burmese/news/kia-and-govt-army-attack-0422 
2019093809.html?fbclid=IwAR08OqEJvVnBLf9Z_4Ixo1S2LvvLSUMVJdVwHBX2V3YJLbubtYNxwj1VZB4
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5 Content no longer available. Original accessed at http://burmese.kachinnews.com/news/2105-nam-san-yang-7?fbclid=IwAR0 
VMoY0UFN2x5iWDC39kLdbX7uzZSHYx8wcsl9_lw7KKPCjfrv8ORn4SH4

6 Burma army transports 200 IDPs back to Nam San Yan village. (2019, March 08). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.
net/en/news/burma-army-transports-200-idps-back-nam-san-yang-village

Despite the clashes, the meeting between the Na-
tional Reconciliation and Peace Center (NRPC) 
and Northern Alliance on April 30, and the Tat-
madaw’s subsequent extension of the ceasefire pe-
riod, may likely allow both sides to prolong the 
current trend of reduced hostilities in northern 
Shan State. In Kachin State, the security situation 
remains stable and even shows signs of improving. 
In Nam San Yang, Waingmaw Township, for ex-
ample, the government is planning to reopen the 

schools forced shut by the conflict last year. 5 In-
ternally Displaced Persons (IDPs) began returning 
to Nam San Yang in March 2019. 6 The NRPC 
and the Kachin Humanitarian Concern Commit-
tee (KHCC), a coalition of Kachin religious and 
civil society organizations, recently agreed to a five-
point plan to facilitate IDP resettlement which, 
considering the KHCC’s proximity to the KIA, 
demonstrates that the conflict in Kachin State is 
de-escalating.
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Inter-EAO Conflict Cools Off

No clashes took place between the RCSS and 
TNLA-SSPP coalition in April, marking the first 
clash-free month since the inter-EAO conflict took 
off in July 2018. The conflict first began deceler-
ating in March after the SSPP and RCSS met and 
announced an effort to refrain from fighting. Sev-
eral clashes continued in late March but eventually 
subsided as troops from both sides withdrew from 
contested areas and remained in their bases.

During a meeting with the NRPC in Nay Pyi Taw 
on March 11 and 12, the RCSS expressed its desire 
to negotiate with the SSPP before involving either 

the government or TNLA in peace talks. Despite 
its current reluctance to meet with the TNLA, the 
absence of clashes between the RCSS and TNLA 
in April suggests that the TNLA is in accordance 
with the SSPP’s desire to solve the conflict through 
negotiation.

The absence of clashes in April is a positive devel-
opment and may continue into May so long as all 
parties refrain from major mobilizations and de-
ployments to contested areas. Nonetheless, the two 
sides failed to meet in April, and the underlying 
causes of the conflict have yet to be addressed.
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Figure 1: Armed incidents from November 2018 to April 2019
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Figure 2: Townships affected by armed incidents in April 2019
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Meetings Number

JMC Meeting 1

KNU and Government Meeting 1

NRPC and KNU Meeting 1

NRPC and Kachin Humanitarian Concern Committee (KHCC) Meeting 1

NPRC and Northern Alliance Meeting 1

NPRC and China’s Special Envoy for Asian Affairs Meeting 1

Total Number of Meetings 6

Figure 4: Significant meetings related to the peace process in April 2019
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Figure 3: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in April 2019

*Incidents involving civilians injured by land mines in which the conflicting parties accused one another of laying the mine. 
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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Figure 6: Armed incidents in April 2019

Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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7 Ye Mon. (2019, May 01). Military extends unliteral ceasefire to June 30 after Muse peace talk. (2019, May 01). Frontier Myanmar. 
https://frontiermyanmar.net/en/military-extends-unliteral-ceasefire-to-june-30-after-muse-peace-talks

8 Peace progress: Northern alliance met government representative in Kunming. (2019, March 05). BNI Multimedia Group. https://
www.bnionline.net/en/news/peace-process-northern-alliance-met-government-representative-kunming

9 Content no longer available. Original accessed at http://box2191.bluehost.com/suspended.page/disabled.cgi/www.pslftnla.org

GOVERNMENT
Tatmadaw Extends Ceasefire After Meeting with Northern Alliance

The Tatmadaw extended its unilateral cessation of 
military activities for two months after a meeting 
between the NRPC and four Northern Alliance 
members in Muse, Shan State, on May 30. 7 De-
spite multiple clashes between the Tatmadaw and 
both the KIA and TNLA in northern Shan State in 
April, the extension will likely allow both sides to 
maintain the current status of reduced hostilities in 
the north. More work, however, is needed to move 
all parties toward bilateral ceasefires. 

The meeting on April 30 concluded with mixed re-
sults. According to MIPS sources, the atmosphere 
during the meeting was more cordial than the pre-
vious discussion held in Kunming, China on Feb-
ruary 25, 2019.8 Yet despite the positive feelings 
conveyed by participants to the media, the meeting 
in Muse ended without any concrete steps toward 
ceasefire.

The KIA appears keener to achieve a ceasefire than 
its three military partners. The KIA handed a draft 
bilateral ceasefire agreement to the government 
three days before the meeting on April 30, but the 
TNLA, Myanmar National Democratic Alliance 
Army (MNDAA), and AA appeared to have hastily 
drafted their bilateral ceasefire proposals just pri-
or to the meeting. On April 24, the TNLA and 

MNDAA warned that the continued fighting in 
Rakhine State could lead them to act militarily. 9 

The KIA, however, did not sign the joint-state-
ment, suggesting an unwillingness to escalate with 
the Tatmadaw.

None of the proposals drafted by the Northern Al-
liance members mentioned a commitment toward 
the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA). Both 
the government and Tatmadaw, however, contin-
ue to insist that any bilateral ceasefire agreement 
include a clause indicating a commitment toward 
joining the NCA path. At this time, neither the 
government nor Tatmadaw are likely to accept any 
bilateral ceasefire agreements without such a clause.

Despite the continued gap over the NCA issue, 
sources told MIPS that the Tatmadaw decided to 
extend the ceasefire after noting the positive and 
cordial exchange during the meeting on April 30. 
The Tatmadaw’s extension may serve as an excuse 
for the TNLA and MNDAA to avoid taking mili-
tary action in solidarity with the AA. A major con-
frontation between the Tatmadaw and TNLA or 
MNDAA in the next two months may not occur 
unless the former attempts a major military action 
in northern Shan State. The relative stability in 
Kachin State will likely persist.
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The outcome of the meeting also demonstrates the 
fragility of the Northern Alliance. At the height of 
the Tatmadaw’s offensive against the KIA in May 
2018, the TNLA, MNDAA, and AA attacked 
Tatmadaw units in a display of solidarity with the 

KIA. Although the Tatmadaw continues to accel-
erate its offensive against the AA in Rakhine State, 
the AA’s partners have so far refrained from esca-
lating military tension amid ongoing talks and the 
Tatmadaw’s unilateral ceasefire.

NCA-SIGNATORIES
KNU Meets with NRPC Ahead of Upcoming PPST Summit

Delegates from the Karen National Union (KNU) 
met with representatives from the NRPC in Nay 
Pyi Taw on April 11. The meeting discussed ways 
to resume the KNU’s official participation in the 
peace process, but sources told MIPS that no de-
cisive decision has yet been made. The two sides 
will likely continue to meet and explore ways 
to resume talks, although the frozen state of the 

peace process may persist throughout 2019. The 
EAO-Signatory working groups are meeting in 
early May to prepare for a summit scheduled to 
take place from May 14 to 18. The summit will 
decide the fate of the Peace Process Steering Team 
(PPST) and how the Union Peace Conference — 
21st Century Panglong (UPC) will move forward 
before 2020.

About MIPS 

Myanmar Institute for Peace and Security (MIPS) is a non-governmental, non-partisan,  independent 
research-based policy “think-and-do-tank” aiming to support the peace process and security transition, 
working closely with principal stakeholders.

info@mips-mm.org www.mips-mm.org +95 9 768 208 700
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OVERVIEW
• The AA attempted fewer large-scale attacks on Tatmadaw columns in May while the Tatmadaw 

ramped up counter-insurgency operations with village sweeps. Almost all armed clashes occurred 
within a three-mile radius from one or more villages in northern Rakhine State. The ongoing dynam-
ics put more civilians at greater risk for harm.

• An EAO summit failed to reach any significant decisions, but the meeting exposed an internal rift 
after the KNU stated a willingness to quit the PPST. A last-minute intervention by the RCSS chair-
person temporarily prevented the collapse of the PPST.

• The Tatmadaw’s ceasefire extension in the North appeared firmly in place in May, and a major esca-
lation in Shan or Kachin states remains unlikely at this time. Meanwhile, the reluctance of the KIA, 
TNLA, and MNDAA to engage the Tatmadaw in solidarity with the AA has weakened the viability 
of the military alliance.

• The Tatmadaw, in apparent coordination with India, reportedly attacked the NSCN-K and may 
continue to exert pressure until the beleaguered group is no longer a significant military threat.

• No clashes were reported between the RCSS and coalition formed by the TNLA and SSPP for a sec-
ond month. The ceasefire will likely hold so long as all parties remain in their current positions, but 
the underlying causes of the conflict remain unaddressed.

• A single clash took place between the RCSS and Tatmadaw in May, but both sides considered it mi-
nor and there is little risk for escalation.

• Pro-KNU sources accused the Tatmadaw of shooting civilians in Kyaukki Township, Bago Region in 
May, however MIPS is still verifying the details.
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1 TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS and consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide.

SECURITY
Increased Number of Clashes in Rakhine Raises Nationwide Total 

At least 79 armed clashes and 13 incidents involv-
ing mines or Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) 
took place in May for a total of 92 armed incidents 
nationwide, up from 64 in April, according to in-
formation logged in the Township-based Conflict 
Monitoring System (TCMS). 1 The total increase 
was attributable to more frequent clashes between 
the Tatmadaw and Arakan Army/United League of 
Arakan (AA/ULA), since the number of clashes in 
Shan State declined amid the Tatmadaw’s unilateral 
ceasefire extension in the North. Although the Tat-
madaw and AA fought nearly every day in May, the 
clashes were overall shorter and less intense than 
in previous months. Almost all armed clashes oc-
curred within a three-mile radius of one or more 
villages in northern Rakhine State. Accordingly, 

Kyauktaw, Mrauk U, and Ponnagyun townships 
in Rakhine State experienced the highest number 
of armed clashes in May compared to all other 
townships nationwide. For the second month in a 
row, no clashes took place between the Restoration 
Council of Shan State/Shan State Army (RCSS/
SSA) and the coalition formed by the Shan State 
Progress Party/Shan State Army (SSPP/SSA) and 
Ta’ang National Liberation Army/Palaung State 
Liberation Front (TNLA/PSLF). Only a handful 
of clashes in Shan State were recorded between the 
Tatmadaw and Kachin Independence Army (KIA) 
and the Tatmadaw and TNLA. No clashes were re-
corded in Kachin State. It appears that the quasi 
ceasefire in Kachin and Shan states remains in ef-
fect.

AA Carries Out Fewer Large-Scale Attacks as Tatmadaw’s Counterinsurgency 
Intensifies

The AA attempted fewer large-scale attacks on se-
curity forces in May, focusing more on ambushes, 
while the Tatmadaw assumed a classic counterin-
surgency approach by conducting exhaustive vil-
lage sweeps and searching potential AA hideouts in 
forested areas. Since January 2019, the Tatmadaw 
has regularly discovered and dismantled AA camps 
and training grounds hidden in the jungle, but no 
such incidents were reported in May. Operations 
targeting AA hideouts and potential bases in the 
jungle yielded little success because the Tatmadaw 
did not locate any such bases in northern Rakh-
ine State. The Tatmadaw may have already cap-
tured or destroyed many of the AA’s camps, and 

the ongoing drought conditions in Rakhine State 
have likely made it more difficult for the AA to find 
water in the mountainous areas, especially around 
the Mrauk U and Kyauktaw areas, deepening the 
Ethnic Armed Organization’s (EAO) reliance on 
villages. The majority of clashes throughout the 
month occurred near villages, signaling that the 
AA is primarily operating and receiving logistical 
support from those villages. The Tatmadaw’s wid-
ened use of classic counter-insurgency tactics and 
the AA’s village-based operations will increase the 
risk for harm to civilians and consequently inten-
sify Rakhine animosity toward the Tatmadaw and 
government. The ongoing conflict will also con-
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2 Myanmar army rounds up hundreds of Rakhine villagers for questioning. (2019, May 01). RFA. https://www.rfa.org/english/news/
myanmar/rakhine-villages-05012019152334.html

3 Khin Khin Ei., & Wai Mar Tun. (2019, May 02). Myanmar army kills six detained Rakhine villagers and offers ‘Impossible’ explana-
tion. RFA. https://www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/myanmar-army-kills-six-detained-rakhine-villagers-05022019164221.
html

tinue to wreak havoc on the region’s economy and 
development.

While the number of clashes between the AA and 
Tatmadaw increased in April, the fighting was 
less intense since the AA appeared to launch only 
one major attack on security forces. Instead, the 
AA carried out numerous smaller-scale ambush-
es before retreating to nearby villages to mingle 
among civilians. On May 4, for example, the 
AA launched a sophisticated ambush on a Tat-
madaw convoy in Mrauk U Township, cutting 
off the last vehicle from the others. On May 26, 
the AA ambushed Tatmadaw soldiers crossing a 
river between Kyauktaw and Paletwa Townships. 
Two Tatmadaw majors, both the commander and 
deputy commander of their battalion, were killed 
when an RPG struck their boat, according to 
MIPS sources.

The majority of other ambushes failed as the Tat-
madaw managed to counterattack, at times killing 
AA fighters. Near Pyin Chaung village in Buthid-
aung Township, for instance, the Tatmadaw beat 
back an AA ambush, forcing the AA to leave be-
hind five dead fighters. AA fighters are trained to 
remove their dead and usually try very hard to do 
so. A MIPS source also described an instance in 
which retreating AA soldiers left behind supplies, 
including lunch packs containing a variety of 
meals, suggesting that multiple individual house-
holds from nearby villages had prepared the lunch-
es for the soldiers.

In the months preceding May, the AA mobilized 
large contingents of fighters to launch heavy at-
tacks on Tatmadaw columns. The tactic left con-
centrated numbers of AA fighters exposed to heavy 
Tatmadaw artillery and airstrikes. The Tatmadaw’s 
sustained use of heavy firepower might have pre-
vented or deterred the AA from launching such 
frequent large-scale attacks in May. On May 12, 
the AA launched a limited ambush in southern Ra-
khine State for the second time. The AA may try 
to open a front in southern Rakhine State to relieve 
Tatmadaw pressure in the north. Public support for 
the AA in southern Rakhine State, however, is less 
significant than in the north.

The Tatmadaw is also sustaining losses. Based on 
information from various sources, MIPS estimates 
that at least 15 Tatmadaw soldiers were killed in 
northern Rakhine and southern Chin states in 
May. Sources also said that a number of Tatmadaw 
soldiers suffered from heat stroke due to extreme 
weather conditions.

The Tatmadaw conducted raids on multiple vil-
lages suspected of harboring AA fighters, espe-
cially after fighting took place nearby. On April 
30, the Tatmadaw entered Kyauk Tan village in 
Rathedaung Township, Rakhine State to search 
for suspected fighters. The soldiers then detained 
275 men between the ages of 15 and 50. 2 Two 
days later, media reported that six of the detained 
men were killed and another eight were wounded. 3 
Rakhine nationalists, human rights advocates, and 
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4 Moe Myint. (2019, June 03). Five Civilians killed by artillery shelling in N. Rakhine. (2019, June 03). The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/burma/five-civilians-confirmed-dead-rakhine-rescue-team.html

5 Missing villagers still a mystery after four months. (2019, May 27). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/en/news/
missing-villagers-still-mystery-after-four-months#.XOyYIxJQc8Y.twitter

6 Nan Lwin. (2019, May 31). 20 civilians killed in clashes between army, AA since January, Gov’t says. (2019, May 31). The Irrawad-
dy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/20-civilians-killed-clashes-army-aa-since-january-govt-says.html

7 Kyaw Zaw Win., & Thant Zin Oo. (2019, June 04). Arakan army soldiers stop boats, seize rice Myanmar’s Chin state. RFA. https://
www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/rice-06042019165613.html

other members of the international community 
immediately decried the killings, accusing the Tat-
madaw of arbitrary arrest and execution. The Tat-
madaw explained that the detainees attacked the 
security forces, prompting the soldiers and police 
to fire upon the crowd as a last resort.

A source on the ground in northern Rakhine State 
told MIPS that a man with mental-illness was 
among the 275 detainees. At 02:00 on the morn-
ing of May 2, the man became upset and began 
shouting, causing a commotion in the crowd. The 
Tatmadaw and police fired into the crowd as some 
began to run. Four detainees managed to escape, 
according to the same source.

Conflict dynamics on the ground are putting civil-
ians increasingly at risk of serious harm or death. 
First, clashes that occur near villages expose civil-
ians to stray munitions and Unexploded Ordi-
nance (UXO). 4 On May 11, a 12-year-old student 
was killed when she came in contact with an unex-
ploded artillery shell in Kyauktaw Township. There 
has also been a steady rise in the number of civil-
ians killed by mines and IEDs. On May 3, a mine 
killed a man in Mrauk U Township, and on May 
21 two ethnic Mro men were wounded by a mine 
in Kyauktaw Township. According to MIPS sourc-
es, roadside IEDs are also increasingly common. 

On May 31, a bus carrying 44 passengers along 
the Yangon-Sittwe road in Myebon Township trig-
gered an IED as it pulled over to let another vehicle 
pass. No one was injured.

Targeted killings also persist. In Rathedaung Town, 
the son of a Tatmadaw soldier from Battalion 536 
was murdered on May 16. On May 20, a young 
man who had reportedly defected from the AA was 
allegedly captured and hauled off by AA fighters. 
More arrests, disappearances, and killings across 
northern Rakhine State are likely. 5 According to 
government spokesperson U Zaw Htay, a total 
of 20 civilians have been killed and another 43 
wounded during the past five months of fighting 
between the AA and security forces. 6 On June 6, 
the RFA reported that 54 civilians were killed and 
another 100 wounded during the course of the 
conflict. 7

Villagers are also being subjected to detention and 
severe restrictions. The AA’s presence among villag-
ers makes it more difficult to discern fighters from 
civilians, and the Tatmadaw has responded to this 
by conducting more rigorous household checks 
and interrogations of fighting-age men as well as 
people suspected of harboring or aiding the AA. In 
May, Amnesty International accused the Tatmadaw 
of “war crimes and other human rights violations” 
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8 Myanmar: Military commits war crimes in latest operation in Rakhine state. (2019, May 28). Amnesty International. https://www.
amnesty.ca/news/%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8Bmyanm
ar-military-commits-war-crimes-latest-operation-rakhine-state

9 Army rice restrictions add to suffering of Paletwa villagers, IDP. (2019, May 29). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.
net/en/news/army-rice-restrictions-add-suffering-paletwa-villagers-idp?fbclid=IwAR2qORX-QpVKlTf7ozv2tS7W01SJ5E5hY-
1ijNLbjsX2SIsFzwjKcQYVsrgY#.XO4AXoxHh3s.facebook

10 Chin Human Rights Organization. (2019, May 24). Tatmadaw invites widespread forced labour demands on Chin civilians in 
effort to keep light infantry division stocked with food supplies. https://www.facebook.com/ChinHumanRightsOrganization/
posts/2392326954152169

11 Arakan state’s rice output decreases this year (DMG). (2019, May 21). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/en/news/
arakan-states-rice-output-decreases-year-dmg#.XONrH_agAWE.twitter

12 Steel for Kalandan bridge deemed unusable. (2019, May 27). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/en/news/steel-ka-
landan-bridge-deemed-unusable#.XOtuF30kK8s.twitter

committed during its operations against the AA. 8 
These dynamics will leave more civilians caught in 
the middle of the conflict as the AA also scrutinizes 
suspected informants or government sympathizers.

In Paletwa Township, the Tatmadaw is restrict-
ing the supply of rice to prevent food supplies 
from reaching the AA, causing severe hardships 
for local residents. 9 It is also reportedly paying 
Paletwa villagers to serve as porters, but residents 
report being forced to do so. 10 At the time of 
writing, the Tatmadaw is monitoring but not re-
stricting the supply of rice in northern Rakhine 
State, while the government continues to block 
international aid and access to civilians affected 
by the conflict.

The prolonged conflict between the AA and Tat-
madaw has unsurprisingly caused negative eco-
nomic consequences for the region. In Rakhine 
State, the year’s overall rice production was severely 
reduced, preventing growers from exporting rice 
to Bangladesh and China. 11 In Paletwa Township, 

progress on an Indian-backed road and bridge 
project faced further delay after engineers deemed a 
steel shipment unusable. 12 The steel was on a boat 
burned by the AA in March. The armed conflict 
will likely continue to incur damage to planned de-
velopment projects and the local economy.

On June 2, up to 400 AA fighters managed to cor-
ner a Tatmadaw unit along the riverfront in Min-
bya Township, but the Tatmadaw’s reinforcement 
and artillery barrage prevented the AA from over-
running its unit. The incident demonstrates that 
the AA is still capable of mounting large attacks 
with the aim of encircling and destroying Tatmad-
aw columns, but such attacks may become increas-
ingly less frequent. The AA also appears to be sus-
taining ammunition supplies. Although the AA has 
not proven capable of arming all potential recruits 
in northern Rakhine, sources told MIPS that the 
AA’s firepower from small arms remains unabated. 
Frequent clashes, ambushes, artillery strikes, IED 
incidents, and harm to civilians will continue in 
the coming months.
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13 Kachin groups and Gov’t make plans to repatriate IDPs. (2019, May 24). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/en/
news/kachin-groups-and-govt-make-plans-repatriate-idps

14 Kohima. (2019, May 17). Another setback to Naga rebels in Myanmar; camps busted amid gun-battle. Northeast Now. https://
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15 Chit Min Tun. (2019, June 05). Naga armed group refuse to sign NCA. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/
naga-armed-group-refuse-sign-nca.html

Ceasefire Largely Holds in the North

The Tatmadaw’s unilateral cessation of military 
activities in the north remained firmly in place in 
May, with only a handful of minor incidents be-
tween security forces and the TNLA and KIA in 
Shan State. On May 1, for example, the KIA at-
tempted to take back a temporary camp in Muse 
Township that it had lost the previous month. 
The attack failed. On May 8 and 9, the KIA and 
Tatmadaw encountered one another in Mongmit 
Township, leading to several bouts of gunfight-
ing. The Tatmadaw and TNLA clashed six times 
in May, but four of the clashes were confined to 

Namhsan Township, Shan State. All of the clash-
es were minor and short in duration. No clashes 
were reported in Kachin State, where the securi-
ty situation continues to show signs of improve-
ment.13

At the time of writing in early June, reports indi-
cate that the Tatmadaw is shelling a KIA position 
in Hpakant Township, Kachin State. Despite this, 
a major escalation in Kachin or Shan State remains 
unlikely while the Tatmadaw’s ceasefire is in place, 
but sporadic clashes may continue.

Tatmadaw Exerts More Pressure on the NSCN-K

The Tatmadaw continued to apply military pres-
sure on the National Socialist Council of Naga-
land-Khaplang (NSCN-K), with Indian media re-
porting Tatmadaw raids on two NSCN-K camps 
in the remote borderlands of Sagaing Region. 
14 MIPS was able to verify that at least one clash 
took place between the Tatmadaw and NSCN-K 
on May 16. The Tatmadaw began pressuring the 
NSCN-K in January 2018 by seizing its headquar-
ters in Taga, Sagaing Region. It then went on to 
raid several camps belonging to armed groups from 
India’s northeast that are hosted by the NSCN-K. 
The move was likely in exchange for India’s coop-
eration in preventing AA infiltration in Indian ter-
ritory. India has long asked the Tatmadaw to clear 
out the northeast groups taking sanctuary across 
the border in Sagaing Region.

In early June, the NSCN-K announced that it 
will not sign the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement 
(NCA), with NSCN-K spokesperson Joseph Lam 
Kan deriding the Tatmadaw for pressuring the 
group to sign. 15 The Tatmadaw’s current strategy, 
however, is likely to apply gradual military pres-
sure until the NSCN-K is no longer militarily sig-
nificant, rather than pressure the group into join-
ing the NCA path. From India’s perspective, the 
NSCN-K will enjoy more protection if it signs 
the NCA. The Tatmadaw’s desire for India’s coop-
eration in its campaign against the AA may likely 
compel the Tatmadaw to act in line with India’s in-
terests. The Tatmadaw may become more open to 
the NSCN-K signing the NCA if the latter gives 
up its demand for a contiguous cross-border Naga 
homeland.
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17 Hom Hurng. (2019, May 23). Arms excluded from Shan revolution day parade. Shan Herald Agency for News. https://english.
shannews.org/archives/19161

RCSS and SSPP Pledge Ceasefire

The RCSS and SSPP released a joint statement on 
May 11 reaffirming a ceasefire in Shan State.16 The 
statement explained that both sides agreed to cease 
hostilities upon multiple requests from Shan monks, 
civilians, civil society members, and political parties. 
The two sides also agreed to stop slandering one an-
other. A spokesperson from the SSPP said that the 

two groups will meet to discuss troop placement. 
The continued absence of clashes is a positive devel-
opment, but the underlying causes of the conflict re-
main. The ceasefire should hold so long as all sides 
remain at their current positions, but clashes will like-
ly reignite if the TNLA, SSPP, or RCSS take up new 
positions in northern Shan State once again. 

RCSS and Tatmadaw Clash Once 

The RCSS and Tatmadaw clashed in Mong Ping 
Township, southern Shan State in the middle of May, 
according to MIPS sources. The incident was regard-
ed as minor by both sides and there is little to no 
prospect of a wider escalation between the Tatmad-
aw and RCSS at this time. On May 23, RCSS troops 

marched without arms during a ceremony marking 
the 61st Shan Revolution Day at their headquarters in 
Loi Tai Leng. An RCSS spokesperson said the deci-
sion to exclude arms was made in light of the Tatmad-
aw’s extension of the ceasefire period and intended as 
a demonstration of good will.17 
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Figure 1: Armed incidents from December 2018 to May 2019
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Several Incidents Reported in Kayin State

As many as 19 fighters from a Democratic Karen 
Buddhist Army Splinter (DKBA-Splinter) led by 
Saw Hparr Kaw, the son of Bo Na Ma Kyar, clashed 
with the Border Guard Force (BGF) in Kawkareik 
Township, Kayin State on May 17. The BGF report-
edly captured one fighter and killed another. Then, 
on the morning of May 18, the BGF reportedly 
threatened to restrict the movement of yet another 
DKBA-Splinter as well as local civilians near Mee 
Zaing Mountain, Hpapun State, if the splinter did 
not join the BGF. Hours later, the BGF alleged-
ly fired lightweight mortar rounds at the splinter 
group, injuring a cow. Tensions between the BGF 
and multiple DKBA-Splinters in Kayin State are not 
uncommon and sometimes lead to limited episodes.

On May 12 in Kyaukkyi Township, which lies 
in Bago Region but borders Hpapun Township 
to the west, a local Tatmadaw Lieutenant Colo-
nel allegedly threatened to shoot local villagers if 
they were found walking in groups of more than 
three people. Two days later, the local Tatmadaw 
unit purportedly fired 60mm mortar rounds to 
chase away some civilians. Pro-Karen National 
Union (KNU) sources later accused the Tatmad-
aw of shooting civilians in the area on May 29, 
and reports from the ground indicate that a baby 
was injured by an exploding mortar. MIPS is still 
in the process of verifying the details surrounding 
the reported event.
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Number of armed incidents

Figure 2: Townships affected by armed incidents in May 2019
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Figure 3: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in May  2019 

Meetings Number

JMC Meeting/Workshop 1

KNU and NMSP Meeting 1

Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement and KHCC Meeting 1

NCA-S EAO Summit 1

NRPC and KNPP Meeting 1

Total Number of Meetings 5

Figure 4: Significant meetings related to the peace process in May 2019
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Figure 5: Armed incidents in May 2019

Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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NCA-SIGNATORIES
EAO Summit Yields No Major Result, but Reveals Internal Discord

The ten ethnic Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement 
Signatories (NCA-S) reviewed the structure and 
role of the Peace Process Steering Team (PPST) and 
discussed ways to resume the peace process during 
a special summit in Chiang Mai, Thailand from 
May 14 to 18. The meeting raised the possibili-
ty of a new arrangement among the NCA-S, but 
failed to conclude any substantive agreements. It 
did, however, display the growing rift between the 
KNU and other NCA-S. This division was again 
driven largely by internal KNU dynamics.

The summit began with opening remarks from 
EAO leaders, including RCSS Chairperson Gener-
al Yawd Serk, who highlighted the lack of progress 
achieved since the NCA was signed in 2015. 18 Par-
ticipants then spent the first three days reviewing 
the suggestions generated by the working groups. 
The EAOs were unable to make any decisions in 
that time.

On the fourth day, KNU lead-representative to the 
PPST, General Secretary Padoh Saw Tadoh Moo, 
highlighted the PPST’s shortcomings and the failed 
efforts to reform its structure. 19 The KNU then in-
formed the other NCA-S of its intention to leave 
the PPST and proposed forming the Peace Process 
Consultative Meeting (PPCM). 20 The KNU de-
scribed the PPCM as a coordination body respon-

sible for finding common ground rather than a de-
cision-making body, and said that the PPCM will 
also include the non-signatories to the NCA.

The KNU’s desire to quit the PPST and form the 
PPCM appears rooted in events surrounding the 
lead-up and fallout of the special 10+10 meeting 
among the EAOs, government, and Tatmadaw 
held in October 2018. Initially, the PPST wavered 
over whether to join the 10+10 meeting. The de-
cision to attend was ultimately made by the body’s 
then incumbent leader, KNU Chairperson Saw 
Mutu Say Poe, despite a request from the KNU’s 
Standing Committee to delay the meeting for two 
weeks. Elements within the KNU dissatisfied with 
the peace process were dismayed by Saw Mutu Say 
Poe’s unilateral decision to attend the special meet-
ing without delay—a decision they believed was 
made without their consent. The KNU members 
in favor of delaying the special 10+10 meeting were 
further alarmed by the decisions then made during 
the meeting. These internal dynamics soon led to 
the KNU’s suspension of formal peace talks.

The continuity of these internal KNU dynamics 
affected the recent EAO summit in Chiang Mai. 
In the aftermath of the 10+10 summit, the KNU 
changed its representation in the PPST by replac-
ing Chairperson Saw Mutu Say Poe with General 
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21 Kyaw Kha. (2019, March 08). Key players in peace process steering team step down. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/
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Secretary Padoh Saw Tadoh Moo. 21 Some mem-
bers of the PPST, however, saw KNU Vice-Chair-
person Padoh Kwe Htoo Win as a valuable negoti-
ator and introduced a rule allowing each group to 
invite a special guest. The new rule meant that the 
vice-chairperson could still attend the meeting and 
therefore influence the direction of the PPST with-
out the full endorsement of the KNU’s Standing 
Committee.

Consequently, the KNU, as well as the RCSS, 
felt that it had been forced into certain arrange-
ments and lost its autonomy as a member of the 
PPST. As a prescription, the KNU proposed the 
PPCM as a way to continue inter-EAO coordina-
tion while affording more autonomy to individual 
groups. The KNU’s proposal, however, was met by 
opposition from the smaller EAOs concerned that 
their voices will be downgraded if a shift is made 
from the PPST to the PPCM. The smaller groups 
also fear that decisions made at the PPCM will be 
non-binding. EAO officials skeptical of the PPCM 

proposal questioned the practicality and viability of 
a non-binding, all-inclusive approach in the peace 
process.

With the PPST on the verge of collapse, RCSS 
Chairperson General Yawd Serk proposed a 
last-minute solution to extend the discussion and 
hold a subsequent summit. General Yaw Serk me-
diated the situation by supporting the formation 
of the PPCM while simultaneously suggesting that 
the PPST continue its work, thereby avoiding a 
breakdown. The KNU accepted the RCSS Chair-
person’s suggestion as fair and decided to suspend 
its resignation from the PPST while continuing 
with its effort to establish the PPCM.

The summit then concluded with three points: The 
PPST will continue with its work, a working team 
will be formed to study the PPCM proposal, and 
the ongoing peace process should not be disrupted. 
The EAOs could spend about three months look-
ing at the PPCM proposal.
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Northern Alliance and NRPC Fail to Meet

A meeting planned for May 24 and 25 among 
the Northern Alliance, National Reconciliation 
and Peace Center (NRPC), and Tatmadaw was 
cancelled after both sides failed to agree on the 
location of the meeting. 22 The AA cited con-
cern for the safety of its delegates, but Tatmadaw 
spokesperson Brigadier General Zaw Min Tun 
rebuffed the notion, explaining that the Tatmad-
aw has never harmed an EAO leader during ne-
gotiations. 23 At the time of writing, both sides 
have not yet agreed on a location for the next 
round of talks.

MIPS also assesses that there is an ongoing uneas-
iness among the four members of the Northern 
Alliance. In April, the AA, TNLA, and Myanmar 
National Democratic Alliance Army (MNDAA) 
threatened to take joint military action if the Tat-

madaw’s offensive against the AA continued, but no 
such action has occurred despite ongoing clashes. 
The KIA’s signature was conspicuously absent from 
the statement. The security situation in Kachin 
continues to show signs of improvement, and the 
KIA has showed little appetite for escalation with 
the Tatmadaw since the latter halted its offensive 
in Kachin State in May 2018. Given the Tatmad-
aw’s two-month extension of the ceasefire in the 
North, the TNLA and MNDAA may also avoid 
a confrontation with the Tatmadaw. TNLA Sec-
retary, Brigadier General Tar Bone Kyaw, recent-
ly acknowledged that the TNLA could be blamed 
for any escalation since the Tatmadaw announced 
a unilateral ceasefire. Meanwhile, sources said the 
Tatmadaw is carefully studying the bilateral cease-
fire proposal provided by the KIA during the last 
peace talk held on April 30.

About MIPS 

Myanmar Institute for Peace and Security (MIPS) is a non-governmental, non-partisan,  independent 
research-based policy “think-and-do-tank” aiming to support the peace process and security transition, 
working closely with principal stakeholders.

info@mips-mm.org www.mips-mm.org +95 9 768 208 700

22 Army may join meeting of northern military alliance and NRPC. (2019, May 22). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.
net/en/news/army-may-join-meeting-northern-military-alliance-and-nrpc

23 Htet Naing Zaw. (2019, May 27). Not a hair on their heads will be harmed: Tatmadaw. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.
com/news/burma/not-hair-heads-will-harmed-tatmadaw.html
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OVERVIEW
• The AA is carrying out fewer large-scale attacks against the Tatmadaw compared to previous months.  

Intense clashes took place in June after the AA carried out a large-scale ambush between Minbya and   
Mrauk U, but clashes elsewhere were short in duration and less intense. The Tatmadaw is likely concentrating  
its operations to chase after a large AA contingent in the mountains northeast of Minbya.

• The government-imposed mobile internet shut down in northern Rakhine and southern Chin states 
is likely to disrupt the AA’s command and control. Nevertheless, propaganda on social media and the 
flow of information from northern Rakhine State were not significantly affected.

• A rising toll of dead and displaced civilians, in addition to human rights abuses in conflict zones, is 
increasing Rakhine people’s animosity toward the government, Tatmadaw, and the Bamar people.

• A large number of fighters from a faction of a DKBA Splinter surrendered after clashing with the 
Tatmadaw and BGF, rendering the faction inviable.

• The Tatmadaw attacked some Northern Alliance positions before proposing bilateral ceasefires that 
require the groups to leave those areas.

• Details from the government’s confidential bilateral ceasefire proposals to the TNLA, AA, and 
MNDAA were leaked, but no details about the KIA’s proposal emerged. The discrepancy highlights 
the Northern Alliance’s different approaches.

• Despite its proposal to form the PPCM in May, the KNU leadership has not yet reached an agree-
ment on the issue, leading to further delay.

• The NCA-Signatories expressed a desire to convene the UPC in 2019, despite the KNU’s absence 
from an informal UPDJC meeting. The government is now beginning to plan the next UPC.

• The NDAA’s ceasefire celebration demonstrated the concept of autonomy within the Union, and the 
group now says it is willing to sign the NCA.
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1 TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS and consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide.

SECURITY
Fewer Armed Clashes in Rakhine But More Clashes in Shan Keep Nationwide 
Total Up

At least 68 armed clashes and 15 incidents involv-
ing mines or Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) 
took place in June for a total of 83 armed incidents 
nationwide, down from 92 in May, according to in-
formation logged in the Township-based Conflict 
Monitoring System (TCMS). 1 Although 23 fewer 
clashes were recorded between the Arakan Army/
United League of Arakan (AA/ ULA) and Tatmad-
aw, more clashes involving the Northern Alliance 
groups, particularly the Ta’ang National Liberation 
Army/Palaung State Liberation Front (TNLA/
PSLF), kept the nationwide total high. Due to 
fighting involving the TNLA, Kutkai Township 
in Shan State experienced the highest number of 

clashes in June compared with all other townships. 
The second and third highest number of clashes 
took place in Mrauk U and Minbya Townships, re-
spectively, where the AA and Tatmadaw engaged in 
a series of intense clashes after a major AA ambush. 
All other clashes in Rakhine State were limited in 
duration and intensity. For the third month in a 
row, no clashes were recorded between the Res-
toration Council of Shan State/Shan State Army 
(RCSS/SSA) and the coalition formed by the Shan 
State Progress Party/ Shan State Army (SSPP/SSA) 
and TNLA. Two clashes, however, took place be-
tween the RCSS and Tatmadaw, but the situation 
poses little risk for escalation.

Tatmadaw Gains Momentum After Repelling Large-Scale AA Attack

The total number of clashes between the AA and 
Tatmadaw declined in June despite a series of in-
tense clashes involving a large contingent of AA 
fighters operating between Mrauk U and Minbya 
towns. On June 2, up to 400 AA fighters in the 
area attacked and cornered a Tatmadaw battalion 
along the Lay Myo river. After repelling the attack 
with reinforcements and artillery, the Tatmadaw 
seized the initiative, chasing the AA contingent 
into the jungle where it discovered more AA bases. 
With the retreating AA unit under heavy pressure, 
AA fighters elsewhere carried out smaller ambush-
es, including a rocket attack on the outskirts of 
Sittwe, in a likely attempt to relieve pressure from 
their embattled comrades. The AA’s June 2 attack 

proved to be its only successful large-scale ambush 
of the month.

The AA’s success in recruiting new fighters has driv-
en a significant need for arms and ammunition. To 
meet these requirements, the AA launched multiple 
large-scale attacks on Tatmadaw columns and bases 
beginning in January 2019. These attacks aimed to 
encircle and destroy Tatmadaw units and capture 
their weapons and ammunition. The Tatmadaw 
responded each time with heavy artillery barrages 
and airstrikes targeting the concentrated numbers 
of AA fighters. In May 2019, the AA managed to 
carry out only one large-scale ambush, possibly be-
cause Tatmadaw firepower had deterred it from do-
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3 Htet Naing Zaw. (2019, June 24). AA naval attack kills 2 Tatmadaw fighters. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/
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ing so. Instead, the AA appeared to focus more on 
small-scale, hit-and-run ambushes launched from 
nearby villages where AA fighters hid and sought 
local support. Sources said that most of these small-
scale ambushes were not effective.

Then, on June 2, as many as 400 AA fighters con-
verged on a Tatmadaw unit on the eastern bank of 
the Lay Myo river near Myaung Bwe, a tiny town 
halfway between Minbya and Mrauk U towns. Fir-
ing from atop a series of small hills, the AA pinned 
the Tatmadaw unit against the river bank. The Tat-
madaw fired heavy artillery and sent a two-pronged 
contingent of reinforcements, repelling the AA after 
nearly 12 hours of sustained fighting. The Tatmad-
aw did not, however, conduct airstrikes, a decision 
that drew criticism from its rank and file soldiers, 
according to MIPS sources. Sources also said that 
more than 20 Tatmadaw soldiers, including the 
battalion commander, were killed in the battle.

MIPS sources said that during the clash the AA 
tried multiple times to overrun the Tatmadaw unit 
but were pushed back by the besieged battalion and 
barrages from reinforcements across the river. At 
night, the AA managed to drag the bodies of its 
own fighters as well as Tatmadaw soldiers to its side 
of the battlefield. While the AA usually makes a 
great effort to carry away its dead, taking pictures 
of dead Tatmadaw soldiers has become a critical 
part of its psychological operations aimed to boost 
the morale of its fighters and supporters. The two 
sides clashed again the next day four miles to the 
south. Development Media Group published a 
horrific account of civilians injured and killed on 
June 3 when the roof of a monastery they took shel-
ter in was blown off. 2 In the following days, Tat-

madaw units attempted to lure the retreating AA 
contingent into another fight by maneuvering in 
the open nearby. The plan succeeded, and on June 
16, roughly 200 AA fighters attempted an ambush 
about six miles to the northeast of Myaung Bwe. A 
concealed Tatmadaw unit then struck the AA from 
the south, and together with artillery attacks forced 
the AA to flee after sustaining casualties. According 
to MIPS sources, the AA left one dead body behind 
and carried as many as 20 wounded fighters off 
into the mountains. With its momentum building, 
the Tatmadaw pursued the AA into the mountains.

Although slowed by the rain and mines left by the 
retreating fighters, the Tatmadaw pursued the AA 
deeper into the mountains where sources said it 
found at least two fortified camps with over 100 
dug-in positions. The Tatmadaw conducted mul-
tiple airstrikes against the newly discovered moun-
tain hideouts, likely inflicting multiple casualties. 
The AA in the area are likely struggling to carry 
and care for their wounded given the rough terrain 
and wet season conditions. The Tatmadaw appears 
to be continuing its operations to chase out the 
fighters in the area. 

To relieve pressure on their comrades embattled in 
the mountains, AA fighters carried out small am-
bushes and attacks elsewhere to little or no effect. 
In the most high-profile example of the month, 
the AA fired 107mm rockets at a navy tugboat an-
chored near Sittwe, killing two Tatmadaw sailors 
on June 22. 3 Most of the other ambushes, how-
ever, were short in duration and inflicted few Tat-
madaw casualties. Other bigger attempts to attack 
the Tatmadaw were repelled. In Ponnagyun Town-
ship on June 5, for example, the Tatmadaw repelled 
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an AA attack and reportedly captured nine dead 
bodies along with five AA weapons. 

Neither the government nor Tatmadaw have 
changed their position on the AA’s presence in 
Rakhine State while the AA retains its strong pop-
ular support and appears capable of receiving its 
supplies from nearby villages. The Tatmadaw in-
serted more soldiers into Rakhine State in June, 
and the full onset of the monsoon did not signifi-
cantly slow operations on either side. Fresh rains 
will make it easier for AA fighters to find water in 

the mountains, and the Tatmadaw may seek and 
target remaining AA hideouts hidden in forested 
areas. Small hit-and-run ambushes will continue, 
but the AA may attempt fewer large-scale, head-
to-head attacks on Tatmadaw units. It may also 
attempt to strike vulnerable targets outside of its 
current Area of Operations (AO) to relieve pres-
sure on its forces in the Minbya-Mrauk U area. 
Meanwhile, the Tatmadaw will attempt to contin-
ue with its momentum against the AA, and signif-
icant violence, including severe harm to civilians, 
will continue.

Mobile Internet Shutoff Aims to Disrupt AA Operations, Sparks Widespread 
Concern

The government-imposed internet blackout on 
June 21 was likely intended to disrupt the AA’s 
command and control structure, but drew imme-
diate criticism and concern that it could proceed 
widespread human rights abuses. Despite the cut-
off, several high-profile incidents of abuse were re-
ported in June, including the deaths of two men 
interrogated by the Tatmadaw. In addition to a 
growing number of dead and displaced civilians, 
these factors will likely increase Rakhine people’s 
animosity toward the government, Tatmadaw, and 
the Bamar people.

On June 21, the government ordered telecom-
munications companies to shut down mobile in-
ternet services in nine townships across northern 
Rakhine and southern Chin states.4 The suspen-
sion, which did not include calling or SMS, drew 
immediate criticism from national and interna-
tional civil society, social media users, and private 

businesses. On June 24, UN Special Rapporteur 
on the situation of human rights in Myanmar 
suggested that the blackout could be used as cov-
er for impending human rights abuses, a notion 
echoed by many national and international ob-
servers. The Tatmadaw later said that the intent of 
the blackout was to curb hate speech and ethnic 
animosity.

In reality, the Tatmadaw and government likely or-
dered the mobile internet shutdown to disrupt the 
AA’s real-time communications between leaders in 
Lai Zar, Kachin State, and fighters on the ground 
in Rakhine and Chin states. According to MIPS 
sources, AA fighters use mobile-based location ser-
vices to upload their movements as well as Tatmad-
aw positions to their commanders in real time. AA 
leaders view the stream of information on multiple 
monitors in a ‘war room’ in Lai Zar with assistance 
from about 20 technicians.
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Despite the mobile internet shutdown, MIPS mon-
itors have not detected any significant decrease in 
conflict-related information coming from Rakhine 
State, including reports of abuses. There are several 
reasons to explain this. First, some offices and ho-
tels in major towns like Mrauk U and Kyauktaw 
are still connected to wired broadband internet. AA 
operatives, supporters, or activists can call or text 
information to these areas, or physically travel to 
them and upload information. They can also access 
the internet in Sittwe, where mobile internet is not 
restricted. Sources on the ground also told MIPS 
that service is still available atop some elevated ar-
eas. In Maungdaw Township, Ooredoo services are 
still online, pushing the price of an Ooredoo SIM 
card to 10,000 MMK, about ten times higher than 
the regular price. AA fighters in the border areas 
can also likely access Bangladeshi networks.

On June 19, the Tatmadaw detained a 28-year-old 
resident from Mrauk U named Zaw Win Hlaing 
on suspicion of being an AA member. 5 Zaw Win 
Hlaing was allegedly tortured by Tatmadaw sol-
diers who beat him using longyis filled with rocks, 
and later died on July 3. On June 24, the Tatmad-
aw released the body of a man who was one of ten 
detainees arrested on June 21 in Mrauk U Town-
ship. 6 Tatmadaw spokesperson Brigadier General 
Zaw Min Tun denied the use of torture but said 

accusations about Zaw Win Hlaing would be in-
vestigated.

The Tatmadaw also carried out searches of sus-
pected AA hideouts and supply stashes, including 
multiple raids on local monasteries. On June 21, 
for example, the Tatmadaw said it discovered some 
explosive materials, uniforms, and food at a mon-
astery in Mrauk U Township. 7 It also continued 
to round up, detain, and interrogate dozens of sus-
pected AA fighters and supporters. Reports of such 
incidents continued unabated following the mobile 
internet shutdown across nine townships. Informa-
tion about wounded, killed, and displaced civilians 
also continued to flow following the shutdown.8 

An estimated 40,000 civilians in northern Rakh-
ine and southern Chin have been displaced by the 
conflict since December 2018. 9 In June, MIPS re-
corded at least three civilians injured by IEDs and 
Unexploded Ordinance (UXO) in Rakhine State. 
In addition to the increasing number of civilians 
killed and injured, major cases like the internet 
shutdown and the death of Zaw Win Hlaing are 
greatly increasing Rakhine people’s resentment to-
ward the government, Tatmadaw, and the Bamar 
majority. Although the internet blackout did not 
appear to significantly stem the flow of informa-
tion, locals reported difficulties in communicating 
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10 ANP Youth Wing. (2019, June 23). &cdkifjynfe,ftwGif; vufeufudkify#dyu©rsm;aMumihf a'ocHjynfolrsm;\ xdcdkufepfemcsufrsm;. [Status Up-
date]. Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/youthwing.anp/posts/2346339902290528

11 Khin Khin Ei. (2019, June 28). y#dyu©awGu AA tzGJUxJêifatmif wGef;ydkYovdkjzpfaew,fvdkY ALD ygwDokH;oyf. RFA. https://www.rfa.org/
burmese/program_2/aa-rakhine-ald-06282019121511.html?searchterm%3Autf8%3Austring=%20ALD&fbclid=IwAR0DDg-
SMy7rQH8FqpCOsYn2XboW0USJR5teKA4GYfeDAlA5TeKDFt5EIbtw

12 Keenan, P. (2016, November). EBO Background Paper (Report No. 5/2016). EBO Myanmar. https://euroburmaoffice.s3.ama-
zonaws.com/filer_public/b4/f0/b4f0f11d-f75c-4613-a544-677059b441aa/ebo_background_paper_no_5_2016_-_karen_state.
pdf

with family and operating businesses. On June 23, 
a report by the Arakan National Party (ANP), a 
nationalist Rakhine political party, warned that the 
level of public suffering and higher incidence of 
abuse, injury, and death is stirring more animosity. 

10 On June 28 the General Secretary of the Arakan 
League for Democracy (ALD), a Rakhine political 
party with ties to the National League for Democ-
racy (NLD), said that the conflict in Rakhine State 
is pushing Rakhine people to join the AA. 11

DKBA Splinter Surrenders to BGF After Clash

Forty-five fighters from a Democratic Karen Bud-
dhist Army Splinter (DKBA-Splinter) led by the 
monk U Sanda Wara surrendered to the Border 
Guard Force (BGF) in June after two months of 
tensions and multiple armed incidents in Kayin 
State.

The original DKBA broke away from the Karen 
National Liberation Army (KNLA) in 1994 and 
was led by the monk U Thuzana. In 2010, the ma-
jority of the DKBA transformed into the BGF. The 
DKBA’s Brigade 5, however, refused to be trans-
formed and split from the DKBA, later renaming 
itself the Democratic Karen Benevolent Army-Bri-
gade 5 (DKBA-5). The DKBA-5 was officially rec-
ognized by the Tatmadaw as the Karen Klo Htoo 
Baw Organization (KKO) and signed the Nation-
wide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) in 2015.

In 2015, the DKBA-5 expelled two commanders, 
Kyaw Thet and San Aung, who then announced 
the resurrection of the original DKBA, in effect 
creating yet another DKBA-Splinter. 12 A third 

DKBA-5 commander named Bo Bi—who once 
commanded BGF 1012—also left to align himself 
with Kyaw Thet and San Aung.

In May 2019, the BGF 1014 reportedly began 
pressuring a contingent of DKBA-Splinter fighters, 
led by the monk U Sanda Wara, to join the BGF. 
U Sanda Wara is a disciple of U Thuzana and is 
affiliated with Bo Bi. The BGF 1014 and U San-
da Wara’s fighters, likely joined by some of Bo Bi’s 
fighters, clashed on May 18 at Mee Zaing moun-
tain in Hpa An Township, Kayin State.

Then, on June 20, Tatmadaw soldiers from Light 
Infantry Battalion (LIB) 409 and 403 together with 
the BGF 1014 attacked Bo Bi and U Sanda Wara’s 
troops at Mee Zaing Mountain. The troops under 
Bo Bi withdrew the next day toward an area con-
trolled by the KNLA’s Brigade 5. Then, on June 23, 
45 fighters under U Sanda Wara surrendered to the 
BGF 1011 in Hlaingbwe Township, Kayin State. 
A ground source in Kayin indicated that U Sanda 
Wara’s faction sought peace with the BGF and Tat-
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madaw, and surrendered some of its fighters and 
weapons as a part of negotiations. Other U Sanda 
Wara fighters remain in uniform at the Mee Zaing 
Mountain, which is now controlled by the Tatmad-

aw and BGF 1014. The large surrender will likely 
render U Sanda Wara’s faction militarily insignifi-
cant. As many as 200 civilians were displaced and 
several more wounded during the clash in June.

Tatmadaw Attacks Some Northern Alliance Outposts as Prospects for Bilateral 
Ceasefire Grow

The Tatmadaw attacked some Northern Alliance 
positions in Shan and Kachin states in June be-
fore providing the groups with bilateral cease-
fire proposals at a meeting in Mong La on June 
30. Leaked details of the proposals given to the 
TNLA, Myanmar National Democratic Alliance 
Army (MNDAA), and AA show that the Tatmad-
aw requested each group to return to their points 
of origin. The issue is discussed further in a sub-
section below.

As prospects for a bilateral ceasefire grow, the 
Tatmadaw appeared to target Northern Alliance 
camps and outposts that lay beyond areas it deems 

acceptable. In June, the Tatmadaw attacked TNLA 
outposts across several Shan townships outside of 
the Palaung Self-Administered Zone (SAZ). It also 
shelled a Kachin Independence Army (KIA) posi-
tion in Hpakant on June 6, and attacked several 
KIA positions in northern Shan State. MIPS re-
ceived but could not verify reports of three or four 
clashes between the Tatmadaw and MNDAA, but 
a ground source in Shan State said that the Tat-
madaw denied fighting with the MNDAA. The 
Tatmadaw may continue limited efforts to demar-
cate Northern Alliance positions during bilateral 
ceasefire negotiations, even as it claims to uphold 
its unilateral ceasefire in the north.
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Figure 1: Armed incidents from Januay 2019 to June 2019
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Figure 2: Clashes between the AA and Tatmadaw from November 2018 to June 2019
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Number of armed incidents
Figure 3: Townships affected by armed incidents in June 2019
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Figure 4: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in June 2019 

Meetings Number

FPNCC Meeting 1

Peace Commission and China’s Special Envoy Meeting 1

Peace Commission and Northern Alliance Meeting 1

Tatmdaw plus BGF and DKBA (Splinter) Meeting for Negotiation 1

UPDJC Secretaries’ Informal Meeting 1

JMC Meetings/Workshops 5

Total Number of Meetings 10

Figure 4: Significant meetings related to the peace process in June 2019
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Figure 5: Armed incidents in June 2019

Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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13 NRPC meets KIO, MNTJP, PSLF, ULA in Mongla, special region (4). (2019, January 07). NRPC. http://www.nrpc.gov.mm/en/
node/309

14 Lawi Weng. (2019, July 01). Military draft peace deal demands retreat of northern alliance troops. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/militarys-draft-peace-deal-demands-retreat-northern-alliance-troops.html

GOVERNMENT
Tatmadaw Hands Northern Alliance Sealed Ceasefire Proposals, Extends 
Unilateral Ceasefire

The Tatmadaw extended its unilateral ceasefire, 
originally labelled as a cessation of military activ-
ities, until August 31, 2019. The extension, which 
continues to cover Shan and Kachin States, was 
announced following a meeting in which represen-
tatives from the National Reconciliation and Peace 
Center (NRPC) provided bilateral ceasefire pro-
posal drafts to each of the four Northern Alliance 
groups. 13 According to MIPS sources, National 
Democratic Alliance Army (NDAA) Chairperson 
Sai Lin, also known as Lin Mingxian, assisted both 
sides to set up the meeting while he hosted cere-
monies marking the NDAA’s 30th ceasefire anni-
versary.

The Northern Alliance groups had handed the 
government bilateral ceasefire proposals during the 
last meeting between the NRPC and Northern Al-
liance held in Muse, Shan State on April 30, 2019. 
During the meeting on June 30, the NRPC pre-
sented each of the four groups with separate sealed 
counterproposals and asked the groups to keep the 
contents confidential since further negotiations are 
expected. Details of the government’s proposal, 
however, were soon shared and circulated on Face-
book. 14

As per the leak, the government’s proposal asked 
the TNLA to return to Namhsan and Manton, the 
two townships comprising the Palaung SAZ. The 
TNLA’s operations beyond these two townships, 

however, are largely conducted by mobile units 
and not from fixed positions. In June, though, the 
Tatmadaw targeted some TNLA outposts that do 
exist in these areas. The issue is discussed further in 
a separate section above.

The government also asked the MNDAA to return 
its scattered troops to its headquarters at Hong Ai, 
situated in the border area of northeast Shan State, 
and for the AA to return to the site of its birthplace 
in Lai Zar, Kachin State. In return, the Tatmadaw 
offered to withdraw soldiers from its Light Infan-
try Divisions (LID), or mobile strike units, from 
contested areas, including northern Rakhine State.

Notably, details of the proposal handed to the 
Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) were 
not leaked or discussed by members of the KIO 
or its affiliates. Sources told MIPS that the KIO 
has even asked pro-KIO news outlets not to report 
battle news in order to downplay existing clashes 
between the KIA and Tatmadaw. The discrepancy 
is a further indication of the different approaches 
between the KIO and its three alliance partners.

In April, the AA, TNLA, and MNDAA released 
a statement without the KIA that threatened joint 
military action against the Tatmadaw if the latter 
continued its offensive against the AA in Rakhine 
State. Despite the rhetoric, the TNLA and MND-
AA appear hesitant to return to open conflict with 
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15 Mann Nyein Maung. (2019, June 30). EdkifiHjcm;om;awG tBuHay;vdkY wdkif;jynf Nidrf;csrf;oGm;r,f qdkwm usaemf r,kHMunfbl; / Interviewer : Chit 
Min Tun. The Irrawaddy. https://burma.irrawaddy.com/opinion/interview/2019/06/30/196507.html?fbclid=IwAR0ZKCewU-slN-
Vs3P39dMMQd9vJwShW9zyHD0_W44fJYT4EPmKMxPtWk8cw

the Tatmadaw. The Tatmadaw has since twice ex-
tended its ceasefire in the north, likely compelling 
the TNLA and MNDAA to refrain from making 
any such escalation. China also asked these groups 
not to launch military operations close to its border 

in order to maintain stability. Despite their pro-
test against Tatmadaw operations targeting the AA, 
the MNDAA and TNLA may likely avoid launch-
ing military operations in solidarity with the AA 
during the Tatmadaw’s unilateral ceasefire period.

NCA-SIGNATORIES
KNU External Relations Chief Publicly Discusses Internal Dynamics

In an interview with the Irrawaddy on June 30, 
Karen National Union (KNU) External Com-
munications Chief Officer, Padoh Man Nyein 
Maung, highlighted the internal divide within 
the KNU by criticizing KNU General Secretary 
Padoh Saw Tadoh Moo. 15 He said that Padoh 
Saw Tadoh Moo is acting above the authority of 
the KNU Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson. 
He also said that no final decision about quit-
ting the Peace Process Steering Team (PPST) and 
forming the Peace Process Consultative Meeting 

(PPCM) had been reached among the top leader-
ship, meaning that Padoh Saw Tadoh Moo went 
ahead with the proposal during the ethnic armed 
organizations’ (EAO) summit in May without 
full authorization. Padoh Man Nyein Maung also 
criticized the handful of foreign advisors to the 
KNU, saying that they are highly influential and 
believe that the NCA is “useless”. Padoh Man 
Nyein Maung’s comments are a clear indicator of 
the persisting internal divisions within the KNU 
that have affected the peace process.
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NCA-Signatories Step Toward UPC without KNU

The ethnic Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement Sig-
natories (NCA-S) expressed desire to move forward 
with the peace process and convene the next Union 
Peace Conference—21st Century Panglong (UPC) 
before the end of 2019, despite the KNU’s ongoing 
suspension of formal negotiations and complicated 
internal dynamics.

Following the eventful summit in Chiang Mai  
between May 14 and 18, the NCA-S planned a 
subsequent working meeting to continue their re-
view of the PPST and discuss the KNU’s new  
PPCM proposal. The meeting, originally scheduled  
for June 9 and 10, was delayed until June 20 and 21  
after Tatmadaw military attaché Brigadier General  
Khin Zaw asked the Thai military to block the 
meeting. Dismayed by the Tatmadaw’s interference, 
the KNU did not attend the informal Union Peace 
Dialogue Joint Committee (UPDJC) Secretaries’ 
meeting on June 13 and 14 in Yangon. The RCSS, 
however, broke with the KNU by attending the 
meeting alongside the smaller EAOs. The UPDJC 
includes members from the EAOs, government, and 
Tatmadaw and is tasked with convening the UPC.

Although no decisions were made during the infor-
mal UPDJC Secretaries’ meeting, all participants, 
including the RCSS, demonstrated a willingness 
to move forward with the peace process and hold 
the next UPC before the end of the year. Sources 
indicated that the government is now preparing by 
coordinating with the Tatmadaw and parliament to 
hold the UPC.

During the NCA-S working meeting on June 20 
and 21, KNU representatives did not show up to 
provide a scheduled presentation on the PPCM, 
so the remaining groups simply continued with 
their review of the PPST. Although KNU Gen-
eral Secretary Padoh Saw Tadoh Moo proposed 
to replace the PPST with the PPCM during the 
EAO summit in May, the KNU’s leadership had 
not yet made any final agreement on the matter. 
For this reason, the KNU did not present about 
the PPCM during the meeting on June 20 and 
21. The KNU’s internal discord may complicate 
the other EAOs’ efforts to move forward with the 
UPC.

NON-SIGNATORIES
NDAA Ceasefire Celebration Demonstrates Concept of Autonomy without 
Disintegration

The NDAA held large celebrations to mark its 30th 
anniversary of ceasefire with the Tatmadaw at its 
headquarters in Mong La, Special Region 4, from 
June 25 to 30, 2019. Representatives from both 
signatories and non-signatories to the NCA, po-
litical parties, and the government’s Peace Com-
mission (PC) attended the event. MIPS was also 
present during the celebrations. The ceremony 
was marked by gestures that symbolized both the 

NDAA’s autonomy and integration in Myanmar.

At the start of the main ceremony, the Myanmar 
national flag was flown higher than both the Shan 
State and Special Region 4 flags. The parade then 
kicked off with a large banner that said “under the 
guidance of Nainggyandaw”, meaning the central 
government. The first troop of marchers were 
comprised of government staff from the Minis-
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17 Kyaw Kha. (2019, July 01). NDAA chief vows ‘eternal peace’ at 30th anniversary event. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawaddy.
com/news/burma/148120ndaa-chief-vows-eternal-peace-at-30th-anniversary-event.html

try of Border Affairs, symbolizing the role of the 
central government in the region. The parade 
downplayed military displays, focusing more on 
cultural performances. Only about one quarter of 
marchers were security forces who did not display 
heavy weapons.

The NDAA has traditionally maintained good re-
lations with the central government but moved 
even closer after the United Wa State Army 
(UWSA) seized some its territory in September 
2016. The UWSA made an incursion into NDAA 
territory after the latter signaled a willingness to 
join the NCA, a move that the UWSA leadership 

objected to at the time. On June 30, however, 
NDAA information and communications offi-
cer, U Khum Maung, indicated that the NDAA 
is ready to sign the NCA. 16 U Kyi Myint, an ex-
ecutive member of the NDAA’s political wing, 
also told the media that the NDAA would sign 
the NCA “in the presence of foreign dignitaries, 
state leaders and Parliament.” 17 The comments 
indicate that the UWSA no longer objects to the 
NDAA’s signing and that the key members of the 
Federal Political Negotiation and Consultative 
Committee (FPNCC) are now stepping closer to 
the NCA.

About MIPS 

Myanmar Institute for Peace and Security (MIPS) is a non-governmental, non-partisan,  independent 
research-based policy “think-and-do-tank” aiming to support the peace process and security transition, 
working closely with principal stakeholders.
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OVERVIEW
• Clashes in Rakhine were frequent but less intense in July as the Tatmadaw made progress in its coun-

terinsurgency campaign and the AA dispersed its forces. The AA may attempt to open a new front in 
southern Rakhine to relieve growing pressure from the Tatmadaw but will likely find that objective 
difficult to achieve.

• Terrorism charges brought against the AA’s top leaders are likely designed in part to compel foreign 
countries, especially within ASEAN, to take action against AA affiliates abroad.

• The Tatmadaw is targeting some Northern Alliance positions across northern Shan State in a likely 
attempt to forcefully demarcate areas amid ongoing ceasefire talks. There is risk for escalation in Shan 
State, but spillover into Kachin State appears unlikely at this time.

• The NLD’s approach to constitutional amendment strained civil-military relations and may influ-
ence the military’s cooperation in the peace process. The amendment attempt also upset some EAO 
leaders for its failure to address issues central to the peace process.

• The KNU continued to grapple with the internal dynamics that led to its suspension of formal 
talks as the remaining signatories moved forward with plans to convene the UPC by year’s end. The 
KNU’s self-imposed isolation will likely continue until it overcomes these internal issues.

• The UWSA submitted a proposal for signing the NCA and will likely move toward more bilateral 
negotiations with the government.
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1 TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS and consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide.

SECURITY
Clashes in Rakhine and Shan States Persist Amid Drop in IED-Mine Incidents

At least 67 armed clashes and five incidents in-
volving mines or Improvised Explosive Devices 
(IED) took place in July for a total of 72 armed 
incidents nationwide, down from 83 in June, 
according to information logged in the Town-
ship-based Conflict Monitoring System (TCMS). 
1 The number of IED or mine-related incidents 
in July was the lowest recorded of any month in 
2019. Clashes between the Tatmadaw and Ara-
kan Army/United League of Arakan (AA/ULA) 
continued at much the same rate in July. In Shan 
State, a limited Tatmadaw offensive targeted 

camps and outposts belonging to the Ta’ang Na-
tional Liberation Army/ Palaung State Liberation 
Front (TNLA/ PSLF), the Kachin Independence 
Army (KIA), and Myanmar National Democratic 
Alliance Army (MNDAA). Despite the escalation 
in Shan State, no clashes were recorded in Kachin 
State. Kutkai Township in Shan State experienced 
the highest number of clashes nationwide, pri-
marily due to fighting between the Tatmadaw and 
TNLA. Kyauktaw and Buthidaung townships in 
Rakhine State experienced the second and third 
highest number of clashes, respectively.

Rakhine Clashes Frequent But Less Intense in July as Tatmadaw Makes 
Progress Over the AA

The overall intensity of clashes between the Tat-
madaw and AA declined in July amid heavy rains 
and continued Tatmadaw’s progress against the AA 
in Rakhine and Southern Chin states. The AA re-
sponded to the increasing pressure with attacks on 
less-fortified targets and an apparent attempt to 
open a new front to the south in Myebon Town-
ship, signaling a possible change in strategy. The 
AA may now disperse its forces across a wider area 
rather than concentrate fighters in large numbers to 
attack and overrun Tatmadaw units and positions, 
but will likely find it difficult to expand its opera-
tions significantly further south. Despite Tatmad-
aw gains, the AA remains capable of recruiting, and 
also proved that it is able to maintain its command 
and control to maneuver fighters in coordinated 
attacks amidst the ongoing mobile internet shut-
down. Compared to its efforts in early 2019, the 
AA is also intensifying its propaganda campaign to 

portray that it is winning the war.

Between January and April 2019, the AA regular-
ly deployed concentrated numbers of fighters to 
attack Tatmadaw positions and columns on the 
move. The tactic aimed to overrun Tatmadaw units 
in order to capture weapons and ammunition and 
raise morale among supporters. The number of 
such large-scale attacks began to decline in May, 
but on June 2, up to 400 AA fighters attacked a 
Tatmadaw battalion near Myaung Bwe, a tiny town 
halfway between Mrauk U and Minbya towns. Af-
ter repelling the attack, the Tatmadaw seized the 
initiative and pursued the battered AA contingent 
into the nearby mountains where it discovered for-
tified AA positions. The Tatmadaw flew airstrikes 
against these positions and continued to exert pres-
sure on the embattled AA contingent. AA fighters 
elsewhere in Rakhine launched limited ambushes, 
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2 Htat Naing Zaw. (2019, July 26). Four police injured in AA attack on outpost in N. Rakhine. The Irrawaddy. https://www.irrawad-
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including a rocket attack near Sittwe, in an attempt 
to relieve pressure on their comrades in the moun-
tains. Sources told MIPS that the mountains near 
Myaung Bwe are now littered with mines planted 
by the AA to deter the Tatmadaw from advancing.

The Tatmadaw’s counterinsurgency campaign be-
gan with efforts to find and destroy fixed AA camps 
and bases across northern Rakhine State and Pal-
etwa Township in southern Chin State, inserting 
additional units from its Light Infantry Divisions 
(LID) as needed. In early 2019, as the frequency 
of large-scale AA attacks increased, the Tatmadaw 
pulled back some of these frontline units to guard 
major towns and bases. It responded to individual 
attacks with heavy artillery and airstrikes against 
the concentrated numbers of AA fighters, often 
inflicting heavy losses. The Tatmadaw’s heavy fire-
power likely dissuaded the AA from attempting as 
many large attacks by mid-June, at which point the 
Tatmadaw began intensifying its clearance oper-
ations and village sweeps targeting suspected AA 
fighters. The Tatmadaw’s momentum continued to 
build through May.

After repelling the major attack in early June, the 
Tatmadaw had the upper hand as it pursued and 
engaged the large AA contingent between Mrauk 
U and Minbya. The Tatmadaw’s gains against the 
AA likely contributed to the decline in the inten-
sity of clashes in July. The intensity of the conflict 
was likely also dampened by heavy rains and flood 
conditions throughout the month.

The AA responded to increasing Tatmadaw pres-
sure with limited and generally unsuccessful at-
tacks designed to divert the Tatmadaw’s attention. 
In the early morning of July 26, for example, about 
80 AA fighters attacked but failed to overrun a po-
lice post manned by only 30 officers in Buthidaung 
Township. 2 After a four-and-a-half-hour siege, the 
attackers dispersed when a nearby Tatmadaw unit 
came to reinforce the police post. The Tatmadaw 
captured four bodies and two weapons following 
the clash. According to MIPS sources, many po-
lice posts in northern Rakhine State were recent-
ly rebuilt with proper fortifications and equipped 
with RPGs and 40mm grenade launchers to better 
defend against AA attacks. The event was the only 
major attack the AA attempted in July.

The AA also attempted to open a new front to the 
south on the border of Myebon and Ann Town-
ships. The first indication of spreading violence 
occurred on July 5 when two Rakhine men were 
murdered by unknown gunmen in Pauk Tu Taung 
Village in Myebon Township. 3 Then, on July 18 
and 19, the Tatmadaw and AA clashed twice about 
10 miles away along the river that separates Mye-
bon and Ann townships. The clashes marked the 
southern-most fighting since the conflict began.

On July 22, AA fighters launched an RPG attack 
against Tatmadaw naval ships anchored a mile and 
half from the village where the two men were mur-
dered weeks earlier. 4 The rockets struck a naval 
landing ship that was guarded by a small gunboat, 
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80%84-%E1%80%A1%E1%80%91-%E1%80%9E%E1%80%90%E1%80%84

7 Nyo Twan-Awng. (2019, July 03). Everyone has a dream but not everyone has a plan. [Status Update]. VK. https://vk.com/wall50 
4778486_6585?fbclid=IwAR3mx40aAYilpC9MVWElwl3Uu_H3dUxB3EqHUkeilEmKbGBwlu4qUlA_uXc

8 Nyo Twan-Awng. (2019, July 04). ]t&Sifbk&m; rsufESmvdkufaw}. [Status Update]. VK. https://vk.com/drnyo?w=wall504778486_6620%-
2Fall

killing two naval personnel. The nearby gunboat 
then fired back against the attackers before a local 
Tatmadaw unit patrolling in the area engaged the 
AA fighters. A Tatmadaw officer was killed in the 
ensuing clash. The Tatmadaw then raided nearby 
villages in search of AA fighters, causing hundreds 
of villagers to flee in fear.

The next day Development Media Group (DMG) 
reported a statement by AA spokesperson Khaing 
Thu Kha that suggested the AA would expand the 
conflict zone and establish a new frontline. It is pos-
sible that about 100 AA fighters involved in June’s 
Mrauk U-Minbya battle have moved into southern 
Myebon township to establish a new front.

July also witnessed a shift in the nature of the 
AA’s propaganda campaign. For example, the AA 
reported that a clash with the Tatmadaw on July 
27 in Minbya Township lasted two hours, but a 
reliable source said the clash was only 15 minutes 
in duration.5 In another report, the AA claimed it 

killed 50 Tatmadaw soldiers during a single clash 
in Kyauktaw on July 24, the highest number ever 
claimed by the AA, without providing any photos 
to verify the claim.6 An AA spokesperson said that 
the Tatmadaw needed six trucks to haul away its 
dead but featured a photo from a previous clash. As 
the conflict’s tempo slows, the AA will likely aim to 
show that it is maintaining a high-intensity fight to 
meet the expectations of its supporters.

The AA is also working to expand its propaganda 
efforts. In a post to the Russian social media site 
VK on July 3, AA second in command, Nyo Twan 
Awng, described a new online campaign and called 
for ethnic Rakhine writers, journalists, and cartoon-
ists to contact the AA.7 One day later, Nyo Twan 
Awng posted a short story about a Rakhine mother 
with two sons.8 One son joined the Tatmadaw, and 
the other joined the AA. When she went to pray for 
her sons at the pagoda in Kyauktaw, she received a 
divine message that her son who joined the Tatmad-
aw was killed in a clash with the AA.
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10 Myanmar NGO worker shot in restive Rakhine state. (2019, July 30). Frontier Myanmar. https://frontiermyanmar.net/en/myanmar-
ngo-worker-shot-in-restive-rakhine-state

11 Win Ko Ko Latt. (2019, July 23). Arakan Army voices support for big Chinese projects in Myanmar’s Rakhine state. RFA. https://
www.rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/arakan-army-voices-support-07232019152712.html

Sources indicate that the Tatmadaw is conduct-
ing frequent raids and setting up impromptu 
checkpoints across northern Rakhine. Acting off 
a tip on July 27, the Tatmadaw said it intercept-
ed a car full of fresh AA recruits being moved 
from Ponnagyun to Buthidaung Township.9  
The Tatmadaw has been restricting AA movement 
by employing hidden checkpoints along roads 
in Rakhine State and appears to be receiving im-
proved information about AA operations.

The Tatmadaw will likely use this information to 
conduct more targeted raids on villages suspected 
of harboring or supporting AA fighters, an activity 
that risks creating more animosity among locals. 
On July 28, a national staff member of Plan In-
ternational was shot by the Tatmadaw in Mrauk U 
Township.10 According to MIPS sources, the Tat-
madaw had just conducted a raid on a nearby mon-
astery after learning of an AA meeting taking place 
there. Sources said the Plan staff member did not 
heed instructions to stop and was shot by Tatmad-
aw soldiers who were assigned to block potential 
escape routes for AA members attending the mon-
astery meeting. The Tatmadaw claimed to have 

found a hand grenade among the staff member’s 
possessions, but MIPS could not verify this claim.

To counter growing pressure from the Tatmadaw, 
the AA may attempt more ambushes and attacks 
to the south in Myebon Township. On July 18, the 
AA released a statement welcoming Chinese invest-
ment in Rakhine State, likely to assure China that 
its attempt to move south will not endanger Chi-
nese interests at Kyaukphyu.11 The AA, however, 
will likely find it difficult to move past Myebon 
Township and into Ann Township. The corridor 
between northern and southern Rakhine State is 
a natural choke point between the mountains and 
sea, and home to a large Tatmadaw garrison. More-
over, data from TCMS shows that unlike in Mrauk 
U and Minbya, initial clashes in Myebon did not 
precede a significant bout of fighting nearby. The 
pattern is indicative of the AA’s limited operational 
capability in southern Rakhine State. Nonetheless, 
more IEDs along the roads in Myebon and Ann re-
main a possibility. Low-level conflict in other parts 
of northern Rakhine and Southern Chin states will 
continue, albeit likely with fewer large-scale attacks 
by the AA.
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12 Khin Myat Myat Wai. (2019, July 12). Singapore deports two members of Arakan Army. Myanmar Times. https://www.mmtimes.
com/news/singapore-deports-two-members-arakan-army.html

13 Ministry of Home Affairs-Singapore. (2019, July 10). MHA states on security action taken against Myanmar nationals working 
in Singapore, for organizing support for armed violence. https://www.mha.gov.sg/newsroom/press-release/news/mha-state-
ment-on-security-action-taken-against-myanmar-nationals-working-in-singapore-for-organising-support-for-armed-violence

Singapore Extradition Follows Court Charges, Angers Rakhine Community

The Singapore government extradited six members 
of the Arakan Association-Singapore after accusing 
the group of supporting armed violence against the 
Myanmar government in early July. 12 A statement 
from the Singapore Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) 
specifically mentioned that the Myanmar govern-
ment had designated the AA as a terrorist group. 13 
Five days earlier on July 5, the Sittwe District court 
charged the AA’s top leaders under the counterterror-
ism law. The government likely brought about these 
terrorism charges in order to request foreign assistance 
in dealing with AA affiliates operating abroad.

The AA accused Singapore of harming the digni-
ty of the Rakhine people and contended that the 
Arakan Association-Singapore was supporting In-
ternally Displaced Persons (IDP). It also pushed 
back against the notion that the AA is a terrorist 
organization, pointing out that the Myanmar gov-
ernment is being investigated by the International 
Criminal Court (ICC). Many ethnic Rakhine so-
cial media users mocked the Singapore government 
and threatened to round up Singapore nationals in 
Myanmar. The episode is being used as a propagan-
da talking point within online pro-AA circles.
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Tatmadaw Targets Northern Alliance in Shan During Bilateral Talks, but 
Kachin Remains Stable

The Tatmadaw continued to target multiple North-
ern Alliance outposts and camps across northern 
Shan State in July, likely in an attempt to force-
fully demarcate territory as it negotiates poten-
tial bilateral ceasefires with the Northern Alliance 
members. The strategy was met with resistance, 
especially from the TNLA, and poses some risk to 
current negotiations and the security environment 
in northern Shan State. The current escalation in 
northern Shan State, however, is unlikely to spill 
over into Kachin State at this time.

Despite the extension of its unilateral ceasefire, the 
Tatmadaw began targeting some Northern Alliance 
positions in Shan State before providing the groups 
with individual draft ceasefire proposals on June 
30. Leaked details of drafts showed that the Tat-
madaw asked the TNLA and MNDAA to vacate 
some areas and return to their points of origin. The 
Tatmadaw likely aims to remove certain Northern 
Alliance fixed positions to limit territorial claims 
made by the Ethnic Armed Organizations (EAO) 
during ceasefire negotiations.

Most of the clashes recorded throughout northern  
Shan State in July took place between the Tatmadaw  
and the TNLA. In Kutkai Township, for example, 
the Tatmadaw reportedly attacked multiple TNLA 
bases, prompting the TNLA to respond with at  
least one mortar attack on a Tatmadaw base. Kutkai  
is a strategically important township bisected by 
the vital highway between Lashio and Muse.

In Namtu Township, the Tatmadaw appeared to 
target two separate TNLA positions near Pang 
Hsawt and Man San villages. Both Pang Hsawt 
and Man San saw fierce fighting in 2018 and early 
2019 between the Restoration Council of Shan 
State/Shan State Army (RCSS) and the coalition 
formed by the TNLA and Shan State Progress 
Party/ Shan State Army (SSPP/SSA). The Tat-
madaw may therefore be targeting some positions 
taken by the TNLA during the latter’s fight with 
the RCSS.

In June, MIPS received but was unable to verify 
reports of clashes between the MNDAA and Tat-
madaw. In July, however, MIPS confirmed at least 
seven clashes between the two sides across four 
townships in northern Shan State. Four of these 
clashes also took place in Kutkai Township, sug-
gesting that the Tatmadaw aims to reduce or re-
move the Northern Alliance presence there. The 
Tatmadaw and MNDAA also clashed in Muse and 
Lashio townships where the Northern Alliance 
sometimes operates in combined units.

On July 10, soldiers from the Tatmadaw’s 99th LID 
reportedly attacked a position held by the KIA Bat-
talion 36, Brigade 6 in Muse Township. The Bat-
talion 36 later retaliated by attacking a 99th convoy 
with landmines on July 24, killing three Tatmadaw 
soldiers and wounding 12 more. 14 Two days later, 
the Battalion 36 again ambushed the 99th, this time 
wounding one Tatmadaw soldier.
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An initial statement from the Tatmadaw blamed 
the TNLA for the attack on July 24, while no com-
ment was made by the central KIA leadership. The 
first report 15 of the KIA’s attack instead came from 
Kachin News Group, a prominent Kachin news 
agency with ties to the Kachin National Organi-
zation (KNO), which recently called for an inde-
pendent Kachin State16. The absence of official 
finger-pointing by either side suggests that both 
the Tatmadaw and KIA may consider events in 
northern Shan State as separate from negotiations 
covering the situation in Kachin State. Despite 
the violence in Muse, no clashes were reported 
throughout Kachin State in July.

The ongoing clashes between the Northern Al-
liance and Tatmadaw in northern Shan may not 
spill over into Kachin, but further escalation in the 
former remains a possibility. The fighting may also 
complicate efforts to reach agreements on demar-
cation and troop positions amid ongoing negotia-
tions. At the time of writing in early August, mul-
tiple reports indicate ongoing fighting between the 
Tatmadaw, TNLA and MNDAA across northern 
Shan, including an alliance attack on a Tatmadaw 
base. 17 On August 2, government spokesperson U 
Zaw Htay said that the Northern Alliance mem-
bers declined a recent invitation to meet again in 
Mong La, Shan State. 18 U Zaw Htay reported that 
Northern Alliance officials said it was “difficult” to 
go to Mong La, but did not elaborate further.
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Figure 1: Armed incidents from Januay 2019 to July 2019
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Figure 2: Clashes between the AA and Tatmadaw from November 2018 to July 2019
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Number of armed incidents

Figure 3: Townships affected by armed incidents in July 2019
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Figure 4: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in July 2019 

Meetings Number

JMC Meeting/Workshop 1

Meeting between Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement and KHCC 1

NCA-S EAOs Meeting/Workshop 1

NMSP and Mon Parties Meeting 1

NRPC and KNPP Meeting 1

NRPC and KNU Meeting 1

NRPC and RCSS Meeting 1

Tatmadaw and RCSS Meeting 1

Total Number of Meetings 8

Figure 5: Significant meetings related to the peace process in July 2019
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Figure 6: Armed incidents in July 2019

Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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19 Nan Lwin. (2019, July 18). Key facts & figures on Myanmar charter amendment recommendations. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/specials/key-facts-figures-myanmar-charter-amendment-recommendations.html

GOVERNMENT
Push for Constitutional Change Strains Civil-Military Relations, Likely to 
Impact Peace Process

The Union Parliament’s Charter Amendment 
Committee delivered its report containing 3,765 
recommendations for constitutional change to the 
Union Hluttaw on July 15.19 The committee was 
established on February 19, 2019 and is made up 
of 45 members tasked with reviewing the 2008 
Constitution. The recent push to amend the con-
stitution has heightened tensions between the mil-
itary and the ruling National League for Democra-
cy (NLD) government and brings implications for 
the peace process.

The non-elected Members of Parliament (MP) 
from the Tatmadaw and elected representatives 
from the Union Solidarity and Development Party 
(USDP) originally protested the formation of the 
committee on the grounds that it violates Chapter 
12 of the 2008 Constitution. In a display of respect 
for the majority decision, however, the Tatmadaw 
MPs appointed to the committee ultimately at-
tended all meetings but refused to participate in 
any of the discussions.

The USDP initially proposed to amend Article 261 
of the 2008 Constitution, which grants the presi-
dent the power to appoint state and region chief 
ministers, on February 13, 2019. The amendment 
would instead allow state and region legislatures to 
appoint their own chief minister—a step toward 
decentralization that won support from Ethnic Po-

litical Parties (EPP). The NLD likely felt that the 
amendment opposed its interests in two ways.

First, amending Article 261 would diminish the 
NLD’s power to appoint loyal party members as 
chief minister in ethnic states. Second, approval of 
the amendment would represent a political win for 
the USDP in the eyes of EPPs since the USDP, and 
not the NLD, proposed the amendment first. The 
NLD formed the 45-member Charter Amendment 
Committee less than a week later, leading to its re-
cent submission of 114 proposals for amendments 
and repeals, none of which made any mention of 
Article 261.

Nor did any of the 3,765 proposals touch upon 
the 51 points agreed to by participants of the 
Union Peace Conference—21st Century Panglong 
(UPC). Sources told MIPS that the absence of 
peace-related issues in the current constitution-
al amendment efforts has upset members of the 
Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement Signatories 
(NCA-S) and diminished their confidence in the 
NLD. On August 1, an independent MP from 
Kayah proposed to synchronize the 3,765 propos-
als by forming a committee that includes repre-
sentatives from the EAOs. Although unlikely to 
succeed, the NLD’s efforts to amend the consti-
tution have strained its relationship with both the 
military and EAOs.
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NCA-SIGNATORIES
Signatories Look to Jumpstart Peace Process as KNU Faces Self-Imposed 
Isolation

The ethnic NCA-S worked to jumpstart the peace 
process and convene the UPC before the end of 
2019 while the Karen National Union (KNU) 
continued to struggle with the internal challeng-
es that led to its suspension of formal peace talks 
in 2018. In contrast to the KNU, the influential 
RCSS made several efforts to solve outstanding is-
sues in the peace process. The KNU’s self-imposed 
isolation will likely continue so long as it is unable 
to find internal agreement on matters related to its 
approach to the peace process and resume its for-
mal participation.

After initially aligning itself with the KNU, the 
RCSS coordinated with the smaller EAOs and 
government by attending an informal Union Peace 
Dialogue Joint Committee (UPDJC) Secretaries 
meeting in mid-June. During the meeting, which 
the KNU did not attend, the government and 
EAOs agreed to plans to organize the UPC by the 
end of 2019. Then, on July 3, the EAOs held an 
internal working meeting to discuss UPDJC-relat-
ed matters, again without the KNU’s attendance. 
The UPDJC includes members from the EAOs, 
government, and Tatmadaw and is responsible for 

convening the UPC.

In the meantime, relations between the RCSS and 
government showed signs of improvement. For 
example, the RCSS met with the National Rec-
onciliation and Peace Center (NRPC) in Nay Pyi 
Taw on July 11 before meeting with the Tatmad-
aw on July 12. The meetings led to an agreement 
for the RCSS to hold the sub-national dialogue in 
Langkhio, Shan State. The location of the Shan  
State sub-national dialogue was a major deadlock 
issue between the Tatmadaw and RCSS in 2018.

On July 17, the Shan State Joint Ceasefire Mon-
itoring Committee (JMC) held in an informal 
meeting. Less than one week later, the RCSS men-
tioned in a statement that it would seek discussions 
on amending the procedures of the JMC. 20 The 
announcement indicates a likely willingness to 
solve JMC-related issues and re-engage in formal 
meetings from which it suspended participation 
in last year. Sources also told MIPS that the RCSS 
decided to reposition some troops to avoid clashes 
with the Tatmadaw during an internal meeting on 
July 24.
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The KNU held an informal meeting with the 
NRPC in Yangon on July 8. The meeting aimed to 
address issues related to the “Interim Arrangement” 
described in the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement 
(NCA). The working meeting established mutual 
understanding between both sides, and a subse-
quent meeting was planned to explore an imple-
mentation mechanism to provide peace dividends 
for communities in conflict zones.

The KNU then began its 22nd Central Committee 
meeting in Hpa An Township on July 22. 21 The 
meeting will last two weeks and cover the internal 
issues preventing the KNU’s formal participation 
in the peace process. Until these issues are solved, 
the NCA-S will likely continue to move forward 
without the KNU.

NON-SIGNATORIES
UWSA Sends Government a Proposal to Sign NCA

During a press conference on July 9, government 
spokesperson U Zaw Htay revealed that the United 
Wa State Army (UWSA) submitted a proposal to 
the government outlining its terms for signing the 
NCA. It now appears that the UWSA is moving 
forward with informal bilateral negotiations with 
the government while softening its stance toward 
the NCA. Sources said that the UWSA informed 
other Federal Political Negotiation and Consul-

tative Committee (FPNCC) members that they 
should move forward with bilateral ceasefire nego-
tiation. The UWSA also reportedly said that those 
groups who are ready may sign the NCA. This new 
stance is what prompted the National Democratic 
Alliance Army (NDAA) to publicly announce its 
intention to sign the NCA. The UWSA will likely 
move toward more bilateral negotiations with the 
government.
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FPNCC Shows Signs of Disunity

The relationship among members of the FPNCC 
appears incohesive. First, the UWSA seems un-
comfortable with the KIA’s leadership role with-
in the Northern Alliance. This uneasiness was 
demonstrated by the absence of UWSA observers 
to the government’s meeting with the Northern Al-
liance in Mong La in June. Even within the North-
ern Alliance, the KIA has distanced itself from the 
other three groups. In April, the AA, TNLA, and 
MNDAA issued a condemnation of the Tatmad-
aw’s offensive in Rakhine, but the KIA did not sign 
the statement. Despite more clashes in northern 
Shan State in July, both the KIA and Tatmadaw 

were able to avoid any clashes in Kachin State the 
same month.

During recent attempts to hold the next round of 
ceasefire negotiations, the AA, TNLA, and MND-
AA were hesitant to attend any meeting held in-
land. They instead preferred to meet in China or 
Panghsang, the UWSA’s headquarters. The groups 
did not agree to the government’s proposal to hold 
a meeting at Mong La but, according to MIPS 
sources, the KIA was flexible over the location of 
the meeting.

About MIPS 

Myanmar Institute for Peace and Security (MIPS) is a non-governmental, non-partisan,  independent 
research-based policy “think-and-do-tank” aiming to support the peace process and security transition, 
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OVERVIEW
• The “Three Brother Alliance’s” offensive in Shan State was likely intended to demonstrate its ability 

to cause widespread disruption throughout the vital corridor linking Myanmar and China, but failed 
to control any critical part of the Lashio-Muse trade route.

• The Tatmadaw succeeded in taking control of the major highway and repelling the bulk of the Shan 
offensive, but has not waged a larger counteroffensive because it still likely wants to achieve bilateral 
ceasefires with the Northern Alliance groups, albeit strictly on its own terms.

• AA attempts to stage large attacks in Rakhine State in synchronization with the offensive in the 
North were unsuccessful in August. The Tatmadaw will likely capitalize on its growing momentum 
and continue to batter the AA. A ceasefire in Rakhine State appears unlikely at this time.

• Despite the Three Brother Alliance’s declaration of unilateral ceasefire and its scheduled meeting with 
the government in the second week of September, clashes will likely continue even if they reach an 
agreement on a statement of preliminary ceasefire.

• The KNU rejoined the peace process and the future of the PPST now appears more certain. Lin-
gering issues within the PPST and a limited capacity on both sides, however, will continue to pose 
a challenge.

• Both the government and NCA-Signatories are now moving toward convening the next UPC-21st 
Century Panglong while they are still exploring the agenda to be discussed and agreed upon at the 
peace conference.

• Myanmar-made weapons captured in Bangladesh were likely sold on the black market and not co-
vertly supplied by the Tatmadaw.

• MIPS conducted an initial fact check on the UN Independent Fact-Finding Mission report and dis-
covered numerous factual errors.
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1 TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS and consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide.

2 MIPS. (2019, August 24). Focal points: TNLA, MNDAA, and AA launch coordinated attacks, conflict likely to escalate (Annual 
Peace & Security Review 2018 (Myanmar)). https://mips-mm.org/download/focal-points-tnla-mndaa-and-aa-launch-coordinat-
ed-attacks-conflict-likely-to-escalate/

SECURITY
Nationwide Total Skyrockets After EAOs Launch Shan Offensive

At least 174 armed clashes and 16 incidents involv-
ing mines or Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) 
took place in August for a total of 190 armed in-
cidents nationwide, up dramatically from 72 in 
July, according to information logged in the Town-
ship-based Conflict Monitoring System (TCMS). 1 
The sharp rise was attributable to the coordinated 
offensive by the Ta’ang National Liberation Army/
Palaung State Liberation Front (TNLA/PSLF), 
Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army 
(MNDAA), and Arakan Army/United League of 
Arakan (AA/ULA) in Shan State. Accordingly, 
Kutkai Township experienced at least 80 armed in-

cidents as the Tatmadaw moved to repel the “Three 
Brother Alliance’s” offensive and secure the main 
road in northern Shan State. In Minyba Township, 
Rakhine State, at least 18 clashes took place as the 
AA reportedly mobilized large numbers but was 
dispersed by the Tatmadaw before carrying out any 
major attack. Lashio Township in Shan State expe-
rienced the third highest number of clashes with 
fighting again occurring between the Three Broth-
er Alliance and Tatmadaw. Conflict-affected areas 
elsewhere remained quiet, with only one armed in-
cident recorded in Kachin State.

Tatmadaw Repels Alliance Offensive in Shan, Is Yet to Launch 
Counteroffensive

On August 15, 2019, the TNLA, MNDAA, and 
AA, calling themselves the “Three Brother Alli-
ance,” launched a combined offensive with initial 
attacks on five targets in Pyin Oo Lwin and Naung-
hkio townships in northern Shan State. MIPS re-
leased a preliminary analysis on August 24 that ad-
dressed the possible reasons behind the offensive, 
the Ethnic Armed Organizations’ (EAO) strategy, 
the Tatmadaw’s response, and the implications for 
the peace process. 2

There are now several key assessments to add. The 
first is that the Three Brother Alliance’s primary 
aim in launching the offensive was to demonstrate 
its capability to inflict widespread disruption along 

the primary transport corridor linking Myanmar 
and China as leverage against the government. Sec-
ond, the EAOs were unable to capture Tatmadaw 
positions after the first day of the attack and could 
not hold their own positions against Tatmadaw 
counterattacks along the Lashio-Muse Highway. 
Third, the Alliance began targeting civilian vehi-
cles with small units to avoid Tatmadaw columns 
after their attempt to take control of critical areas 
along the trade route failed. Fourth, the Tatmadaw 
demonstrated some level of restraint in two ways. 
Chiefly, the Tatmadaw did not immediately launch 
a major counteroffensive nor did it change its poli-
cy regarding ongoing negotiations with the North-
ern Alliance groups. The Tatmadaw instead left the 
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door open for continued negotiations because it 
still likely wishes to reach an agreement, albeit only 
on its own terms.

Initially, MIPS assessed that the EAO attacks on 
infrastructure were possibly designed in part to di-
vert the Tatmadaw’s attention from an impending 
attack on some other primary target. It is now clear, 
however, that the Alliance’s primary strategy was 
to only disrupt regular activity and access to the 
main roads linking Myanmar and China in north-
ern Shan State. Nearly all of the clashes recorded 
in August occurred directly along the Lashio-Muse 
Highway, the Hseni-Chinshwehaw Road, or the 
Kutkai-Tarmoenye Road. The EAOs’ disruption 
strategy entailed three types of operations.

First, the Alliance attempted to destroy hard infra-
structure, namely bridges. In the opening days of 
the offensive the EAOs chose soft targets like the 
Gote Twin Bridge in Naunghkio Township and 
three small, unguarded bridges along the road be-
tween Hseni and Chinshwehaw. At Nam Hkai in 
Kutkai Township, the TNLA attempted for days 
to overrun Tatmadaw and militia forces guarding 
a 200-foot bridge. Despite all efforts, the EAOs  
failed to destroy any additional bridges guarded by  
security forces after the opening days of the offen-
sive.

Second, the EAOs attacked Tatmadaw bases and 
units up and down the Lashio-Muse Highway, 
with the most intense fighting concentrated in two 
areas. The first was near Loi Sam Hsip, a mountain 
situated along the Lashio-Muse Highway about 
four miles south of Kuktkai. The EAOs began as-
saulting Tatmadaw units in the area on August 17, 
with subsequent clashes reported almost every day 
for the remainder of the month. The second site 
of heavy fighting was in and around Nam Hpat 
Hkar, where the Alliance also began an attack on 
August 17. Alliance operations in the area includ-
ed an attack on Tatmadaw Infantry Battalion (IB) 
123’s base along the Lashio-Muse Highway nearby.

The Tatmadaw responded to the offensive by first 
alerting units already in the area and consolidat-
ing smaller outposts to guard critical positions and 
bridges. After defending against the first wave of 
attacks, the Tatmadaw inserted additional units to 
reopen the Lashio-Muse road to civilian traffic that 
had been cut off by fighting to the north and south 
of Kutkai Town. By the end of August, the Tat-
madaw had pushed the bulk of EAO forces back 
from the main roads and large-scale attacks began 
to subside.

With Tatmadaw counterattacks and firepower 
making it exceedingly difficult to regroup and ma-
neuver large units along the roads, the EAOs be-
gan to insert smaller teams to obstruct traffic. On 
August 18, Alliance fighters reportedly destroyed a 
pineapple truck along the Lashio-Muse Highway 
near Nam Hpat Hkar. The next day, fighters de-
stroyed three cars to create a roadblock nearby. On 
August 29, the EAOs reportedly burned a number 
of trucks and vehicles on the highway near Kut-
kai. Reports of similar activities persisted into early 
September.

Other than the surprise attack at the Gote Twin 
police post and bridge on August 15, the EAOs 
failed to overrun any other Tatmadaw or mili-
tia post, base, or camp. Nor could they hold the 
hilltop positions they had taken overlooking the 
highway north and south of Kutkai Town. In less 
than just two weeks, the Tatmadaw had largely suc-
ceeded in reopening the roads and dispersing the 
largest EAO contingents. Testimony from multiple 
ground sources indicates that the EAOs suffered 
high losses in the past three weeks.

The Tatmadaw appeared to demonstrate some de-
gree of restraint by forgoing a counteroffensive and 
keeping the door open for continued negotiations. 
At a press conference on August 23, the Tatmadaw 
expressed that it would still negotiate with the North-
ern Alliance groups but warned that if the EAOs con-
tinued to fight, then it was “ready to respond”. Yet 
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the Tatmadaw’s response has only been to reopen and 
secure the roads. It has not responded by attacking 
EAO bases and positions elsewhere in northern Shan 
State. MIPS assesses that the Tatmadaw has at least 
five infantry divisions available for a counteroffensive, 
meaning that its limited response was not likely influ-
enced by a lack of military capacity.

The Tatmadaw may be prolonging a major military 
response because it still wants to achieve bilateral 
ceasefires, albeit strictly on its own terms. Although 
it did not attend the meeting between the North-
ern Alliance and National Reconciliation and Peace 
Center (NRPC) in Keng Tung on August 31, the 
Tatmadaw extended its unilateral ceasefire again 
for three weeks. 3 Sources told MIPS that Tatmad-
aw may attend the upcoming meeting with the 
Northern Alliance scheduled for September 16 and 
17, suggesting that the ceasefire extension is likely 
intended to leave room for the talks.4 

There are several looming obstacles any upcoming 
talks will face. According to MIPS sources, the EAOs 
provided the NRPC with an eight-point proposal 
during the meeting in Keng Tung. The Tatmadaw 
and government are generally fine with seven of the 
points. The eighth point calls for China to play a 
role in ceasefire monitoring, which neither the Tat-
madaw nor government accept. Moreover, the Tat-
madaw may insist that the groups sign any initial 
agreement separately, but the EAOs have so far only 
demonstrated a willingness to sign collectively.

With entrenched positions and distrust on both 
sides, clashes will likely continue even if both sides 

reach an agreement to sign a document outlining 
preliminary ceasefire because the Tatmadaw has 
agreed to pause the fighting but not troop move-
ments. The Tatmadaw’s position on the AA’s pres-
ence in Rakhine remains unchanged and the Tat-
madaw will likely maintain its military pressure in 
Rakhine State. This scenario might cause discom-
fort among the Alliance.

In effect, the Tatmadaw has extended a ‘last chance’ 
offer to the EAOs to agree to its terms for ceasefire. 
If no agreement is struck at the upcoming meeting, 
however, the Tatmadaw may not extend its uni-
lateral ceasefire and could possibly wage a major 
offensive by targeting EAO strongholds, especial-
ly against the TNLA. MIPS estimates that up to 
100,000 civilians, especially Palaung people spread 
across Shan State and Mandalay Region, could be 
at risk for displacement if the Tatmadaw launches 
a major offensive.

A final important variable is China’s role: Although 
China condemned the Alliance attacks and asked 
the EAOs to halt their offensive, the Alliance con-
tinued to maintain its military momentum to cut 
off the road. 5 Under Chinese pressure, the Alliance 
issued a statement dated September 2 first in Chi-
nese language and later in Myanmar and English. 
Attacks on civilian vehicles continued for about 
one day after the statement was released, while the 
number of clashes reduced in the following days. 
With China’s facilitation, the government and the 
Alliance will likely meet for the next round of talks. 
An actual ceasefire, however, may still be difficult 
to achieve, especially in Rakhine.
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AA Fails to Pick Up the Tempo in Rakhine

The intensity of the conflict in Rakhine State con-
tinued along a low trajectory in August as the Tat-
madaw carried the upper hand and the AA failed to 
successfully launch any large-scale attacks. The in-
tensity of the conflict had begun to decline in July 
as the Tatmadaw made progress over the AA, forc-
ing the ethnic Rakhine fighters to disperse. As the 
EAO offensive in Shan State unfolded in mid-Au-
gust, the AA mobilized large numbers in Minbya 
Township in an apparent bid to launch attacks 
synchronized with the Shan offensive. Preemptive 
Tatmadaw attacks on AA units converging in the 
area prevented a major AA assault, but the ensu-
ing clashes displaced a particularly large number 
of civilians near Pan Myaung Village. The AA also 
continued efforts to open a new front in southern 
Rakhine State, although with little success so far.

The most significant fighting between the AA and 
Tatmadaw in August occurred in and around Pan 
Myaung Village in Minbya Township. Pan Myaung 
and its surrounding villages are about five miles di-
rectly to the east of Mrauk U Town. The area was 
the site of a major battle in June involving a large 
contingent of AA fighters who then fled into the 
nearby mountains. A subsequent Tatmadaw op-
eration to pursue the fleeing AA units uncovered 
multiple camps in the mountains. Pan Myaung 
and the nearby villages are likely being used as a 
staging ground and support base for AA fighters in 
the area. The village occupies a strategic location 
with access to both the AA’s mountain hideouts 
and operational areas in Mrauk U and Minbya 
Townships.

The most significant fighting near Pan Myaung 
Village began on August 22 and lasted until Au-

gust 29. Throughout the week, the Tatmadaw fired 
heavy artillery nearly every day and flew attack he-
licopters against the AA at least three times. Me-
dia reported that the Tatmadaw was firing mortars 
from a hill in the middle of village.6 On August 24, 
three children were killed in Pan Myaung Village 
by a mortar shell that landed on their home. The 
Tatmadaw and AA both accused one another of fir-
ing the shell. The Rakhine Ethnic Congress (REC) 
estimated that 4,000 civilians from seven nearby 
villages had fled by August 29. There is a high risk 
for further civilian displacement in the area.

Sources told MIPS that large numbers of AA fight-
ers were spotted mobilizing near Pan Myaung in 
the days after the August 15 attacks in Shan State. 
The subsequent series of Tatmadaw artillery strikes 
and airstrikes in the area beginning August 22 ap-
peared to have preempted any major AA attack in 
Minbya Township so far. In Mrauk U Township, 
however, as many as 150 AA fighters attacked a 
Tatmadaw post on Lin Mway Taung Hill. The AA 
claimed that it overran the Tatmadaw, but MIPS 
was able to verify that the Tatmadaw repelled the 
attack. Sources said the AA dragged multiple bod-
ies from the battlefield but was forced to leave six 
dead behind. There were no other major AA at-
tempts or successful attacks elsewhere in August.

Further to the south, however, the AA continued 
its attempt to open a new front in Myebon and 
Ann Townships. On August 26, for example, the 
AA carried out a small ambush against the Tat-
madaw along the Yangon-Sittwe Highway in Ann 
Township, while light clashes were reported in My-
ebon on August 18 and 26. The AA is likely aim-
ing to open a southern front to relieve Tatmadaw 
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pressure to the north and to meet the expectations 
of supporters at a time when the overall tempo of 
the conflict is slowing. So far, however, the AA’s ca-
pability to wage significant operations in Myebon 
and Ann appears quite limited.

On August 31, the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications (MoTC) lifted the restriction 
on mobile internet services in five of the nine af-
fected townships. The restriction remains in place 
in Kyauktaw, Ponnagyun, Mrauk U, and Minbya 
townships. Together, these four townships com-
prise the heart of the AA’s stronghold and are 
where the most significant fighting continues to 
occur. In the June edition of the monthly “Peace 
& Security Brief ”, MIPS assessed that the mobile 
internet shutdown was designed to disrupt the 
AA’s command and control between leaders in Lai 

Zar, Kachin State, and fighters on the ground in 
Rakhine State. The restoration of mobile internet 
outside the AA’s primary Area of Operations (AO) 
supports the assessment that the shutdown was in-
tended to disrupt the command and control AA’s 
capability.

The number of large-scale AA attacks began to 
decline in May as the Tatmadaw exacted a heavy 
toll on the concentrated numbers of AA fighters 
needed to launch such operations. Yet despite the 
Tatmadaw’s dominance, the AA has proven pug-
nacious and continues to plan attacks against fixed  
Tatmadaw positions and columns. Such attempts are  
therefore likely to continue, but appear increasingly  
less likely to succeed. The Tatmadaw will almost 
certainly capitalize on its growing momentum and 
continue to heighten its pressure on the AA.

Targeted Killings Occur in Rakhine Following AA Threat to Police

On August 12, the AA warned police not to par-
ticipate in military operations alongside the Tat-
madaw in Rakhine and threatened to treat police 
as enemy combatants. On August 19, the police 
chief of Kyauktaw Township was stabbed. A rumor 
circulated on social media that the police chief ’s 
men saw the attack but did not attempt to arrest 
the perpetrator. On August 20, a convoy of five 
police trucks was ambushed with IEDs along the 
Yangon-Sittwe Highway in Ponnagyun Township. 
One policeman was killed and three wounded. On 
September 1, another police officer was stabbed to 

death at a local market by several unidentified men 
in Ponnagyun Township.

The same day, a husband and wife pair of shopkeep-
ers were stabbed to death in Kyauktaw Township. 
The Tatmadaw blamed the AA and said the couple 
was targeted for providing information about the AA 
to security forces. 7 Generally, knife attacks are more 
difficult and riskier for an attacker who may other-
wise have access to a firearm. The string of stabbings 
in August could be the work of AA operatives or vig-
ilantes inspired by the AA’s threats to police.
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8 Uttom, S. (2019, August 20). Myanmar rebels accused of attacking Bangladesh military. UCA News. https://www.ucanews.com/
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Bangladesh Security Forces Capture Myanmar-made Weapons from Local 
Insurgents

On August 18, two Bangladesh military patrols 
were ambushed in the Chittagong Hill Tracts 
near the Myanmar border. Three soldiers were 
injured and another was killed. An initial report 
8 from Bangladesh media blamed the AA, but 
on August 23 Officers from Bangladesh’s Rap-
id Action Battalion (RAB) fought with a local 
Bangladesh insurgent group and captured seven 

Myanmar-made weapons9. Local media subse-
quently accused the Tatmadaw of covertly sup-
plying Bangladesh rebels, but the weapons cap-
tured were either police-issued or the obsolete 
G3 rifle often given to police. At this time, it 
appears more likely that the weapons were sold 
by corrupt Myanmar security personnel on the 
black-market and ended up in Bangladesh.
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10 The UN Independent Fact-Finding Mission (FFM) on Myanmar. (2019, August 05). UN Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar exposes 
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GOVERNMENT
Fact-Finding Mission Report Worries Business Community

The UN Independent Fact-Finding Mission (FFM) 
on Myanmar released its report on the Tatmadaw’s 
business operations and interests on August 5. 10 The 
report focused in particular on the Tatmadaw’s two 
primary enterprises, Myanmar Economic Holdings 
Limited (MEHL) and Myanmar Economic Corpo-
ration (MEC), and their various subsidiaries. It also 
examined donations from private businesses made 
during the Rakhine Crisis in 2017.

Despite its numerous factual errors, the report’s fo-
cus on the donations made in 2017 sent a shock-
wave through Myanmar’s business community. 
According to various contacts in the private sec-
tor, there is a common concern that what some 

considered a goodwill gesture is now relevant to an 
international accusation of genocide. The spotlight 
on the donations, however, is not new. A report by 
Amnesty International in 2018 condemned Japa-
nese brewer Kirin for donating to the Tatmadaw 
during the clearance operations against the Ro-
hingya. 11

MIPS conducted an initial fact check on the report 
and discovered numerous errors. For example, the 
report names multiple MEHL or MEC subsidiar-
ies that no longer exist. Although the government 
rejected the report, it did not point out any specific 
contextual issues. MIPS will brief relevant stake-
holders on its full findings in the near future. 
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Figure 1: Armed incidents from January 2019 to August 2019
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*18 of the clashes involving the AA in August occurred in northern Shan State.

Figure 5: Armed incidents involving Nothern Alliance groups from January 2019 to August 2019
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Figure 4: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in August 2019 
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Meetings Number

China Border Trade and Security Official of Yunnan Province and KIO 
Meeting 1

FPNCC and China Meeting 1

JMC Meetings/Workshops 6

NCA-S EAO Meetings 3

NCA-S EAO PPST Meeting 1

NRPC and KNPP Meeting 1

NRPC and KNU Meeting 1

NRPC and NCA-S EAO Meeting 1

NRPC and RCSS Meeting 1

Peace Commission and Northern Alliance Meeting 1

Total Number of Meetings 17

Figure 4: Significant meetings related to the peace process in August 2019
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Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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12 PPST drafts framework for NCA implementation. (2019, August 29). BNI Multimedia Group. https://www.bnionline.net/en/news/
ppst-drafts-framework-nca-implementation

NCA-SIGNATORIES
KNU Rejoins Peace Process, But Capacity Issues Linger

The Peace Process Steering Team (PPST) convened 
its meeting in Chiang Mai, Thailand between Au-
gust 21 and 25. The most significant outcome 
of the meeting was the Karen National Union’s 
(KNU) decision to resume its formal participation 
in the peace process. The discussions were led by 
the Restoration Council of Shan State/Shan State 
Army (RCSS/SSA) and reached several additional 
outcomes. While the meeting ended on a positive 
note, there are lingering tensions within the PPST 
in addition to the obstacles that will continue to 
challenge the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement 
Signatories (NCA-S) moving forward.

The KNU had requested that the PPST meeting 
be delayed until it concluded its Central Commit-
tee meeting held between July 22 and August 9. 
Afterward, the RCSS invited members to convene 
the PPST meeting and took the lead to ensure the 
PPST’s survival. A KNU proposal to replace the 
PPST with the Peace Process Consultative Meeting 
(PPCM) in May had unsettled the smaller EAOs 
and left the future of the body uncertain. Although 
the KNU appears to have settled the internal dis-
putes that led to its suspension from formal peace 
talks, sources told MIPS that some elements within 
the KNU are still thinking about alternatives to the 
PPST.

Following the PPST meeting, a government dele-
gation met with the signatories and provided them 
with a four-point proposal based upon two letters 
the KNU and RCSS sent to Daw Aung San Suu 
Kyi last year. The four points include a review of 
the Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement’s (NCA) im-
plementation, what the peace process should look 
like before and after 2020, which principles of fed-
eralism should be negotiated in the Union Peace 
Conference—21st Century Panglong (UPC), and 
peace dividends for conflict-affected communities 
in the interim. 12

The NCA-S also officially admitted the New Mon 
State Party (NMSP) and the Lahu Democratic 
Union (LDU) to the PPST and formed both a po-
litical and military negotiation team. The political 
team is comprised of 10 members, one from each 
EAO, and is focused on overall implementation 
issues and political dialogue. The military affairs 
team is tasked with negotiating ceasefire issues with 
the Tatmadaw.

The new negotiation teams are designed to facil-
itate a shift in the EAOs’ approach to the peace 
process. Rather than negotiate point-by-point, the 
EAOs first want an overall picture of what negoti-
ations will look like. Therefore, the EAOs would 
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like to set the agenda and sequencing of negotia-
tions before discussing the particulars of each issue. 
Such an approach requires greater strategic vision 
and planning from the EAOs and government. 
Based on current capacities, however, both sides 
may find it difficult to implement this strategy.

The PPST and government are planning a work-
ing group meeting on September 11. Sources 
told MIPS that both sides may attempt to hold a 
top-leader meeting on the anniversary of the NCA 
in October. The Tatmadaw has been quiet during 
the past month and did not provide any specific 
proposal or indicate any particular preference to-
ward recent developments.
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OVERVIEW
• The Tatmadaw did not yet launch a major counteroffensive in response to the August attacks in Shan 

State. Instead, it appears to be adhering to its containment policy by targeting new EAO positions 
and ensuring the security of the economic corridor in northern Shan State. Although frequent clashes 
continue, the risk of reescalation remains low for now.

• Despite two meetings in Keng Tung, bilateral ceasefire agreements between the Tatmadaw and 
Northern Alliance groups remain difficult even if both sides reach a preliminary agreement.

• The AA continued its effort to open a new front in southern Rakhine State while the Tatmadaw 
moved to prevent it from establishing any camps or bases. A number of favorable conditions could 
lead the Tatmadaw to launch a renewed offensive, but political considerations may compel it to im-
plement a containment strategy instead.

• The AA is apparently attempting to circumnavigate the internet shutdown by coordinating com-
mand and control with satellite phones.

• A new trend of knife killings in Rakhine State is likely aimed at intimidating police and other groups.

• Panic caused by a mishandled intelligence report was seemingly amplified by a US Embassy warning 
and the recent arrest of AA operatives found with explosives in Mandalay.

• The next UPC was postponed until early 2020 but the current pace of negotiations will still make 
it difficult to set an agenda by then. Other efforts to move the peace process forward fell short in 
September.
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1 TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS and consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide.

SECURITY
Nationwide Total Declines in September as Shan Offensive Winds Down

At least 83 armed clashes and 21 incidents involv-
ing mines or Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) 
took place in September for a total of 104 armed 
incidents nationwide, down significantly from 
190 in August, according to information logged in 
the Township-based Conflict Monitoring System 
(TCMS). 1 The total sharply declined because the 
Tatmadaw largely succeed in repelling the August 
15 Offensive in northern Shan State and major 
attacks did not subsequently continue. TCMS re-
corded only 38 clashes between the Tatmadaw and 
Three Brother Alliance forces in northern Shan in 
September, compared to 116 in August.

The number of clashes between the Tatmadaw 
and Arakan Army/United League of Arakan (AA/

ULA) also declined in September. TCMS recorded 
40 clashes in Rakhine State and only one clash in 
Chin State in September, compared to 47 clash-
es in Rakhine State and 8 clashes in Chin State in 
August.

Kutkai Township in Shan State experienced the 
highest number of armed incidents in September 
after residual fighting primarily between the Tat-
madaw and Ta’ang National Liberation Army/Pa-
laung State Liberation Front (TNLA/PSLF) con-
tinued. Minbya Township in Rakhine State and 
Kyaukme Township in Shan State experienced the 
second and third highest number of armed inci-
dents, respectively.

Northern Shan Sees Continued Fighting as Residual Effect of Offensive

Fighting in northern Shan State was reported near-
ly every day in September, although the Tatmad-
aw did not launch any major counteroffensive in 
response to the Three Brother Alliance’s offensive. 
Instead, the Tatmadaw appears to be sticking to a 
policy of containment by conducting ‘cleanup’ op-
erations along the economic corridor and by tar-
geting Ethnic Armed Organization (EAO) bases 
or positions in areas where it does not accept their 
presence. Only two major battles occurred in Sep-
tember while the remainder of clashes throughout 
the month were generally light and likely residual 
effects of the offensive.

It now appears that the Tatmadaw will not launch 
a counteroffensive in response to the Three Broth-
er Alliance’s offensive in August. Several possible 
factors explain this decision. First, a major coun-
teroffensive will likely cause mass displacement and 
draw a level of international criticism that the Tat-
madaw wishes to avoid. A major operation would 
also require the Tatmadaw to deploy more resourc-
es and could extend well into 2020.

Instead, the Tatmadaw appears to be sticking mainly 
to a containment strategy by targeting newly estab-
lished EAO bases or camps, and by further secur-
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ing the economic corridor and site of the Alliance 
offensive. For example, the Tatmadaw attacked the 
TNLA after the latter took position atop a pagoda 
overlooking Namhsam Town. The Tatmadaw be-
gan shelling the pagoda on September 13 and had 
captured the position by the morning of Septem-
ber 17. An elderly man and a 10-year-old boy were 
killed by artillery shells during the fighting.

The second significant battle of the month was 
fought near Loi Hsam Hsip, south of Kutkai Town. 
Loi Hsam Hsip saw some of the most intense fight-
ing during the offensive in August. On September 
24 and 25, the Tatmadaw attacked a TNLA base in 
the area. The TNLA reportedly vacated the posi-
tion but not before a Tatmadaw Lieutenant Colo-
nel was killed in the attack. The base was not new, 
likely used as a staging point for the August offen-
sive.

With the offensive over, the Tatmadaw may re-
sume efforts to demarcate certain areas by force in 
line with its demand that the EAOs return to their 
points of origin. The Tatmadaw began a limited ef-
fort to enforce this policy in late June by targeting 
some EAO camps and outposts throughout north-
ern Shan State, including some positions held by 
the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) in Muse 
Township. The effort was likely intended to pre-
vent the EAOs from claiming those positions in 
future bilateral ceasefire agreements. In September, 
the Tatmadaw again clashed on separate occasions 
with the KIA and Myanmar National Democratic 

Alliance Army (MNDAA) in Muse Township. The 
KIA said the clashes occurred when the Tatmad-
aw came to patrol in its area. Although September 
saw no clashes in Kachin State, the Tatmadaw and 
KIA may still fight in northern Shan, where the 
Tatmadaw does not recognize the KIA’s presence.

September also saw an increase in mine-related in-
juries to civilians, likely as a residual effect of the 
August offensive. Armed actors often plant mines 
to protect themselves after moving into operation 
areas where they expect enemy forces might enter, 
and mines are also regularly used during major bat-
tles. It is common to observe a spike in mine-relat-
ed incidents in the month following a major bout 
of fighting. MIPS recorded at least eight cases in 
September that resulted in injury for at least 10 ci-
vilians throughout northern Shan State.

Although the Three Brother Alliance announced 
a unilateral ceasefire on September 9, the Tat-
madaw did not renew its own unilateral ceasefire 
after it expired on September 21. Following the 
EAOs’ announcement, the TNLA did not appear 
to launch any major attack on the Tatmadaw. 
The Tatmadaw will likely continue to target new 
EAO bases and any EAO activity that threatens 
the economic corridor. Regular clashes are likely 
to continue, but a major escalation on the scale 
of the August offensive appears unlikely. The po-
litical dimension of the conflict and prospects 
for ceasefire are discussed in the Non-Signatory 
section below.
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AA Continues Effort to Open Southern Front, Tatmadaw Works to Contain 
Expansion

The AA continued its attempt to open up a south-
ern front in Myebon and Ann townships in Sep-
tember and also moved to retake positions in 
northern Rakhine State that were previously lost 
to the Tatmadaw. The Tatmadaw responded by at-
tacking known AA bases or camps with airstrikes 
and artillery in an effort to prevent AA expansion 
or resurgence. The overall intensity of the conflict 
in September remained low in comparison to early 
2019, but the month was marked by a string of 
civilian deaths and alleged Tatmadaw abuses. With 
the fighting season approaching, reports from 
MIPS sources indicate that the Tatmadaw now oc-
cupies many strategic positions in northern Rakh-
ine and that a naval and land blockade is beginning 
to squeeze AA supply lines.

Clashes in Myebon Township first began in July 
after the Tatmadaw won a major battle against a 
large AA contingent in June. The AA likely aimed 
to open a new front to the south to relieve pressure 
from the Tatmadaw and demonstrate its growing 
reach. Between September 22 and 26, MIPS re-
corded a round of intense fighting near Taunggyi 
and Yoe Sa Nwin villages in northern Myebon. 
Sources told MIPS that the Tatmadaw discovered 
an AA base in the jungle nearby, which borders the 
Yangon-Sittwe highway. The Tatmadaw flew mul-
tiple airstrikes throughout the week in an apparent 
attempt to dislodge the AA positions. The AA was 
likely using the base as a staging point for its oper-
ations further to the south.

In August, sources told MIPS that the Tatmadaw 
pre-empted a major AA attack by targeting con-
verging units of AA fighters in and around Pan 
Myaung Village, Minbya Township. The subse-
quent round of fighting displaced a high number of 

civilians, with multiple killed and injured. In Sep-
tember, sources told MIPS that the AA returned to 
the area to retake positions that the Tatmadaw had 
pushed it out of in August. TCMS recorded at least 
seven clashes in September throughout the nearby 
mountains where the AA is known to have held 
fortified positions in the past. Another source said 
that the Tatmadaw has a new policy that prevents 
soldiers from laying mines outside of their defen-
sive perimeters.

The fighting near the highway in Myebon Town-
ship and around Pan Myaung Village highlights a 
trend in AA activity. In both cases, the AA report-
edly built bases or camps on the edge of mountain-
ous jungle near villages. Such locations offer the 
protection and secrecy of the jungle as well as ac-
cess to support from the local population. A source 
in the security community said that whenever a 
string of clashes occurs in a small area, it is likely 
because the Tatmadaw is attacking a recently dis-
covered AA camp or base. The AA will likely con-
tinue its attempts to establish fixed positions and 
the Tatmadaw will in turn try to prevent the EAO 
from gaining any new foothold.

Other clashes in September were less intense but 
led to significant civilian suffering when the Tat-
madaw responded to AA ambushes launched in 
nearby villages. On September 2, for example, the 
AA ambushed a Tatmadaw unit near a village in 
Kyauktaw Township. Eight civilians were wound-
ed in the ensuing clash, after which the Tatmadaw 
reportedly looted the village, an accusation the Tat-
madaw denies. 2 In Kyauktaw Township on Sep-
tember 15, the AA purportedly ambushed some 
Tatmadaw boats. The Tatmadaw returned fire, and 
five civilians were wounded by explosions in their 

2 Win Nyunt. (2019, September 04). Villagers claim commodities from village market lost during gunfire in Kyauktaw township. 
DMG. https://www.dmediag.com/news/619-vms
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3 Zarni Htun. (2019, October 01). Mortar explosions injure five civilians in Myanmar’s war-torn Rakhine state. RFA. https://www.
rfa.org/english/news/myanmar/mortar-exposions-injure-five-civilians-10012019154516.html?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medi-
um=twitter

village nearby. Civilian deaths are likely to occur 
when the Tatmadaw responds to AA attacks from 
within or nearby villages with its superior firepower 
and artillery. The Tatmadaw’s current rules of en-
gagement allow its soldiers to return fire regardless 
of what lies in the background of where they in-
tend to shoot.

Another significant case involving civilians hap-
pened in Meewa Village, Kyauktaw Township on 
September 29 when the AA reportedly ambushed 
a Tatmadaw unit transporting food. Two villag-
ers were injured by explosions during the attack. 
Then, just after midnight on October 1, five civil-
ians from the village were seriously injured by an 
exploding shell. The village administrator accused 
the Tatmadaw of deliberately firing on the village. 3 
The Tatmadaw responded by saying it was defend-
ing itself from another AA attack. MIPS did not 
record a clash in the area on September 30.

There are two likely scenarios that may play out in 
the coming months. The first is that the Tatmadaw 

launches a major offensive to root out the AA from 
its stronghold in Minbya and Kyauktaw Townships. 
According to MIPS sources, a Tatmadaw land and 
naval blockade is now in full swing, blocking rivers 
and streams used by the AA for resupply. From a 
military sense, the improving weather and the Tat-
madaw’s strengthened position provide favorable 
conditions for a major counterinsurgency opera-
tion. If the Tatmadaw decides to prioritize polit-
ical considerations, however, it may refrain from 
launching a renewed offensive that will invariably 
lead to more civilian injuries and death.

Alternatively, the Tatmadaw may simply aim to 
contain the AA by targeting known camps and 
pursuing AA fighters into the jungle. The AA will 
likely continue its attempt to open a southern front 
as it carries out its routine, small-scale ambushes 
in northern Rakhine State. It may also attempt 
some occasional larger attacks against Tatmadaw 
columns or bases, although these have become ex-
ceedingly rare. A low intensity conflict will drag on 
with enduring costs on civilians.
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4 Kyaw Ko Ko. (2019, September 18). Mandalay on alert against Arakan Army operatives. Myanmar Times. https://www.mmtimes.
com/news/mandalay-alert-against-arakan-army-operatives.html

Mandalay Seizure Highlights AA Operational Tactic

Police in Mandalay Region apprehended five AA 
operatives on September 10. 4 The men were found 
with a cache of explosives, bomb making equip-
ment, and 40 satellite phones. The AA is likely at-
tempting to import satellite phones into Rakhine 
State to coordinate command and control in the 

absence of internet. As MIPS wrote in early July 
2019, the internet shutdown in Rakhine State was 
likely aimed at disrupting the AA’s command and 
control between fighters on the ground and war 
planners in Lai Zar. The AA is likely using satellite 
phones as a way to circumvent the shutdown.

Clear Knife Killing Trend Emerges in Rakhine

A clear pattern of knife killings across northern 
Rakhine State emerged in September, with sever-
al particularly brutal cases suggesting an intent to 
intimidate local police and residents. The knifings 
first began in August after the AA warned police 
not to conduct military operations in coordination 
with the Tatmadaw and multiple police officers 
were subsequently killed.

In the grisliest example of the month, two behead-
ed men were found on display in a market in Kan 
Htaung Gyi, Myebon Township on September 10. 
Although photos were widely shared on Facebook, 
the killings were not extensively covered by the me-

dia, possibly due to the fear the crime caused. In 
another case, a fisherman was abducted at sea by 
men in two speedboats. His body was later found 
with 13 knife wounds.

Other cases include a policeman who was stabbed 
to death in front of his house in Kyauktaw, a Tat-
madaw veteran who was murdered in Buthidaung, 
and a policeman who went missing in Mrauk U. 
All three incidents occurred on September 22, sug-
gesting coordination behind the murders and dis-
appearances. Such knife attacks are likely aimed at 
intimidating police and other Rakhine residents, 
and will likely continue.
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5 Chit Min Tun. (2019, September 11). Myanmar gov’t negotiation body to form peace secretariat. The Irrawaddy. https://www.
irrawaddy.com/news/burma/myanmar-govt-negotiation-body-form-peace-secretariat.html

Inaccurate Intelligence Report Upsets EAOs, Causes Panic

On September 25, the US Embassy Rangoon is-
sued a security alert to US citizens warning of 
planned attacks in major cities. The warning was 
picked up by local media, resulting in a degree of 
panic among both foreign and local residents in 
Yangon and elsewhere. The panic was likely mag-
nified by the recent apprehension of AA operatives 
carrying explosives in Mandalay on September 10.

The source of the warning appears to be an inac-
curate classified intelligence report that was shared 

among government ministries and subsequently 
leaked to Facebook. The report named the Chin 
National Front (CNF) and the Karen National 
Union (KNU), prompting the EAOs to file com-
plaint letters with the government. The CNF has 
no history of bombings and although some rogue 
KNU elements carried out bombings in the past, 
the KNU does not engage in such activity today. 
The situation appears to have been mishandled by 
government agencies that failed to process the raw 
intelligence.

GOVERNMENT
New Technical Secretariat Announced

Spokesperson U Zaw Htay announced the govern-
ment’s intention to establish a new National Recon-
ciliation and Peace Center (NRPC) Peace Secretariat 
comprised of experts and civil servants.5 Further de-

tails of the plan have yet to emerge and MIPS is not 
yet aware of what the secretariat will look like. MIPS 
will provide an updated assessment of the new peace 
secretariat when more information is available.
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Figure 2: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in September 2019 
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Meetings Number

Government and NCA-S EAO Coordination Meeting 1

NCA-S EAO Coordination Meeting 1

NRPC and KNU Informal Meeting 1

NRPC  and Tatmadaw Meeting with Northern Alliance  1

Commander-in-Chief Senior General Min Aung Hlaing Meeting with KBC 
Chairperson Dr Hkalam Sam Sun 1

Total Number of Meetings 5

Figure 4: Significant meetings related to the peace process in September 2019
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Figure 5: Armed incidents in September 2019
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NCA-SIGNATORIES
Government and EAOs Lumber Toward UPC

Despite the KNU’s recent resumption of formal 
participation in the peace process and several rounds 
of informal talks, the prospective date of the next 
Union Peace Conference—21st Century Panglong 
(UPC) has already been pushed from late 2019 to 
early 2020. Even with the delay, the current pace of  
negotiations  suggests that it will be difficult for 
all sides to agree on a concrete agenda before early 
2020.

The KNU met informally with the NRPC on Sep-
tember 6, but sources told MIPS that the discussion 
did not produce any concrete result. The Nation-
wide Ceasefire Agreement Signatories (NCA-S) 
then held a coordination team meeting in  Yangon 
between September 7 and 9 where they prepared 
a draft negotiation agenda for discussions between 
now and the next UPC.

The NCA-S then met with the NRPC and Tat-
madawon September 10. The EAOs, government, 
and Tatmadaw had initially planned to discuss the 
agenda for the upcoming UPC, as well as the EAOs’ 
response to the government’s four-point proposal. 
The  meeting, however, was cut short and ended with-
out any substantive discussion about agenda setting.

In late September, the government, EAOs, and po-
litical parties sent their Union Peace Dialogue Joint 
Committee (UPDJC) secretaries on a study tour to 
Switzerland. The original idea was to use the trip 
as an opportunity to foster informal dialogue and 
possibly resolve a number of outstanding issues in 
the peace process. At the time of writing, the trip 
has reportedly yielded little discussion about such 
issues. The lack of a clear agenda for negotiations 
will likely continue to slow progress and may result 
in further delay to the UPC.

NON-SIGNATORIES
Prospects for Bilateral Ceasefires Appear Slim

All four members of the Northern Alliance met with 
the government for talks in Keng Tung on August 
31. The Tatmadaw did not attend the meeting but 
decided to extend its unilateral ceasefire agreement 
until September 21 in northern Shan State, likely 
to give cover for the next meeting scheduled for 
September 17. MIPS assessed in early September 
that the Tatmadaw likely wants to achieve bilateral 
ceasefire agreements with the four EAOs, but only 
according to its own terms. Although both sides 
appear committed to pursuing ceasefire in princi-

ple, several substantial issues render an agreement 
unlikely at this time.

First, the two sides have yet to agree on a prelimi-
nary document that will open the door toward ac-
tual bilateral ceasefire talks. The idea for a prelim-
inary document was proposed by the EAOs, who 
insisted on signing any initial agreement togeth-
er. The Tatmadaw, however, insists that the four 
groups sign preliminary documents individually. 
Both sides may likely be satisfied if, for example, 
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6 NRPC, Northern Alliance agree to meet in October. (2019, September 18). Eleven. https://elevenmyanmar.com/news/nrpc-north-
ern-alliance-agree-to-meet-in-october

the four EAOs each sign individual copies of the 
same preliminary agreement at the same time.

The two sides agreed on seven points to be included  
in the preliminary document during the meeting on  
September 17. Together, the seven points are essen-
tially an agenda for what future bilateral ceasefire  
negotiations will look like. The EAO representatives 
at the meeting said they were not authorized to sign  
the preliminary document, however, and a subsequent  
meeting was scheduled for October. 6

Even with a preliminary agreement, achieving bi-
lateral ceasefires will be a significant challenge. The 
Tatmadaw will likely uphold its demand that the 
TNLA and MNDAA return to their points of or-
igin, and may enforce this policy on the ground. 
The Tatmadaw’s effort to remove some EAO camps 
and bases in June and July is one of the reasons the  
EAOs cited for launching the August offensive. The  
Tatmadaw will likely continue to uphold its policy 
not to accept an AA presence in Rakhine either.

The Tatmadaw also did not extend its unilateral 
ceasefire, explaining during a press conference that 
no progress was made during the ceasefire period 
anyway. It also complained that the EAOs attacked 
it while the ceasefire was still in place, and again 
on the same day they announced their own cease-
fire. Both sides have now attacked each other under 
their own self-proclaimed ceasefires.

Moreover, the Tatmadaw may see little military 
need for a ceasefire in northern Shan State. De-
spite their efforts, the EAOs failed to capture or 
hold any significant military objectives in Au-
gust, and the Tatmadaw reopened the roads to 
civilian traffic and secured the economic corri-
dor in just two weeks. Although other political 
considerations may compel the Tatmadaw to 
pursue agreements, the absence of a major mili-
tary threat may allow it to take a long-term ap-
proach to bilateral ceasefire and meanwhile ad-
here strongly to its demands.
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OVERVIEW
• The Tatmadaw is maintaining the momentum of its military operations in Rakhine State by target-

ing AA posts while the AA attempts to retake areas previously lost. The tempo of fighting in Rakhine 
State will likely continue in the coming months and the security situation there will likely remain 
unstable well into 2020. 

• The AA’s ferry hijacking in Rakhine State was retold by the Tatmadaw, the AA, and 12 escapees, but 
all accounts contain contradictions. The incident is being used as propaganda on both sides.

• The AA’s abduction of an NLD lawmaker from Paletwa exacerbated interethnic tension between 
Rakhine and non-Rakhine in the area. Some non-Rakhine minority groups in Paletwa and northern 
Rakhine may form militia units armed by the Tatmadaw to ward off the AA. 

• The TNLA and Tatmadaw continue to contest areas that were fought over during the August offensive,  
but the overall frequency and intensity of clashes throughout northern Shan declined in October. 

• Kachin State remains relatively stable despite a clash between the Tatmadaw and KIA there in Oc-
tober. 

• The KNU and NMSP clashed several times after a territorial dispute. The issue was apparently solved 
after the two sides met twice, but on the ground, the situation remains tense. 

• The Tatmadaw restricted the RCSS from using an overland route to attend the NCA anniversary. 
The move was likely meant to prevent the RCSS from campaigning along the way. The incident 
upset the RCSS but the government is working to ease tensions.

• The KNU appeared satisfied over separate meetings with the State Counsellor and Commander in 
Chief, indicating a marginal improvement. 

• The KIA signaled an intent to reach bilateral ceasefire with the Tatmadaw, but the three other North-
ern Alliance members presently appear unwilling to seek separate bilateral ceasefires. This calculus 
could change over time. 
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1 TCMS is a conflict monitoring system developed by MIPS that consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of conflict 
dynamics nationwide. 

SECURITY
Fighting Picks Up in Rakhine, Raising Nationwide Total

At least 93 armed clashes and 30 incidents involv-
ing mines or Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) 
took place in October for a total of 123 armed 
incidents nationwide, up from 104 in September, 
according to information logged in the Town-
ship-based Conflict Monitoring System (TCMS).1  
The majority of armed clashes took place in north-
ern Rakhine State where the Arakan Army/Unit-
ed League of Arakan (AA/ULA) attempted to re-
take positions previously lost and the Tatmadaw 
brought more firepower to deny its opponent any 
foothold. Rathedaung and Minbya townships ex-
perienced the highest number of armed clashes ac-
cordingly. 

Fighting between the Ta’ang National Liberation 
Army/Palaung State Liberation Front (TNLA/

PSLF) in northern Shan State continued in Oc-
tober as well, although clashes were less frequent 
than in September and August. Fighting there was 
primarily concentrated in Kutkai Township, which 
experienced the third highest number of clashes in 
October. Several clashes also took place between 
the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) and Tat-
madaw in Kachin State, but the situation is unlike-
ly to escalate. 

A brief episode of fighting took place in Kayin State 
when the Karen National Union (KNU) and New 
Mon State Party (NMSP) fought several times over 
territory near Three Pagoda Pass. The situation was 
diffused after the two sides met twice, but tensions 
on the ground linger. TCMS also recorded 11 IED 
or mine-related incidents involving civilians. 

Tatmadaw Increases Operational Tempo, AA Attempts Counterattacks

Fighting in Rakhine State raged throughout Oc-
tober as the Tatmadaw increased its operational 
tempo to go after AA units that were attempting 
to retake previously held positions. The Tatmad-
aw likely intends to uphold a policy to deny the 
AA any bases in Rakhine State, and in October 
liberalized its use of airstrikes to target AA posi-
tions and units spotted by aerial reconnaissance. 
The AA responded by carrying out several larges-
cale counterattacks, but these attempts were largely 
unsuccessful and likely resulted in losses. Likewise, 
the AA’s attempt to open a new front in southern 
Rakhine State also made little progress. Although 
the AA still enjoys widespread support, it may be 
facing shortages of ammunition as the Tatmadaw’s 

full-fledged blockade continues. The month was 
also marked by several high-profile AA operations 
against soft targets—possibly a reaction to the Tat-
madaw’s tightening squeeze. More fighting is ex-
pected for reasons outlined below.

In the previous edition of the “Peace & Security 
Brief ”, MIPS assessed that conditions were favor-
able for a renewed Tatmadaw offensive in Rakhine 
State. With the end of rainy season, a blockade in 
full-swing, and its momentum continuing to build, 
the Tatmadaw increased its operational tempo in 
October by further liberalizing the use heavy fire-
power and targeting AA units wherever they con-
verged. According to MIPS sources, the regional 
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2 Khit Thit Media. (2019, October 17). wyfrawmfom; 41 OD;usqkH;[k AA xkwfjyefcsdef AA tavmif; 150 &&Sdxm;[k AdkvfrSL;BuD;0if;aZmfOD;ajym.  
[Status Update]. Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/khitthitnews/posts/748739025563446

3 Sit Htet Aung. (2019, November 07). Arakan Army releases 18 detained firemen. Myanmar Times. https://www.mmtimes.com/
news/arakan-army-releases-18-detained-firemen.html

commander is now authorized to launch airstrikes 
without the need to seek permission from the com-
mand headquarters in Nay Pyi Taw. The Tatmadaw 
conducted more frequent airstrikes in October with 
its MI-35, MI-17, and MI-2 gunships stationed in 
Buthidaung Township after spotting AA units with 
drones and reconnaissance aircraft.

The AA also demonstrated its ability to mobilize 
and counterattack the Tatmadaw with large num-
bers throughout October, but the Tatmadaw large-
ly appeared to repel these attempts and inflict loss-
es on the AA. On October 17, a colonel claimed 
to the media that the Tatmadaw had captured 
about 150 AA bodies that month.2 A MIPS source 
echoed this claim, asserting that the Tatmadaw 
received 140 AA bodies in mid-October. MIPS 
cannot independently verify these claims, but did 
see several recent photos posted to Facebook by  
Tatmadaw supporters that depict numerous cap-
tured AA bodies. The AA usually works hard to  
retrieve its dead, so these photos indicate a new trend. 

A source also told MIPS that some AA bodies cap-
tured in October were found with as few as 50 
rounds of ammunition, suggesting that AA fighters 
could be facing a shortage of ammunition. MIPS 
reported in mid-October that the Tatmadaw’s 
blockade was heavily restricting both land and wa-
ter resupply routes since early September. Despite 
its continued losses and possible shortage of sup-
plies, however, the AA still enjoys widespread sup-
port from the Rakhine community and maintains 
a robust ability to recruit new fighters. Videos and 
photos from the battlefield suggest these recruits 
are often in their late teens. 

The AA has likely aimed to open a southern front in 
Myebon and Ann townships since clashes and IED-re-
lated incidents began there in July 2019. Opening a 
new front could help the AA relieve growing pressure 
from the Tatmadaw, while satisfying the expectations 
of supporters by demonstrating a growing reach. In 
October, however, TCMS recorded only one clash 
in Ann Township on the last day of the month. No 
clashes or IED attacks were recorded in Myebon 
Township. The AA’s attempt to open a new front has 
yielded little success so far. 

The AA also carried out several high-profile raids 
and mass-abductions. On October 11, the AA 
stopped a bus and detained 31 people, including 19 
firefighters. Twelve of the passengers were released 
on October 28 after the AA deemed them civilians, 
but the group continued to hold the firefighters on 
suspicion of being auxiliary soldiers. The AA even-
tually released 18 of the firemen on November 6, 
but confirmed in a statement that one of the men 
had died in their captivity.3

On October 26, the AA commandeered a ferry 
traveling from Sittwe to Buthidaung. According 
to the government, the AA abducted 58 people, 
including 14 soldiers and 29 policemen return-
ing from leave to their assigned positions, as well 
as two government prison employees and 13 ci-
vilians. In a third incident, the AA abducted 10 
men travelling in two speedboats on November 
3, including a Chin Member of Parliament (MP) 
representing the National League for Democracy 
(NLD) and several Indian nationals. These two 
incidents are discussed further in separate sub-
sections below.   
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4 Thant Zin Oo. (2019, November 11). csif;trwfudkvTwfray;&if AA twGuf xdcdkufrI&SdvmEdkif[k NLD ajym. RFA. https://www.rfa.org/bur-
mese/program_2/nld-said-about-chin-mp-case-11112019062317.html?fbclid=IwAR38CyRn5AUzGz_raYwY9qc--VJpVXEEY-
lFsW6p8gdncJLYEqsIVGUxSewc

The objectives of both sides continue to appear 
diametrically opposed. The Tatmadaw has likely 
maintained a policy to prohibit any AA bases in 
Rakhine State since early 2019. In contrast, AA 
leaders have publicly claimed that they will estab-
lish a headquarters in Mrauk U by 2020. The AA 
appears determined to maintain the tempo of the 
conflict and claim some extent of territorial con-
trol in northern Rakhine State to reflect progress 
toward this goal. This fundamental contradiction 
sets the stage for continued fighting. 

There are several factors that may influence the in-
tensity of the fighting to come. First, the Tatmad-
aw currently appears to be in a position of military 
dominance in Rakhine State. According to MIPS 
sources, senior Tatmadaw officials feel the AA is 
suffering significant losses. Moreover, Tatmad-
aw spokespersons indicated a hardline position 

throughout October by using words like “eradi-
cate” to describe efforts against the AA. Such rhet-
oric coupled with the current military situation on 
the ground suggests that the Tatmadaw will at least 
maintain its assault on the AA. 

On November 11, however, a comment from 
NLD spokesperson Dr. Myo Nyunt indicated 
the government’s dismay over the AA’s refusal to 
release the Chin lawmaker who was abducted on 
November 3, and suggested that the government 
will “do what is necessary”.4 If the government 
imposes certain measures in Rakhine State, or 
instructs the Tatmadaw to impose certain mea-
sures, then the Tatmadaw may escalate its of-
fensive against the AA. Either way, a ceasefire in 
Rakhine State that includes a recognition of the 
AA’s foothold there is unlikely to occur in the 
near future.

Interethnic Tensions Rise After AA Abducts Chin Lawmaker

The AA abducted ten men travelling in boats from 
Paletwa Township, Chin State to Kyauktaw Town-
ship, Rakhine State on November 3. The men in-
cluded five Indian nationals working on an infra-
structure project in Chin State, as well as U Hawi 
Tin, an NLD MP representing Paletwa. The AA 
said that one of the Indian men died from exhaus-
tion as they came to shore. Eight men were released 
on November 4, but the AA continues to hold U 
Hawi Tin. The incident has prompted public back-

lash against the AA and heightened the tension be-
tween Chin and Khumi ethnic groups and the AA.

Chin political parties and civil society organiza-
tions (CSO) were outraged by the AA’s refusal to 
release U Hawi Tin. On November 11, 43 Chin 
organizations signed a statement demanding for 
his immediate release and warned that failing to 
do so “could further increase unwanted misunder-
standing and tensions between the Chin people 
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5 Chin Human Rights Organization. (2019, November 11). csif;tzGJUtpnf; (43) zGJU\ yl;wGJxkwfjyefcsuf. [Status Update]. Facebook. https://
www.facebook.com/ChinHumanRightsOrganization/posts/2717202644997930

6 &aohawmifNrdKUe,f? a&rsufaus;½GmteD;jzpfyGm;aom]a½Te'D}vlpD;tjref,mOfESihfywfoufí xkwfjyefaMunmcsuf. (2019, October 27). Arakan Army.  
https: //www.arakanarmy.net/post /%E1%80%9B-%E1%80%9E-%E1%80%90-%E1%80%84-%E1%81%BF%E1% 
80%99-%E1%82%95%E1%80%94%E1%80%9A-%E1%80%9B%E1%80%99-%E1%80%80-%E1%80%80-
%E1%80%9B-%E1%80%A1%E1%80%94-%E1%80%96%E1%80%85-%E1%80%95-%E1%80%9E-%E1%-
80%9B-%E1%80%94%E1%80%92-%E1%80%9C-%E1%80%85-%E1%80%A1-%E1%80%99%E1%80%94-
%E1%80%9A-%E1%80%A5-%E1%80%84-%E1%80%95%E1%80%90-%E1%80%9E%E1%80%80-%E1%80%9-
1-%E1%80%90-%E1%80%95%E1%80%94-%E1%81%BE%E1%80%80-%E1%80%84-%E1%80%81-%E1%80%80

7 A police member among abductees kidnapped by AA insurgents rescued. (2019, October 28). Office of the Commander-in-chief 
of Defense Services. http://cincds.gov.mm/node/5101

and the AA.”5 A statement from the Chin Nation-
al League for Democracy (CNLD) on November 
5 also demanded U Hawi Tin’s release, explaining 
its view that since 2015 the AA’s presence in Chin 
State has brought only grief for local people. The 
CNLD mentioned that 10 civilians were killed, 82 
abducted, and 4,000 displaced in Chin State since 
then.

The AA responded that it is holding the Chin law-
maker to interrogate him on his relationship and 
suspected cooperation with the Tatmadaw. Some 
non-Rakhine ethnic groups in Palatwa are now con-
sidering forming a militia armed by the Tatmadaw to 
ward off the AA’s presence in their areas.  Interethnic 
tensions between Rakhine and non-Rakhine in Pal-
etwa are rising and may escalate in the near future. 

Conflicting Narratives Prevail Over Rakhine Ferry Incident

On October 26, the AA intercepted a civilian ferry, 
the Shwe Nadi, travelling from Sittwe to Buthid-
aung. According to all available accounts, the boat 
made an unscheduled stop in Rathedaung where 
10 to 15 people embarked. Soon after, the AA 
fired warning shots and the ferry came to shore. 
The passengers disembarked to find AA fighters 
waiting. After separating women and children, the 
AA fighters left with the men. Available accounts 
of the events that followed were given only by the 
Tatmadaw, the AA, and 12 escapees, among them 
police and soldiers, interviewed by the media. The 
narratives provided by these sources are unsurpris-
ingly contradictory and accusative. 

What is clear is that the incident culminated in 
rescue attempt involving a Tatmadaw attack heli-
copter. In a statement soon after, the AA said that 
the Tatmadaw inadvertently killed some of its own 
soldiers when the helicopter fired on AA fighters 
transferring the detainees in boats.6 The Tatmadaw 
denied this account, saying that it did not fire di-
rectly at the boats, and accused the AA of executing 
some of the detainees.7

The statements by the Tatmadaw and AA were the 
primary sources of information about the rescue 
until a three part series of interviews with 12 es-
capees was published beginning on November 5. 
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8 Tatmadaw saves 14 of those kidnapped by AA insurgents. (2019, October 27). Office of the Commander-in-chief of Defense 
Services. http://cincds.gov.mm/node/5089

9 Min Thein Aung. (2019, November 05). Rebel Arakan Army frees 25 captives, calling them civilians. RFA. https://www.rfa.org/
english/news/myanmar/captives-11052019171748.html

10 DVB TV News. (2019, October 28). &[wf,mOfeJY rwdkufcdkufrDuwnf;u atatuypfcJhw,fvdkY wyfrawmfajym. [Video]. Facebook. https://
www.facebook.com/DVBTVNews/videos/2500863660192175/

11 The Irrawaddy. (2019, October 28). ]AA u xkwfjyefovdk usaemfwdkY &[wf,mOfay:u ypfvdkY aoukefw,fqdkwm r[kwfygbl;} wyfrawmfrS ajym. 
[Status Update]. Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/theirrawaddyburmese/videos/2398463150408130/

12 Content no longer available. Originally accessed at https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=496017447660354&a
mp;id=100017563090868

According to MIPS sources, the interviews were 
arranged by the Tatmadaw and took place during 
a two-hour period in which each man provided his 
general overview before taking questions. The in-
terviewees spoke in front of microphones from the 
Tatmadaw’s Myawaddy Daily, state-owned MRTV, 
Skynet, and Eleven Media. Some Rakhine journal-
ists complained online that they were not invited 
to the interview. 

The accounts provided by the interviewees, which 
included seven police and soldiers and five civil-
ians, largely mirrored the Tatmadaw’s account of 
the incident. In short, the interviewees said that 
after releasing the women and children that the 
AA moved the men to a second location where 
Rakhine-speaking men were also released, leaving 
58 detainees. Local villagers, including elderly and 
children, allegedly beat, mocked, and robbed the 
detainees before the 58 men were eventually loaded 
onto three boats. As the first two boats travelled 
upstream and the third boat loaded, a Tatmadaw 
attack helicopter spotted the group and passed 
them above.

According to the escapees, the AA fighters quickly 
diverted the boats up a narrow creek before one 
fighter fired at the helicopter—the Tatmadaw later 
confirmed the pilot was slightly injured—before 

the helicopter returned “warning shots”.8 Nearly all 
the interviewees took care to explain that the heli-
copter did not fire at the boats. At this point, the 
scene became chaotic and the prisoners attempted 
to escape by jumping off the boats and into the wa-
ter. Some of the escapees said that AA fighters fired 
on them as they swam or ran. According to rescued 
policeman Sai Naing Aung, the AA shot three men 
he was tied together with before pushing them into 
the water. The 15 “rescued” prisoners were later 
picked up by the Tatmadaw after escaping the flee-
ing AA fighters. 

There are several glaring contradictions through-
out these accounts. First, the AA eventually re-
leased 25 of the detainees on November 5, call-
ing them “real civilians”.9 The AA’s count of 
civilians among the 58 detainees is therefore dif-
ferent than the number released by the govern-
ment, who said there were 13. Next, a Tatmadaw 
spokesperson said that, according to a rescued 
policeman, the AA executed some of the prison-
ers before the helicopter opened fire10 This detail 
is not reflected in any of the accounts provid-
ed by the 12 interviewees. Third, a Tatmadaw 
spokesperson said they found Sai Naing Aung 
with his hands still tied.11 Sai Naing Aung said 
in an initial interview that he had untied himself 
and fled.12 
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It is possible that in the early days after the inci-
dent that spokespersons from both sides did not 
have complete information, thus explaining some 
discrepancies, or that the narratives simply evolved 
to fit each side’s propaganda. There were seemingly 

no other witnesses to corroborate the events and 
MIPS was unable to verify the accounts provided 
by both sides. The incident appeared to anger some 
online ethnic-Bamar users and is being used as pro-
paganda by both the Tatmadaw and AA.

Rakhine Execution Video Posted to Pro-Tatmadaw Accounts

A video and some images of an execution were 
posted to multiple pro-Tatmadaw Facebook ac-
counts on October 30. In the one-minute video, 
a man kneels before a ditch as Rakhine-speaking 
men ask him if he has any last words. The prison-
er is then bludgeoned to death with a heavy stick. 
Images taken from a different angle show multiple 
fighters with tactical vests, black t-shirts, and AK-
47s, as well as several plain-clothed men. 

According to MIPS sources, the video was found 
on the phone of an AA commander killed by the 
Tatmadaw. The Tatmadaw may have captured the 
phone used to record the incident and leaked the 
video and photos to disparage the AA. The video 

sparked online outrage from many non-Rakhine 
social media users. Pro-AA users expressed an un-
derstanding for the execution of an alleged traitor, 
but admitted that such images make the Rakhine 
look bad. 

Sources also told MIPS that the Tatmadaw is 
making significant efforts to extract data from the 
phones of people it arrests in Rakhine State. The 
Tatmadaw may sometimes keep incriminating or 
embarrassing videos or images to use as propagan-
da at a strategic time. The recent execution video, 
for example, emerged after the Tatmadaw received 
bad press over the AA ferry hijacking and rescue 
attempt on October 26.
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13 Lewi Weng. (2019, October 09). Three Myanmar soldiers killed as TNLA attacks army convoy in northern Shan state. The Ir-
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16 Moe Zaw. (2019, October 18). KIA eJYjrefppfwyf wESpftwGif; yxrqkH;tBudrf wdkufyGJi,fjzpfyGm;. VOA. https://burmese.voanews.com/a/
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7QqCTKRU4

TNLA-Tatmadaw Contest Continues in Shan; Kachin Appears Stable Despite 
Clash

Fighting between the Tatmadaw and TNLA in 
northern Shan State continued in October as the 
two sides vied for areas fought over during the 
August offensive. The overall number of clashes, 
however, were far fewer than in September since 
the Tatmadaw has largely secured the economic 
corridor from major disruption. In Kachin State, 
the Tatmadaw targeted one or more KIA camps 
in a disputed area, but a spokesperson for the KIA 
downplayed the incident. The situation in Kachin 
remains relatively stable amid signs that the EAO is 
planning for bilateral ceasefire. 

The TNLA and Tatmadaw continued to clash along 
northern Shan’s main highway in October. The 
most significant incident of the month occurred 
on October 9 when the TNLA reportedly attacked 
a Tatmadaw convoy on the edge of Hseni Town. 
Media reported that three Tatmadaw soldiers were 
killed and another three wounded. Seven civilians 
were also injured by exploding mortar shells that 
fell on as many as four houses.13

Other significant fighting occurred in the moun-
tains near Tarmoenye, a town where all four 

Northern Alliance members are known to oper-
ate. The TNLA and Tatmadaw fought a three-day 
battle there between October 24 and 26, with the 
Tatmadaw flying airstrikes against the TNLA’s po-
sitions. The TNLA is likely trying to maintain or 
retake some positions it used to stage the August 
offensive, while the Tatmadaw is targeting any 
Ethnic Armed Organization (EAO) positions that 
threaten the economic corridor. Clashes will likely 
continue throughout November but not at the rate 
or intensity seen in August and September. 

The KIA and Tatmadaw clashed in Mohnyin 
Township, Kachin State on October 15. Accord-
ing to Kachin News Group (KNG), five KIA 
troops engaged in a small gunfight with the Tat-
madaw’s frontline.14 The Tatmadaw responded in 
the evening by attacking and occupying a near-
by KIA camp. In its Kachin language edition, 
KNG said that two KIA troops were killed,15  
but KIA spokesperson Colonel Naw Bu appeared 
to downplay16 the incident by saying the troops 
were only missing. The KNG Burmese language 
edition did not mention the deaths of the KIA 
troops.
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Offering a different explanation for the event, 
a source told MIPS that the Tatmadaw targeted 
a newly-placed KIA camp in the area. Since its 
major offensive against the KIA ended in mid-
2018, the Tatmadaw has periodically demarcated 
disputed areas by targeting small KIA outposts. 

These events are often downplayed or ignored 
by KIA spokespersons, and since 2018 have not 
resulted in wider escalation. The incident is un-
likely to cause an escalation between the two 
sides that have maintained relative stability for 
about a year. 

NMSP and KNU Clashes Lead to Agreement

On October 17, the KNU launched simultaneous 
attacks on the NMSP’s Phalae Don Phike camp in 
Ye Township and an NMSP position near Three 
Pagoda Pass in Kyaing Seik Gyi Township. The 
NMSP deputy commander of Phalae Don Phike 
was reportedly killed. The two sides met to discuss 
the fighting on October 20, but clashed again the 
next day. 

A second meeting was held on October 22, 
where the NMSP and KNU agreed to inform 
one another of military movements via the liai-
son office and pledged to rotate troops involved 
in the recent fighting.17 Another clash occurred 
on October 23 but the confrontation appears to 
have ended now. 

According to various reports, two NMSP troops 
and two KNU troops were killed during the ep-

isode. Two civilians were wounded by landmines 
and an unknown number displaced by the fight-
ing. The KNU arrested but immediately released 
12 villagers during the clash on October 23, and 
a Mon media outlet also reported allegations that 
a KNU soldier intentionally discharged his weap-
on near a mother holding a baby in order to scare 
them.18 

The fighting was apparently sparked when the 
NMSP removed a KNU flag near Three Pagoda 
Pass, prompting the KNU to attack the next day. 
The issue was quickly resolved through available 
channels, and the leaders from both sides demon-
strated a desire to avoid further escalation. How-
ever, tension remains high among local command-
ers from both sides. The KNU and NMSP fought 
fiercely for control of the Three Pagoda Pass area in 
the late 1980s. 

17 Hurfom. (2019, October 25). Armed clashes continue despite negotiation; Schools closed and villagers flee homes. Rehmonnya. 
http://rehmonnya.org/archives/5565

18 Hurfom. (2019, October 22). Clash between KNU and NMSP injuries civilians; houses and shops destroyed. Rehmonnya. http://
rehmonnya.org/archives/5555
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GOVERNMENT
Government Marks NCA Anniversary

The government hosted the ethnic signatories to 
mark the fourth anniversary of the signing of the 
Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) in Nay 
Pyi Taw on October 28. Speaking at the ceremony, 
State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi explicit-
ly mentioned the government’s intent to pursue a 
federal system. This intent was also mirrored by the 
Commander in Chief, Senior General Min Aung 
Hlaing, who stressed that federalism means differ-
ent things for different countries. He then alluded 

to India as model for Myanmar’s future federal sys-
tem. 

The State Counsellor also outlined a three-point 
plan to move the stalled peace process forward. This 
includes convening the Union Peace Process—21st 
Century Panglong (UPC) and developing a road-
map for the NCA’s implementation, adding more 
points to the Union Accord, and setting the priori-
ty agenda beyond 2020. 

Tatmadaw Blocks RCSS Caravan En Route to NCA Ceremony

The Tatmadaw blocked the Restoration Council of 
Shan State/Shan State Army’s (RCSS/SSA) leaders 
from travelling overland via Taunggyi to Nay Pyi 
Taw to mark the fourth anniversary of the NCA, 
alongside the nine other ethnic signatories.19 The 
Tatmadaw informed the RCSS on short notice that 
it could not use the route, citing security concerns. 
The government then attempted to facilitate flights 
for the RCSS, but by this time RCSS Chairperson 
General Yawd Serk was upset and refused to attend 
amidst a tight schedule. 

The RCSS later suggested that the Tatmadaw 
blocked the route to prevent it from holding 

meetings with Shan constituents along the way. 
The Tatmadaw might have sought to prevent 
RCSS grassroots campaigning along the travel 
route. The Tatmadaw blocked the RCSS from 
holding state consultations in 2018 for similar 
reasons, leading to a major deadlock in the peace 
process. 

The incident caused a temporary setback for Tat-
madaw-RCSS relations but is unlikely to result 
in a major fallout. The government is working 
to resolve the tensions, an effort which the RCSS 
later expressed appreciation for during its brief-
ing.
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Figure 1: Armed incidents from May 2019 to October  2019
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Figure 2: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in October 2019 
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Meetings Number

JMC Meeting/Workshop/Conference 3

NCA-S EAOs Meeting 3

Chinese Special Envoy and Northern Alliance Meeting 1

Commander-in-Chief and KNU Chairperson Meeting 1

Commander-in-Chief and NCA-S EAOs Meeting 1

Northern Alliance Meeting 1

PC and KIA Meeting 1

PC and KNPP Meeting 1

PC and RCSS/SSA Meeting 1

PPST Meeting 1

State Counsellor and KNU Chairperson Meeting 1

TNLA/PSLF, AA/ULA, and MNDAA Meeting 1

Total Number of Meetings 5

Figure 4: Significant meetings related to the peace process in October 2019
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NCA-SIGNATORIES
KNU Meets with State Counsellor and Commander in Chief

A KNU delegation led by Chairperson Saw Mutu 
Say Poe met separately with the State Counsellor 
and Commander in Chief in Nay Pyi Taw on Oc-
tober 28 and 29, respectively. The KNU and State 
Counsellor discussed ways to resume the Joint 
Ceasefire Monitoring Committee (JMC) func-

tions but made no final decisions on the matter. 
The KNU and Commander in Chief discussed 
road construction in Kayin State, but it was not 
clear if both sides reached an agreement. The KNU 
appeared satisfied with the meetings and the rela-
tionship seems to be improving. 

NON-SIGNATORIES
Apparent KIA Willingness for Bilateral Ceasefire Not Shared by Alliance 
Partners

A KIA delegation led by General N Ban La met 
with the government’s Peace Commission (PC) in 
Chiang Mai on October 17. In a speech one week 
later, General N Ban La said that the KIA is work-
ing to achieve a bilateral ceasefire with the Tatmad-
aw. He also said important issues like Internally 
Displaced Person (IDP) returns will be discussed 
with the government. 

The KIA’s willingness, however, does not appear to 
be shared by the three other members of the North-
ern Alliance. On October 20, the TNLA, AA, and 

Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army 
(MNDAA) held a meeting in Mongla before travel-
ling to meet the KIA leaders in Lai Zar the same day. 
According to a KNG report, the three groups told 
the KIA that they will not follow it toward bilateral 
ceasefire. It appears the TNLA, AA, and MNDAA 
have no appetite for a bilateral ceasefire at this time. 
Instead, their position continues to call for a multi-
lateral ceasefire. A source told MIPS that the three 
groups have been moving closer to the United WA 
State Army (UWSA) which at least partly supplied 
weapons and ammunition to the alliance. 
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In the previous edition of the “Peace & Securi-
ty Brief ”, MIPS noted discussions between the 
Northern Alliance and government over a prelim-
inary agreement. The preliminary agreement is es-
sentially an agenda for what bilateral ceasefire talks 
would look like. The Tatmadaw wants all groups 
to sign a preliminary agreement individually, but 
the EAOs have insisted on signing together. The 

idea to sign together was originally designed by the 
KIA to save face and demonstrate its stance on in-
clusivity—the issue that led to a last-minute fall-
out during the final stage of NCA negotiations in 
2015. Although a preliminary agreement on agen-
da-setting could still happen, the KIA may part 
from the three groups by reaching a bilateral cease-
fire without them. 
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OVERVIEW
• The conflict in Rakhine State intensified in November as both sides kept up the pace of their oper-

ations. Major fighting was recorded near to mountainous areas on the edge of the flat plains, indi-
cating the AA’s operational shift to areas with tactical depth. More clashes were also recorded further 
south, where the AA is attempting to open a new front. 

• The AA has effectively weakened the government’s civilian administrative structure in northern Ra-
khine State and will continue to assert its influence by collecting “taxes” from businesses next year. 

• The Tatmadaw carried out a limited offensive against the TNLA and is likely working to contain the 
group within the Palaung SAZ. TNLA fighters continue to operate along the main economic corri-
dor linking China, setting the stage for more fighting.  

• The surface-to-air missile captured from the TNLA was likely inoperable. Shoulder fired surface-to-
air missiles are not new to the battlefield in northern Myanmar, and similar units were smuggled to 
Myanmar from the Middle East via arm traffickers in Thailand before. 

• Clashes between the KIA and Tatmadaw are being consistently downplayed by the KIA leadership 
and appear unlikely to spark a wider confrontation as the two sides negotiate a possible bilateral 
ceasefire. 

• The government and NCA-S have not agreed on a date to hold the JICM, where they plan to set 
the date for the UPC. Although both sides still aim to hold the UPC before April 2020, the KNU’s 
position on whether to hold the JICM in December is still unclear. 

• Military issues like the Tatmadaw’s road construction in Kayin State could impede efforts to convene 
the JICM. The UPC cannot take place until the JICM is convened. 

• The UWSA is seriously negotiating terms for signing the NCA with the government as the relation-
ship between the two sides improves.
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1 TCMS is an advanced monitoring system developed by MIPS that consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of con-
flict dynamics nationwide. 

SECURITY
Nationwide Number of Clashes Climbs As Fighting Intensifies in Rakhine and 
Shan States

At least 127 armed clashes and 19 incidents in-
volving mines or Improvised Explosive Devices 
(IED) took place in November for a total of 146 
armed incidents nationwide, up from 123 in Octo-
ber, according to information logged in the Town-
ship-based Conflict Monitoring System (TCMS).1  
The majority of armed incidents took place in 
northern Rakhine State where fighting between 
the Tatmadaw and the Arakan Army (AA) intensi-
fied in November as both sides kept up the pace of 

their operations. TCMS also recorded a significant 
number of clashes in northern Shan State where 
the Tatmadaw launched a limited offensive against 
the Ta’ang National Liberation Army/Palaung 
State Liberation Front (TNLA/PSLF). Two clashes 
involving the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) 
were recorded in Kachin State, as well as two sig-
nificant clashes between the New Mon State Party/
Mon National Liberation Army (NMSP/MNLA) 
and Tatmadaw in Kayin State.

Fighting in Rakhine State Intensifies, Spreads Further South

The overall security situation in Rakhine and south-
ern Chin states deteriorated further in November as 
both the intensity and frequency of clashes between 
the AA and Tatmadaw increased. The Tatmadaw 
appears to be maintaining the momentum of its of-
fensive by bombarding AA bases and units wherever 
they are found. It is also conducting regular patrols 
to uphold its blockade, deny the AA operational 
freedom of movement, and prevent AA expansion 
into southern Rakhine State. Despite these efforts, 
however, the AA has proved resilient and also ap-
pears to be maintaining its operational tempo by 
moving back into areas previously lost to the Tat-
madaw, attacking Tatmadaw naval patrols, and by 
continuing its attempt to open a southern front. The 
intensification of fighting in November expectedly 
coincided with multiple civilian casualties.

The majority of the clashes in both October and 
November took place in villages located on the 
edge of the jungle in both the Rathedaung-Buth-
idaung area and the Minbya-Mrauk U area. The 
pattern indicates that the AA is primarily operat-
ing out of villages that afford it immediate access 
to the jungle where they have set up a number of 
bases. Doing so may allow AA fighters to more eas-
ily withdraw into mountain hideouts where they 
can store weapons and supplies, tend to wounded, 
and wait for the Tatmadaw to leave. The pattern of 
clashes is different to the trend seen in the opening 
months of the conflict when the AA often engaged 
the Tatmadaw out in the open. The Tatmadaw’s 
heavy use of artillery and airstrikes is likely what 
pushed the AA to base its fighters in villages on the 
edge of the jungle.  
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In addition to engaging AA fighters nearby vil-
lages, the Tatmadaw also attacked known jungle 
bases with heavy artillery and airstrikes. In Sep-
tember, a source in the security community told 
MIPS that the presence of an AA base could be 
inferred by a string of concentrated clashes accom-
panied by Tatmadaw airstrikes. MIPS recorded 
two such incidents in November—both of which 
were in the jungle near the villages where the ma-
jority of clashes took place. Another source con-
firmed that the Tatmadaw knows of existing AA 
bases and has begun using 240mm—rather than 
the smaller 122mm—rockets to bombard the bas-
es. The Tatmadaw therefore appears to upping its 
use of firepower and engaging the AA wherever 
and whenever it emerges. This strategy of sustained 
pressure is likely intended to wear out AA fighters 
and discourage the local population from provid-
ing support. 

Despite the Tatmadaw’s sustained pressure, the AA 
has also managed to keep up the fight. In Minbya 
Township, for example, the AA has reinserted it-
self into the area surrounding Pan Myaung Village. 
Pan Myaung and the surrounding villages became 
a flashpoint for heavy fighting in late June after the 
AA ambushed a Tatmadaw column a few miles to 
the south. In August and September, sources indi-
cated that heavy Tatmadaw barrages succeeding in 
dispersing AA fighters there. Between November 
26 and 28, however, the AA said it fought a battle 
over ‘Hill 112’, which overlooks the Pan Myaung 
area. 

As a part of its efforts to blockade AA supply 
routes, the Tatmadaw has been conducting regular 
naval patrols up and down the vital waterways in 
northern Rakhine State. In November, MIPS re-
corded as many as eight incidents where the AA 
attacked Tatmadaw boats patrolling on the river. In 

Paletwa, the AA targeted boats carrying equipment 
bound for construction projects apparently linked 
to India’s Kaladan Multi-Modal Transit Transport 
Project. Attacks on similar soft targets and Tatmad-
aw naval vessels may likely continue. 

The AA also enjoyed a win after fighting with 
the Tatmadaw near Pakar Wa Village in Paletwa 
Township on November 19. The AA claimed that 
it killed nine Tatmadaw soldiers and captured 13 
more. The Tatmadaw, however, denied that its sol-
diers were captured and said the clash near Pakar 
Wa never happened. In response, the AA recorded 
and released a video in which it interviewed the 
captured soldiers one by one, asking them their 
names, ranks, and identification numbers. The 
AA’s video was likely authentic, an assessment re-
flected by multiple sources. The incident was an 
embarrassment for the Tatmadaw leadership that 
continued to deny that it had happened.  

Another significant development in November was 
the increase of clashes and mine-related incidents 
to the south in Myebon and Ann Townships. The 
AA’s attempt to open a southern front began as 
early as May, but the momentum of initial attacks 
there did not continue. In November, however, 
MIPS recorded as many as 12 incidents in Myebon 
and three incidents in Ann, including four AA am-
bushes, two attempted mine attacks, and two Tat-
madaw airstrikes. The significant uptick in fighting 
suggests the AA is continuing its efforts to open a 
southern front and that the Tatmadaw is respond-
ing to contain the expansion. 

In December, MIPS recorded clashes even further to 
the south in Taung Gok Township, and sources indi-
cated that the AA has been sending fighters to open a 
front there as well. Taung Guk is a strategic area con-
nected by road to both Pyay and the rest of southern 
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and northern Rakhine State. A foothold in Taung 
Guk could shorten the AA’s supply line from central 
and northern Myanmar, and serve as a second entry 
point for supplies bound for northern Rakhine State. 
Its dense jungles and access to the Rakhine mountains 
also affords good protection for fighters. 

Despite these benefits, however, the AA would 
face significant challenges in Taung Guk. First, the 
township neighbors the economic zone at Kyauk-
phyu and the important tourist area of Thandwe 
and Ngapali. The Tatmadaw will likely respond 
swiftly to activity there, possibly by imposing 
checkpoints that could adversely affect the flow 
goods throughout the whole of Rakhine State. Sec-
ond, the AA might find less sympathy from local 
civilians in the south who may be more reluctant 
to support the arrival of armed conflict in their area 
than their counterparts in the north. 

On December 10, the AA announced that it would 
levy “taxes” on large infrastructure projects and 
major businesses in Rakhine and Chin States, in-
cluding the Kaladan Multi-Modal Transit Trans-
portation Project backed by India. AA chief Major 
General Tun Myat Naing explained the plan as a 
part of the group’s effort to exert its authority over 
the region. Since the beginning of the conflict, 
the AA has worked to dismantle the government’s  
administrative infrastructure and replace it with its 
own.

The AA has so far made significant progress to-
ward this goal in northern Rakhine State where 
most villages no longer have functioning admin-
istrations. Even in major towns like Minbya and 
Kyauktaw, government staff are reportedly too 
afraid to carry out basic administrative tasks. 
Sources even said that in Sittwe the Chief Minis-
ter’s authority has become limited. Despite these 
deficiencies, however, the Rakhine State govern-
ment and the Union government appear reluctant 
to allow the military to take control of northern 
Rakhine State under martial law. Sources told 
MIPS that the Tatmadaw is working hard to pre-
vent a similar breakdown in government structure 
in southern Rakhine State.

Similar dynamics are expected in the coming 
months. The Tatmadaw will likely keep up its pres-
sure by targeting AA troops whenever they con-
verge and by shelling or bombing bases wherever 
they are found. It will also work hard to contain 
the spread of the conflict to southern Rakhine State 
by responding promptly to AA activity there. It is 
unclear, however, if the Tatmadaw will follow the 
current phase of operations by conducting inten-
sive raids in villages to capture or kill AA fighters, 
a move that will invariably lead to more civilian 
deaths, potential human rights abuses, and greater 
public scrutiny. In the meantime, the AA’s proven 
resilience suggests that fighting will continue well 
into 2020. 
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Civilians Continue to Bear High Costs in Rakhine State

The intensification of fighting in November corre-
sponded with multiple civilians being shot by the 
Tatmadaw, killed in the crossfire of clashes, and 
maimed or killed by mines and Unexploded Ordi-
nance (UXO). The Tatmadaw has been increasing 
the use of hidden watch posts close to villages to in-
tercept AA fighters in civilian clothes moving from 
one place to another.  

On November 10, a pregnant woman from Mye-
bon Township was shot and killed by the Tatmad-
aw while she was returning home from the mar-
ket on a small boat with her husband. According 
to Narinjara, Tatmadaw soldiers on the riverbank 
instructed the boat driver to stop. 2 A neighbor 
explained that the driver likely did not hear the 
command because the boat engine was very loud. 
Tatmadaw spokesperson Colonel Win Zaw Oo re-
sponded to a reporter’s question by seemingly sug-
gesting the reporter was a member of the AA. No 
further explanation was provided. 

On November 27, DMG reported that the Tat-
madaw shot a man as he returned home with his 
cows. 3 The man was brought to the Mrauk U hos-
pital where he died the next day. No further de-
tails are available. In yet another incidence on No-

vember 28, the Tatmadaw reportedly shot a man 
as he was travelling by boat to sell wood. 4 After 
shooting him twice, the Tatmadaw administered 
aid and proceeded to investigate him. They later 
determined he was just a merchant and let him go 
to the hospital. 

Multiple civilians were killed or injured during 
clashes as well. On November 21, for exam-
ple, a clash broke out near a Tatmadaw base in 
Rathedaung Township. Villagers said they heard 
artillery fire ten times. An explosion in the nearby 
village killed one man and seriously injured anoth-
er. Tatmadaw Colonel Win Zaw Oo confirmed the 
clash. On November 22, two civilians were wound-
ed by explosions after the AA engaged a Tatmadaw 
naval boat in Kyauktaw Township. 

In Rathedaung Township, a 14-year-old boy was 
killed by a mine or possibly a UXO explosion on 
November 30. Then, in what became a highly pub-
licized incident on December 2, an explosion killed 
three civilians, including two children, and injured 
six more in Mruak U Town. 5 Both local civilians 
and the AA accused the Tatmadaw of shelling the 
town, but the Tatmadaw denied this claim and said 
the explosion was caused by UXO. Accusations 
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against the Tatmadaw for shelling villages 6 when 
no clash 7 happened nearby is a growing trend in 
Rakhine State. The trend coincides with an increas-
ing number of villages that are providing strong 
support to the AA’s insurgency. For example, AA 
fighters continue to reside in villages with weap-
ons hidden nearby, and some Buddhist monks re-
portedly served as unit commanders, according to 
sources. 

 It is in fact nearly impossible to determine 
the origin or cause of explosions without collecting 
forensic evidence on the ground. Explosions that 
kill civilians could be from mines, UXO, shells 
fired during battle by either the AA or Tatmadaw, 
or shells deliberately fired at villages by the Tatmad-
aw as a form of collective punishment against civil-
ians. More civilian deaths and injuries are expected 
in the coming months if this tend continues. 

Tatmadaw Launches Limited Offensive in Northern Shan State

The conflict between the TNLA and Tatmadaw in-
tensified in November as the Tatmadaw launched 
a limited offensive on the edge of the Palaung 
Self-Administered Zone (SAZ) and fighting spilled 
back onto the main highway to the north and south 
of Kutkai Town. The Tatmadaw likely aims to cor-
ral the TNLA back into the Palaung heartland, but 
may stop short of launching an offensive into the 
group’s stronghold. It is also working to maintain 
the security of the economic corridor by targeting 
TNLA positions and units that continue to oper-
ate in the vicinity of the main highway road. The 
fighting in northern Shan State is set to continue. 

The Tatmadaw claimed to occupy 41 TNLA out-
posts during an offensive carried out between 
November 13 and 22. 8 According to TCMS, the 
fighting concentrated on the edge of the Palaung 
SAZ between Namhsam and Kyaukme townships. 
The Tatmadaw sent reinforcements into the area 
and used heavy artillery and helicopter gunships to 
attack TNLA positions. Clashes, however, appeared 
to end on November 22 and did not move deeper 
into the SAZ, suggesting that the Tatmadaw’s pol-
icy is still to contain the TNLA to its stronghold 
in Namhsan and Manton townships. Up to 1,000 
civilians were displaced during the episode. 
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MIPS also recorded at least seven clashes along the 
main highway road to the northeast between No-
vember 12 and 15. According to the Tatmadaw, 
the fighting took place when multiple teams of Pa-
laung fighters attempted to collect tolls from pass-
ing vehicles. 9 On November 13, videos emerged 
on Facebook of TNLA troops fighting behind ci-
vilian vehicles stopped along the road. The TNLA 
is known to periodically collect fees from cars and 
trucks travelling along the highway. 

At least nine more clashes also took place in the 
countryside and mountains to the east and west 
of Kutkai Town. The Tatmadaw and TNLA have 
fought regularly in the area since the Brother-
hood Alliance launched a major offensive along 
the highway on August 15. The Tatmadaw has 
since regularly targeted TNLA positions that 

threaten the security of the main economic cor-
ridor linking Myanmar and China. The TNLA is 
still active in the area and in November demon-
strated its ability to insert small teams onto the 
road and disrupt traffic for a limited period of 
time. 

The Tatmadaw will likely continue efforts to 
maintain security along the economic corridor by 
clearing TNLA positions used to stage the August 
Offensive and by targeting TNLA units operating 
near the road. It may also launch more operations 
to clear TNLA positions that are not in the imme-
diate vicinity of the main highway, but are outside 
of the Palaung SAZ. Fighting in northern Shan 
State will likely endure as the TNLA continues to 
operate in or nearby to Palaung villages scattered 
throughout the region. 

Tatmadaw Seizes TNLA Weapons Stash After Likely Tip Off

The Tatmadaw discovered three TNLA weapons 
caches in the middle of the Palaung SAZ on No-
vember 22. According to the Office of the Com-
mander-in-Chief, Tatmadaw soldiers captured 
40,000 rounds of ammunition and 170 weapons, 
including an FN-6, a Chinese-made shoulder-fired 
surface-to-air missile. The FN-6 is not new to the 
battlefield in Myanmar, and such weapons were 
smuggled from various origins including the Mid-
dle East. The FN-6 unit captured from the TNLA 
appeared to be missing a critical component and 

was probably non-functional. 

The story of the weapons seizure appears to begin 
with a clash between the Tatmadaw and TNLA on 
the morning of November 22. Following the clash, 
the Tatmadaw detained 80 civilians, including a 
village administrator, and moved them two miles 
away to the village of Ho Mong on the border of 
Namhsam and Manton townships. 10 The Tatmad-
aw allegedly beat the village administrator severely. 
11 It then discovered three different weapons caches 
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in and around Ho Mong Village before releasing 
the civilians. The Tatmadaw may have received in-
formation about the weapons from one of the ci-
vilians it arrested. A MIPS source in Shan State, 
however, said that the TNLA suspected that local 
media told the Tatmadaw about the weapons. 

The inclusion of the FN-6 among the captured 
weapons invited much speculation about its origin 
and meaning for the future of warfare in Myanmar. 
Man-portable Air Defense Systems (MANPADS), 
however, have been used by Ethnic Armed Orga-
nizations (EAO) against the Tatmadaw on at least 
two occasions. In December 2012, for example, 
the KIA used a MANPADS to damage a Tatmadaw 
MI-35. The helicopter was forced to make a crash 
landing in Tatmadaw controlled territory. During 
the Mongko Offensive in 2016, a Northern Alli-
ance missile damaged a Tatmadaw Hongdu JL-8 
(Karakorum 8) light attack aircraft, but the pilot 
was able to return to an airbase.  

While it is well-known that the United Wa State 
Army (UWSA) fields the FN-6, the unit captured 
from the TNLA was not necessarily transferred 
by the Wa. It is possible that the unit was smug-
gled from the Middle East, perhaps Syria, where 
it is widely used by rebels, via Thailand. In 2013, 
for example, Thai police seized four surface-to-air 
missile launchers from men preparing to smuggle 
them to Shan State.12 

Expensive and sophisticated weapons like surface-
to-air missiles are a favorite for smugglers because 
non-state fighters usually lack the technical exper-
tise to determine the condition of the weapon. It 
is therefore easy to sell weapons that do not work. 
In addition, advanced weapons need to be stored 
properly and require proper training to be used ef-
fectively. It is unlikely that EAOs in Myanmar cur-
rently have access to such technical training from 
a state actor, a development that would invariably 
lead to more downed Tatmadaw aircraft. 

KIA Downplays Clash with Tatmadaw

The Tatmadaw and KIA clashed in Namsan Yang, 
Kachin State on November 29. On December 4, 
the Tatmadaw released photos of weapons it cap-
tured during the clash and said that it had cap-
tured the body of a KIA soldier. A report from 
Kachin News Group (KNG) confirmed that one 
KIA soldier was killed. Numerous pro-KIA ac-
counts on Facebook expressed outrage over the 
incident. 

Despite the anger, however, the KIA leadership 
appeared to downplay the clash by omitting in-

formation about its dead soldier. Meanwhile, one 
pro-KIA user that provides regular battlefield in-
formation described in a post that he had been in-
structed not to release information about clashes 
with the Tatmadaw. 

The KIA leadership appears reluctant to discuss 
matters that may anger its constituents as it tries 
to negotiate a bilateral ceasefire agreement with the 
Tatmadaw. Periodic clashes or Tatmadaw attacks 
on new KIA outposts may continue, but appear 
unlikely to spark a wider confrontation. 
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Tatmadaw and BGF Occupy NMSP Base 

On November 27, a unit from the Tatmadaw’s Tac-
tical Operation Command (TOC) in Three Pagoda 
Pass approached an NSMP checkpoint on the way 
to the Thai border. According to both the NMSP 
and Tatmadaw, an NMSP soldier began shooting 
while the Tatmadaw unit was asking for permission 
to pass. The Tatmadaw unit retreated, gathered the 
local Border Guard Force (BGF), and returned to 
attack the checkpoint and the NMSP base near Ja-
pan Well Village. The Tatmadaw and BGF occupied 
the NMSP base after nearly two hours of fighting. 
One civilian was reportedly wounded and up to 500 
more fled to Thailand. An unknown number of 
NMSP troops were also reportedly wounded. 

A delegation from the NMSP travelled to the Tat-
madaw’s Southeastern Command on December 
2 to discuss the incident. The NMSP demanded 
that the BGF give back the base at Japan Well Vil-
lage and that the Tatmadaw return another nearby 
outpost taken in the past, but no agreement was 
reached. Numerous conflicting reports emerged 
over whether the Tatmadaw or BGF had with-
drawn. MIPS sources said that the Tatmadaw left 
the base but that the BGF remains. The NMSP 
filed a complaint in the Joint Ceasefire Monitoring 
Committee Union-level (JMC-U), and both sides 
expressed willingness to reduce further tension and 
resolve the issue peacefully. 
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Meeting Number

KNU Central Standing Committee Meeting 1

NCA-S EAOs Meeting 1

Peace Commission and NCA-S EAOs Meeting 1

Tatmadaw and PNO (BGF) Meeting 1

JMC Meetings/Workshops 8

Figure 5: Significant meetings related to the peace process in November 2019

GOVERNMENT
Government Heads to The Hague for ICJ Oral Observation

A government delegation led by State Counsellor 
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi travelled to the Interna-
tional Court of Justice (ICJ) at The Hague for an 
oral observation brought forth by The Gambia on 
behalf of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation 
(OIC). The Gambia filed the case against Myan-
mar for violation of Articles 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the 
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment 
of the Crime of Genocide. It also asked the court 
to consider six provisional measures to protect the 
Rohingya that are not listed under the Genocide 
Convention in accordance with ICJ statutes and 
rules of the court. 

The OIC had contacted Myanmar regarding Ro-
hingya issues before The Gambia filed the case 
with the ICJ, and the government apparently knew 
of the impending trial as early as September 2019. 
Its legal team included Professor William Schabas, 
a Canadian expert in international law and human 
rights. Professor Schabas was assisted by five other 
lawyers, including two who are not trained in in-
ternational law.

Ahead of the oral observation the government faced 
the decision over whether it would accept or reject the 
provisional measures brought forth by The Gambia. 
Accepting the provisional measures, however, would 
have implied acceptance over the related charges per-
taining to Articles 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The government 
fully rejected the provisional measures at the oral ob-
servation, citing Article 6 and 8 of the Genocide Con-
vention to underscore its reservations. 

During the hearing the government presented its 
legal arguments against the provisional measures 
but did little to respond to the details of alleged 
crimes and behaviors described by The Gambia’s 
legal team. Although the hearing divided Civil So-
ciety Organizations (CSO) across the country, Daw 
Aung San Suu Kyi’s popularity at home soared and 
her opening and closing remarks were especially 
well received by Myanmar viewers. A source also 
told MIPS that the State Counsellor told the mili-
tary during a meeting in 2018 that she would face 
any international trial, suggesting that her trip to 
The Hague was not a pre-election tactic.  
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NCA-SIGNATORIES
Military Issues May Impede Plans for UPC

The Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement Signatories 
(NCA-S) met with the government’s Peace Com-
mission (PC) in Chiang Mai, Thailand from No-
vember 19 to 22. The two sides discussed convening 
the Joint Implementation Coordination Meeting 
(JICM) as a venue to agree on when to hold the 
next Union Peace Conference—21st Century Pan-
glong (UPC).13 The government proposed to con-
vene the JICM meeting before Christmas, but the 
NCA-S said that they would let the government 
know after holding the Peace Process Steering Team 
(PPST) meeting in early December.

The PPST convened in Chiang Mai from Decem-
ber 2 to 4 where it reportedly produced a counter-
proposal for setting the date for the JICM. Then, 
on December 8, the KNU announced that a meet-
ing with the Tatmadaw on December 11 and 12 
would be a critical factor in determining if or when 

it could attend the JICM. Sources told MIPS that 
discussions over the Tatmadaw’s road building in 
Kayin State and JMC-related issues on December 
11 did not go well, although the issue was later re-
solved to some extent by interlocutors. 

In a meeting the next day, the KNU did not give a 
definitive answer to whether it agreed to move for-
ward with the JICM. If the JICM is not held, then 
the UPC, currently scheduled for March 2020, can-
not convene. There is also a risk for clashes in the 
Karen National Liberation Army’s (KNLA) Brigade 
5 and Brigade 3 areas if the Tatmadaw continues 
its road projects there without agreement from the 
KNLA. So far, sources said the Tatmadaw agreed 
not to expand the width of the existing road but to 
repair it by clearing the dirt and foliage on the top 
of it. Both sides agreed to allow their ground com-
manders to coordinate in this regard. 
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NON-SIGNATORIES
UWSA Sends NCA Proposal to Government

According to MIPS sources the UWSA is seriously 
negotiating with the government over two precon-
ditions to sign the NCA and has already submit-
ted a proposal to do so. First, the UWSA would 
like to add a conflict resolution procedure into an 
agreement for signing the NCA. The idea is that 
the procedure can be followed if any disagreement 
breaks out during the implementation of the NCA. 
Second, it demands the right to withdraw from the 

NCA if, in the event of a dispute, the conflict reso-
lution procedure fails to provide a solution. These 
preconditions appear as a way for the UWSA to 
sign the NCA without upending the current status 
quo. The relationship between the government and 
UWSA continues to improve, as reflected in the 
latter’s support for the State Counsellor’s trip to the 
ICJ.14 The government delegation is scheduled to 
meet with the UWSA in mid-December. 
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OVERVIEW
• The Tatmadaw is accelerating its offensive by more frequently using airstrikes and heavy artillery to 

bombard AA units and bases wherever they are spotted. The Tatmadaw is unlikely to slow its opera-
tions in Rakhine due to the Brotherhood Alliance’s unilateral ceasefire.

• The AA launched multiple rounds of coordinated, large-scale attacks against Tatmadaw bases across 
northern Rakhine in December, but did not manage to overrun them and sustained losses. It also 
carried out a string of abductions which are likely party of its effort to dismantle the civil administra-
tion in Rakhine. It may also be attempting to destabilize additional areas.

• The Tatmadaw may have abandoned its policy to contain the TNLA to its stronghold in the Palaung 
SAZ by inserting the 88th LID to dislodge fixed TNLA positions in Namhsan Township. 

• The Tatmadaw and KNLA reached an agreement over road construction in Kyaukkyi after the issue 
led to increased tensions and clashes in Kyaukkyi and Hpapun townships. 

• The government and NCA-S convened the JICM, marking the official resumption of formal peace 
talks, where they agreed on 8 points and to hold the UPC within the next four months. 

• A meeting between the NRPC and UWSA went well, and prospects for a Wa signing of the NCA 
are growing. 
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1 TCMS is an advanced monitoring system developed by MIPS that consists of 75 acceleration and deceleration indicators of con-
flict dynamics nationwide.

SECURITY
Total Number of Clashes Nationwide Declines, but Fighting Intensifies in 
Rakhine

At least 101 armed clashes and 19 incidents in-
volving mines or Improvised Explosive Devices 
(IED) took place in December for a total of 120 
armed incidents nationwide, down from 146 in 
November, according to information logged in 
the Township-based Conflict Monitoring Sys-
tem (TCMS).1 Paletwa Township, Chin State, 
experienced the highest number of armed clash-
es as the Arakan Army/United League of Arakan 
(AA/ULA) attempted multiple large-scale attacks 

against the Tatmadaw. Namhsam Township in 
northern Shan State saw the second highest num-
ber of clashes after the Tatmadaw inserted a divi-
sion to target fixed positions held by the Ta’ang 
National Liberation Army/Palaung State Libera-
tion Front (TNLA/PSLF). Following that, Mye-
bon and Mrauk U Townships were most affected, 
since the Tatmadaw upped the tempo of its oper-
ations and the AA carried out coordinated attacks 
there as well. 

AA Attempts Several Large Attacks as Tatmadaw Increases Pressure

The month of December witnessed the AA carry 
out multiple coordinated attacks against Tatmad-
aw positions, although none succeeded in overrun-
ning Tatmadaw encampments. At the same time, 
the Tatmadaw increased its operational tempo by 
more frequently pounding AA positions or units 
with heavy artillery and airstrikes. Further south, 
the Tatmadaw inserted at least one additional 
division to expel AA units attempting to estab-
lish a foothold in the area along the Yangon-Sit-
twe Highway in Myebon and Ann townships. A 
bombing in Kyaukphyu shows that the AA may be 
attempting to destabilize additional areas, a plan 
which will likely provoke stiff Tatmadaw opposi-
tion. The month was also characterized by a string 
of abductions against government officials and civil 
servants, an effort which may be part of the AA’s 
plan to dismantle the civil administrative structure 
in northern Rakhine and southern Chin states.

In the early morning of December 9, the AA carried 
out at least three coordinated attacks against Tat-
madaw positions in Paletwa Township, Chin State. 
On December 11, the AA launched coordinated 
attacks against three Tatmadaw outposts in Min-
bya Township. The AA also launched a large-scale 
attack against a Tatmadaw position in Mrauk U on 
December 5. Overall, December saw the highest 
number of large-scale, coordinated attacks by the 
AA since March 2019, when the AA launched an 
offensive near Mrauk U Town. Sources indicated 
that the AA suffered heavy causalities in the attacks, 
which did not succeed in overrunning their targets.

The pattern of clashes throughout 2019 shows that 
the AA cannot usually sustain the momentum of 
large attacks. Generally, there is a dip or pause from 
large scale attacks in the month after any major at-
tempt. This is likely because the AA needs time to 
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regroup, refit, and reorganize before it can again 
carry out large scale attacks in an attempt to over-
run Tatmadaw positions. Usually, however, the AA 
is able to continue frequent ambushes and IED at-
tacks in the interim, demonstrating its ability to 
keep up constant engagement with the Tatmadaw. 

The Tatmadaw appears to have shifted its strategy 
by liberalizing the use of firepower, especially air-
strikes. In November, MIPS reported that the Tat-
madaw regional commander was given the author-
ity to launch airstrikes without the need to seek 
permission from command headquarters in Nay 
Pyi Taw. In the past, the Tatmadaw’s doctrine was 
to fly airstrikes only in support of infantry opera-
tions. Now, however, the Tatmadaw is beginning to 
change its concept of airpower by flying airstrikes 
in the absence of infantry operations. In Decem-
ber, the Tatmadaw more frequently used airstrikes 
and artillery to attack AA units and bases wherever 
they were spotted. The Tatmadaw’s growing expe-
rience with airpower was recently reflected in com-
ments by the Commander-in-Chief made during 
an event to mark the 72nd anniversary of the air 
force’s founding.2

According to MIPS sources, the Tatmadaw inserted 
at least one division into the Taung Guk-Ann-Mye-
bon area, possibly as early as November, in an effort 
to expel AA units attempting to open a southern 
front, and to cut off an AA supply route via Taung 
Guk. In December, the Tatmadaw targeted AA en-
campments along the Yangon-Sittwe highway that 
runs through the area. A source told MIPS that the 
Tatmadaw discovered over one-hundred foxholes 

near the highway in Myebon township as it moved 
in to dislodge the AA forces there, who then with-
drew into the mountains to the east. It is likely that 
the AA has a base in the area, and that the Tatmad-
aw will move to dislodge it once it is discovered. 

On December 11, the AA reportedly attacked a 
Tatmadaw convoy with a roadside bomb in Kyauk-
phyu on Ramree Island, home to a Special Econom-
ic Zone (SEZ) and pipeline linking China’s Yun-
nan Province to the Indian Ocean. Although the 
AA has not yet proven its ability to wage sustained, 
high intensity operations further to the south, the 
IED attack in Kyaukphyu indicates a possible AA 
plan to destabilize additional areas outside of the 
main conflict zone. On December 19, three small 
explosions occurred on Manaung Island, which lies 
off the coast of Ramree Island, just hours ahead of 
the State Counsellor’s visit, but the AA denied any 
involvement. Such attempts may continue, but will 
likely be met by swift Tatmadaw efforts to thwart 
any expansion. 

December also saw the AA carry out a number 
of high-profile abductions. On December 11, 
the AA kidnapped U Ye Thein, the Chairperson 
of the National League for Democracy (NLD) 
in Buthidaung Township, while he travelled to 
organize a rally in support of Daw Aung San 
Suu Kyi. The AA soon admitted3 to taking U Ye 
Thein for questioning, but on December 25 said 
he was killed4 in a Tatmadaw mortar attack the 
day before. The Tatmadaw denied that any clash 
took place on either day, suggesting that the AA 
executed him. 
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On December 23, the AA abducted U Zaw Tun 
Aung, the Mytel director for Rakhine State, and his 
driver in Kyauktaw Township. On December 24, 
the AA abducted three staff members of the De-
partment of Immigration and Population in Buthi-
daung Township. And finally, on December 31, the 
AA took 16 civil servants off a boat in Rathedaung 
township, but released them several days later. The 
abduction of government officials, civil servants, 
and business people linked to the government or 
military is likely part of the AA’s effort to dismantle 
the civil administrative structure of Rakhine State, 
a goal it has made much progress toward.

Despite this success, however, the AA appeared to 
revise the timeline for one of its most important 
objectives and propaganda slogans. In line with the 
“Arakan Dream 2020”, the AA has long said that 
it would establish its headquarters in Mrauk U by 
2020. In a sweeping5 three-part6 interview7 with 
the Irrawaddy in December, AA chief Tun Mrat 
Naing appeared to shift that timeline to 2025, 
hinting that something critical would happen be-
fore then. Either way, sources told MIPS that there 
is currently a rift between the government and 
Tatmadaw over how to best reassert government 
control. The Tatmadaw wishes to impose martial 
law, but the government so far appears reluctant to 
allow this to happen. 

Instead, the Tatmadaw has responded to the AA’s 
dismantling of civil administration by stationing 
bases inside villages, where it can directly assert 
its presence and authority. The tactic has unsur-
prisingly led to more displacement among civil-
ians who then find themselves wedged between 
the authority of both sides. According to the 
Rakhine Ethnic Congress (REC), up to 100,000 
were displaced at some point in 2019. Most of 
the displaced, however, returned to their villages 
after an incident of displacement. A report from 
the REC on December 14 said that 34,740 IDPs 
were residing in the camps. Some IDPs also mi-
grate out of state or go to live with family mem-
bers elsewhere in Rakhine.8

Overall, the Tatmadaw appears to be gaining mo-
mentum by increasing the tempo of its attacks on 
AA units and bases, especially with the use of fre-
quent airstrikes and heavy artillery barrages. The 
coming months will likely see the Tatmadaw ac-
celerate its offensive, an effort that is unlikely to be 
influenced by the Brotherhood Alliance’s extension 
of the unilateral ceasefire. The AA will also likely 
attempt periodic large-scale attacks punctuated by 
regular ambushes, IED attacks, and other activities 
such as kidnappings. 
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Tatmadaw Asserts Pressure on TNLA Inside Palaung SAZ

The Tatmadaw may have abandoned its policy to 
contain the TNLA to the Palaung Self-Adminis-
tered Zone (SAZ) by sending its 88th Light Infantry 
Division (LID) into Namhsam Township in search 
of fixed TNLA positions. In December, MIPS re-
corded at least 12 clashes in Namhsam, most of 
which appeared to be Tatmadaw assaults on TNLA 
positions. In most cases, the TNLA withdrew after 
thirty minutes or one hour of fighting. 

The 88th LID was stationed in northern Shan State 
for nearly two years in 2017 and 2018 and there-
fore knows the area well. The current operation 
there does not appear to be a full-scale offensive, 
since that would require the insertion of addition-
al divisions. The Tatmadaw is likely acting off in-
telligence and conducting targeted operations to 

dislodge fixed TNLA positions. Since at least early 
2018, the Tatmadaw’s policy has been to contain 
the TNLA to the Palaung heartland in Namhsam 
and Manton, but its current operations suggest a 
deviation from this strategy. 

On January 1, the Brotherhood Alliance extend-
ed its unilateral ceasefire, which covers northern 
Shan State. The extension, however, appears to 
have had little effect on the Tatmadaw’s behavior. 
Elsewhere in the area, the Tatmadaw continued to 
target TNLA positions and units operating along 
the major economic corridor which was disrupt-
ed by the Brotherhood Alliance’s August offensive. 
More clashes along the corridor and a new phase of 
clashes within Namhsam are likely in the coming 
months.
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9 Free Burma Rangers. (2019, December 22). Shoot-on-sight orders given by Burma army as they impose curfew and restrict 
movement for villagers in Kyaukkyi township. https://www.freeburmarangers.org/2019/12/22/shoot-sight-orders-given-bur-
ma-army-impose-curfew-restrict-movement-villagers-kyaukkyi-township/

10 Khit Thit Media. ausmufBuD;wGif wif;rmaeaom wyfrawmf vrf;azmufvkyfrIudpö KNU oabmwlcGifhjyK. [Status Update]. Facebook. https://
www.facebook.com/khitthitnews/posts/825160117921336

Tatmadaw Road Work Raises Tensions with KNLA, but Two Sides Later Reach 
Agreement

On December 2, the Tatmadaw arrived in Muthe 
Village in Kyaukkyi Township with two bulldoz-
ers assigned to clear and upgrade the existing road 
eastward to Maw Law. On December 6, Karen Na-
tional Liberation Army (KNLA) troops destroyed 
one of the bulldozers. Sources told MIPS that the 
KNLA troops moved into the area to plant explo-
sives on the bulldozer at night. 

According to a Free Burma Rangers (FBR) report, 
the local Tatmadaw command issued a curfew and 
a shoot on sight order for anyone travelling along 
certain sections of the road at any time on Decem-
ber 9.9 The same FBR report included multiple 
pieces of photographic evidence documenting the 
Tatmadaw’s conduct, but provided no evidence of 
the shoot on sight order or curfew. After reaching 
out to its network of media members and sources 
in Kayin State, MIPS was unable to verify the exis-
tence of any curfew or shoot on sight order. 

On December 11 and 12, top leaders from the 
Karen National Union (KNU) met with the Tat-
madaw in Nay Pyi Taw where they discussed the 
road issues in Kyaukkyi and Hpapun townships. 
The two sides agreed that the Tatmadaw’s South-
ern Command and the KNLA’s District Command 
should meet to resolve the issue. 

A clash later broke out on December 26 after the 
Tatmadaw reportedly inserted additional units 
into the Muthe area. The two sides then held 

the commander-level meeting at the KNU’s liai-
son office in Kyaukkyi on December 27, but the 
meeting did not appear to resolve the issue. In 
early January, several more clashes were report-
ed in the Brigade 5’s area in Hpapun Township, 
where the Tatmadaw intends to link the road 
from Kyaukkyi. 

The Tatmadaw likely plans to upgrade the numer-
ous roads that connect its network of bases that 
span from Kyaukkyi to the border with Thailand. 
Although these roads already exist, many seg-
ments are not motorable by four wheeled vehicles. 
The KNLA does not want these roads, which cut 
through the heart of its Brigade 3 and 5 areas, to 
facilitate Tatmadaw vehicles. Tatmadaw efforts to 
expand and upgrade the roads has been met by 
consistent opposition from local civilians and the 
KNLA alike. 

On January 10, however, the KNLA and Tatmadaw 
met for a second time at the KNU’s liaison office in 
Kyaukkyi. The KNLA agreed to allow the Tatmad-
aw to improve the road from Than Bo to Muthe 
to Baw Sal Kho Hti, but only for one-way traffic.10  
It was also agreed that the Tatmadaw would not 
provide any security to the road construction crews 
as they worked, and that civilians can freely trav-
el along the road without any interrogation from 
either side. The Tatmadaw and KNLA agreed to 
inform one another of movements along the road 
ahead of time as well.
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Figure 1: Armed incidents from July 2019 to December  2019
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Figure 2: Groups involved in armed incidents with the Tatmadaw and other EAOs in December 2019 
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Figure 4: Significant meetings related to the peace process in December 2019

Meetings Number

JMC Meetings/Workshops 8

Tatmadaw and NMSP Meeting 2

Tatmadaw and KNU Meeting 2

NCA-S EAO Meeting 2

PPST Meeting 1

KNU and Karen Parties Meeting 1

NRPC and KIA, TNLA, MNDAA, AA Meeting 1

NMSP Conference 1

Total Number of Meetings
18
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Figure 5: Armed incidents in December 2019

Incidents in unlabelled townships involved mines or IEDs planted by an unknown actor.
EAOs listed alone indicate clashes between the Tatmadaw and that EAO.
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11 Than Htike Aung. (2020, January 09). JICM reaches 8-point peace process agreement. Mizzima. http://www.mizzima.com/article/
jicm-reaches-8-point-peace-process-agreement

12 Myanmar State Counsellor Office. Govt, EAOs reach eight agreements at 8th JICM in Nay Pyi Taw. [Status Update]. Facebook. 
https://www.facebook.com/state.counsellor/posts/1806287702838771

NCA SIGNATORIES
Government, Tatmadaw, and Signatories Convene JICM with Eye on UPC

The government, military, and Nationwide Cease-
fire Agreement Signatories (NCA-S) convened 
the Joint Implementation Coordination Meeting 
(JICM) in Nay Pyi Taw on January 8.11 The orig-
inal idea behind convening the JICM was to use 
the meeting as a venue to set the date for the next 
Union Peace Conference—2st Century Panglong 
(UPC). It was also slated to symbolize the official 
resumption of formal peace talks. 

The JICM was attended by the State Counsellor, 
Deputy Commander-in-Chief Vice-Senior Gener-
al Soe Win, and RCSS Chairman General Yawd 
Serk. The meeting produced an 8-point agreement 
that includes a plan to convene the UPC within 

the first four months of 2020, and to hold the 
Union Peace Dialogue Joint Committee (UPDJC) 
and Joint Ceasefire Monitoring Committee (JMC) 
meetings within the next two months. 12 

According to MIPS sources, the RCSS said it does 
not want to continue formal peace talks after June 
2020 in order to give leeway for the upcoming 
election. The government, which had originally 
stated that it would not negotiate in 2020, appears 
in line with this position. Both the government 
and Ethnic Armed Organizations (EAO) demon-
strated willingness to hold the 4th UPC in the first 
quarter of 2020, and both sides will seek a set of 
agreements on federal principles. 

NON-SIGNATORIES
NRPC Meets UWSA En Route to Northern Alliance Meeting

Representatives from the National Reconciliation 
and Peace Center (NRPC) met with leaders from 
the United Wa State Army (UWSA) on Decem-
ber 14 before travelling onwards to meet with 
the Northern Alliance on December 15. Sources 
told MIPS that the meeting between the NRPC 
and UWSA went well and that the prospect of the 
UWSA signing the NCA is growing. 

The NRPC met with all four members of the 
Northern Alliance in Kunming, China the next 

day. According to MIPS sources, the Northern Al-
liance proposed three points as preconditions to 
bilateral ceasefire. First, they asked that individu-
als in contact with the groups not be arrested. Sec-
ond, they proposed a release of current detainees 
on both sides. Finally, the alliance proposed the 
formation of a conflict resolution mechanism that 
involves other members of the Federal Political Ne-
gotiation and Consultative Committee (FPNCC) 
and China. 
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The Northern Alliance told the government that 
once the three pre-conditions were met, there 
could be a temporary cessation of hostilities fol-
lowed by bilateral discussions to work out more 
details. Many of the issues discussed at the meet-
ing were similar to those discussed at the previous 
meeting in Keng Tung held in mid-September. The 
government did not respond specifically to any of 
these points.

On January 1, the Brotherhood Alliance, which 
excludes the Kachin Independence Army (KIA), 
extended its unilateral ceasefire until February 29. 
The announcement had no apparent effect on the 

Tatmadaw’s conduct in northern Rakhine State, 
nor on its operations against the TNLA in north-
ern Shan State.

The negotiations with the Northern Alliance 
may not produce any substantial result in the 
near future, but the KIA and Myanmar Nation-
al Democratic Alliance Army (MNDAA) are 
likely to maintain the current trend of conflict 
de-escalation in 2020. The fighting between the 
Tatmadaw and AA is likely to continue through-
out the year in Rakhine State, and low-intensity 
clashes with the TNLA may likely continue in 
2020 as well.
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